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I FOREWORD

I Total Quality Management (TQM) is both a philosophy and a set of guiding principles that
represent the foundation of a continuously improving organization. By definition, TQM is the
application of quantitative methods and human resources to improve (1) the materials and
services supplied to an organization, (2) all the significant processes within an organization, and
(3) the degree to which the needs of the customers are met, now and in the future.

TQM was first applied in the Department of Defense (DoD) in the early 1980s in a few
logistic field activities. In 1987, its use began to rapidly expand with the advent of support from
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production and Logistics (OASD (P&L))3 (TQMJIPQ). TQM is now one of DoD's primary initiatives.

In 1988, in response to the publication of a Department of Defense statement entitled "DoD
Posture on Quality," rmangc-s began to ask for information and examples of TQM
implementation. To meet that request, OASD (P&L) asked the Organizational Systems
Department of the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center to prepare a compilation
of readings and case studies to assist managers in implementing TQM.) (This present volumeserves as a followup to a previous NPRDC publication.) The editors of' this present collection
surveyed a variety of sources to gather materials, including a review of recent literature andrecommendations of TQM theorists and practitioners from both the public and private sectors.
All articles included were reviewed to ensure their philosophical support for the DoD "Posture
on Quality" and general usefulness to DoD managers. However, this collection should not be
considered representative of the total published literature on approaches to quality improvement.

Application of TQM requires that management take on significant leadership roles and
responsibilities. Articles in this collection were, therefore, chosen on the basis of how well they
prepare managers to take on these new challenges, including how to apply TQM in white collar,
administrative, and service organizations. The editors also assumed that most readers already
have some basic understanding of the concepts and philosophy of TQM, obtained either by
attendance in seminars or workshops on quality or by extensive reading.

For ease of presentation, the various articles have been organized into four sections:
Management and Leadership Focus (Section 1), Guidelines for the Development of TQM
(Section 2), Quality Improvement Strategy (Section 3), and Case Studies: Special Applications
of TQM (Section 4). ,

The first article in Section 1 provides an orientation on the status of government-wide
efforts to improve productivity. It describes the work of a number of federal agencies and
identifies major challenges for them in the initiation of comprehensive quality improvement. The
other two articles discuss the new roles the quality professional will have in this transformation
process. They describe critical organizational changes as well as address gener,1 implementation

I issues.

The articles in Section 2 discuss the critical elements and common components needed to
initiate a TQM effort. Edmund Metz (1984) provides a broad-based academic view of
organizational change, while the other authors address more of the specific elements needed to
implement quality management. All authors agree that there are certain common elements
required for this transformation, including top management commitment, the focus on
continuous improvement and process analysis, use of extensive measurement, a customer
orientation, long-term commitment and plinning, and involvement of all members of the
organization. T hese autnors also discuss some of the pitfalls, such as the differences between aI
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quality orientation and previous productivity improvement programs, and reasons why previous
approaches have not produced desired outcomes. l

The articles in Section 3 address more specifically the critical elements identified in Section
2. These focus on some of the requirements for education and training, the importance of
forming teams as the basis for improvement, and an approach to integrating the procedures for
process improvement with an organization of cross-functional teams. Also included is an article
by Myron Tribus (1988) which discusses the application of some of these critical elements in
industrial settings. 3

Section 4 includes case studies from the public sector, including DoD, the Internal Revenue
Service, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The approaches discussed in
these case studies are all different and should not be consicered representative of all ongoingmilitary and government efforts. They were selected to provide managers with a broad-based Iview of how public sector organizations have applied the general philosophy and methods.

Although the underlying philosophy of quality management should be consistent throughout
DoD, there is no cookbook approach to organizational change. Implementation should be
tailored to each organization. The articles presented here should provide TQM implementers
with some guidelines on beginning that task.

Permission to reprint the journal articles in this collection has been generously granted to
NPRDC by the various publishers. Howevcr, permission to reprint them has been obtained for
NPRDC only. Point of contact at NPRDC concerning this report is Mr. Tracy Pope, i
Acquisition Management Division Head, (619) 553-7985 or AUTOVON 553-7985.

I
LAURIE A. BROEDLLNG

Director l
Organizational Systems Department
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* The Federal Productivity
I Improvement Effort: Current

Status and Future Agenda
i Eiforts of federal agencies to improve the

quality, timeliness, and efficiency of theirIservices are reviewed.

i Carolyn Burstein and Kathleen Sedlak

A n earlier article in National Productivit-.N Re- eled since early 1986. The program's original de-
ie' (Summer 1986). "Meeting the Productivity sign emphasized the need to implement strong5 Challenge in the Federal Government." described agencywide productivity management practices

the new gosernmentwide effort to improve pro- to support future improvement efforts. This has
ductivity. At this writing it is two years since the remained the basic thrust of federal efforts. but
signing of a presidential Executive Order in Feb- the original elements that were selected as the
ruary 1986 that aimed at making agencies in the essential features of productivity management have
executive branch significantly more productive by been modified to include a much greater emphasis
1992. Is that effort still a priority? Are federal on quality management. This stress on quality re-I agencies making the changes envisioned in the flects a significant change made by the Office of
program's goals? What short-term results have Management and Budget, which directs the gov-
been achieved? What is the long-term prognosis ernmentwide effort, and the participating agen-
for productivity improvement at the federal level? cies. Our odyssey over the past two years in trans-
This article will attempt to answer these questions forming productivity improvement into qualit%
by assessing progress on a number of qualitative productivity improvement mirrors that of the many
and quantitative indicators and explaining changes other practitioners who have come to realize theL that are occurring both in program direction and close productivity-quality nexus. Encounters with
in agency implementation. corporate officials in some of the best-managed

It was instructive to reread the earlier NPR American companies as well as a continuing pe-i article to remind ourselves how far we had tray- rusal of the ever-growing management literature

2 Reprinted wiih permission from NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW, i

122 V7N2 Spring 1988. C 1988 by Executive Enterprises, Inc., National Productivity Re'ie 'Spnng 1988

22 West 21st Street, New York, NY 10010-6904. All Rights Reserved.
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supported this push in the quality direction. Qual- Figure 1 1
it\ and producti\ it\ have nox been given panty Attributes of Total Quality Management
in federal impro, ement efforts.

" Top management is vigorously committed to quality I
productivity and this is evidenced in practical man-

The program's design and agement actions.
operation In 1986 and 1987 A customer orientation permeates the agency, the-

needs and requirements of both internal and externa!
customers are sought, and the level of satisfaction
with the service becomes the basis of improvemen I

The federal program is designed to pro- efforts.
mote the tlmel% deli\er\ of high-qualit\. error- *Teamwork at all levels is seen as key to improving
free co,-effecti\ e products and services to the processes and services.
Amerzcan pubhc. using delier\ s. stems that are
responmi\ e to cutomer needs and make the most * Quality management and improvement training are I
effecti% e ue of taxpa\ er dollars. To achieve this provided at all levels of the agency.
oU\ cod. federal acencies are encouraged to: * Accountability for quality and productrvity improve-
('I implement total qualit\ and productivit\ man- ment is tied to managers performance evaluations !
agemen: practice-. and (2) make incremental im- e Recognition and incentive programs are establishec
pro\ ement, each \cear in the qualit\. timeliness, throughout the agency, are targeted at service ir-
and efficien\ of their products and services. provement efforts, and are used creatively

* Productivity and quality measures are established i
and high standards are set for quality service delivery
in all programs (errors and inefficiencies are not to;-

TtlqaiNmngmn TN erated.)!
Total qualiD management (TQN) * Barriers to productivity and quality improvement are

eliminated or reduced.
Buildinc an infrastructure of total qualit% e Agency personnel are constantly stimulated to im-

management in e' er% agenc. is considered to be prove quality and productivity (communication work-
of paramount importance if changes are to have shops, new.,ietters, bulletin boards. contests).
lasting effect, therefore. this has been a principal
effort ofagenc\ officials o\ er the past year. Figure
I lists the attributes selected to define TQM. fort in TQM implementation is illustrated inTable

Any compan. that has embarked on an ef- 1.
fort to implement total quality/productivity man- The OMB's determination of an agency
agement practices knows it is a long-term journey rating is admittedly subject~ve. but is based on
in\olving not onl the implementation of specific data accumulated through such sources as on-site
management changes. but also a fundamental cul- monitoring, extensive informal contacts. and I
tural change within the organization. Given this quarterly self-reporting by agencies describing
long-term focus. progress in achieving TQM in specific actions they have taken to implement TQM
go, ernment agencies is just beginning. One or two Some top performers in TQM (although all
agencies are clearly in the forefront due primarily would acknowledge that they are in the earliest I
to extraordinary management leadership; a few stages) are the Internal Revenue Se, vice (IRS).
agencies have taken the first steps in implement- the Naval Air Logistics Center (in the U.S. Na% N) I

ing a number of important TQM features, but the and the Forest Service (in the Department of Ag-
majority of agencies have yet to "catch the spirit" riculture).
of TQM. Progress among the nineteen agencies The IRS has established a Quality Council
participating in the productivity improvement ef- of top executives reporting to the Commissioner 5

National Productivit% Review/Spnng 1988 123



3 Quality improvement teams are operating on a
broad scale throughout the IRS.3

I Table 1
Implementation of Total Quality Management Practices

I Department Involvement

TQM implementation Extensive Some Little
- - ~ :~ rocuc!:;,! snowr' r

Z-:: s 6 7 6
z-ea-es agency 0' 2

- . .e Z_ 3Se ' 0 mpro.,,!g servce

-._ -. 1 ,a

_. 7" .
2 "

2 Z 'I "-:: :' 1 : '-.=,e : a :,, a'c z'zOd.C:.' S

thd: rro, ide., direction for the o, erall qualit> pro- quality management is the underl.,ing theme ofS gram. Qu-JiU. :ouncils also operate at the ten ser- ambitious plans for continuous improsement at
ice centers. The Commissioner has published fi,e all six naval aviation depots. These depots pro-

guiding pnniple,. for the agency: (I) qualit, is ,ide worldwide maintenance. engineering, and lo-i first among equals " ith schedule and cost: (2) sys- gistics support to the fleet. Total qualit. manage-
temu fla k, that interfere Aith product and service ment efforts started wxith an awkareness phase.
qualut\ -re to be eliminated: (3) responsiveness to w, here 200 top managers were pro\ided \aluable
the public I, to be improsed: (4) a quality im- education and tools for embarking on the pro-I pro\ ement process \, ill be installed in every major gram. The Navy has implemented strategies en-
part of the IRS: and (5) quality wkill be emphasized compassing all aspects of qualit management.
in the e'aluation of systems. Over 10,000 senior including a focus on customer requirements. e\-i managers have been trained in quality manage- tensive employee training in the use of statistical
ment. and quality improvement teams are oper- process control, long-term business planning, em-
ating on a broad scale throughout the agency. ployee rewares through gainsharing, the intro-

Alread% the focus on quality has produced duction of new automated processes. and use of
results: improvements ranging from innovative corrective action teams. Quality and productivits
"'one-stop taxpayer services" (eliminating refer- improvements have resulted in better mainte-
rals of customers to multiple sources) to elec- nance of F-14 planes and an ability to meet tight
tronicall, processed tax returns have resulted in production requirements in the Mobile Mainte-
significant gains. For example, of the 1.2 million nance Program. The depots are forecasting sas-
Federal Tax Deposit accounts received each week ings of over $1 billion by 1991 through the reduc-
in 1986. from 30,000 to 40,000 kicked out of the tion of quality failures.
system due to processing errors; in 1987 error The Forest Service has recently completed
rates were dow n to from 3,000 to 4,000 per week an experiment in several national forests in which
on a volume of about 1.5 million, top management loosened up the constraints of

At the Naval Air Logistics Center, total bureaucratic red tape on employee creativity and

i 124 Ntional Productivity Review'Spring 1988
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entrepreneurship. Authority was delegated to the most 700 programs have been listed. emplox ing
lo,,est possible level, and emp.vees were en- nearly two million federal workers. (The Postal I
couraged to take risks and be innovative in re- Service is not included in the inventor\) The
sponding to customer needs. During the experi- number of programs by agency and emplo,,ment
ment. National Forest staff operated in an levels in the program services are listed in Table I
environment in which only the ordering of prior- 2.
ities \as defined and the budget was proided in The programs in the inventory have been
lump sum (rather than by line items), maximum grouped into a number of categories, which illus- I
flexibilit\ was given to get the job done. personnel trate the variety of government services to be tar-
ceiling, ,ere lifted, all savings could be retained geted for improvement:
for high priorit\ \,%ork. and experimentation and * Claims'applications:
a bottom-up approach to change were encour- I Communications:
aged-no one could "fail." The Forest Service
had one ground rule: 'If it is legal and within basic
polic bounds. go for iL." Table 2 I

Reult\, \ere dramatic. Substantial paper- Agency Productivity Program Inventories
"ork \ a, eliminated, morale and organizational
spin! soared. Unit costs in the experimental for- F nctions
es, v,ere reduced 15 percent: of a savings pool i Employees
of S-5.000 in one National Forest. 20 percent Agency Inventory in Invent0
%'as distbuted to the employees and the remain- Agr cu't re 64

der "as used to improve service to customers: Co""erze 25 K9O I
district rangers began processing all public per- Defense -.-O 30C OX3

mits in a fe, hours rather than a few weeks as a Ec-ca:.or 12 3 20:
result of simplified paperwork: 109 employee sug- Energ,, 9 E 5: S
gestions for be-ter ways of doing business were Erv ronmenta P'oteco o-
implemented in one of the experimental forests. Agercy 25 5 0D-"
In 1988. the Forest Service is expanding the pro- Fec Energy Reg
gram to all forests in the 20 states in the North- Commsso"- 54 753
eastern United States and anticipates expansion Genera; Services Aamlrn ' 84 OX
to the entire country as the agency trains its man- Healtnr & Human Se'vices 45 80 DX
agers and employees in quality management. &

In all three agencies, the dedication to qual- Hous,'eg &, Urban5
it\ of the top executives has provided the vision Developmen:8 5

and leadership essential to forming a TQM cul- Interior 53 3" 4 -

ture. Justice 31 5, 00 I
Labor 49 15 70
Nat Aeronautic & Space

Improving quality, timeliness, and Admin 6 3 8X- I
efficiency of services Office of Personnel

Management 14 2803

State 9 3 0003'
As TQM practices are implemented in the Transportation 22 73 00C I

agencies. the payoff in service improvement is 30 105000
expected to follow. In early 1987, agency officials Treasury 30 9 4 5
developed a complete inventory of program ser- U.s Information Agency 9 4 50C I
vices where they plan to initiate productivity and Veterans Administration 12 190,00C
quality improvement between 1987 and 1992. Al- TOTAL 680 1,99" 45C
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In 1987, the first full year of the productivi,4
program, thirty-six program services were
selected by the agencies for improvement.

I
* Distribution services; Of the thirty-six services targeted for im-I Education and training: provement in 1987, thirty have been reported by
* Financial services; the agencies as of the time of writing for this ar-
* Health ser,'ices: ticle. Table 3 highlights efficiency improvements.I Information services: Of the thirty programs reporting data. fif-
e !n'.estigation. enforcement- teen program services reduced their unit costs.
* Licensing certification; while fifteen programs experienced an increase in
* Loans grants; unit costs. The overall average change in unit costs
* Maintenance: of the thirty programs reporting data is a 1.7 per-
* Natural resources management, cent reduction. It should be noted that many of
i Social serv ices and benefits: the short-term cost increases are due to initialI Specialized production: investments in equipment and or people that are
* Support services and operations: anticipated ultimately to pa% off in more efficient
* Testing inspection: and operations.

Tran portation traffic management. For example. significant computer mod-
ernization efforts underv.a, in Census Publica-

In .)S-. the first full ,ear of the producti\- tion. the Federal Aviation Administration's FlightSit% program. thirt\-_.x program services Aere se- Service Stations. and the \eterans Administra-
lected b the agencies for improvement. The qual- tion's Insurance Program, and across most of the
it\. timeline_. and efficiency of these services Federal Energ, Regulatory Commission's pro-I were tra,:ked during the course of the year and grams. require short-term investments that hae
Sill :ontinue to be monitored from a 1985 baseline boosted unit costs. In a fev programs A here unit

level. In 1988. sixt\-fi~e more program services costs rose significantly (e.g.. Housing and Urban
%k ill be added b' the agencies to the original thirty- Development's Single Family Applications Pro-
5i\. and ninet% -nine more iIll be added in 1989. cessing and the U.S. Coast Guard's Ship Re.iev,
B\ 1981. then. 200 services will be targeted for there was major turbulence in 198- due to neA
improvement. employing about 725.000 workers. policy directions and the ripple effects of theU The gromkh of program participation in terms of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings budgetary cuts. which
number of ,er\ ioe, and employees is displayed in caused some displacement of personnel and -on-
Figure 2. comitant program problems. In the program over-

5 Figure 2
Federal Program Participation by Services and Employees

989- 99 1989-230,0001989-19 .._ 1988-395,000
1988-65

, _l 1987-36 - 987-100,000

E 1990-1992--480 1990-1992-1,267,000

680 Total Services 1.9 Million Employees
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Table 33
Efficiency Improvements in 30 Program Services

Percent
UnitAverage Cost in $ Change in

Cost from
Agency Program Function 1985 1986 1987 1986 to 1987

,C a'ant ne onsec: (data nof avarame
-, ,e Mea, Doultry Irspectior 0 0017 0 0016 0 00 5 -4

e es-s Duoica',o- "7 72 14 24 I5 86
Cens,s Da:a 0o ec:o- 1258 1221 " 85 -
_SA-- en7_,e Ma,-.e-anoe 1da:a no ava laoie
JS ,  c'a' " 9a1ea-:e 9 95 9C 68 8-5 - I
St.je- A.c A's 15943 128 34 9-"

e 3-" EC 12 5 '88 99
Saea' _,ca E ,e'. Ass-: ca:a -' a~a ace
A'eaco-s 3.a '! Ass..a-ce 148 06 ''86. 5-5 I:,a-:s AO- -,st'a 652 4, 652 27 652 9

Z: Ve :neac Re'.-ocs E09 15 '24' 8%5 -2
M"c" Ne.-. Caa:: - 65: '7 66E 5 22 94 3
S-a ,*.e" ,'zcc: '.66E 6- 1 098 85 2 062 6D E-
Ma :' NeA Zacao 34 008 62 2E '9C 9E 3E 85 2

Sc- - - '.m . Ma-age-e - "  ,a:a "C* a.a a: e
3 5. -' z -qea ,33S 3 2. : 2, - -1

Re,'e--: sac, '92 36 185 '75 52 - I
- -~a SS Peze:e'- -a: ors ioa'a no" aay:aoe

7z. e La-s 065 052 -3
-e S g a"-., A 0':: 6342 364

- - SGS ,a s :- C4 02 4 --
,-Ve " M e-a P:, a%, a '-e-'s ' 2" 2 e -E3;

A e Apc :a . s .:, S '73 ' 68
.- ::soe" Tras o:ra- 709 1 45 4 2I

MSi~" M'-e's::: Si a'a rs" a a ace I
- " Back' b"S ga:-s " 39E 9. ' 43 89 36 2E --

w - assco Se'v ces 724 7 45 5 = -2
- aF" g2-. Ass s:"ce 3 6' 36 4

_ s : - Eon ee,'c Grac5zs 5 1688 '686 -
"a~2 .a . Aa:o S:a ,ca,.s 64 '8 5928 6' 22 I

USC3 Sr: _ Revie, '19 38 104 00 "4- 25 4-
'as' "Custorns Cargo Exa", 39 43 37 52 35 08 - -
'eas-, Tax Forms Distr, 252 222 1 55 - 3,'e'e A d"  Insurance 58 70 53 80 57 48 Iveea's Ac-i, Warehouse Distrib 5 63 5 33 4 56 - '4

* :Coss a'e defatec and Slown in 1985 constant dollars

all, a 1.7 percent cost reduction is a creditable and equipment, purchases and contracts, and other
performance in programs that are largely service- items such as travel, utilities, and training. Where
related rather than production-oriented, final outputs are a single type of service or prod-

Efficiency improvements are determined uct. such as the issuance of a retirement insurance
b% measuring final outputs or services to the pub- check, unit costs are calculated. Where the final
lic and their associated costs. The cost of all in- outputs of a program result in multiple services
ternal tasks and activities required to produce the being delivered, such as various types of compli-
final output are included: labor, capital facilities ance inspections performed. the outputs are 5
National Productivity Review/Spring 1988 12-
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What is clear from an analysis of the
improvement methods that agencies employed

is that no single best solution predominates.
I

I veighted and aggregated. In such cases, average completed in 1987, only 12 complaints were re-
co.;s are calculated. ceived requiring a change to final action, less than

* Of the thirty services reported by the agen- 0. 1 percent of the total volume reviewed. This
cies. tenty-seven made quality and timeliness was roughly the same low complaint rate as in
improvements or met their established standards. 1986. Efficiency, which was considerably lower
Quality and timeliness measures and standards in 1987 than in 1986, will be the focus of improve-
are specaified b.k agency program managers, who ment efforts in 1988.
describe and explain them in their annual plans 0 The Department of Education, by ap-
and report on changes in quality and timeliness plying automated data processing capabilities and
le. els in their end-of-. ear reports. Since quality advances in word-processing technology. reduced
and timeliness measures vary in number and by total processing time for determining the eligibil-
function and are not susceptible to succinct dis- ity and certification of institutions of higher ed-

- pla'.. the follo"ing examples have been selected ucation by 20 percent compared to 1986.
to illustrate the t.pes of improvements that oc- * The average time to process a loan for
curred in 19%.: property improvement and purchase of manufac-

tured housing in the Department of Housing andirn SIn Commerce. one measure of quality Urban Deeomn a ihssxdays in 1985.

impro ement in Census Publications is the level " n d ayson "an d n 198.

of photot~peset materials included in publica- twenty-nidays in 198

tions. B% \ear-end 1987, Census materials con- days in 1987.

tained 21 percent more phototypset materials than * The Veterans Life Insurance Program
in 1985. completed all insurance-related transactions (e.g..

loans, payments of claims) within timeliness stan-
0 The Geological Survey in Interior took dards 90.2 percent of the time in 198 7. a marked

10 'orking das to process ne , orders for maps improvement over the 1986 level of 76.8 percent.
in 198- compared to 20 working days in 1986.
Qualit. standards remained constant: accurate in- * The processing of disability insurance

* put of 155 or more publication items per hour per claims in the Social Security Administration in the
employee into a computer system. In 1988. ad- Department of Health and Human Services vas
ditmonal customer service concepts will be intro- reduced to 73.9 days in 1987 from 81 days in 1986.E duced. such as an -800" telephone number for
orders. use of credit cards for payment, regional The efficiency. quality. and timelinessdistributorships and discount procedures. TeeicnyqatadtIinsi-provements illustrated above have been accom-

0 1 B reducing front-end rejection rates in plished through the implementation of a variety
processing royalty payments, the Mineral Man- of improvement strategies that fit the specific cir-
agement Service in Interior reduced its accrued cumstances, environments, c,'Iture, and problems
interest liability to states to $253,000 in 1987. This of each program service. What is clear from an
compares to a 1986 liability of $300,000 and a 1985 analysis of the improvement methods that agen-
liability of SI. I million, most of which was due to cies employed is that no single best solution pre-
processing errors that delayed disbursement of dominates. Improvement strategies include:U proceeds to the states, thus incurring interest pen- automation of labor-intensive operations, simpli-
alties. The percentage of timely disbursements to fication of work procedures and methods the use
states was over 94.7 percent, which approached of more advanced coordination with other orga-
the 1987 goal of 97 percent. Timeliness will be the nizational units; consolidation of field units; par-3 focus of i p o e ntin 1988.an

improvement ticipative management; and employee training.0 The U.S. Coast Guard in Transportation career development, motivation, and incentive
continued its high quality performance in review- programs. Often, many of these improvementI ing commercial vessel plans. Of 16,065 reviews strategies are used in combination.
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Other significant accomplishments in very complex programs to near zero, while lo%-
1987 ering by over 50 percent the time and effort re-

quired to reconfigure the flight software. The fed-
eral government, as a customer, received a highIn addition to their efforts to upgrade the quality product, on time, and at a reduced cost. Iprogram services targeted for improvement in 1987, 0 The National Technical Information Ser-

agencies also prepared productivity improvement vice (NTIS) in the Department of Commerce re- n
plans for 1988 and 1989 on another 164 services. ceived the 1987 U.S. Senate Productivity Award
(See Figure 2.) This involved developing mea- for Virginia for its innovative use of automation.
sures of output. quality, and timeliness for the quality circles, improved communicaion profes-
first time for manN of these program services. For sional development, and integrated planning sys-
others a major effort to improve existing mea- tems to achieve productivity gains. NTIS is the
suremeru s, stems w~as undertaken. A baseline is central source for the public sale of government-
required for each service so that progress attained sponsored research. development, and engineer-
can be measured and compared from a starting ing reports.
point. All this has required a considerable com- T
mitment of time and effort. Over the past two 0 The Federal Aviation Administration in-
% ears. the Bureau of Labor Statistics has provided augurated Phase I of its East Coast Plan in 198
technical assistance in measurement for agencies to improve the use of airspace in the Northeast. 
and helped managers to develop useful. straight- Phase I established or modified thirt% -six jet routes
forv, ard. and eas -to-understand measures for their and thirty-three low altitude airways. increased
programs. the number of departure routes from Nek York I

In their 1987 annual accomplishments re- by two-thirds, and increased the number of avail-
ports. man\ agencies also noted that significant able high altitude North-South jet routes.
progress \has achieved in services not yetformal!v The Department of Transportation's Na- 5
included in the governmentwide focus on pro- tional Driver Registration Program supports state
ductivit\ and quality. Here are some examples: driver licensing agency needs for rapid detection

of problem drivers. The program is being redi-
* The National Aeronautics and Space rected to a new and faster concept called the Prob- I

Administration's (NASA) contractors are crucial lem Driver Pointer System. Under the ne% svs-
to the space program, since over 75 percent of tem. a state considering issuance of a driver's
the agency's budget goes to the private sector. license can inquire through a Register about the I
To promote productivity and quality enhance- applicant's driving record i, other states. The
ments. NASA has set up an annual award that Register will serve as an on-line switchboard be-
focuses attention on exceptionally high standards tween the inquiring state and the state that has
of performance by NASA contractors. In October specific data related to an applicant's record. The
1987, the award winners were announced for the effect will be to reduce the time involved in iden-
preceding year: Martin Marietta's Manned Space tifying a suspended or revoked driver from day s
Systems and IBM's Federal Systems Division. to a few hours-at most overnight. The new sys- IMartin Marietta builds the external fuel tank for tem is currently being tested in four states and is
the space shuttle and received the award for cut- expected to be available nationwide in 1989.
ting manufacturing hours by 53 percent. The com- 0 The Department of Housing and Urban
pany also lowered nonmanufacturing labor sup- Development (HUD) is taking actions to minimize
port by two-thirds, while improving product quality the number of properties it takes into inventory
by cutting manufacturing discrepancies by 76 per- by paying claims to lenders who are able to sell
cent. IBM produces the software for on-board the properties themselves and hiring private firms
computer systems for the shuttle. The company to handle .the disposition of properties. HUD is
reduced the number of software errors in these seeking to dispose of its "aged" inventory' of homes I
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The FBI has improved significantly the3 efficiency and quality of its examinations

through the marrying of forensic science
specialists and modem technology.

I
through bulk sales of these properties. These ac- stalled at all AF sites will be linked to the centralI tions are expected to reduce the number of months Air Force data base and allow employees around
that units remain in inventory from eight to five the world to access and update existing forms and
and increase the share of the claim recovered from manuals instantly by using their own terminals.
the sale of the property from 72 percent to 77 A revised regulation, for example. could be called
percent. up by an officer in West Germany via overseas

0 The Urban Mass Transit Administration communications links and then be instantly printed

(UMTA) in the Department of Transportation is at his or her location.

impro, ing its grants administration activities by
delegating grantees more responsibility in local
contracting matters and providing more flexibleU use of staff among regional offices to correspond Future directions
to shifting Aorkloads. By 1989. UMTA will ini-
tiate a new self-certification procedure for gran- The focus on building a qualit\ culture in
tees. hich eliminates UM TA pre-award reviews Tovefoment on futuregdarqua ity oflture i

* for most t\pes of contracts. B\ raising its review government will mark the future direction of agenc>
thresholds for all pre-award reviews and elimi- efforts. This will require not only comprehensive

nating protest reviews. UMTA will substantially education of the federal work force in Total Qual-
reduce the number of grantee contracts that it ity Management but also the widespread promo-

reviev s while ensuring at the same time that the tion and recognition of achievements b\, agenc.
quaiit\, of the review process remains intact, managers and employees to improve services andput the customer first. Numerous major activities

0 0 The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) are underway to help make this push for quality
Laboratory Division performs more than 120 dif- a reality in government.
ferent t pes of forensic science examinations in
response to requests from international, federal.
state. and local investigative agencies. The FBI
has been able to improve significantly the effi-
cienc> and quality of its examinations through the Quality improvement education

I marrying of forensic science specialists and mod-
ern technology. Benefits are produced not only in To build a tradition in government of qual-
better. quicker. more comprehensive federal in- ity consciousness that orients employees to cus-I ',estigations. but in upgrading state and local fo- tomer needs and commits them to defect-free "work
rensic capability and in developing new technol- processes and continuous improvement requires
ogies for future improvements. The Diision strives a change in attitude and mindset achievable onl\
to achieve 100 percent accuracy on all examina- through comprehensive quality improvemrent ed-
tions performed. To reach this goal. the Division ucation. Education is the key stimulus for chang-
performs a number of quality assurance tests and ing the way in which. managers and employees
reviews: utilizes peer review, product testing. and view their roles. It is the vehicle that enables em-
instrument calibration; and carefully selects and ployees to develop expertise in the best practices
trains examiners. of quality management used by the most suc-

* The Department of the Air Force (AF) cessful private-sector firms. Achieving significant
i will drastically cut paperwork and greatly in- quality and productivity enhancements will not

crease productivity as a result of a recently awarded be easy, nor are short-term expectations high.
contract with Xerox Corporation to automate the Substantial gains are expected only after a long-
publishing of all AF printed material including term commitment to continuous improvement of
manuals, regulations, forms, and pamphlets. Un- at least five years. The most important step is
der the new system. publishing work stations in- getting startcd, which is why plans are under'a.
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A target date of June 1988 has been set for 3

opening a Quality Center. I

to establish a Quality Center to provide first-rate Quality improvement prototypes I
training for all federal managers and employees
in quality improvement modeled after winning pr- Simultaneously. another effort being un-
vate-sector efforts. The aim is to stimulate quality
a areness. create an environment of total quality dertaken to promote quality awareness through-
management. and provide the tools needed to out government. OMB is working with the agen-
achieve it in every federal agency. cies to identify three or four significant successes

In October 1987. representatives of several in quality and productivity improvement and high- I
U.S. companies noted for a commitment to qual- lighting them as prototypes. Widespread recog-
it\ and a customer orientation- Westinghouse. nition will be given to the programs selected as
IBM. 3M. Marriott. First Chicago Bank. Hon- prototypes to spur expanded efforts in qualit.
e\ ell. Hewk lett-Packard. Coming Glass. Florida productivity management activities. Other objec-
Power and Light. Xerox. John Hancock Insur- tives include developing models for other pro
ance. and Metropolitan Life Insurance-met with grams. cultivating a sense of pride in government
federal officials to discuss ways to instill a quality service. providing high visibilit\ and recognition I
culture within the federal government. Federal for top achievers, and using the experience of
executi\es from OMB. the Office of Personnel successful models as case studies in the Qualit,
Management. the U.S. Coast Guard, the Federal Center. I
Bureau of Investigation. the Internal Revenue Initial steps in the selection process hae
Service. the Forest Service. the Veterans Admin- been made. Prototypes or models were selected
istration Benefits Program. the Social Security based on criteria stressing: (It a strong agency-
Administration. and the Federal Aviation Admin- wide total quality and productivity improvement
istration joined private-sector quality experts in effort: (2) well-defined strategies for improve-
strongly endorsing the concept of a Quality Center ment. (3) emphasis on quality, timeliness. and ef-to provide quality management education in go- ficiency: and (4) demonstrable improvements. The
emnent. IRS and Navy stand out as likely candidate agen-

In November. a Board of Directors was cies, having already demonstrated a strong corn-
the key decision-making mitment to quality improvement as a result of topa p p o i n t e d t o s e r v e a s t e k y d c s o - a i g m n g m n a k n . S e i i a k h R * F d

bod\ for the Quality Center. The Board consists management backing. Specificall. the IRS" Fed-
of several potential customers of the Quality Cen- eral Tax Deposit System and One-Stop Taxpa. er
ter- agency heads from the Forest Service. Service (a pilot now operating in northern Cali-
Internal Revenue Service, Social Security Ad- fomia) and the Naval Aviation depots in Cherry 1
ministration. Veterans Administration Benefits Point. North Carolina. will be highlighted.
Program. Office of Personnel Management, Office
of Management and Budget, and a representative I
of the President's Council on Management Im-
provement. Senior staff from these agencies have
reviewed quality improvement training offered in
educational institutes or centers (e.g., the Amer-
ican Productivity Center, the Juran Institute, and
the Virginia Productivity Center) as well as within
numerous companies and organizations. Multiple I
training approaches to fit the special needs and
circumstances of different agencies have been
recommended to the Board. As soon as decisions
have been made regarding training approaches,
implementation will begin. A target date of June1988 has been set for opening a Quality Center. 5
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Federal Service Centers offering multiagency

I and multiprogram services will be the initial
point of contact with the public.I

3 The effort to identify management activi- investments as well as employee bonuses. The
ties will be an ongoing process, with the devel- Shared Savings concept received early congres-
opment of three or four prototypes each year. sional backing but floundered during final enact-
Information on the prototypes will be dissemi- ment of the fiscal year 1988 appropriations bill in
nated broadly to other agencies and the general December 1987. OMB has not yet made a decision
public. Recognition will include widespread pub- about whether to pursue gainsharing as a govern-
licit, and awards conferred at special forums. mentwide initiative in the 1988 congressional ses-

sion. Individual agencies will be encouraged.
however, to initiate their own gainsharing pro-

grams.
Improving employee incentives and At the present time, a Presidential Award

is planned for 1988, and several agencies are in-augurating special productivity and quality awards
to be delivered by the department or agency head.

Full employee participation is an integral Much more needs to be done by all agencies to
facet of the total quality 'productivity management motivate and recognize employees on a continu-I process. To support this involvement, agencies ing basis throughout the year.
are striving to go beyond traditional awards (cash
avards, special plaques) and use greater creativ-
ity in recognizing employee efforts to achieve
meaningful results.

As a result, some agencies have imple- Impact of the improvement effort in
mented gainsharing on an organizationwide basis. the long-term future

* For the past several years. the Department of De-
fense and the IRS have become leaders in the
gainsharing area b establishing several gainshar- As more and more federal employees adopt
ing programs that shared productivity gains with the precepts of TQM. it is expected that significant
employees. The Social Security Administration is changes will be made in operating philosophies
currentlk implementing an agencywide gainshar- and systems affecting the federal government's
ing program. but most agencies have not explored structure and service delivery. Commitment toL this highly motivating option. The Office of Per- quality and productivity-meeting consumer re-
sonnel Management. which oversees employee quirements and offering error-free services for the
monetary incentive programs, has endorsed gain- best price-have tremendous potential for dra-I sharing. publicized information about it, and as- matically changing government services as vke
sured agencies that they have authority to initiate know them.
such programs. We envision that by the year 2000, Federal

During 1987. the Office ,;:Management and Service Centers offering multiagency and multi-
Budget proposed a governmentwide gainsharing program services will be the initial point of contact
program know as "Shared Savings." It was de- with the public. Such centers would function as
veloped as a three-year experiment to provide in- information clearinghouses and offer processingI centives to all agencies and their employees to and referral services. Fixed and mobile offices
improve the productivity and quality of their ser- would operate at times and locations convenient
vices to the public. Under this approach, 50 per- to the public. Electronic linkage of these centers
cent of the savings generated by productivity im- and offices to central data bases would provideI provements would be retained by the agency and added convenience to customers. For example,
50 percent would be used for budget deficit re- responses to questions about benefit determina-
duction. Agencies would have discretion to use tions and eligibility and payment changes could
some of their savings for productivity-enhancing all be made in a day.
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Conclusion Carolyn Burstein is chief of the Productivits

Management Branch at the Office of Manage-
Quality and productivity improvement ef- ment and Budget and has overall responsibility

forts currentlk underway pose major challenges for the implementation of the governmentwide I
to agencies: comprehensive quality improvement productivity improvement program. Dr. Bur-
education is just beginning: top management sup- stein is currently chairing an interagency group
port is uneven: a customer orientation is fre- that is developing alternative recommendations
quentlk lacking: measurement systems are not for quality improvement education in the fed-
videlv understood or implemented: needed in- eral government. She was formerly the director -

%estments for long-term gains are scarce. None- of productivity research in the Office of Per-
theless. the federal government has begun the sonnel Management.
Journey toward achieving a quality management Kn
culture. If high-quality, error-free products and Kathleen Sedlak is a management anal\ st in the
services are delivered courteously. in a timely Productivity Management Branch at 0MB. She
manner. and at the best price, the payoff will be has management oversight of five agencies-
substantial in terms of better satisfied customers Agriculture, Interior, Energy. the Environmen-
and employees %ho take increasing pride in their tal Protection Agency. and NASA-and mon-j
work. itors progress being made to improve the qual-

ity and productivity of their program services.
She is also participating in the federal qualit\
improvement education effort.

This article is in the public domain. 5
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The Quality Professional's Role
g in the New Economic Age

! The quality profession can play a vital part in a company's
efforts to maintain stability while transforming itself

by
Edward M. Baker

I
o RH MECA%; Busisss is going through a period of ex- age, the successful enterprise will develop a capability for stable
plosive. accelerating change in its competitive external self transformation-to manage its own change without throwing

en% ironment. This is increasing the pressure on firms to change itself into a state of chaos.
internal systems to more competitive ways of operating. Each year, To accomplish this difficult goal, management must create the
the number of technological innovations seems to double while environment for intelligent and cooperative interaction between

i the time for that technology to find its way into the market in the the many internal functions of the enterprise. At the same time,
form of goods and services is shrinking-almost halving. Instant management must involve all members of the organization in the
electronic communication, rapid global travel, and other forms transformation and improvement of the systems and processes in
of immediate gratification of needs are continually changing con- which they work. People's expectations about work, their role,I sumer expectations. habits, and behavior patterns. Consumers are and the rewards provided by the enterprise also have changed
on the lookout for products and services that gratify needs that dramatically over the decades. A large gap exists between peo-
they can't yet imagine, pie's potential ability and their actual commitment to perform.'

D.A Schon has called the phenomenon of rapid change the Yet commitment must be high if people are to contribute fully
I -loss of the stable state.'" He has observed that most of the their knowledge, skills, intellect, and creativity to help the enter-

technological knowledge existing at any time within the past few prise improve. Management's leadership can provide the vision
hundred years has been discovered within the memory of those to unify the enterprise, create commitment, and transform that
alive. As the time to diffuse technology to the consumer has commitment to action.

I shrunk-from generations to a fraction of a generation-problems
of adaptation have increased. Alvin Toffler has noted the
-generalized speedup of the corporate metabolism" and observes Technical foul for quality interference
that many business people and executives see the certain world Competitive viability is synonymous with total organizational
they once knew "tearing apart under the impact of an accelerating quality, the capability to continually assess and translate customer
wave of change."2 W. Edwards Deming has provided management requirements into the requirements of the organization's proc-
with a new set of principles for operating in the "new economic esses. In order for these processes to produce real value (in terms
age." 3  of product/service features, performance, and price) for customers,

The enterprise of the 1990s has to develop the capability to they must be freed from waste and resources whose sole func-
simultaneously: tion is to cope with expected process breakdowns. Each part of

e maintain consistent, repeatable production processes-to pre- the process should add something the customer values rather than
vent change. remove something the customer does not want. Total quality lowers

* continually transform its processes, systems, and structures the cost of doing business.
to take competitive advantage of ever-diminishing periods of The natural flow of processes is horizontal-lateral-but the
environment stability. paths, channels, and pipelines are vertical. Most of today's enter-I Nature teaches us that organisms that are highly specialized for prises are still structured according to mechanistic principles of
a specific purpose and a given environment become extinct when operation Oeft side of the scale in Table 1) established at the begin-
the environment changes and they do not. In the new economic ning of the twentieth century under very different economic,
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Table 1. 1
The Future Role of the Quality Professional:

Helping the Enterprise Make the Transformation
From To !

Thinklng. Believing, Acting as if Thinking, Believing, Acting as if:
* The enterprise operates in a static, unchanging 0 Explosive external change is inevitable and

environment, provides opportunities for those able to create Com-
petitive advantage from change.

Internal stability and good control are defined by 0 Stability and control are statistically defined by the
absence of negative deviations to plans and objec- natural variation of the process. Improvement
tires. If these occur. find (and blame) the individual comes from working on the system of common.
responsible. If there is time, fix the problem mutually interacting causes if the pattern of varia-

tion indicates stability; otherwise, leave it to the
discretion of local "process managers" to identif\ I
and remove "special causes" if they can If not.
provide help.

•Managing means maintaining a stable internal state. Managing maeans maintaining a balance betweeni

Mecharustic management principles and rigid struc- prevention of change and creation of positi\e
tures are needed for control and avoidance of change. Management structures enable learning and
change self-organization in order to anticipate and meet

changing environments and ne%% situations U
"Scientific methods" of research with statistical
and other tools enable people to stud% and improve
their processes.

* Control is achieved bN pre-established. inflexible * Control is achieved by enterprise shared values and
response patterns given in the "book" of rules and beliefs, knowledge of mission. purpose. and cus-
procedures. People are customers of the "book." tomer rquirements. I
which prescribes appropriate behaviors.

* Customers are outside of the enterprise and are Everyone insiae the enterprise is a customer of an 3
vithir the domain of marketing and sales internal or external supplier. Marketing concepts 3

and tools can be used to assess internal customer
needs and communicate internal supplier capa-
bilities. I

* The functional provinces are in a zero sum game * Self-interest and the greater goodI1 rved simul-
where there must be a loser for every winner. Peo- taneously by serving one's customers. Everyone
pie cannot be expected to cooperate unless it serves wins or no one wins.
their own or their unit's best interests. Parochial- I
ism is a fact of business life.

* The enterprise is a coUection of separate highly The enterprise is a system of interdependent
specialized individuals and units linked within the processes linked laterally through a network of col- I
functional hierarchy. Lateral connections ame made laborating suppliers and customers. The process-
by intermediaries close to the top of the provinces. ing system , are connected to the enterprise's

mission and purpose through a vertical hierarch
of mico to macro processes.

* The manager's job is to do the subordinates' plan- The manager's job is to manage his or her own
ning. and inspect the work to make sure plans are process and its interfaces and give subordinates the I
followed, capability to do the same.

Managers provide leadership rather than over-
intervention in the processes of their subordinates.
who are viewed as process managers.

* People are passive contributors, with little auton- * People are active contributors, valued for their
omy, doing what they are told and nothing more. creativity and intelligence.
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I Figure 1. Process Quality Possibilities in a Functional Hierarchy
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Figure 2. Complexity in the functionai hierarchy inhibits process qualty I
I

Level Number of Cousins Potential
Traditional Structure in (People at the Same Level) Lateral
(Highl Simplified) Hierarchy When Span of Control =2 Interfaces 5

F 20 = h (I x 0) =0

0 1 2' = 2 (2x 1)=1 I
2 22 =4 lh(4 x 3)=6
3 1 (0 2=8 h(8 x 7) =28

0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 15 people 35 lateral

Total number of interfaces = 1(15 x 14) = 105
(lateral * vertical + diagonal) 3
NOTE: n is the number of people. Number of interfaces = [n(n-1)]

technological, and social conditions, The vertical]) structured, sion and possible amplification of errors, customer inquiries that
functionall% oriented organization was designed and operated to must be answered or returns that must be reworked, and interna I
cope % ith the needs of machines. not people. Machines had to customer requests for proper information to complete the trans-
be maintained to protect the company's capital investment. The action. The additional waste of inspection and checking (usually
system eha\,ed as if people were expendable commodities along by the supervisor) that characterize poor quality processes is not
wi'. other input, to the machines. These structures fragment the shown-nor is the employe demoralization that accompanies such
processes of the enterpnse and inhibit quali. They are not attuned activities.
to dealing A i . the needs of people. Of the eight possible ways for this process to operate. only the

Functional] oriented, vertical management structures present first meets the requirements of accounts receivable If each of the
obstacles to quahr. -een when everyone has the best intentions, eight combinations is equally likely, the final customer will be
comrutment. desire. and philosoph). The complexit) in most satisfied only one time in eight while being subject to errors.
enterprises offers too many opponi'ties for the process to fail. delays, or incomplete information seven times in eight Like most
Figure 1 shols hox quality is likely to be degraded as a product processes, this one-if left to chance-will deliver poor quality I
or service moses through a functionally organized hierarchy. In more often than not. Thus, the abilit) of each stage to meet the
this example, the process-the payment of supplier invoices- requirements of the next customer must be assured. This implies
appears to be simple. Company A bills Company B for products that each supplier/producer identify- customers. define their
and services it has provided and in turn becomes the customer requirements, and determine what is needed to meet them Assur- I
of Compan% B's invoice payment process. This process involves ing the interface s difficult in the vertically structured enterpnse
three of the eight specialists at the bottom of the otganizational Figure 2 shows the difficulty of direct, unobstructed corn-
pyramid. It is likely that thes,, individuals in these functions do munication between internal customers and suppliers in the func-
not vieu themselves as part of a broader process or perceive their tional hierarchy. The organization is highly simplified, depicting
work as serving a customer. Let's say that Company A's quality only three levels below the top etecutive and a span of contro!
requirements for payment are that the check be: oftm. Thirty-five laeral interfaces are possible. The 28 possible

" paid on time. iterfaces between technical ecialists at the bottom of the
* completed without errors in amount or other information. organization is br times the number of interfaes possible at I
* accompanied ty accurate and complete documneawtion. the wpervioary and management levels. Yet, traditional vertical'
It is useful to look at the process as a netwok of supplier- oriented stuactum add complexity by requiring even more inter-

customer interfaces, with each processing system playing first the mediaries, the bosses, adding time and people to the process I
role of customer/user of inputs and then of supplier/producer of Often, the people at the bottom of the hierarchy do not kno% wit,
outputs Figure 1 shows eight ways for the process to operate. whom-or if they do know, they just don't have the autonomN-
Failure to meet final customer requirements can be caused by to communicate directly. When you add in the vertical and
failure to meet internal customer requirmnen at any s of the diagonal interfaces, there are 105 possible two-peron relauon- I
process. Any failure along the way adds cost in the form of time ships. Some of these represent what should be explicit supplier-
for redo, compensation for delays (e.g., premium mail), ramnmis- cus o er iter , s.1
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I Figure 3. Proliferation of Complexity with Vertical Height (Number of Levels)
Sho~n Si\-Level Hierarchy with Span of Control = 3)

Level Number of Cousins 3Le '

0 30 = I

1 3= 3
S3'= 9

33 .97
I 34 =81

Number of Interfaces6 3 " = 729 = /201.093 x 1.092) -' 596.778
I1.093 People

When the situation is made just a bit more complex (Figure 3) absence of rules and procedures. A fek people executed a!' o:
-tui iil' no', as comple\ as the organizational charts in many the business functions. The\ knew% the customer and they kne,-
cnterp,:se,-lt.. ;I\ lexel' belov & top and a span of control that their purpose was to ser',e the customer. The were innovat:\e

*I ,-t ont nids . - people. ith 596. possible inter- and able to change to meet the chansging needs of the customer
* ct:anr Th!, makes it difficult to determine: But as success led to growth. external complexit\ was matched-

- Whi. riterLice, are necesar\ even exceeded-b\ internal complexity resulting from attempts
* ',ith ,kha.- to link' When' Hov often' to achieve control by specialization and fragmentation into fun:-
I Wh,, depend' or. , hom--\ ho are the customers and who are tional provinces. The characteristics that made the firm su:-

1 the supplie7 ;r, the potential relationship'? cessful -innovation. quick response. ability to change-were los:
0 \What are the custome:', requirements? What are the supplier's The enterprise needs to bring back this capability hile it need,

", pab. ensufficient internal stability to reproduce goods and services cor-
To further complicate matters. these questions must be answered sistentl\ for the markets it has created, it needs an organization

ir. th d ontex of a dy nami external environment. Final]\. this that is loose enough- sufficiently flexible and adaptive-to re-
illustration capture the intensir\ of the frustration and con- spond to the demands and opportunities created by external

ic: that us;ai'.. accompanies process failures and makes them change.
e Ae, vorse Peoples feehings about the organization are intimately If the enterprise is to become competent in dealing A ith exter-
and mtricatel\ interv, o\en v ith its quality capability Fragmenta- nal change, its processes-their parts and the relationships betmveen
,ion of the process not only ,kastes large amounts of the enter- them-must be able to change. People. as part of interdependen:
Spr:,e- product! e resources. but also replaces the satisfaction that processing systems, need to have the autonomy and capability to
c ) mes rom success % ith a feeling of personal failure and its cor- reorganize themselves, to form and reform the process connec-
relates. frustrat;on. blame, recrimination, and conflict. People tions to change what they do and ho" they do it to meet ne. an:
g' ,e up most people in large organizations are not entrepreneurs changing external conditions. As the net-morks reform, the specific

£ and A ll not persist or challenge the bureaucracy when faced with interfaces may change along with the mutual requirements of sup-
ad\ --sim . ihe% lose their comrmtment to the organization and their pliers and customers who make up the interfaces.
trust in management. Under these circumstances. stability wkill come to refer more

and more to processes of managing change. rather than to pre\eni-
ftransformation is needed? ing change. Thus. the enterprise neeu. neA models. images. an

hat type of tprinciples of organization and management. Table I is an attemp"
The culture of an enterprise is shaped b, the products and serv- to define both ends of a scal" that ranges from a tightly controlied.

ices the organization proides. Furthermore. cultures vary among rigid enterpnse that is not good at dealing with external chan
the functions of a single firm. depending on the amount of repeti- to a flexible organization with the ability to keep up %Aith a chan:
tion and stabiht\ or creativity and innovation required. One of ing environment.
management's critical tasks is to create a vision of where the firm There is no single right way to accomplish the transformatior.
should be to thrive. define the current state of affairs, plan how from a rigid bureaucracy to a flexible enterprise. Moving frorr
to move toward the vision, and then do it. People in the enter- vertical, functionafly oriented management prim ;ples. systemn.
prise must be taught to cope with change so rapid it seems con- and structures to lateral, process-oriented ones requires a ne%,
tinuous. the capab:lity to accelerate needed internal change is a perspective about what it means to manage and control: in tht-

* key to competitive viability new economic age. everyone in the enterprise can be viewed ak
Competitive viabilit, demands a culture of unitv with flexibility, a process manager. This movement also requires thitnkng in term,

of autonomy "ith collaboration. of stability with change. The of wholes and relationships rather than functions and frdgment,.
enterprise needs new images of organization-or rather old the l-1carchy can be viewed as a network of processes. as sho\ r.
images. Many large firms started out as small entrepreneurial in Figure 4. rather than a collection of functions. Many paths leacl
actities. People who were there at the beginning may remember to this desired vision. It is a process of discovery and learning
the earl\ days of the business-the closeness of the people. the The initial challenge is education. Change is a process of learn-i ability to communicate face to face. the dedication and spirit, the ing. of gaining ne & knowledge and skills It must be preceded
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Figure 4. Hierarch% of Process Networks * Supra Process Manager I
SProcess Manager

Subprocess Manager

Tasks

I

:, learninc how to learn. learning to remose the barriers to learn- The challenge to the enterprise. especially at the top. is to let go
:.I Children are goo d learners becaue they haxe little in the wax of the archaic ways of thinking about ho%, to organize resources I
-)f precor.ceived notions to block and filter out ideas. Adults often Existing structures cannot and should not be dismantled overnight.
haxe difficult% learning because new ideas conflict with existing rather, the process should be one of stable change as the organiza-
habits. values. beliefs. etc.. which once served a need or func- tion learns what new forms to take through planned observation.
on but now rnust be unlearned or discarded. People in the enter- experimentation, and stud,, (as shown in Figure 51. But. certainlx I
7rIse need the abilit, tc knoA wAhen former ways no longer serve people can learn to operate as if the were part of an inter-

the purpose of the organization and must be changed. dependent system with a common purpose rather than a collec-
Consider how a person learns a complex skill such as ,!a-,ng tion of independent units.

., musical instrument, speaking a foreign language. or driving a I
car Irutialk. the newA dri,,er holds tightly to the wheel. While try-
:ns to maintain a straight path. the learner over-steers in one direc- Components of the transformation
tion. then tries to compensate by over-steering in the opposite How can we accomplish the transformation needed to main-
direction Driving zlong the highway or merging into traffic, the tain competitiveness in the face of external change? There is no I
no, ice disrupts the other drivers and interferes with the smooth one way. but some basic characteristics of the flexible. adapti% e
tio'A of traffic But. as the learner becomes competent, control organization can be described.
ac:ions are fewer and more subtle: transitions from one activity 1. The enterprise has defined its purpose and desired qualit,
to the next are smooth. The individual is in harmony with the culture. These are critical first steps in the transformation. These
.ternal environment rather than disrupting it. In today's world steps often are overlooked or not specificall, addressed becausc
,) rapid change. the functional bureaucracy often behaves like a they appear so simple. They are important for two reasons. First
new and still unskilled learner, over-adjusting, unable to make they require discussion and clarification at the top of the enter-
,,mooth linkages between segments of the process, unable to prise and subsequently throughout the entire organization. Second.

operate in harmony internally and with the external environment, they help top management decide if it really wants to change
But howk can the bureaucracL learn when traditional systems, prin- Without top management belief that change is necessary. there
:::ples. and structures were designed to prevent learning and won't be the leadership to energize the rest of the organization I
change? All of the enterprise's systems and activities derive from its pur-

In these circumstances, even people of good will seem unable pose. its reason for existence. A quality-oriented purpose should
io do anything about the fragmentation of the enterprise and the be conceptualized and defined in terms of the customer The I
associated cycle of waste and frustration. People tend to look up- culture defines how people are expected to behave: what's tight
ward to their bosses. downyxard to their subordinates, and sideways and what's wrong. It provides norms and principles to guide the
to their cousin. ir other functions for the solution (or blame). behavior and judgment of members of the enterprise. It state, 3
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I Figure 5. Scientific Method for Learning About and Improving the Processes of the Enterprise

IDeming's Continuous Transformation Cycle*

5I Team Leader

3Assess what was learned. Plan the:
Decide what * test/experiment
to do next: 0 process change
0 Continue the s'dy 4. 1pilot study

Team Members e Change the process
tiff

Old Process New Process

Observe the Carry it out3Effects (

*See Demng, 1986, p. 88. See Juran's (1964) Breakthrough Sequence

values regarding people. product. and service: how customers and supplier's process requirements are derived from-and are surro-I suppliers are to be treated and how everyone in the company gates for-the customer's requirements. not the supplier's needs.
should treat one another. It enables people to make decisions in On a larger scale. the enterprise is not its own customer. adler-
the best interests of the enterprise when faced with new situa- ing to its own specifications. oblivious to the changes in the out-
tions It pro% ides guidance for redesign of the enterprise's systems side world.

.As the purpose of the enterprise-and the principles guiding * understand that they and others in the organimzauon have obliga-
its transformation-are communicated through the organization, tions and responsibilities resulting from each person's dual roles
people may obser'e contradictions between the vision of how as customer and supplier.U thigs should be and the reality of the way things are. These contra- * define teamwork as collaboration between customers and sup-
dictions will arise, but it must be understood that the vision is pliers to meet customers' needs and improve the suppliers'
an ideal to work continually toward rather than something that capability to meet those needs.
always xill be achieved. As the enterprise moves away from 0 view customer needs as positive requirements to be activel.I bureaucratic modes of operation. people will find it easier to live achieved rather than as negative product and service characterisucs
according to the desired values. The vision of purpose and culture to be avoided.
shiould be reevaluated periodically as the enterprise learns more 4. The purpose, management principles, and culture of the
at)out itself from its customers, and its members, and as the enterprise are the bases for changes in the system-changes accorn-I environment changes. plished by getting everyone involved in improving the processes
2. Quality improvement planning is integral to the long-term that they manage. All people, management and nonmanagement .

health of the business. Because such planning provides resources feel responsible for, and participate in, process improvemen'
and accountability for the process of change, rather than merely studies. The micro-systems of the specialists and the macro-I for today's results. it balances today's needs with tomorrow's. sys&s of the managers arm subject to the same improvement pnn-

3 Processes are managed as integrated systems-that is, they ciples, processes, methods, and tools. These methods are applie4
are seen as flowing laterally, without regard to provincial bound- at a level of understanding and detail appropriate fur the com-i aries. rather than as a static collection of separate functions. lIne- plexity of the processes over which the individual presides
gration refers also to the melding of the social and technical 5. The learning process (Figure 5) underlies the planned and
systems Improvement is accelerated when individuals: sable change of all systems: technical, social, and management

* have a holistic view of what they do and where they fit that The Deming-Shewhart cycle and Juran breakthrough sequence6
* goes beyond their own discipline, specialty, and functional are examples of the "scientific method" that can be used to teach

province. everyone in the firm to learn how to learn. It is extremely effec-
6 understand the enterprise as a network of processing systems tive when applied by process improvement teams of suppliers and

in supplier-customer relationships. customers, whether on the shop floor, in the engineering office.'I a understand that the quality culture is customer driven. The in the finante office, or in the executive suite.
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Planned change is data-based and therefore requires statistical tions and activities in a holistic, integrated, process-oriented

theor% and methodologies to determine if there is a stable baseline manner. The interfaces that link process to process are as critical U
from which to plan and evaluate change-if there'is eidence of as the proees themselves. A process has no purpose if its prod-

a s.stem of multiple, common, interdependent causes that can ucts and services do not serve a customer, and a process cannot
be studied and changed. or rather of a series of somewhat serve a customer if it does not receive what it needs from its sup-
unpredictable. even chaotic events indicating that a system doesn't pliers. Every function and every individual in the firm participates I
even exist in the orani-zion's processes as a supplier and as a customer:

6 Planned change is also emotion-based-it takes into account eeryoe can benefit from an education in the generic quality Prin-
people's feelings and fears about hom the change will affect them. ciples and methods that can be applied to improve an) process
(Wil; the\ he hurt or v ill they benefit' Can they trust a changed and its relationships with other processes. The role of the quality.
future to be better than the present") Even when people under- professional will have to expand to one of consultant to manage-
stand that change is necessary. it is often difficult for individuals ment throughout the enterprise.
to change personaly for two reasons: The transformation will be social as well as technical Process I

* The% do not beliee that change will improve their own lot interfaces should be viewed as relationships between people. which
in life involve feelings and interpersonal communication. Quality pro-

* The\ do not believe that they can '"-ucipate in bringing about fessionals traditionall) have not beer involved in creating the
positise change social-cultural conditions needed to develop and nurture team- I

These feelings are rooted in the nature of the functional bier- work, collaboration, and personal commitment to other colleague'
arch% For years, employes (including middle management) have in the enterprise. People's feelings and opinions about each other
been conditioned to believe they cannot and should not control and about the firm reflect the social effects of the firm's sstem,
evenLt and that their lie, are in the hands of others-that the and can provide valid indications of what needs to be changed"'sy stem'" will handle it This is especially.true in large companies This implies that the quality professional will have to treat these
ha: ha'.e reached middle age and substituted procedures for per- "soft" data as valid information and learn appropriate methods
sona' relationships based on mutual trust and common purpose. for analyzing them.
People are too embedded in the functional provinces to break out The failure to create supportive social conditions is documented
on their o', n e,.en when the> want to and kno,% the% ought to by the failure of most American attempts to transplant Japanese
change The are afraid of change. histon has robbed them of qualit, circles into the soil of American business culture I Circles
the confidence that they car create a favorable future. and it has didn't take root because the management. technical. and social I
not pro, ided the process for gaining and applying the knov, ledge systems were mechanistic and fragmented Companies tried to
needed to plan and create change install the circles rather than create the climate needed for them

A "third part, '" (internal or external) can help break do',n the to grow Man), of these attempts were managed within the do-
pro incia barriers and create the mutual trust needed for col- main of qualily control. Sidne Rubinstein has tried (unsuccess- I
laboratior It is unreasonable to expect this to come from within fully for the most part) for more than two decades to help his
the pro, inces and their members-theN need outside help plus the colleagues in the quality profession recognize that a total quality
leadership of top management to create a positive vision of the system must explicid integrate the design of the management and
future technical systems with people's needs, desires. and abilities.' It

follows that quality can benefit from the involvement of employe'
Implications for the qualiU professional in the design and change of the systems within which the, work

Qualit. 'radiional!, ha, been siesked a the technical prov ince In most firms. unprovement of the work climate. especiall
and responsibiit. of people in the "qualit. department" The through employe participation, has been the responsibili of
•'quait: professinna.- as a member of the qualit, department. industrial relations managers and human resources specialists
has operated in and supported the types of systems defined b) Where employes are represented b% a union, management-emploe
the left side of Table 1 The job was designed for a world of stabil- relatonships have been addressed within the traditional structures £
it> and certainty Tactics have focused on detecting. removing. and roles of professional industrial relations and union inter-

and preenting nonconformities in order to forever meet the medianes. Rubinstein's work has demonstrated that processes and
specifications The emphasis has been on avoiding negatives rather structures can be redesigned to create ne% collaborative roles and
than on achieving positives through continuous assessment of relationships with the direct participation of all management.
customer needs and improvement of processing systems to anti- union, and employe stakeholders.10
cipate and meet those needs and strengthen customer loyalty. As Enlightened senior managers in major North American coin-
change becomes a w-a of life inside the enterprise, quality strategy panies are starting to view quality as a generic business func-
and methodologies that have been concerned with maintaining tion."','." Quality piroissionals have been instrmrnal in design-
stabilit will have to be altered to promote change. The customer's ing and carrying out transbrmation activities within a number
threshold for quality is continually being raised. While zero defects of firms: proces-oriented thinking has been used to integrate
ma. be the producer's end goal, it is the customer's minimum business functions and improve quality and productivim within I
expectation. It does not assure competitive advantage. It gets the a highly layered, vertical management structure."s, ,1', ,
enterprise a spot on the starting line, but doesn't guarantee win- These am initial eforts to ovrcome the bureaucracy and repre-
rung the race aent a continuing process of learning and change. The number

Quality will come to be understood as inherent in every proc- of firms undergoing this type of transformation will undoubtedly U
ess and the responsibilit of every person as a "process manager." grow rapidly in the next decade. There is.no alternative. During

The transformation, therefore, will involve the entire enterprise. the past decade, the Japanese have developed quality function
treated as a whole, rather than as disconnected programs. The deployment 9 to integrate the functions of the business within the
traditional domain of the quality professional, however, has been framework of company-wide quality control. This discipline is
the manufacturing operation. Competitive viability requires that ben studied by a growing number of North American companies
quality principles and concepts encompass all of the firm's func- In order to guide all members of the enterprise through the
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*tawsformauon. the quality professional will have to work with Finally, the quality pussional should have influential and corn-

other change agents to educate and train, consult, and remove mitred managers educate their colleagues in the firm.
barmers to change while promoting creativity and innmoaio. The
qu~li professional's effectiveness will be enhanced by participa- Rderees

i uon in the following interrelated activities: 1. D.A. Schon, Beyond the Stble State (New York: W'. Norton and
I Development of communication and influence networks. An Company. 1973).

aLhanc¢ of quality professionals, statisticians, orpnaion develop- 2. Alvin Toffler, The Third w (New York Bantam Books. 1980).allnceofquality professionals, trainingscialistcs, anian e l- 3. W. Edwards Deming, Out of the Crisis (Cambridge, MA: MIT
ment professionals, training specialists, and oe can col ner fix Advanced Engineering Study, 1986).
laborate as an internal resource team, even if members are M 4. D. Yankeloviich and J. Immerwahr, Purting the Rbrk Fthic to Wbrk
in the same organizational unit. External consultants can be (New York: Public Aenda Foundation, 1983).
considered part of the team. In addition to helping the internal 5. W. Edwards Deming, Our of the Crisis (Cambridge, MA MITI consultants with strategy and tactics, they can promote transform- Center for Advanced Engineering Study, 1986).
ation at the top of the organization by playing a role that manage- 6. Joseph M. Juran, Managerial Breathrough (New York McGraw-
ment might be unlikely, to accept from internal experts, even if Hill Book Comany, 1964).
technicall competent. Organization change consultants can 7. George E.P. Box and Soren Bisgaard, "The Scientific Context of

* diagnose the strengths and weaknesses o" nanagement styles and Quality Improvement" Quality Progress, June 1987, pp. 54-61
relationships at the top of the organization and provide the fee- 8. S.P. Sethi, N. 14aniki, and C.L. Swanson. The False Prormse of
baandhidan th t p reede effctive an ge The cee d the Japanese Mirace (Boston, MA: Pimnan Publishing Inc., 1984)back top man ce that must precede effective change. They , 9. Sidney P. Ribinin, Fhrnic Sysems at br* Creanng Quatir\
help top management dlefine the enterprise's purpose and cltre, and Eplo)y"me Security (New York: Human Sciences Press. 1987).Iplan the broad change. and provide feedback to the executives 10. Ibid.
regarding their own performance in managing change. Statisti- U. Donald R. Beall, Darryl Hartley-Lzonard. F James McDonald.
cians (Deming-type) can help management understand that Thomas Melohn, and Paul W 'ndrasch, "The State of Qualiy in the U.S' improvement lies in changing the systems of the enterprise. Today," Qualiry Progress, October 1986, pp. 35-42

The qualiy professional should also develop an internal net- 12. James R. Houghton. "The Chairman Doesn't Blink." Qualir Prog-
work of implementers. which .:an help build a critical mass, par- ress, March 1987, pp. 19-24.
ticularl', if it includes ke. staff and line managers and is linked L3. Donald E. Petersen. "Operating Principles for Tot Qualiy" Qual-

a to the netork of specialists and to the top management teams in, Progress. April 1985, pp. 42-43.
leading the transformation. At the same time, an external nerwtrk 14. Edward M. Baker and Harr L.M Artinian. "The Deming

le n ther trsomaies attesmtn , an milartrnsformation Philosoph) of Continuing Improvement in a Ser, ice Organization The
of people in other companies attempting a similar transformation Case of Windsor Export Supply." Quahti- Progress. June 1985. pp 61-69can accelerate learning about useful approaches. 15. Edward J. Kane, "IBM's Qualit, Focus on the Business Process."

SirrularlN. the top executive, who has no "cousins" within the Qualit Progress. April 1996, pp. 24-33
firm. can benefit from mentoring by a cousin from another com- 16. Eugene H. Melan, "Quality Improvement in an Engineering
pan. Aho has been through a similar change process and is will- Laboratory," Quality Progress, June 1987, pp. 18-25
ing to help the senior executive. The mentor can help clarify the 17. Eugene H. Melan, "Process Management in Service and
top executive's role and create realistic expectations of the normal Administrative Operations:' Quality Progress. June 1985. pp 52-59.
ups and downs that occur during times of change. External con- 18. Jaime A. Hermann and Edward M. Baker. "Team ork is Meeting
sultants should be able to find mentors in their client firms. Internal Customer Needs:' Quality Progress. July 1985. pp 12-16

19. Y Akao, Quality Deployment (Lawrence. MA G.O.A L . 198-,2. Consulting skills improvement. Quality professionals ma) 20. R. Beckhard and R.T. Harris, Organicanonal Transitions Managing
come to j ew themselves as representing the desires and vision Complex Change (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesle% Publishing Compan.
of top management. but this doesn't guarantee acceptance by others 1977).
in the organization. people may say that they are in total agree- 21. Rosabeth Moss Kanter, The Change Masters (Ne% York Simon
ment that the firm is on the right path and would love to participz. . and Schuster, 1983)
but that day-to-day pressures take priority. The consultant must 22. R. Tannebaum, N. Margulies. and R. Massarik. Human Svsrems
know how to "sell" the advantages of process improvement. A Dveiopment (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers. 19871
consultant must also know when to try a different approach. Un- 23. N.M. Tichy, Managing Strategic Change (New, York John Wile,

w illingness to participate may be caused by fear of change. & Sons, Inc., 1983).
in methods of 24. B.A. Fisher, Small Group Decision Making (Nev York McGraw-Internal change agents should become educated to o Hill Book Company, 1980).

large system change, particularly with regard to people 25. D.F. Seeman, Rbr" Effetinvely wth lask-Onented Groups (NeI issues, 20'21 ,22 ,23 as well as gaining zompetence in techniques of York: McGraw-Hill Book Comp'iny, 1981).
small group management.',. 2,' These skills will be useful in 26. A. Zancr, Making Groups _ffecriw (San Francisco Jossey-Bas.
managing process teams whose members will likely report to dif- Publishers, 1983).
ferent functional managers.i The conduct of process studies will be improved by learing About the Author
more about Deming's statistical theories, general systems theory, Edwanl M. Baker has been with the Ford Motor Compan) since 19"2
and the "scientific method" exemplified by Deming's continuous He is saistical meod mteanar, corporate quality and engineering ser-.
improvement cycle and Juran's breakthough sequence, both of ices taff. In this asignnent, he is resposible for developing approaches
which are processes for discovering what aspects of the system for worldwide implemetation of Ford's efforts to improve quality and
to change. productivity. Baker is a Fellow of ASQC and the author of numerous

3. Promotion and marketing. The quality professional must con- papers on quality and productivity, including "Managing Human Per-
3.Prmtion ate otr in The panyuescallty peopale usie nformance," which will appear in the fourth edition of Joseph M. Juranstand, educate others in the company, especially people outside and Frank M. Gryna's Quality Control Handbook. He received his BA* of manufactunng, about the new role of professionals in the quality from City College of New York, his MBA from the Baruch School oforganizations and the multidisciplinary approach to change. This Business Administration, C.C.N.Y., and his PhD in industrial and

includes advertising successes by multimedia documentation, organizational psychology from Bowling Green State University
especially videotapes.
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The Quality
Manager's New JobI

g Management by control must be replaced by total
quality leadership throughout the organization

I by
Brian L. Joiner and Peter R. Scholtes

I We believe that one major cause of these problems is the
M NN Bfailure of American managers to realize that there is a "new'

CONTROL way to manage their organizations-a way that vields much

return on investment. We call this system of management
"total quality leadership."

Total quality leadership is a way of managing any
organization-whether it be a Fortune 500 corporation, a
university, or a family restaurant. Total quality leadership

can create sustained growth from the chaos of today's mar-
ketplace. With total quality leadership practiced through-

- out the economy, America can regain its competitive
position in the world market.

Quality managers can do a great deal to help their com-
panies learn and implement the new approach. But to un-
derstand total quality leadership, we must first examine what
we call "management by control," the most common form
of management practiced in American companies today.

American managers, for the most part, are a tough lot
who have accomplished much. They have helped build t-"
strongest economy the world has known. And yet they are

Amis losing control. They have not used the full potential of their
MERICA rACES A DEEPLY troubling future. We are in the organizations. They have failed in many respects to satisfy"
midst of a transition to a world economy increasingly their customers, and so they are losing these customers.

dominated by the Pacific Basin countries, a turnaround in Most American managers manage, at least in part. by
the economy from the red-hot inflationary years of the late management by control. In this style of management, tht
1970s, and a revolution in technology that is altering battle emphasis is on the organizational chart and the key control
plans on nearly every front every day. America is struggling points within that structure (Figure 1). All managers. be-
in a world where companies, governments, and organi7a- ginning at the top, are given certain goals for the net 'ear
tions have to run fast and smart to stay alive. They, in turn, set goals and impose controls on each of their

Many American companies are in trouble-!osing old cus- subordinates. A CEO, for example, may simply be give-
tomers and failing to find new ones. Yet many managers a profit objective. He or she will then typically give each"
cannot comprehend what is happening or why. division head a profit objective. A division head then has

Manufacturers have been hurt badly by foreign competi- to set goals or quotas for each department head. I.n a
tion that is producing higher quality goods at lower prices. manufacturing organization, the sales department rnay bt

Many firms-both manufacturing operations and service told to increase sales by 10%, production to increase prod'-
companies such as airlines and banks-are facing chaotic tivity by 5%, engineering to get products into productie:'
market conditions as a result of deregulation. State and local 10% faster, purchasing to reduce costs by 5%, quali:v to
governments, already subject to cutbacks of federal funds, decrease warranty costs by 20%, and so on. At the lowe-
struggle to make up revenues through higher taxes. State levels, these goals become quotas or work standards
is pitted against state in competition to attract jobs. Management by control is simple, logical, and consistentIt seems to have been quite successful. It is practiced by
Copvrt g " by loiner Associate, 1985 All rights reserved nearly every major American corporation. It is widely
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taught in business schools. And it is credited by many for cations and minor-even major-dishonesty. The greater
getting us to where we are today, the stress on reaching unattainable goals, especially when

But there is an underside to management by control. Con- someone's career is on the line, the more likely it is that the
sider these examples. figures will be juggled.
* An electronics firm typically ships 30% of its production 0 The inevitable contradictions between the controls of I
the last day of the month. Why? In order to meet the monthly different departments lead to finger pointing, blame games,
shipment quota. How? By expediting parts from around the and an endless series of excuses like, "If it weren't for
countr'v, by moving partially completed instruments ahead them...."
of their place in line-and, occasionally, by letting quality e Related to the blame-it-on-them mentality is a cover-your- I
standards slip. rear mentality: play it safe, don't trust anyone, and make
- Another firm sometimes ships incomplete instruments. A sure that when the system breaks down, someone else is at
service representative then flies around the country install- the switch. In times of stress, circle the wagons; don't help I
ing the missing parts. The shipment quota for the month others, especially if they're under fire.
is met again. Profits, at least on paper, hold firm. * Behind the worst shortcomings of management by con-
* A chemical plant reports it cannot run efficiently at the trol is fear. Fear is the prime motivator in a managemen:.
mandated inventor- levels, so it keeps inventories higher by control system. And the more rigid and unrealistic the I
until June 30 and December 31, when inv,:ritories are meas- controls are, the deeper is the fear.
ured. For those days, it depletes the inventories to an accept- * Management by control encourages an organization to
able level, perhaps losing two days' production as a look inward at its own structures rather than outward at
consequence. the world in which the customer operates. Rather than dc-
* Many managers annually negotiate safe goals and man- light in providing a product or service that works and satis-

age to exceed them, just barely'. Some managers include, fies the customer, the sense of accomplishment comes from
on their list of negotiable goals, items that were already meeting the controls. It becomes a self-reinforcing c-cle. A
secretly accomplished prior to the negotiation. manager or supervisor has a goal imposed on him or her I
* Production that exceeds the standards is stored so it can The manager works to meet that measure, however much
be pulled out and used another day. distortion might occur at some other time or place in the
* A meter reader stops at a tavern at two o'clock rather than organization. Meeting the short-term measurable goal is an
exceed his work standard, indicator of the success of the individual and the success ot
* Problems are hidden from management. in hopes they will the system of controls. Thus. there is fostered a Titanic-like
blow over and not be noticed. complacence about the invulnerability of the operation.

These are just a few examples of problems that occur with Ihen there finally is some awareness that the indicators of I
management by control. It has many shortcomings. Most control may be focused on the wrong measurements, it's too

occur because the larger purpose and greater good of the late. The ship is going down and "Nearer My God to Thee"
work being done gets displaced by the controls themselves. is heard from the afterdeck.
The workers supervisors, and the managers get caught up 1
in organizational pretense: looking good overshadows do- T IS INTERESTING TO NOTE that management by control is

ing well. ,widely used in the Soviet Union. Typical is this story.
W%'hy do these problems arise? Here are but a few of the Several years ago there was a surplus of large nails and a

many negative aspects of management by control: shortage of small ones. Why? Managers were held account-
* It is a system of contrcls. The rewarded accomplishments able for the tons of nails produced. Later the control was
are therefore necessarily measurable and short-term. The changed to the number of nails produced. This led to a short-
near horizon gets attention and countable accomplishments age of large nails, since smaller nails gave higher counts.
get priority even though arn organization's survival may de- Managers often say. "I agree. there are serious problems I
pend on the unmeasurabie activities undertaken to accom- with management by control, but what is a better alterna-
plish long-term results. tive?" The alternative, we believe, is total quality leadership.
* Systems of controls operating without a long-term, larger Simply put, total quality leadership is an approach to I
purpose will always heat up conflict in an organization. The management which focuses on giving top value to customers
controls. that direct one unit's short-term gain will contradict by building excellence into every aspect of the organization.
the controls that direct the short-term gains of another unit. This is done by creating an environment that allows anu •
Sales will make promises which production can't keep. En- encourages everyone to contribute to the organization. anc'
gineers will rush products into production before they are by developing the skills that enable them to study scientifi-
ready. Purchasing will buy materials the warehouse can't cally and constantly to improve every process by which
store and the people on the line can't use. Planners and work is accomplished. I
policymakers plan programs that service personnel aren't In all organizations there are processes by which thing-
equipped to provide. Each group struggles to conform to get done. There are processes of production, of sales anc
its controls independently of other groups, and sometimes of distribution. There are also processes to find out abou:
at their expense. customer needs and problems. There are processes that cou- 5
* When measurable controls are unattainable or impracti- pIe market information with information on new technolo-
cal, individuals and groups tend to fabricate conformance. gies. These in turn generate ideas for new products and
They "play the game" because not to do so would cause them services. Other processes create and test these new products
So r1-_ !ouking bad. The twice-per-year depletion of inven- and services and move them into routine production. Still

tories is a movie-set approach to conformance. Behind the other processes study costs and value added throughout the
appearance, there is no substance. But it looks like controls organization. There are literally thousands and thousands
are in effect. of processes, the overall health of which determines the tu-
* This charade of conformance fosters guarded communi- ture of the enterprise.
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the organization must be committed to its emp]oyes. Thi-

R -~ TOTAL QUALITY LEADERSHIP environment of total teamwork cannot be developed under
SThe Deming Way management by control.

Total quality leadership is not widely practiced in tht

U.S., but it is not new, nor is it foreign. Its roots go back
to the early 1900s and its principal prophet is a Sioux City

Consumer Iowa, native named W. Edwards Deming. A statistician b'.

Design Research training, Deming formed many of his theories during Worc
an Con r War II when he taught industries how to use statistical conRedesign Consumers trols to improve the quality of production..1 4 

:' t  But when the war ended, American industry turned -

Dsrbtoattention to meeting the huge demand for consumer gooc,D nwithout the pressure for efficiency or quality that guid
it through the war years. And for almost 20 years there wa,

F no foreign competition.
Across the Pacific, however-where "Made in Japar,

G/ meant junk-there were people willing to listen. Deming tolc
them to find out what their customers wanted, then to stud'.
and to improve their product designs and production teci.
niques until the quality of the product was unsurpassed. Ht
taught them the product was "still in the development proc-

ess when it was in the customer's hands."r. His influence began with a dinner meeting ir
1950-organized by the Union of Japanese Scientists anC3 Quality Engineers-with 45 leading industrialists at the industry clu'r
in Tokyo. He has since recalled that meeting.I We will quoit
his recollections here extensively, since they are so centra.
to his thesis.

They thought they could not (compete) because they
had such a terrible reputation for quality .... I told the .
"You can produce quality. You have a method for doing
it. You've learned what quality is. You must carry out
consumer research, look toward the future, and product
goods that will have a market years from now and sti::
stay in business ......

Scientific All One Incoming materials were terrible, off-gage and off-
Approach Team color, nothing right .... I urged them to work with the ven-

dors and to work on instrumentation. A lot of what
urged came naturally to the Japanese, though they were

In total quality leadership, the emphasis is on studying not doing it. I said, "You don't need to receive the junk
these processes (Figure 2) and on executing them better and that comes in. You can never produce quality with that
better to provide customers with products and services of Stuff. But with the process controls that your engineers
ever-increasing value at ever-lower costs. are learning about-consumer research, redesign o"

The focus in total quality leadership is on quality-the proiucts-you can. Don't just make it and try to sell it.
quality of every product and service and the quality of ev- But redesign it and then again bring the process under cor-
ery process. This emphasis on quality is shown at the apex trol... with an ever-increasing quality."
of the triangle in Figure 3. I told them they would capture markets the wc rld ove-

A To achieve this higher quality, every process, beginning within five years. They beat that prediction. Within f o,'
with the most important, is studied using the scientific ap- years, buyers all over the world were screaming for Ja--
proach. Processes are described with flow charts, problems anese products.
are identified, the root causes of problems are determined The rest, as they say, is history.
through careful research, and new fool-proofed systems are H
developed. Every process is brought under statistical con- ERE ARE SOME OF THE KEY components of total qua!:',i.
trol and variations are further reduced, well beyond specifi- leadership.
cations. * It recognizes-as Joseph Juran has argued since the ear-",

The use of the scientific approach, as shown at the bot- 1950s-that at least 85% of the failures in any organizatio'
tom left of the triangle in Figure 3, becomes pervasive, are the fault of systems controlled by management. Fe'%t

In manyases, the most difficult aspect of total quality than 15% of the problems are actually worker-related. Ir
leadership is to create an environment of "all one team." total quality leadership, the focus is thus on constantly an,.
If a company is to be truly excellent in every activity, every- rigorously improving every system.
one throughout the organization must work together to im- * It asserts that work is not haphazard. It can be and mus:
prove processes and to execute them with energy and be studied, analyzed, and scientifically dissected.
efficiency'. It requires a fundamentally different view of the * It insists that processes must be standardized and the star.-
relationship between employes and the organization. In or- dardized procedures must be followed. Variation must b,
der for all employes to be committed to the organization, reduced in output and in the way things are done, yet tht
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opportunity must be provided for everyone to contribute a :
to improving the processes and to eliminating problems. DEMING'S CHAIN REACTION-
* It has a customer focus, an obsession with quality.
* It recognizes that you have both external customers and L

internal customers-other employes who depend on your l
work to be able to perform their jobs properly.

- It demands improved relations with suppliers, a true work-
ing partnership, which in most cases will require a single Improve >-.improve >---*.Decrease >
supplier for each item. qualiry productivity- costs >-"
* It emphasize, process improvement rather than individual

accountability.
* It requires that communication systems be adapted to the
needs of the work, not the needs of the hierarchy.
* It demands constancy of purpose throughout the organi-
zation, persistence in accord with a clear and widely under-
stood vision. It is an environment that nurtures total _V Decrease I.. ncrease .Stay n"2l

commitment from all employes. Rewards go beyond sim- prices > market > business>
pie benefits and salary to the belief that "we are family"-
that "we do good work."

Total quality leadership is a management philosophy that _

starts with the customer, not with the bottom line or the
profit-and-loss statement.

It is very data-oriented and calls for monitoring thousands
of variables inside and outside the organization. These nu-
merical measures are used to guide the search for better Provide jobs --  Retun o-

performance, and are recognized as means rather than and more jobs nvestme!',

ends-as guides to deeper truths rather than items to be con- l
trolled.

In total quality leadership there is freedom, yet there is
control. There is the freedom to discover new markets, to Tne lasi element. 'Return on Investment has been aodez Os tne autnO,
develop new systems, to gain greater mastery over the •
processes. And there is the control of a data-based approach quality-focused approach to leadership requires continuous
to improvement, feedback from the customer, and constant communications

Many managers have great trouble understanding why and feedback within and between units of the organization.
thev should focus on improving the systems that serve the * The development and communication of a clear vision of 5
customer rather than simply on profits. The Deming chain the organization's future. It is a vision that says: here is what
reaction in Figure 4 may help. When quality is increased by we are, here is what we do, here is where we're heading,
improving processes (not by expanded inspection), the bet- and here is what is important and unique about us. 5
ter quality will lead to improved productivity. This leads @ The formation and development of true management
to lower costs, which lead to lower prices. Better quality teams. They are essential for leading the company in its nor-
and lower prices mean the company can expand its mar- mal business functions and for leading the implementation
ket, and can stay in business creating jobs and a greater re- of Deming's approaches so that total quality leadership it- 3
turn on investment, self becomes a "normal business function." Teams are es-

Management by control, on the other hand, tends to fo- sential for maintaining "constancy of purpose," for
cus only on the end result-the return on investment; it is "breaking down barriers" between departments, and for
like wagging the tail to keep a dog healthy. This is a tough "driving out fcar" among the managers themselves.
concept to comprehend. It takes a leap of faith to make the e Targeted implementation efforts and an overall strategy.
fundamental shift from management by control to total A common mistake is for companies to try to involve too
quality leadership. There is no easy way to make the change. many people too soc n in the improvement efforts. It is easy
It seems best to us to use a gradual process of letting go from to plant a big garden, but very hard to tend it, harvest it 3
the old style while embracing the new. and make good use of the crops. Don't begin more improve-

Mary Ann Gould, president of Janbridge Corp. and the ment efforts than you can realistically support and maintain.
leader of the Philadelphia Area Council for Excellence, * Management-selected projects and project teams using thec
thinks of it as a "revolution in thought," and an "evolution scientific approach to improve processes. Usually the teams
in implementation." consist of a mixture of professional staff, managers, super-

Working partly in collaboration with Gould, and receiv- visors, and hourly employes who use scientific methods to
ing considerable advice and counsel from Deming, we have study and improve processes.
developed a general model for implementation. Our model e Developing or recruiting key resources, including a sen-
is not static as we continue to learn by working with a vari- ior statistician, a senior organization development special-
ety of organizations seeking to make the transformation. ist, and intermediate-level resource people who are trained

Key elements of this model include: in both statistics and organizational development to coach 3
* The education and re-education of managers. They must project teams. They play a special role in assisting the trans-
become leaders instead of bosses, coaches instead of enforc- formation by providing help with the scientific investiga-
ers. They must focus on solving problems and, ,nstant im- tion of processes and by facilitating the dramatic changes
provement instead of blaming and controlling. The in the organization, its management, and its culture. 3
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* Leadership, participation, and oversight by managers, be- Deepen your understanding of management by control
ginning at the top. This is an absolute essential. The most and come to recognize its limitations. Learn to see it in all
frequent cause of failure of any quality improvement effort its different guises.
is the noninvolvement or indifference of top and middle Look at your own company. What are the forces that
management. Passive support is not enough. Total quality make things work? What dominates your daily work life-
leadership must involve everyone, fear, or turf battles and constant pressure to meet quotas7
9 Developing champions who will help the transformation Or is there cooperation and planning based on specific facts'
succeed even during rough periods. Do you feel like a cog in the wheel or like an integral and

Total quality leadership is, as Deming puts it, "Nothing important part of the process? Does the bottom line rule all?
less than a complete transformation of the Western style of Or are the customer and quality of work the recognized
management." Quality managers can play an important role goals of your company?
in helping their organizations make this fundamental trans- When you've done all this, you'll be in a better position
formation, but new skills will be needed. to come up with some creative ways to think about how

The quality manager's new job-like everybody else's-is to help your organization move from management by con-
to help this transformation. All of the parts that make up trol to the new way-total quality leadership.
total quality leadership-the management teams, the statisti-
cians, the organizational development experts-have to be Acknowledgments
supported. We are indebted to many people for the development of the ideas

These functions can best be done, we believe, if they are expressed in this paper. Chief among them are W. Edwards Derr-
centralized in a small but very important department, which, ing, Warren Gaskill, Laurel W. Joiner, Mary Ann Gould, F. Time-
for want of a better name, we call the "process excellence thy Fuller, Myron Tribus, Harry V. Roberts, R.D. Snee, Thomas
department." The department helps make certain that every- I. Boardman, Conrad A. Fung, William C. Crane, Eric Dmytrow
one in the organization is aware of not just what is happen- Reference
ing in the improvement effort in the company, but also what 1. Walton, Mary, "W. Edwards Deming Wants to Make America

changes are taking place in other companies. It helps with Work Again," Philadelphia Inquirer. March 11. 1984.
the education and re-education of managers by locating ap-
propriate seminars and workshops and by bringing people Suggested Readings
in from the outside. Deming, W.E., Quality, Productivity, and Competitive Pos:-

The members of this department should be the leading tion (Cambr; 1ge, Mass.: Center for Advanced Engineering Study,
champions of the transformation. The department takes the MIT, 1982).
lead in showing others how blending an obsession with qual- Fuller, F.T., 'There's Just Not Much Work in Anything." presented
ity, unprecedented levels of teamwork, and the use of the at the Second Ellis Ott Conference, March 20, 1985, New Bruns-
scientific approach through statistical tools lead to major wick, N.J.
ongoing improvements in the quality and productivity of Ishikawa, K., Guide to Quality Control (Tokyo: Asian Produc-
o pro vements andserv ines. The uaity asnd tivity nof tivity Organization, 1976) and What is Total Quality Control? Theproducts and services. They must be sensitive to, and know Japanese Way (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1985'.

how to handle, the cultural dislocations that inevitably ac- Joiner, B.L., 'The Key Role of Statisticians in the Transforma-
company such big changes. They must develop systems to tion of North American Industry," The American Statistician. Au-
assist top managers in tracking activities associated with the gust 1985.
organization's transformation. Juran, J.M., Managerial Breakthrough (New York: McGraw-

In the new era of total quality leadership, the process ex- Hill, 1964).
cellence department can play a vital role. Some quality Tribus, M., "Deming's Redefinition of Management," "Produc-
managers may aspire to fill a role in this department. tivity...Who is Responsible for Improving It?" "Managing to Sur-

For quality managers who want to contribute to the trans- vive in a Competitive World," and 'The Quality Imperative in the
New Economic Era." Center for Advanced Engineering Study, MIT.formation to total quality leadership, there is much to learn. Cambridge, Mass. These titles are especially recommended trorT,

If you haven't already done so, we suggest you read the among an excellent series of papers by Tribus on Deming qual-
books of Deming, Juran, Ishikawa and papers by Tribus and ity, and management, which are available from the Center upor
Fuller listed below. Attend the four-day seminars by Dem- request.
ing and Juran. Visit Japanese-managed companies here and
abroad. Expand your knowledge of statistics and organiza- About the Authors

with development. Brian L. Joiner is president of Joiner Associates Inc.. a firrm
Roneelmbe, bspecializing in quality- and productivity-related consultation, sof!
Remember, the best way to get others to change is for ware, and training. Previously he was professor of statistics. direc-

you yourself to change. Begin with your own work. What tor of the Statistical Laboratory, and statistician in residenct a:
can you do to improve the quality of your work and the the University of Wisconsin; associate professor of statistics anu.
satisfaction of your "customers"? Listen to your "customers" director of statistical consulting at Pennsylvania State Universu;,
and to those with whom you work. In whatever decisions and consulting statistician at the National Bureau of StandarL
you make in your job, begin replacing educated guesswork In addition, he has been a consultant to industry for over 20 year,
with reliable data. Strive to eliminate blaming and replace Joiner holds degrees in industrial engineering and accountinr.
it with problem solving, from the University of Tennessee and MS and PhD degrees tror-Begin to practice the new approach with others in your Rutgers University. He has twice won the Frank Wilcoxon Prizt

department. Work with people to break down barriers and for best practical paper published in Technometrics.
Peter R. Scholtes is a senior management consultant with Joine-drive out fear. Help them study and improve the systems Associates. Scholtes' professional field is that of organization devel-

in which they work. Help them document the best known opment. Currently a management consultant, author, trainer, an,
practices and provide effective supervision so they are con- facilitator, he has also been a social worker, counselor. therapis!
scientiously followed. Then help everyone continue to work and published composer. His undergraduate degree is in philosoph;.
and develop still better systems. and his postgraduate degrees are in education.
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I Managing Change.
Implementing Productivity
and Quality ImprovementsI

The current range of approaches for implementingimprovement efforts is defined, and the variousalternatives are evaluated.

I
£ Edmund J. Metz

In recer yeas. organizations haIe implemented pro- Implementation patterns
ducti it. and qualit\ impro.ement efforts to meet in-
temationa; competin'~e challenges. As an organization A large midwestern electronics compar,-. ha-
consultant. I have obser,,ed a predominant implementa- had a formal "productivity" program under wa% for I.
tior pattern for such efforts That pattern can best be last five years. A number of different program,. vker,described as too short-term, programmatic, and seg- approved by a management productivit. council \

mented to achieve enduring productivity and quality the results have fallen somewhat below managemer.:
gains To obtain lasting benefits, a strategically inte- expectations. During those five years. over a dozet
grated. organizationwide approach is required. different and independent departmental efforts to in.

M, purpose in this article is to share some prove productivity were started. while the compa'- ,
general observations of how organizations are ap- went through three presidents and continued to exp--.
proaching productivit. and quality improvements, de- ence headcount reductions due to declining mar, c
scribe some of the limitations of the predominant imple- share. Business pressures encouraged a strong shr:
mentation pattern, identify what needs to be done term focus on results and the technical orientaitr, nC
better. and develop a scenario of some desirable future management resulted in an abnormally high infauatio-
state characteristics bw which productivity and quality with measurements and control.
impromements are strategically linked and enduring. When I first became acquainted \ith this o:g:LU

3 Reprinted with permission from NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW,
V3N3 Summer 1984. © 1984 by Executive Enterprises, Inc.. Summer Y.
22 West 21st Street, New York. NY 10010-6904. All Rights Reserved. II/
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Far too many improvement efforts will fail to tap
Lhe full extent of potential opportunity gains.

nization oser two years ago. I thought the situation was Below. the approaches are compared by exam- I
somewhat unusual. However, a number of organiza- ining their implementation characteristics.
tional situations I have since seen or heard about lead
me to conclude that man, organizations have had sim-
ilar experiences in implementing productivity and
quality improvements.

The theme for this article initially grew out of Official banner
two questions I had been asking about improvement of O
productivit% and quality. "What are companies
doinc"" and "Ho" are the% doing it"" I asked these I have categorized the approaches companie-
question; of representatives of thjrt-eight Fortune 5(h) are taking to productivit\ and qualhi improenien: I
companies that are members of the American Produc- under three different banners. The most common bar,-
tivit "t% Center or the American Productiviti Manage- ner is that which designates an improvement approach
ment Asocialion. I detected three general implementa- as a productivity or quality program (Tpe I Another
tion approaches, summarized in Table I. Although the popular approach seeks to generate improetments u,- I
gi'en commonalay is the goals of productivity and der the broad banner of quality of work life (Type it
qualit. improvement, the three general implementation The third implementation approach (Type IllI. going
approache, raise the important question of which ap- under various banners, vie.s productivity and qualjt\
proach would generate the productivity and qualit, improvements as consequences or products of a con-
gains most likely to endure over the long term. sciously designed organizational system or culture

Most energy is spent in systems redesign and managing
strategic change rather than in implementing programs I
at lower organizational levels

Six key implementation characteristics Although the selection of banners makes it ap-Six ey iplenentliol chracerisics pear that the three approaches are entirel,, distinc.r in

fact they merge into an evolutionary continuum, - W:

The ma.iorirt of current efforts to improve pro- some companies having characteristics that fit under
ducti' ity and quality v, ill produce some results if only more than one approach..
because of the Hawthorne effect. But while most will The simplification of reality by the use of a I
certainly produce some gains in the short term, far too banner has both positive and negative consequences. It
many efforts w ill fail to tap the full extent of potential helps to give an approach an identity' and thereby serves
opportunity gains as a rallying point for people's efforts However. ban- I

My expiriences in organizational consulting ners can also limit or obscure what needs to be done
convince me that the potential for enduring, long-term The difficulty with productivity program ban-
success increases as one moves from left to right across ners is that they create the impression that what they are
Table 1, which summarizes the six most significant describing is just another isolated program (which is
implementation characteristics for each of the three now starting and will therefore also end once the pro-
major implementation approaches. Unfortunately, it is ductivity problem is "fixed"), and does not help people
the Type I approach on the left-programmatic and understand that some fundamental changes need to be I
oriented to the short term-that is the most commonly made in work systems. Management's approach may bc

used Only a very small number of organizations are too programmatic to begin with, but the choice of
using the more strategic approach of Type Ill, on the banner can reinforce the problem. 3
right liowever. I believe that Table I depicts what will Quality-of-work-life (QWLI banners are better
be an e,,olution of organizational methodology from in the sense that they' serve as an umbrella for a broader
"lypc I t Type ill That is, I feel that all firins using Type and moreall-inclusive effort, p, :ntiall. encompassin
I and 'y pe II methodology will eventually, through trial productivity, quality, QWL, and sociolechnical sys-
and error. move toward adopting the characteristics of a tems change
'lype III approach A ixssible problem with some of the banners

I("1 al on Prt x.lut t) Re ,,e I
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In the multiprogram approach, too little thought is
given to designing horizontal and vertical linkages

among the programs.

U
used for organization redesign (Type III)--.g., So- Methodol6g,
ciotechnical Systems, Organization Effectiveness.
Open Systems Planning-is that because they are insuf- The word "program" is very much a part of the
ficiently descriptive, people may have difficulty under- everyday language in the methodology of Type I imple-
standing what the effort is really all about. mentations. Programs are associated with starting and

terminating dates. Managers chosen as program imple-
menters are usually expected to outline or develop a
workable program, and then bring it to a successful

Measurements conclusion. Due to the discrete nature of programs. 3
there are sometimes a number of independent programs
existing separately and without coordination. One de-

As a general proposition. Type 1 companies parment might be rearranging machinery while an- 3
tend not only to place the most emphasis on measure- other is launching quality circles one manager might be
ments but also to create and add new measurements to cracking down on absenteeism and abuse of lunch timethose already, in existence Additionally, a number of cakn ono betes n bs flnhtm

while another is introducing an incentive program. The U
these companies have made frustrating attempts to de- rationale given for this Multiprogram approach is typ-
velop a simple productivity measure that could readily iale give orths medtiogra"appoacheis ty t

nicallY that programs need to be custoized to' fit
converi all the organization's efforts to a final bottom- specific needs. Little thought is givcn to organizational
line number encompassing and accurately summarizing readiness, effective implementation sequencing, and
total gains and progress. Type I and Type III companies dess, honzlntation li n cingr- a

alsousemeauremnts bu the apearto mkeaore designing horizontal and vertical linkag-es among pro-also use measurements, but they appear to make a more grams.
balanced assessment of the importance of the measure-
ments in relation to other, less quantifiable factors of
success (i.e., trust, satisfaction, teamwork, goal orien-

tation. etc.). In such companies, success is measured in
qualitative as well as quantitative ways. P

Although measurements are important, they
have some limitations. Measurements can become ends
in themselves. Another common pitfall is the tendency
to overmeasure. The infatuation with academic ana-
lytical techniques. the advent and proliferation of corn- ,
puter technology, and management's traditional desire
to control has led many companies to overemphasize
measurements. Some companies have gotten so bogged
down in analysis and measurements that they have
made little progress with their productivity and quality
efforts. Too much stress on measurements has also been
a cause of worker mistrust and alienation because in the
past management has too often used measurements to
control and punish people. In addition to these prob- I
lems, Type I companies further limit their success by
overemphasizing harder measures to the exclusion of
more qualitative measurement factors. They would do
well to examine the range of measurements, the ques-
tion of ownership of measures, and the related informal
reward systems used in some of the so-called excellent I
companies.

I
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- Type I organizations tend to have a limited3 understanding of what broad-based change
requires.

I
The programmatic approach of Type I corn- Responsibilities and leadership

pames is often used because it is comfortable for man-
agers who prefer to perpetuate traditional forms of The degree of active top leadership support and
relationships and work structures. But it is not surpris- involvement increases from Type I to Type III com-
ing that when this programmatic response tendency is panies. A fairly typical scenario in Type I companies is
indulged, one hears about the frustration these man- (he declaration of the need for productivity and quahti
agers feel regarding the insufficient progress of their improvements by edict of the CEO or president. %% ith
efforts. While the majority of managers with productiv- the task of achieving improvement frequently delegated
ity and quality improvement responsibility do view to a staff person or. in some instances, to a special;.%
themselves as "change" managers, the) most often end created productivity "czar." In Type Ill companie .
up being program managers who fail to use a strategic too, the CEO may unilaterally declare the need for
change management process. Managers in Type I com- some change or improvement, but he or she also sho', s
panies say that the, want to instill productivity and a genuine long-term interest and a relatively high sen:-
quality improvement in the organization as "values," tivity to the impact of top leadership style on the
and there is some appreciation of the need to integrate culture. and takes an active role to lessen resistance tc
improvement into the management system. However, the instilling of new values into the culture This per-
the programmatic efforts are limiting because values sonal and active involvement results in higher levels of
arc cultural variables. which those efforts ignore. The management acceptance and ownership for success
programmatic viev. of the management system is too The view; that a company takes of leadership
limited, including only the rational or visible systems of role and responsibility can enhance or limit success. In
planning, directing, operating, and controlling. It fails Type I companies. top leadership has a limited vie%, of
to direct energy to changing the nonrational and invisi- its role and responsibility in the total improvement
ble systCns reg., climate, culture, values, beliefs, process. It typically pronounces its organizational sup-
nomrs. management philosophies and practices, etc.). port and then appoints a line manager with onl\ an

Although I haxe found no definitive studN of operations or technical background to direct the pro-
current implementation methodolog, the informal in- cess. These managers then approach their task asking
formation stronglN indicates that in only a small number the question. "What programs should I implemenV"'
of cases does one find the application of organization when they should be asking. "What changes do I need
s. stems theor and strategic change management to to manage'?" After all. top management hasn't created
impro'.ement etlort. The few organizations leading the and supported such new managerial roles because the%
viaN are Type Ill companies which have learned that wanted "programs" implemented. While on the surface
organizational effectiveness rests upon the degree to it may appear that the mandate is to start a producti it.
which an organization systematically realigns its sub- or quality program. the real desire is less progranm
systems (social, technical, and administrative) to ade- specific: it is to see a change in the existing producti, it\
quatel, meet strategic shifts. They are movihg toward a and quality levels. The responsibility of these managers
more collaborative framework that emphasizes greater should be that of implementing and managing change.
spontaneity in management action through teams, not programs. Top management frequently fail. to see
growing attention to organizational cultures, and a the need for their intimate, active involvement in thi,
broader, more inclusive strategic planning process. responsibility, which is one that cannot be so corn-

Type I companies do go through a subsystem pletely delegated to anyone else as described abose
realignment process, but it is an unconscious and hap- But the problem in Type I organization- is no'
hazard process brought aboui through a trial-and-error, just the failure of ltop management to see that it must b,-
reactive approach of implementing productivity and actively involved in broad-based change. In addition. it
quality programs unconnected to an% long-tcmi strate- tends to have a limited understanding tit what hroad-
gic. direction: on the other hand, Tipc Ill companies are based change requires. It is prone to perceive chang,.,
engadged in manaiging a delined transition in an explicit, only in ternis of what workers must d-adapting to th
deliberate, and proactive manner organizatioii's needs, working harder, and perhap,
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shoing more support for the goals set b) manage- encouraged. and authority and responsibility points are

ment Managements using the Type III approach recog- appropriately positioned fo-" team decisions.
nize the mutualit,, of responsibilities in the manage- Although the two absolute essentials for pro- I
ment-,.orker relationship, and therefore realize that the ductivity and quality improvement are change and em- U
organization itself may have to change fundamentally ployee involvement. Type I companies limit their oA n
in order to achieve the desired productivity and quality success because their philosophy of employee involve-
gain, In both cases, management sees the need for ment limits the process. For example. in qualit.,-circle
broad-based change. but the viewk of vhat needs to or employee participation group programs. benefits are
change tpically differs lost because involvement is voluntary. People %%ho

A major obstacle to strategic change within could contribute, but who don't volunteer for one rea- 3
Tpe I anJ T,.pe 11 companies is the attitude of the son or another, have little or no input into the improve-
iniddle management group and the prevailing system of merits. Managers frequentl. believe that such programs
politi,'al dnanics Most middle managers are fearful are fine for rank-and-file workers yet hae little ap- *
of beginning a productiv it. improvement effort on their plicability in management ranks 
ow.n because of the possible imbalance it may create in Productivit) and quality cannot be raised sub-
the eisiino political system Although the main role of stantiall, vkithout inol.inc everyone in the organiza-
the pioductiit, manager is supposed to be that of an tion in as many ways as possible Allkey managersuho 3
"in-egrator." helping top and middle management to control resources should be inolved in guiding the
deelop a plan for integrating productx.ity improve- transition to a more productive organization Managers
ment into the corporate strategy. culture, and system,,. and supervisors need to be actixel, invol.ed in the
ail too frequentl. the role becomes that of a "program design of implementation tactics and cross-coordinated 3
implementer" who ends up spending considerable en- departmental activities. All employees should not only
er y just tr.ing to overcome middle management resis- be actively involved in solving problems but should
tance xshile attempting to position program ownership also accept decision-making responsibidity and a JeveJ 3
in the laps, of line managers. Again, top management of accountability previously shouldered only by super- I
inxclement is needed if a programmatic focus is to be visors. The degree of involvement relates directly to the
a, oided level of long-term success. measured strategical!'\ .

Degree of employee involvement Strategic focus I
A universal feature of productivity and quality. Although some degree of strategic planning is

improvement efforts is the use of employee involve- generally used by companies across the chart, two key
ment. for the general belief is that productivity cannot dimensions of the strategic process change as one
be raised nor quality improved without involving em- moves from Type I to Type III implementations. The
ploxees first is the time focus of the process and the second is the

The amount of organizationwide employee in- inclusiveness of the process. Type I companies appear
volvenent increases from Type I to 'Tpe Ifl companies. to be using a strategic process developed in the 1970V. U
Limitations on involvement are inherent in Type I orga- whose coverage tends to be restricted primarily to tech-
nizations because they implement programs while leav- nical areas and that has a three- to five-year time spin
ing work and social systems, values and culture, un- Type IIl companies tend to use a broader-based and
touched. In addition, while efforts arc made to involve more contemporary process that to a much greater
employees, this involvement process is often not ex- degree includes and integrates horizontal functions
tended into management ranks. In Type Ill companies. (i.e., R&D, marketing. operations, finance, human 3
opportunities for team involvement appear to be greater resources, etc.) within a context of a total organiza-
at all levels of the organization, teamwork is a more tional framework (i.e., a system,, approach including
.lued norm. participative nimnagement is consciousl) social, operational, anti administrat systems), and
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' IThe failure to adopt a strategic change
management process will limit the success of any

I improvement efforL

I
has a time frame of five years and beyond. In Type III What needs to be done better?
companies, strategic human-resource management is a
very important binder element serving to link the vari- If long-term durability of productit\ andous organizational pieces. quality gains are desirable, then what changes need tv

be made in how such efforts are implemented? Al-
Program versus strategic change though there is no one universally accepted implemer-

tation approach, two fairly typical models are summa-
The failure to adopt a strategic change manage- rized in Table 2. While these models are certainl) sound

ment process will limit the success of any improvement and valid, there are nevertheless at least two significani
effort The programmatic energy expended by Type problems associated with them. The first of the tvki<
eortaTe proaim atrasigeneryn epnddtvy Tp discussed below stems from management's failure ts'
companies is aimed at raising certain productivity and implement the models properly,, while the seconJ i-qualit,, measures in the short term. not at designing a inherent in the models themseles.s~istern %%ithin which such improvements will flo , as a

planned and long-term consequence of the system So I. Diagnostic neglect. Although both models as
long as productivity and quality improvements are just well as others I have seen strongl) encourage a dia.-
another compan\ program. lacking a long-term strat- nostic assessment. too manm companies are ignorir:g
eg,. '.ithout a defined view of a specific organizational this fundamental advice. In a speech delivered at the
future, and not incorporated into the business strategy. Annual Industrial Engineering Conference and Exposi-
there v ill be inherent limits to both its potential for tion in Louisville. Kentucky on May 25, 1983. Bil
short-term gains and its long-term viability. Ginnodo, associate director of the American Producti'-

Table 2
Productivity and Quality Improvement Implementation Models

Operations Model* Organization Development Mode"

Assesc F.-,, out where you stana and what needs 1 Awareness of needs Brings Droductivty improve-
to be don'e men! problems to the attention of top manage-

ment, is based on actual conditions in the
operating facility

2 0,ganze Decioe whats going to be done by 2 Entry of the specia;!s Builds an agreemen' be-
whron by what tie. elc This includes oeciding tween management and the human-resources oe-
wna: tools and techniques are most appropriate. velopmenl specialist to focus on particula'

problems
3 Raise awareness Consider alsco doing this before 3. Diagnosis Entails collecting and analyzing data

and after assessment
4. Implement change 4 Problems identified Analyzed data is presented Ic

management
5 Evaluation and reinforcement Do this to determine 5 Action plans Involves taking the leap from proble-

what has changed whether further action is to possible solutions The specialist provides into'-
needed, and who should be recognized for their mation, ideas, and resources
accomplshments 6. Implementation and improvements Requires prot

lem-solvng sessions and the support and commig.
ment of managemenl

*Based on a speech delvered by Bill Ginnodo at the Annual Industrial Engineering Conference and Exposition in Lou,sv,r!
Kentucky on May 25 1983

"Based on Eric L Herzog 'improving Productivity Via Organization Development.' Training and Development Journal
34(4) 36-39 April 1983
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The vast majority of diagnostic instruments tend I
to be content focused and thus unsuitable for

broad-based assessments. I
I

it) Management Association, commented on this prob- an), number of programs to heighten awareness in
iem: the existing manufacturing facility to the need for I

improved productivity. These types of programs

the human resources director of one of the may include: (I) Absenteeism .2jCost-reduc-
countrWs biggest users of quality circles recently hon (3) Improved identification with product
told me. "employees and managers learn a lot and company . (4) Improved training etc :

about participation from circles but I'm convinced
we shouldn't have gone that way. I wish we had Note that the organization will have alreadx I
spent more time up front, studying our needs and established the norm of applying programmatic solu-
developing a fuller program. I'm sure we would tions even before the problems have been diagnosed
ha,.e done things differentl', "' . .. During a break The models do mention "change." yet fail to spell out
in one of the APMA's national meeting,. I ap- in detail the techniques of even a simple change man- 3
proached the group that had surrounded the last agement process. While the models' basic steps help
speaker-a productivit-, manager from a phar- managers get started. improvement efforts frequentl!
maceutical firm-and heard someone ask him. "If lose steam and focus because of this lack of greater 3
,.ou could begin your program all over again, what specificity in the models. Some companies following a I
%,ould you do differentls""' Without hesitating, the Type III implementation have recognized this weakness
speaker said. "I'd do a more complete assessment and have spent more time conceptualizing the stages
We missed the mark in quite a fewx areas." and phases of change before taking action. thus keeping 5

their improvement efforts clearly focused and directed.

Even if a productivit) manager decided to do a The result was described by Bill Ginnodo in the afore-
diagnosis, another difficulty is finding a diagnostic mentioned May 1983 speech at the Annual Industrial
instrument that has broad-based systems scope and that Engineering Conference and Exposition: "We've been
can be readil\ interpreted so as to be of practical use to impressed b the fact that some of our APMA member
operating people. While there are a number of instru- companies have 'planned' their way through these
ments asailable. the vast majority tend to be somewhat stages, rather than work through them b\ trial-and-
content focused and thus unsuitable for broad-based error."
assessments However, for assessing the social and Even where managers recognize the need for .
managerial system, the Survey-Guided Development such change. these models limit their views of \;ha! 3
Process developed by the Institute for Social Research needs to be changed For example. change programs
at the University of Michigan is one of the best surveys may be too narrowly focused on altering only employee
available. In order to assess the productivity of the attitudes or in just solving certain types of technical
operating system itself, the Industrial Productivity In- operating problems. Management usually fails to see or
stitute has developed what is called the Team Productiv- appreciate the exteni and depth of changes that need to
it,, System survey. In combination, these two assess- be made. One reason for this is that in school. managers
ments are a powerful assessment package.' have been taught "linear" management models (con- I

2. Lack of orientation to a strategic change cepts of planning, leading. organizing, controlling)

manmgernent process. For there to be productivity and such as those under discussion here; i.e.. they are

qualit) improvement, carefully managed strategic taught to manage organizations as rational entities

change is required. Unfortunately, the models summa- Therefore, they encounter problems when they try to

rized in T'able 2 have a programmatic connotation. For instill values of productivity and quality into the %'isibl

example. regarding stage I in the OD model. Eric and linear management system. Values are not a part of I

Herzog states. such a system but are rather part of the invisible and
nonlinear system called culture Culture cannot be
changed through the programmatic process suggested

the organization and human resource spe- by the models currently in use.
cialist can aw ost top management in developing If the projections of continued high rates of
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5 Key managers should be involved in building
a vision of what the company wants

and needs to be.

technology change hold true through the 1990s, the
degree of environmental turbulence that they foretell
will require a more complete strategic planning process
than was developed in the 1970s. A comprehensive,
long-term horizontally and vertically linked strategy
needs to be developed. A company's productivity and
quality strategy will have to cover the entire organiza-..
tion with all its systems and ",rocedures, and will need
to be incorporated into the overall business strategy.
Long-term improvements will not be accomplished
without permanent changes in the level of employee
involvement; without changes in the points of authority.
responsibilit,. and decision making; without changes in
management philosophies, styles, and relationships.
and without changes in climate and culture. But a broad
strategic approach is not even mentioned in either of the
models. although it is the only real hope for achieving A

I

3 ( A direction for change

The idea of developing a strategic approach to
organization productivity and quality improvements
ought to raise questions and concerns for the managers social, structural, etc.) that exist. Rather than approach
in Txpe I companies-and there are many such man- a culture change directly. the productivity manage,
agers. because the Type I implementation methodologyre presents the predo minant approach being used by the should get key managers actively involved in building a
Fortune 1000. Should all of the productivity and qualt vision of what the company wants and needs to be (i.e.,
effortne alread. sould al the produtity anhisety defining a future state where the desired productiviiN
efforts already started in the context of this meth- and quality goals are being achieved) before confront-
odolog5 be scrapped? How does a productivity man- ing the reality of what the company is actually like
ager approach changing the direction of the existing today. This approach will serve to reduce resistance to

Existing efforts need not be scrapped. But the change, build participativv management ownership, de-
avelop support for moving toward a defined future, gainfocus of energy, attention, and work needs to be con- visibility and agreement for the need to change the

sciously and systematically shifted. organit andament f nd to and he

It is essential to move from a programmatic to a organization fundamentally and substantially, and help
strategic change approach. The first step in doing so is managers begin to understand the strategic impact of

identifying the critical group of people in the organiza- cause and effect relationships in the organization's sys.
tion that controls resources. The support and involve- Four key steps to planning and organizing
ment of that group is essential if any substantial and redesign are:
strategic change is to occur.

With that support. the organization must pro- 1. Definition of a philosophy. Every organiza-
ceed to redesign its culture. Cultures are very difficult tion has a climate and culture and operates according to
to change, given the systemic resistances (political, some set of philosophical principles, whether stated or
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Strategic human-resource planning should be 3
closely linked to business planning to minimize

work-force fluctuations. g
U

not As part of defining the desired organizational fu- cedures, and culture. When completed, this plan be-
ture, involve managers in developing a statement of comes a focused business strategy explicitly aligned m
what the company's philosophy should be. with other business strategies, a systems-based ap-

2. Definition of goals and values. Organization proach linking specifically targeted efforts into a con-
goals need to be clearly stated and communicated to sistent and coordinated whole. The key to managing the
everyone Peter Vaill calls this "purposing." which he transition to a highly productivity- and quality-con- 3
defines as "that continuous stream of actions by an sciousorganizationisthealignmentofalloftheorgani-
organization's formal leadership which have the effect zation's key components-its mission and strateg . its
of inducing clarity, consensus, and-commitment re- structure, and its human resources-within the operat- m

garding the organization's basic purpose." '3 In addition ing, administrative, social, political, and cultural sys-

to goals, managers need to define and explicitly state tems; and to align each of these systems with the others
the values the organization should foster in the desired When done properly. the organization will have man-

future state. In their In Search of Excellence. Thomas J aged a strategic redesign to a cultural system wherc 3
Peters and Robert H Waterman state the following high productivity and qualit% are a way of life
regarding the importance of values:

• ..let us suppose that you were asked for one all- I
purpose bit of ad,. ice for management, one truth
that ,.,e were able to distill from the excellen' Defining the future state
companies' research We might be tempted to re-
pl.', figure out sour value system, decide %% hat your I will conclude by presenting some of the char-
compan% stands for ...put yourself out ten or acteristics of organizations iii their desired future state:
tvent. bears in the future i.e., after they have adopted an integrated strategic 5

approach to productivity and quality improvement.
The definition of the desired future state of the

3. Organi:ation of a transition steering cott- organization should be an extended, wide-angle "pho-
mirlee. Many of the people appointed to coordinate or tograph" of what the organization would look like in its 5
manage a productivity or quality improvement effort new state. This definition should explicitly include such
end up being the focal point of the effort, with manage- areas as:
ment expecting them to develop (usually on their own) a
workable program and to successfully facilitate the • Philosophy, mission, and values,

implementation of that program. The formation of a 0 Expected organization structure,
management steering committee as a planning and de- 0 Reward system;

cision-making body not only builds management * Personnel policies; I
ownership for success but can also serve the function of * Authority and task/responsil,ility distribu-

the parallel structure needed to manage the transition tions;

between the present and the future state. Where a steer- * Managerial styles:

ing committee already exists, its work should be ex- 0 Performance review systems; and

panded to include future state definition in addition to * Performance outcomes.

current programmatic considerations. If we were to do some crystal ball gazing to •

4. Development of the strategic change plan. identify a few of the more significant future state char-
The plan to improve productivity and quality should be acteristics expected in firms that have enduring and
developed by the steering committee, with the par- significant productivity and quality gains, what might *
ticipation and involvement of other managers. This we find'! Looking at some of the firms that have alread. fl
plan should encompass all the major systems: people, designed such organizations, we find such charac-
structure, technolog), administrative policies and pro- teristics as the following
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1
The organization should make a specific3 commitment to provide job security at all levels.

U
I. An ongoing, data-based diagnostic process 10. Performance goals are set mutually by man-

sernes as a feedback mechanism providing periodic agement and workers, with points of responsibilit) and
systemic "snapshots" of the evolving organization. accountability pushed down to the lowest possible
This diagnostic process is complementary to existing level.
traditional measurements. II. Management will operate more clearlN in

2. Strategic human-resource planning is accordance with explicit values and a socially respor-
closely linked to business planning. This helps to level sive ethical framework. Its style will be characterized
work loading and minimize work-force fluctuations due by participation, entrepreneurship, human-resources
to layoffs Stable work environments are needed to primacy, and proactive management of the organiza-
foster the .alues of involvement and teamwork. tional response to the increasingly uncertain technica!

3. Management participation includes every- developments of the coming decade.3one. in some way, from the CEO down through the
superN, isorN ranks. Should a key decision maker leave,
the process will continue because the goals are com-
mon)l knov n, the ownership is shared, and the values
are deeplv ingrained into the culture. Conclusion

4. Where a union exists, the fundamental phi-
losophN ot management toward it is one that values Managing change is alwas time-consuming

trust, open sharing of information, mutual support and and never easy. and it requires long-term management
cooperation, and joint participation in all decisions. dedication. But in orderto achieve the type of long-term

5. Managers have the skills to manage a chang- high levels of productivity and quality needed if U.S.
ing and evolving organization, not static entities. Deci- firms are to be internationally competitive, managers
sions are more decentralized and happen faster. Manag- must put aside outmoded organizational structures and
ing high productivit. and high quality systems is an practices. To assure competitive futures for their orga-
ongoing process. not time limited b) a programmatic nizations. they must also go beyond timid expenmenta-
schedule v.ith a beginning and end. tion with programs in a trial-and-error fashion. A stra-

6. Organization goals are formally stated, wit- tegic approach to managing change offers the onl. real
ten. and known to everyone. The goals are specific, hope. Fortunately, some organizations have already
clear, and apply to all. with defined rewards for both pioneered this road of discovery.
management and employees for achievement.

7. The values of productivity and quality cover
more than just product or service. These values are
shared by all, regardless of job, level, or function. They NOTES
are diffused and pervasive, affecting daily work habits
and working relationships. I. For further information on the Survey-Guided Development Pro-

8. Traiing (job, technical, and management cess, contact: Organizational Development Research Program. In-
skills) is a vital part of the culture. There is ample stitute for Social Research. P.O. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan
opportunity for and encouragement -of growth. de- 48106 (Phone: 313-764-6108). For further information on the learn

and renewal. Productivity System. contact: The Industrial Productivity Intutute.
velopment, an.1521 Chicksaw Drive, Naperville. Illinois 054U (Phone

9. Because human resources are recognized as 312-420-7092.
the most valuable resource any organization has, the 2 Eric L. Herzog. 'Improving Productivity Via Organization De-
organization has made a specific commitment to pro- velopnent," lhuning and Devrlopment Journal 34t41.38, April
vide job security to people at all levels, assuring that no 1v0
employee will lose his or her job because of improve- . Peter B Vaill, "The Purpoing of lligh-Prrforming System,,.*3 mes in productivit) and qualit). Organ:ational ivnamtcs 11(2).2Y, Autumn 1982
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RESOURCES Edmund J. Metz is a senior consultant for organiza- 3
For further reading on the subject of using an integrated tion effectiveness at FMC Corporation in Chicago

strategic approach to managing change and improving organization He is the author of a number of articles focusing on
effecti,.eness. the author recommends the following books- Richard strategic human-resource planning, quality circles.
Beckhard. Organi:atton Developrmen" Strategies and Model and team building. He has had both consulting and
tReading. Mas. Addi on-WVesle'. 1969); Noel Tich,. Managing
Strategic Change The Technical. Political, and CulturalDynamics management experience in executive and organiza-
(Ne York Wile)-inierscience. 1982); and Rosabeth Moss Kanter, tion development, industrial relations, manufactur-
The Change Miasters (Nev, York- Simon & Schuster. 1983) ing, and quality control with GTE and Johnson &

Johnson. and other corporations.
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U Beginning the Quality
* Transformation, Part II

ing describes an organi -_ _ _ _

zation committed to ----quality, he. providesa

compelling p r of
how things ought to be. But there are
precious few instructions on how to
begin such a transformation. Howev-

Practical er, there are some practical elements
involved in becoming a quality or- --lstrategies and ganztion. The approach must be
based on the pragmatic realities of

guidelines to business life: that change is difficult;
that resistance to change is often

help managers strong and persistent; that no matter
how much a company might want to

plan for and sfomi o r r it must continue doing business and, for

thcarry out a h time being, do so in the way itquality icnos best. Transformation, there- "

fore, invoves a so of adolescence-a

transformation period of inelegance when we shift
from one way of being to a new way ....
of being. I1 0 198 M C Escher Heirs 'Cordon' Ar- SaB

w
n HolianC

I 1. Quality begins with delighting

bythe customers. A company should strive to delight or service. Why don't they use the product? What
R. S customers, giving them even more than they im- do thiy use and what has been their experience

aw [agined possible. Management may be ecstatic, the with it?

NM Hqngovw board of directors blissful, and the company may 3. 7he quality orgzanizon leads customers into
be considered a legend on Wall Stree. But if your thefavrr? We depend today on photocopiers, per-
customers are not delighted, you have not begun sonal computers, disposable diapers, and oth.'r

to achieve quality, products that, in the past, we didn't even imagine
2. The quality organization must larn how to possible. A quality organization knows the con-

listen to customers and help customers ideiwf and sumers so well, and explores technological possi-
articulate their needs. If quality is to be defined bilities so far, that it leads everyone into products
by the customer, the quality organization must re- and services not yet imagined.
main close to the customer. Closeness meam much 4. Failess, customer-pleasing products and
more than surveys and interviews. It means know- services result from will-planned systems and
ing in detail the work the customer does, bow the processes thatfnimctionflawlessly. Inspection may
customer uses your products, and what concerns be a way to amid embarrassment, but it is not a
and problems the customer has. Be rware not only way to achieve quality. A flawless system provides

of problems resulting directly from defects in the what the customer wants, when the customer wants3 product, but also of related problems experienced it, with effciency, precision, and consistency-
by customers even when the product is function- and without waste, defects, or resork. A qualit)
ing properly, system is continuously being improved.

Those who are not yet your customers can also 5. In a quality organization, the vision, walues,
provide you invaluable fedback on your product systems, ad procenses must be consistent mh, and
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coniplemniar to, each other5 The vision answvers the question. TM M1 napl d ft - l 'M i I"What businesses are we in?" Values or operating policies de-
scribe 'ho& we conduct our business ' Systems and processes Th o ld uy to view an organization is known as the chain of
are the sequences of activies by which all work gets done, When compmn (see Figure 1). Thi s ew of an organization was de- I
these work at cross purposes, the result is waste and fstration: veom in tma 1840s, whe bcsinesses for tihe firs id eeded
engineers design a product that production can't make; purchas- t manage mass poduction, wide distribution, a geographi-
ing buys materials that production can't use; sales makes prcmies ally dispersed organizations. This view has some shorcom-
that can't be kept Each step of a process must be the perfec n gnareas 
tecedent o the next step, It doesn't describe the organization as a flow of processes. It tends6 Everyone in the qua organzation-managers, supervi to emphasize individual accountability rather than the group, thesos, and operator-mus; trh in concerr. A spirit of team rk piroess, or the output of the group and process There is no refer-must pervade the organization. This spirit must be strong a ence to products or customers in this view. Therefore. the pur-perasi.ve enough to supersede the attachments that people nor- pose of the organization, implied in this chart, is accountabdir,mally form to bonds such as protession, function, or rank. and control. All paths lead to or from the figure at the top

7 Tear or in a qualct organization must be based on corn- The new way to view the organization is shown in Figure 2Trmena to the customers and to constant iprovemen. Team- This diagram was first used by W Edwards Deming in Japan in 3
work is used in two %s in the quality organization. First, it!rfes 1950. It depicts: U
to a spirit of loyalty and collegiality throughout the organization. the interdepeadey of organizational processes.
Second. it refers to the greater use of teams and participative the of t
processes in the conduct of business. In neither case is teamwork * the effect of customer feedback (consumer research, I
a product of pep tks and exhortation.. Nor is it blind oyalty. * the need for continuous improvement based on customer
Nor is it merel feeling good Teamwork results from a common feedback.
understanding of the organization's vision and values, a dedica- 0 te importance of suppliers.
tion to delighting customers. an understanding of the organiza- the network of internal supplier/customer relationships. I
tion's systems and processes. and a shared commitment to the Figures 1 and 2 symbolize different ways of thinking and a
ongoing improvement of those systems and processes. difference in priorities. If you ask someone, "In, your work. whe

8 In a qualir organizatior, everyone must know his or her is it important for you to please" and if he or she answers "'m

job' A job is not learned simplN by reading a job description boss," that person experiences the organization as a chain of cor-
or operations manual. Employees must: mand. If the answer is, "The people in the next step of the proc-
* understand where their work fits into the various Ig Sys- ess, my internal customer, and our external customer." that person

tems and processes of which then are a part; what and who has a systems perspective.
them and fo , them ithe sequence of activities- Figure 3 offers a different illustration of this new concept. Var-precede theirn fork rltem i the s n e o f an timate ious functional units must work in concert with each other. The

and ho their work relates to the final product and ultimate quality organization has no appetite for turf wars or intramural
user or consumer.oeumnhp

" knoA what their internal customers want and don't want. and one-upmanship.
what would delight these customers. It is necessary to have a systems view of the organization to

* master the information and skills necessar to perform tasks become a leader or member of a qualit- organization 1- A leader
related to their work constant/) renew and upgrade knowledge who views the organization as a chain of command and account-and skitolh, ability will not be able to visualize the compan. as customer-

" understand the process or technology with which then work. and quality-oriented, and thus impedes the pursuit of quality
how it functions, its capabilities, and what causes variation and
breakdown The'. must constantly get to know it better and learn ,,,n 1W VMM n io'I
howk to improve its performance. Ordinarily people in organizations will not sm.pl, convert from
This level of understanding requires both continuous educa- an old way to a new way, even when the new way is demonstra-

tion and regular feedback from each employee's external and in- bly better.l Change also takes more than an authoritarian edict
ternal customers "Beginning next Monday we will practice quality management-

9 The quanr' organization uses data and a scientific approach or else!"
to plan work. solve problems, make decisions, and pursue im- lb some ezenz, this and the following section were written itY
provemenzs.1 Managers help everyone focus on the method by small- and medium-sized companies in mind. In a corporation
which the organization's work is accomplished. All types of in- with hundreds of thousands of employees dispersed around the U
itiatives and activities are monitored to see how well they are vmrld, these initiatives will seem geared to a scale that is hope-
working and hom the% can be further improved. lessly small. However, two points are worth comment

10. The qualir * organizanon develops a working partnership First, a huge corporation is, in many respects, a vast multuphcir. I
Kth supphers. The quality-minded company azircises great care of smaller organizations. The guidelines described here can be I
over the materials and services it receives. The quality organiza- applied to the corporate headquarters as one organization and t(,
tion seeks a long-term collaborative relationship with a single each mocessive duster of organizational units. With a stead\
source for each type of supply. gradual process of transformation, it is easier to develop the co- I

11 The culture of the qualiy organization supports and nour- poration's human resources into a commonwealth of support for
ishes the improvement efforts of ever group and individual in quality trnsformation. We are leeD of the impatience of some
the copan.' 0 The organization seeks to establish and maintain managers who try to force growth when it should be nourished
a spirit based on being close to the customer, the importance Semond, the goals of transformation must be consistent through- U
of precision and data, internal teamwork and mutual respect, con- out the corporation. There should also be some consistency in
stant improvement, and pride of work (both processes and the methW and means used to achieve those goals Can such corprodlucts) sstcy be achievedl in a huge corporation without some kind I
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Quality Transtermaitmn cont.

Figure 1. The old way to view an organization: the chain of command.
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An 1840s innovation for companies: the basic hierarchical structure of business enterprise.
From The Visible Hand, Affred D Chandler Jr (1977)

Figure 2. The new way to view an organization: the system.
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Figure 3. The new concept from the perspective of functional divisions and sections.
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of coercion' Probably not. But what is prescribed should be kept behind a proposed change and the ability of that constiruency to I
to a rrumnimum Moreover. the need for whatever is prescribed attract more and more support as time goes b)r. Crincal mass ma'
should be explained in some detail. Whenever possible, what is be defined lazerally in an organization (e.g.. a sufficient number *
prescribed should be a process rather than the end result. Final- of champions among division managers) or verticall) (a suffi-
k. when the leaders of an organization announce a change to cient number of committed people in division X). Because of a
which the\ expect everyone to conform. the. themselves must changeover of people and the ongoing nature of a change. an ul-
undergo change Their change must be a clear demonstration to timate critical mass may be hard to achieve.
everyone of the importance of this transformation. When managers and others in a typical organization are present-

ed with major changes, their response will fall into some vana-
Guidelines tor change tion of the bell-shaped curve. Some will support the change. some

Recogn'ze the informal organization. 6 Think of a company as will resist it, most will be undecided and wait. The same thing
a small town or a large high school. Along with its official work applies to the movers and shakers who are present in evern or- 1
system. the organization is also a social system-a loose network ganization. These are those people who--for whatever reason-are
of small groups of people These groups offer their members sup- influential. They usually, but not always, have positions of authon- 1
port and fnendship People in these groups can form a strong ty. Even within the ranks of management there are those who
bond of l-alr to each other, which in many cases is greater than are more influential than others. With their support. a proposed
their ioyaltN to the company. These informal groups have lead- change will probably have a good opportuni,'t to prove itself
ers. Often, these groups have rules that can determine, for exam- Without their upport- Aorse ye, in the fce of their resstance-a
pie. the pace of work. what kind of contact or communication proposed change has little chance of success. 3
with managers is okay. etc. If the informal organization and the A critical mass in the earlier stages of change consists of an
informal leaders accept whatever change is being proposed, that ever-increasing number of moers and shakers shifting from be-
change will occur much more smoothly. If they oppose the chnge, ing Iomal to being suppofive or shifting from resistance co neu 3
it may be nearly impossible to implement. Therefore, it is im- Uality. Those who are promoting the change would do well to
portant to identify the informal leaders, get to know them, and spn most of their time wooing the neutrals, even though there
spend time wooing them. may be more peroal sawision talking to the believes and sup-

Seek the active support of a critical mass" In the conext of pontrs. It is also important to get resisters to at least withhold
organzational change. a critical mass is a dynamic and some- judgrment.
what elusive quantity It is not simply a majority. What consti- People don't resist change, they resist being changed 11 Trans-
tutes a cntical mass at one stage of innowtion may be inadequate formaton is a campaign for people's hearts as well as their minds
in later stages. Critical mass is a sufficient number of influential A change is successful because a critical mass has rallied around I
people supporting a proposed change to give the impression of the proposed change. Cmating sich a loyal cot.stituency is not
a growing formidable movement, a sense of momentum, a ordinarily an undertaking permeated with logic Nor can it be
groundswell of interest. Critical mass describes the constituency creted th1 kw.

sf P / Juy 1W 3'
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W lY Trunuomatlen cont.

SChange by edict an coercion has mar inadequacies Top-dowSThU b"E PoW Sh-I v orders cam get ignored, sabotaged, or dissembled in a thousaid

What can be done when your company's top mnWagers ways. in an ahoritarian or amnon, much of the ceavity goes
are not quality leaders and champions? When you are into desining *ys to circumvent authority. Furthermore, coer-
a lone quality champion without the support of top cive medtds of introducing change reinforce the chain-of-
leadership-a "lonely little petunia in an orgon patch"?2 command cocept of the organization. The implicit message to
In general, the onion patch strategy is: "Think big, but the organization is, 'All ye who enter, take off your brains and
stay close to your roots." Select improvement efforts put on fear." You will need creative, thinking people in a quality

within your span of control-but select improvements organization. Don't coerce them into a change
that capture the attenbon of people at least two links People need to feel included in the decision to change At least

of command. Look for p they need to be presented with the rationale for change Their
up in the chain o r co m ple, Lects th reuc needs, fears, desires, and incerns about the change deserve w
do~llr" implications. For example, projects that reduce be listened to, responded to, and accommodated whenever
waste or rework, or increase sales or revenue. Concen- possible.
trate your efforts on achieving the kind of results that Sometimes change is uninvited and unavoidable. When all or
the others, even the skeptics, will respect. Include other part of the organization has change imposed on it. its people are
people in your efforts. Include even more people in the likely to undergo some transitional stages similar to those ex-
sharing of credit for a successful job. Build a network perienced by people near death. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross has iden
of believers and supporters while you make real improve- tified those stages as follows:1 0

ments in the system. 0 Denial: this crisis, too. shall pass awa%
Sometimes you will have direct supervisory respon- * Anger: why should I change? Let someone else change'

sibility over people involved in improvement efforts. If 0 Bargaining: can't we work out some comprormse on this?
so. shield them from outside pressures so that they can * Fear: I don't know if I can handle it. What will become of me'continue the work of improving quality. a Resignation: okay, let's go ahead.

Be patient and persistent. If you succeed you may cre- An organization's leaders should be sensitive to these stages
ate opportunities to introduce the wider implications of of transition and help people through them Active listening L.
quality to higher and higher levels of the organization a poweful method. Help them bur, and mourn the past and then
Meanwhile, prepare for any opportunities. Be ready to get on with the future.
pounce when a mover and shaker asks for information When possible, organization change should be planned and
or suggestions. Have at hand copies of books, articles, treated like a courtship-with a mixture of gradualism and sur-
or videotapes of vanous lengths that are suitable introduc- prise. For example:
tory mateials for your managers.24  * When some facet of the change represents a ver, different %,a%

tor maeralsfo yor mnaers 2'of behaving, allow people time to %%r up to it and experi.
Have prepared an introductory presentation that is flex- on whi. Give tem time to gaut and eaeiibleenogh o fi tie sots angng rom 5 t 90ment with it. Give them fim to be inelegant and make msk-ible enough to fit time slots ranging from 15 to 90 a Plan change in increments of gradual]\ increased risk or ad-minutes. Have your presentation rehearsed and ready justment. Help the organization stretch itself, but not too much

to go Include, among your presenters, hourly opera- at a tme. A ocaized mlementation of some inmo n rnators who have become zealots for the new way. They be easier to undertake than a widespread implementation'

need not be slick or articulate Their excitement will be Somethng approached as a temporary experiment ma be more
eloquence enough. acceptable than a permanent change

- Identify the most common questions or objections and 0 Look for visible signs of the old order and replace them with
be prepared to respond to them Figure out ways to per- symbols of the new order. A shift of symbols can help facili
suade your managers to hear the quality leaders speak. tate a shift of vision, policies, systems, and processes
Compile success stories. Prepare them in a "picture 0 Woo the undecided movers and shakers and the formal or in-
book" format that is easy to follow and loaded with krmal leaders. Woo here means to spend time lhstening to then.
graphics. Ask the resisters to help out on some quality This is time spent not exhorting them to support the chang-.
activity, but listening to what concerns they have in general. Don't fc-

The onion patch transformer must keep in mind that cus only on concerns related to the proposed change Lister
his or her efforts should always be geared to getting the actively' Learn if any of their needs might be addressed battention of top management, educating them, and mak- the proposed change or if the change might be adjusted to ac

ing believers and champions of them. Without their even- commodat their concerns.
tual buy-in, all of your transformation efforts will wither Fon to implement change should be "anchored "' Anchor
on the vine, ing means that individuals or groups direcly involved in innom-.

tive activities should be surrounded b a network of other,~involved in similar activities. There must also be services tha:

offer support and guidance to the innovators Without such an
choring. the innovators will more likely feel isolated, as if the.
are floundering or inadequate. For example. imagine a projec
team assigned to study and improve a process Rather than al-lowing it to function in isolation, have it report to a team of

I



managers who can support and advise the project team. This cre- 7. Deming. Out of the Crisis, pp. 77 ff. 3
ates several levels of anchoring, i.e., reinforcement. The connec- & Kaoru Ishika,'s Grde to Quality Control (Tokyo: Asian Produc.
tion here is not to a single manager, but to a team of managemrs, tivity Opaization, 1985) is a basic reource on swistica tools. Ithiha-

each reinforcing the other and all of them reinforcing-and be- wa's What is Tol Quahy Control? deribes the role of the scientific
ing reinforced by -the project team. Thus, several people ae en- appronc in a quality oraniaioe in duaper 12. See also Brian Joiner, S
gaged in growh, change. and improvement and each supports "Using Stamacians to Help Transfarm Industry in America." Qwuity

he.PI , May 1986, for the geeral role of the scientific approach.
the other that effort. 9. On supplier elaos, ee Demiig, Ous of the Crisis, pp. 35.40:

The project team will need technical assistance, particularly I , *W is Tal Qua Crol, dhapter 9; Gito anid Gido-A,
in project planning. team management, and the scientific ap- me Derning Gde to Quali' and Gowpyerv Position, chapter 4; Har-
proach Therefore. a technical adviser is assigned to coach the rington. The Improvement Process, pp. 155-174; and Scherkenbach. The
project team and the managers. Deming Route to Qualim. and hroductivin, chapter 13.

There are several advantages in having more than one task force 10. For more on oqanization culture, see J.M. Juran, Quahra Control
or project team operating at a time. Project teams can learn from Handbook (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1974). section 7. pp 24 ff
each other and share some training. Concurrent projects can also J.M. Juran, Managerial Breakthrough (New; York: McGraw -Hill. Inc..
create challenge and mutual support. Each group is anchored to 1964), chapters 5 and 9; and Loshirt, *law is Total Qualir Control,.
other groups through occasional contact and interaction. pp. 112 f. Deming. Out of the Crisis, discusses fear on pp 59-62 and mbarriers on p. 62.

With such a well-connected network of activity, those involved 11. For an overall treatment of the old way and the new w.. see Brian
in implementing change will not feel isolated and floundering. Joiner and Peter Scholtes, "Tbe Quality Manager's New Job." Qualn
They will feel part of a common effort of learning and change. Progress, Ocobr 1986. See also Tribus and Tsuda. The Qua/u'. Itper-
Checks and assistance are available if a group should falter. Mean- wive, p. 44. U
while, overall progress can be maintained. 12. Alfred Chandler, The Visible Hand. he Managerial Revolunon

The more profound, comprehensive, bind widespread the pro- in American Business (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Harvard. 19771)
posed change, the more absolute is the need for deep understand- 13 For Jumn's version of the new model, see Qualir: Control Hand-
ing and active leadership tb the top managers.22 Leading the book, section 9, pp. 4-5.

" 14. On the overall concepts and practice of general organization change.transformation canot be delegated by the top manager. Without see Rosabetlh Moss Kanter, The Change Masters (Nek York: Simon &
the active leadership of top managers. efforts at profound change Schuster, 1983); Varren Bennis. The Planning of Change (NeA York
may flourish for a while, but they will not last. Without the ac- Holt Rinehart. 1976); Jack Fordyce and Raymond Weil. Managing ituh
rive leadership of top managers. many of those in the second eche- People (Reading. MA- Addison Wesle. 198. Paul Lawrence and a',
Ion of leadership will ,ait for some indication of lasting direction. Lorsch, Dewloping Organizatio " (eadin. MA Addison %slet. 1969".
Thus the effort to change will have passive, shallcm, tentative sup- and Wendell French and Cecil Bell. Organization Developmen (Engle-
port. Such efforts will be displaced by other priorities and will wood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1978).
be vulnerable to activities that contradict the goals of the pro- :5. Peter Scholtes. Getting a New Team Starred (Madison. WI: Joiner
posed change Associates, 1986).

16. Edgar Schein. Organization Culture and Leadership (San Francis-
man a ri co: Jossey-Bass, 1985).

17. ennis. Thae Planning of ChangeI
I. 'A Edw-ard Derrung's 14 Points represent basic pnnciples for the 18. The authors are grateful to Leonard Hrsch for some of the sem-

managemeni of qualr See his Qualh. Producrivv%. and Competitve 1 ha as arg o shard irs, for supportes

PosTo: fCambndge MA MIT Center for Advanced Engineering Stud. ideas regarding movers, shakers. resisters. and supporters
1982 Two excelen: commentaries on Dernng's 14 Points are availa- 19. Peter Brill and John Hayes. Taming Your Turmoil Managing the

ble HcvPard and SheH\ Gio,% Us 7he Demng Guide to Qualit) and Corn- Ttrinsuions of Aadt Life (Englewood Cliffs. NJ. Prentice Hall. Inc. 1981

petuve Positor (Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1986) and 20. For an application of Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' teachings. see OD

Wilham Scherkenbach's The Deming Route to Qualir. and Productivi. Pacitioner, December 1986.
Road Maps and Roadblocks (Washington. DC CEEP Press. 1986). See 21. An excellent resourim for active listenng is Thomas Gordon. Leader 
also Kaoru lshika ocs What isTal Qa, Crl Thes Japa ee Effectiveness Training (New York: Bantam. 1980). pp 55-74.

(Englewood Clhff_. NJ Prentice Hall, Inc., 1985), especiall chapter-s 22. Kanter, he Change Masters; ennis and Nanus. Leaders. and

2.3. and 5 M? ron Tribus and Yoshikazu Tsuda i he Qual pe impes,-
rie in the n, Economic Era (Cambridge. MA: MIT Center for Ad- 23. Kanter, 7he Change Masters. has a section (chapter 8' on honk
'anced Engineering Stud). 1985) present an excellent overview Finall). individuals can exert leverage in an organization. lshikaya. hIhai is To-

alist of qualit guidelines ma, sal Qualit. Control?, contains comments on pp. 70-71 that ar relevan:a hstof qahb gidelNesr also be found in H. James Harrington's
The Improvement Process (New York McGraw-Hill. Inc., 1986). to the stategy describied here.

2 For both guidelines I and 2. see W. Edwads Deming's Out ofthe 24. Tribus is an excellent source for this purpose. The MTT Center
Cnsis (Cambridge. MA: MIT Center for Advanced Engineering Study, for Advanced Engineering Study has published several excellent paper,
1985,. pp 167-182, and Ishikm, What is Total Quality Control? chap- by Tibus. -
ters 3 and 10

3 The authors are grateful to W. Edwards Deming for this addition N R. &chkes is a senior management consultant with Joiner A- 3
to the guidelines for quality socuales Inc., Madison, WI. He earned a master's degree in educatio'r

4 For guideline 4. se Ishikrwa. What is Total Quality Control?, p from Boston University
20. Gitlc and Gitlo%. The Dening Guide to Quality and Compeve HaE cqubo is a senor management consulmnt with Joiner
Position. chapter5, Harrington, 7he improvement Process, pp. 135-154; Associates Inc., Madison, WI. Hacquebord reeived an MBL in generd I

and Tribus and Tsuda. The Quality Imperative. in nmt from the Univrsity of South Afria. He is an ASQC mem-
5 For guidelines 5 and 6. see Detning. Out of the Crisis, pp. 24 ff her of the Milvaukee Section.

and Ishikawa What is Total Qualit Control?. pp. 90-94 and chapter 7.
6 For ' vson' nd '-values. see Wrrenm i and Bur Nas, Lead- ©1987 by Joiner Associates Inc., All Rights Reserved

ers (Nec& York Harper & Rou. 1985), pp. 87-106 See also Gido, ad I
Gitlcw. 7he Demng Guide to Qualiri and Competitive Position, pp. 18 Coming in August: Par I of this two-part article will discuss
ff on mission statements, and Harnngton. The Improvement Process, the initiatives ard activities for translating basic principles intopp 24 ff a strate-gy for anwdorntion. 3
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Six Strategies for Beginning the
Quality Transformation, Part II

AST MONTH, SCHOI TES AND* Hacquebord descrnbed basic___________________________

guideles for achieving qual
Sand organiaional cange

In this issue, they explain
ways to apply those guidelnes to the
transformation g a

It is the manner 1. Too nNIM lm s b home
babrm ommomw Ed Wbarn

of the boll I 411 .2
weevil, not the Top managers lead as individuals

and as a group. As a group, they are__
bulldozer, that the steering commintee of the tran$-

formation. They plan and strategizC.
best leads to "ey s ect targets and pnrioities.

- They are instructors of and Promoters
change. for t-ansformation.

As individuals, top managers:
* develop a noteably different man-

I ner in working with their co'-
managers and direct reports. They

by seek to improve a system, instead3 Pinter R. S&A M W of seeking someone to blame. They !-- M C Escer He,,s Cooo" Ar .Baa" Hoa"c

listen and try to mutually solve
problems, giving fewer orders. They seek more codes, itc.) and change them to reflect a neA

data and analyses, depending less on fiat and outlook. Managers find various visible signs of

guesswork. And they aren't as hurried, taking a new way.
more time for precision and care. * spend some time listening to a varety of em-

* learn to see themselves as suppliers to a variety ployees at every level. Managers learn about em-
of internal customers whose needs and expecta- ployees' concerns and observe, without
tions they will learn to identify, meet, and ex- judgment, what they do in their jobs. Manager-
ceed over and over again. must understand what is involved in the execu-

* become instructors in seminars and presenatos tion of their employees' work and what gets in

to employees on the quality effort. the way of good work.
e continuously seek more resources on quality for * actively listen to people's resistance to transfor-

their own education. TIhe, also recommend mation, helping them to let go of the past and
books. articles, seminars, videotapes, etc., to understand and accept the new way.
others to deepen their understanding of quality. * meet with groups of employees, listen to their

a continuously seek new ways to integrate t reactions and suggestions, and follok up im-
quality efforts into all existing corporate activi- mediately when possible.
ties, such as planning, reviewing budgeting. a directly iolved i ceatve ways
marketing. and key reports and presentations. poxe nld are detly in pla.u an c '

* are increasingly inclined to ask for data when to build bridges between empoyees and cus-
discussing work with others in the organization. tomers. Managers should bnng customers to the

e identify symbols of a chain-of-command organi- amloyes and take employees to the customers.

zation (parking facities, eating facilities, dress * learn to practice quality audits.
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2. MUU W .Shb~ IrNEWW S W e-W sent their results to various groups of mangers and employees.
MY -aCI d -byhlhi~i n S b Yh Each team member should paricipate.

ui one caution on improvement projects: project teams are so
umi by hblAn-il adm .4  powerful and successful that they create a hazard. Managers
Each phrase in this strategy statement is worth looking at can be sedked by projects into the belief that transformation n,

close., consists of an endless succession of projects and teams. Projects
Improvement project. A carefully planned and directed ef- are also attractive to some managers because projects don't de-

fort to achieve a major permanent breakthrough, resulting in mand much of them. A project should be viewed as an excel-
a measurable betterment of a product, service, or process. The lent improvement tool, a fine team-building mechanism, and |
results may involve the solving of a problem, the reduction of a wonderful educational device. But projects are not transfor-
costs or wasted material, reduction in required time, reduced marion. By themselves, 10,000 successful projects will not trans-
errors and rework. less variation, etc. form the company into a quality organization or its managers *

Carefull3 selected: Because they are part of an introductory into quality leaders.
phase. these projects should be almost certain successes. They S. To Room mu" go In ONu I laW
should ideally have the potential for high visibility or a big dol- u a w a w p 9w' il hu,
lar payoff, or should involve a change that will affect customers SWMl , 09 na001".
directi' and please them. The first projects should focus on very
specific tangible improvements to a clearly limited and defined This blueprint is important foi what it encourages and also for
process (e.g.. reduce late deliveries of product X or eliminate what it implicitly discuages. It encourages a specific strategy
product spillage in the bagging operation). Thus, it discourages a haphazard, play-it-by-ear approach to tin- i

Established M. managers: To encourage managers to pay at- plemenfing quality. It encourages that the planning be done by
tention to earlh transformation activities, learn from them, and hop management. Thus. it discourages delegation of planning ef-
personallN oversee them, the efforts must involve matters about forts downward in the organization. It encourages looking ahead
which the managers have some genuine concern. Nevertheless, for two years. Thus, it discourages short-term commitment and 3
managers are encouraged to solicit project suggestions from the a search for instant solutions. It encourages targeted efforts Thus.
work force it discourages an everywhere-at-once approach.

Guided b managers. The project teums engaged in the day- The two-year blueprint addresses such questions as:
to-daN conduct of this project meet regularly (approximately 1. What strategic issues should be considered in the selec-
monthly with a team of managers that is responsible for guid- tion of the first efforts? For example, should areas where there
ing the project. The managers are usually the same ones who is high visibility be selected? Greater possibilities for major
established the project. The monthly meetings allow the gains? Receptive key personnel? Critical need? Greater chances
managers to make suggestions, to support the project team, and of success? Congruence with other corporate plans? Natural
to make those decisions that only they may be authorized to lead-ins to future expansion of the quality implementation effori
make. Managers also learn about a company process and what 2. Who will be the point person coordinating the implemen-
is involved in process improvement-and why lasting improve- tation in the targeted area? How will he or she be prepared for 3
ments cannot be rushed. the responsibility? What kind of ongoing development will he

Conducted b? cross-divisional project teams: The leader and or she receive?
members of the project team are appointed by the managers. 3. What preparation will the managers, supervisors. key staff
The team's membership represents people whose jobs bring people, and union representatives in targeted areas receive' l
them in contact with the process under review. The team meni- 4. What specific activities will the top managers undertake in
bership may cut across divisional lines whenever this is neces- the targeted area? How will they be prepared for this involvement'
sar. for a representative team. Project teams may also draw 5. How can top management help appropriate middle
from different levels of the hierarchy when that is suggested managers and supervisors to understand, support, and lead this
by the scope of the project. Ordinarily the project team should effort in their respective areas?
not exceed six members (not including technical advisers). 6. Who will provide technical assistance in each targeted

Using the scientific approach: A scientific approach to in- area? How will they be trained? How much of their time will
provements is one based on reason, logic, analytical problem be made available to improvement efforts?
solving, and the use of data. This is an important part of the 7. What will be monitored in these efforts so that it become.
quality imrovement effort. It is not enough for a project team a learning experience whereby performance can be improved'
simpl) to agree on some conclusion, for example, on the cause 8. What ar the secondary targets? How might these ne i

of a problem. They should also have carefully accumulated data targets be prepared?
to support that conclusion.

Coached bv technical advisers: Technical advisers provide 4. W SN" O s 1W I M uIM Ocud d-
assistance to the team in two basic areas: facilitation or organiza- ml IsIuOWl m b " I ,, mI Nd =SWIM
tional development skills (helping them plan their project, con- =I" I J is l so oI V I sft . I
duct good meetings, and develop themselves as a team) and Transformation can't be done haphazardly. Someone must
engineering and statistics (to guide them in the scientific ap- oversee the scores of logistical, administrative, and advisorn
proach and help them gather and analyze data, and solve tech- processes involved in implementing quality. Someone must
nical problems) Technical advisers attend each meeting of the e advise managers, helping them keep sight of the big picture
project team and provide training to the team as needed. and the long-term vision.

The progress and final results of projects should be present- * help managers assess the effect of various transformation ef-
ed. since the projects are meant to educate and inspire as well forts to determine what is effective and necessary so that the
as make improvements. The project team members should pre- right things are being done and are being done successfull
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The 0ualiY TMnsM M cont. If managers am to understand and change the organization'sculture, dicy must learn other thng fom employee: whiat qual-
ity problems do the employees experience, what stands in the
way of pride of work, what stands in the way of teamwork,

Skeep track of various improvement efforts; assess needs; coot- what would help them feel more a pan of the company?
dinate any centralized training. The way to learn employees' answers to these questions is sim-

" coordinate the deployment of in-house technical resources and ply to ask them. Managers should conduct focused discussions
provide for the continuous education of these resources. among relatively small groups; a facilitator can help plan and

* arrange for seminars and workshops for managers; arrange conduct these sessions. In these discussions managers should
for managers and others to be presenters and instructors for also ask what they as managers can do to eliminate fear and bar-
various workshops and seminars. riers, encourage a spirit of closeness to the customer, encourage

* provide technical assistance to the project teams and ot.hers a common commitment to the scientific approach, and encourage
engaged in improvement efforts; assist in establishing and commitment to constant improvement. Sometimes, just the fact
educating teams and managers to oversee the project te .10s. that managers are willing to ask these questions a -d listen to

" provide orientation to new managers and other Imy participants. employee responses can begin to change the culture.
* maintain a library of information resources and training Along the same lines, managers should initiate a review of

materials. the company's employee manual, asking:
coordinate publicity for the transformation efforts, such as 0 Do any of the policies aiest he old concept f the organizion?
newsletters, professional journals, trade publications, and local * How might these policies be changed to complement the new
media. view of the organization?
The structure of this coordinating function should begin * Do any policies suggest distrust or disrespect of employees?

modestly and evolve modestly just ahead of any planned ex- How might these be replaced with more trustful and respect-
pansion. It should never become a quality empire. In the be- ful policies?
ginning, it may be one person, an implementation coordinator. • How can management create a level of pride and respect that
This implementation coordinator should report to the chief ex- will eliminate the need for paternalistic regulation?
ecutive officer. The implementation coordinator must be a capa- Finally, there are three important cultural values that managers

ble leader and have a solid understanding of Deming's teachings should promote within the company. Specific initiatives should
and statistical principles and perspectives. Eventually this coor- be planned in three areas: close to the customer, scientific ap-
dinating function may expand into a small staff that includes proach, and constant improvement.
a statistician and an organization development specialist. De- Close to the customer. Managers in every part of the cor-
pending on the size of the organization, there may be satellite pany should organize activities and events that help bring em-
coordinating units as well. The coordinator may have a dotted- ployees and the paying customers and ultimate users together.
line relationship to people designated as local-site coordinators Managers should help all employees see the customers as real
or technical advisers. Above all, this coordinating function must living, breathing human beings who actually purchase, use, and
never be seen as a unit assigned the responsibility for quality care about the product (e.g., bring in a panel of customers to
transformation. That responsibility belongs to management. discuss ways of improving the product or service). These activi-
Rather, the coordinator function is a resource providing sup- ties should lead to developing planned, institutionalized systems
port services to managers. for routine customer feedback.

5. M lm de iusmtu Ipu 1 am" to a m ft W The scientfic approach. Part of the company culture should

g aH ': s tf o m , include a polite impatience with guesswork, shooting from the
hip, and opinions offered as fact yet unsupported by data. This

4ON. shift from guesswork to good data must begin in the highest lev-
An organization's culture is the result of the day-to-day, on- els of the company.

the-job experience of the mass of employees, i.e., What is it Constant improvement. Managers should set an example of
like to work here? The collective answer to that question and constant improvement and recognize those employees who are
the folio ,ing questions will describe the company's culture: constantly trying to improve the system.
o What survival instincts does one need to develop here? Activities focused in these three cultural areas tend also to cre-
* What are the unwritten rules-the code of conduct-for the ate teamwork. These efforts also reduce fear and barriers and

informal organization? encourage pride in one's work, work group, and indeed, the
* What are the organization's taboos, sacred cows, clubs, entire company.

cliques, rivalries, myths, and lore? In all of these improvement efforts, managers should emplo)
0 How does working here differ from working at another com- a sequence of phases that the Japanese call the Deming Wheel

pany in the same business? and Deming calls the Shewhart Cycle':
Managers, therefore, might well ask questions such as: How Plan: Consider as carefully and thoroughly as possible what

does the individual employee feel about working here? How you will do and how you will do it. Use data whenever possible
do employees feel about the company? About their respective in your analysis of the situation. Identify the key factors for suc-
work groups" About their individual jobs? These questions are cess and determine how you will measure the effect of your effort.
important, not because the purpose of a company is to make Do: Carry out your plan.
everyone in the company feel good, but because employees who Check: As you implement your plan, monitor and evaluate
dislike their jobs, their work group, and the company itself are your efforts. Identify areas for improvement.
not ready to join in an unending pursuit of quality. Their trust Act. Incorpdrate the improvements into your efforts and con-
and cooperation must be earned. Figure 1 describes the combi- tinue the effort.
nation of factors that constitutes the "quality corner." Plan: Reconsider what you are doing. Continue the cycle.
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II Low 
How do I feel

1I1 goure 1. The h 1 a IMe about my company"IValued? Included?

Proud? Loyal?
Low - h Teamwork?

Hilgh

How do I feel about my work
Low4_. group? Teamwork? Loyalty?.--* High

Trust" Collaboration"

The Total 4High

SHow d I feel about my job"
About the work I do?
Competent at it?
Proud of it?
Is it worthwhile?

Workers who tee' relatively good about their jobs, their colleagues Low I
at work ano the company at large are more likely to join a never-ending
pursujt 0' tota' quaity

I
This cycle should become a constant impetus to improve. Ev- These are some of the types of training and education needed

er activitN can be subject to the cycle and, eventually, every to support the quality efforts:
activity should be. Technical training related to specific job skills. Everyone I

It is worth noting that management by objectives and perform- should have a mastery of the technical skills needed to do his
ance standards work against a quality-supportive organization- or her job. Everyone with an identical job should do it consis-
al culture. 9 Objectives and performance standards focus on tently, eliminating variation from worker to worker.
individual performance when the individual can seldom con- Systems orientation for all individuals and groups. All em-
trol the system within which he or she must work. They attrib- ployees should understand how their jobs fit into the system.
ute to an individual the work of the group and the system as who their internal suppliers and customers are, and how their
a whole. People become victims or beneficiaries of normal var- work affects the fmal product or service delivered to the out-
iations built into the system. side customer and user.

The needs and opportunities for systematic improvement are New technical and maintenance skills. Technical knowledge
far more profound and pervasive than .- " ruirft-wmince appraisal and skills previously reserved to technicians (for example, en-
system can possibly accommodate. One must usually choose, gineers and maintenance personnel) should be gradually trans-
therefore. between real system improvements or superficial ac- ferred to operators. Technicians should be viewed'as instructors I
complishments as described in performance objectives. for the hourly workers. In turn, the knowledge and skills of

Performance appraisals are seldom fair, objective, and educa- the technicians should be upgraded. The goal is to elevate even -
tional. Given the myriad problems with performance evalua- one's level of technical competence. I
tion systems, managers should explore realistic alternatives. Basic orientation to quality. This includes presentations on
Whatever new system emerges, it should allow for legitimate, such topics as the history of the quality movement, the essentials
useful feedback to employees, only on those efforts over which of quality lid tuinwion, the oaanimior's appoach to trans-
they have me control. The system should encourage teamwork frion, and the plan fo ansmti. These should be taught
and pride, and recognize constant improvement. So evryone at an early mge of the transfomation effort.

Technical adviser train"g. Early in the implementation of
6. EbSUE a 0ru1  quality, an orgnamioi hould begin developing an internal net-

The Japanese are fond of saying that quality "begins with work of pers e that is capable of providing consultation and
education and ends with education. "" As important as train- technical assistance to those engaged in improvement efforts
ing and education may be, however, these areas also represent These individuals know the basic tools of the scientific approach.
a hazard. It is fairly common for a manager to arrange for lots the skills of project planning and management, and the basics 3
of people to be trained and then wait for results. Such training of team development and meeting management. The technical
in quality approaches will be utterly wasted without top manage- advisers also know bow to teach these skills to others.
ment's leadership, planning. and an internal network of coor- Basic improvement skills. Gradually everyone in the orgaru-
dination, oversight, and support. zation should learn: how to plan and manage an improvement
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I Tihe l.ity TnlKnc t 4. For background on improvementproje, see M. Juran. Qual-
The Oy lftg TIUUEWUEEEUUWUU cont. ity Cwrol Handbook (New York: McGraw-Hill. Inc., 1974), section

16. pp. 4 ff.; Harrington, 7he Improwment Process, chapter 6; and
SParick Towmnmd, C4mw to Qualmit (New York: John Wiley, 1986).

project; ho'k to work in groups; how to plan a change; the ba- pp. 51 if. For a more specific how-to, see Peter Scholtes, Getting a
sic scientific tools; and how to gather data to determine the New Team Started (Madison, WI: Joiner Associates, 1986).
sources of problems and variation. (These skills should be taught 5. Two other resouros on planning: Hickman and Silva, CreatingI to employees as they need them. We call this just-in-time train- Excellence, chapter 2, and Harrington, The Improvement Process,
ing and see the technical advisers as the main suppliers of this pp. 41 ff. and chapter 11.
training within the organization. Mass training of employees 6. There are many and varied approaches to an internal structure
in the improvement skills is, in our judgment, a substantial waste for managing the tuansfomnon. -See W. Edwards Deming. Out of

* of time and resources.) the Crisis (Cambridg, MA: MIT Center for Advanced Engimeruir

Qualiry leadership: education, training, and developmen. Study, 1985), chapter 16; Juran, Quaaiy Control Handbook section
7, p. 25; Ishikawa, Whuat is Total Quality Control?, pp 113-118:

Managers. key staff, superintendents, and supervisors at every Howard Gitlow and Shelly Gidow, The Deming Guide to Quali andI level will need help in understanding quality and how to lead Coe tve Posionr xglewod Cliffs. NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1986).
the transformation. They will need to understand their new jobs chapter 14; and Harrington, The Improvemew Process, pp. 23 ff. and
as redefined within the new view of the organization. They -ill pp. 30 ff.
need to learn new skills, such as planning, group and meeting 7. A good basic text on culture is Edgar Schein, Organizational Cul-I management, and inquiry skills. tAP'e andLderp (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 1985). Rosabeth Moss

There are three areas that leaders should study from the be- Kanter, The Change Masters (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983)
ginairg and understand deeply. First, they should study Dem- is also a good resource. For culture specifically as it relates to quality
.ng ' s teachings Second, leadership study should focus on improvement, see Gitlow and Gitlow, The Denting Guide to Qualir%

variation Managers who do not understand variation cannot and Competitive Position, chapters 2. 8. and 9. and Hickman and Sil-

manage effectively One cannot appreciate Deming's teachings va, Create Deming, O ofthe Crisis p 88 and Ishikav a, What is To-
without an understanding of variation.'" The third important tal Qualirs Control?, pp. 17, 59, and 93-94.
area of management study is statistical thinking and the use of 9. For more on this, see Deming. Out of the Crisis. pp. 70 ff. and
data Statistics is not just a collection of mathematical tools. 101-120. Andrew Grove, High Output Management (Ne%. York: Ran-
It is a %aN of thinking, a method of judgment and discernment dor House, 1984), chapter 11, has some interesting comments on moi-
that requires a perspective not commonly shared in everyday vation and feedback that are directl) related to this issue
life The right statistician can be an invaluable resource to help 10. For good basic references on education and training in a qualit)
managers understand variation, the statistical perspective, and organization, see Deming, Out of the Crisis, pp. 52-54 and 86. Juran.
Deming's teachings. Quality Control Handbook, section 17: Ishikawa. What is Total Qual-

Education and training must be a pervasive effort in the trans- iy Control?, pp. 37ff.; Gilow and Gitlow. The Deming Guide to Qual-
s ity and Coedtive Posiio chapters 6 and 13. William Scherkenbach.

formation. Earl,) planning for transformation should include the The Deming Route to Quaat) and Productin. Road Maps and Road-
beginning training and education programs and how these will blocks (Washington, D.C.: The CEEP Press. 1986). chapters I1 and
expand and be followed by other programs. 12; and Harrington, The Improvement Process. pp 98 ffI The transformation to a quality organization is a complex, 1 . The saying apparently originated with Ishikawa. see his article
difficult undertaking. The way to go about it is not in the man- by that tide in Quality Progess, August 1972, pp. 18 ff
ner of the bulldozer: rather, you can accomplish transforma- 12. For a helpful treatment of variation, see Scherkenbach. The Dem-
tion in the manner of the boll weevil: patiently and persistently, ing Route to Quality and Producivi.: Road Maps and Roadbloc*s.
inch by inch and row by inexorable row. Convert one process chapter 5.

after another, eliminate one barrier after another, strive for con-
stant improvement and continuous education. Develop a pace Peter R. Scholtes is a sqnior management consultant with Joiner As-
of change that doesn't overextend your ability to coordinate and sociates Inc., Madison, WI. He earned a master's degree in education
s from Boston University.
support -Heeo Hacquebord is a senior management consultant with Joiner As-

sociates Inc., Madison, WI. Hacquebord received an MBL in generaJ
management from the University of Sout Afica. He is an ASQC mem-

I. Two books that provide alternative sets of mtegies are Craig her of the Milwaukee Section.
Hickman aid Michael Silva, Creating Excellence (New York: New
American Library. 1984) and H. James Harrington. The Improvement ©1987 by Joiner Associates Inc. All Rights Reserved
Process. How America's Leading Companies Improve Quality (NewI York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1986). pp. I1 If.
2. The authors have more to ay on this point than on almost any-

thing else See W. Edwards Deming, Oma of the Criss (Cambridge,
MA: Mrr Center for Advanced Engineering Study, 1985), pp. 54-59Hand 86 ff.: Hickman and Silva, Creating Excellence, pp. 23 ff. and
all of Part 12; Brm Joiner and Peter Scholes, "The Quality Manager's
New Job." Quality Progress, October 1986; Kaoru Ishikawa, Watj
is Total Quality Control? The Japanese Way (Englewood Cliffs, NJ.r Prentice Hall, Inc. 1985), pp. 59-71 and chapter 7; and Harrington,
The Improvement Process, pp. 17-30 and 56-79.

3 For background and suggestions on the audit process, we John
Farrow. "Quality Audits: An Invitation to Managers," and KaoruI Shimoyamada. "The President's Audit: QC Audit at Komatsu," in
Qualin Progress. January 1987.
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5 Total Quality Management as an Organizational Change effort: Implementation Requirements

Dr. Samuel Landau

American industry has been the world-wide productivity leader for most of this century. Being in
this position indicates that many of the "right" business decisions and practices have been undertaken.
And since these undertakings have historically led to such positive results, there is little motivation to
change the way these businesses need to operate--in terms of management philosophies, strategies, and
planning cycles (McHugh, 1985). Over the past few years, however, this world-wide dominance in pro-
ductivity by the United States, has been seriously challenged in many industrial arenas (such as the
automobile, electronic, and optical equipment industries). While a variety of reasons have been offerel
to explain the declining productivity and competitiveness, such as the oil crisis, governmental regula-
tions, and unfair trade practices (Mroczkowski, 1985), American managers are also realizing that the
past ways of operating, that is, the traditional ways business decisions and practices were made, may
not be the most effective or the "right" ways to continue to operate in the future.

As U.S. industry began to suffer from dwindling world markets and profits, compounded by the
recession of the 1970's, American business leaders not only looked to changes in technology, but also
to changes in their management practices. In particular, they focused on the management methods
employed and practiced by their strongest competitor, Japan. Many industry leaders began to study,
adapt, and implement some form of the quality/productivity improvement approaches used by many
Japanese businesses. An approach that has received much attention over the past few years has been
referred to by many names, such as process control, statistical process control, total quality control,
quality management, and total quality management. Interestingly, while these management orientations
have been thought to have a Japanese genesis, Japan's exposure and implementation of process control
principles have actually been attributed to American sources. As part of the program to assist Japan's
recovery from the economic effects of World War 11, a group attached to General MacArthur's com-

mand taught a set of management and statistical principles to prominent Japanese business executives
on the essentials of quality and productivity in manufacturing (Hopper, 1982). These principles had
been developed and used in American industry prior to World War II. The courses laid the groundwork3for Japan's acceptance of the teachings of W. Edwards Deming and Joseph M. Juran during the 1950's.

The focus on improving "quality" through controlling work processes, the basis of the teachings
of Deming and Juran, (although they differ in specific applications), is the core of the present Japanese
approach. Simply, this approach attempts to constantly improve product and/or service quality by mon-
itoring the processes through which products or services are produced. By correcting steps in the pro-
cess, improvements in quality will result (Ishikawa, 1985). Improvements in quality leads to improve-
ments in productivity because product/service variabilility is reduced which, in turn, leads to fewer
defects, less rework, less waste, and fewer customer complaints. To date, these types of approaches
have been implemented, in various degrees, in a variety of manufacturing organizations, such as Ford,
General Motors, Polaroid, ITI, IBM, and to a lesser degree in basically service-type organizations, such
as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC Report, 1935).

The Navy has recently become interested in applying process control principles and procedures in

many of their industrial organizations. In particular, the Naval Aviation Depots (NADEPs) have been
involved, to various extents, in assessing the effectiveness of process control principles as they apply in
their respective work environments.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the issues involved in the implementation of an
organizational change in general, and specifically in implementing Total Quality Management (TQM)
principles and procedures within a NADEP. TQM is the name given the combined implementation of
process control principles with the use of statistical process control procedures, such as structured prob-
lem solving and graphic techniques.
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Organizational Change

The organizational change process has been characterized as the progression through three basic I
sequential cycles (Clegg, 1979). Simply, these cycles consist of (1) diagnosis, (2) implementation, and
(3) consolidation and evaluation. The diagnosis process l, -s had many labels; initiation, mobilization,
issue perception, and goal and attitude formation among others (Sheposh, Hulton, & Knudsen, 1985). I
Diagnosis involves an awareness of a problem within the system, or an unsatisfactory imbalance
between the organization and the environment in which it operates. This realization leads to an assess-
ment of the available resources and to the determination as to what changes can be made to the organi-
zation to reduce the imbalance. This is where the implementation cycle begins.

Implementation consists of making the desired changes an integral part of the way the organiza-
tion operates. Consequently, members of the organizational units affected by the changes will be
required to adhere to the changes. This phase is fraught with difficulties. Metz (1984) suggested that
many attempts to improve productivity and quality will elicit positive results, albeit short-term. Most
change efforts fail to have long-lasting and significant improvements because they do not effect the I
structure of the organization, the changes are not institutionalized (Nadler, 1981; Porter, Lawler &
Hackman, 1975).

The third cycle involves the consolidation of the new method or change and its evaluation. Con- I
solidation consists of the process of acceptance (behavioral and attitudinal) of the change and how it
effects and interacts with the rest of the organization (Clegg, 1979). The evaluation consists of both
formal and informal assessments of the effectiveness and success of the implemented change.

Implementation Issues

Over the past few years many organizations have implemented, or at least acknowledged the need
for, various productivity and/or quality improvement efforts (Metz, 1984). For the most part, these
implementation efforts have been responses to competitive "crises" and have primarily focused on I
achieving short-term outcomes. Characteristically, these attempts have obtained limited success in
improving quality and productivity and in becoming an integral part of the organization's structure
(Metz, 1984; Schilling & Bremer, 1985). During the 1970's and early 1980's, many organizations I
employed some type of productivity improvement effort, such as, management-by-objectives (MBO),
quality circles, quality-of-work-life (QWL), incentive awards, or profit sharing. However, while many
of these efforts initially generate high levels of enthusiasm, they typically do not maintain the consistent
and long-term levels of acceptance, activity, and involvement required to ensure positive and lasting
effects. Thus, many companies will attempt many different approaches in the hopes of hitting the
"right" one. Unfortunately, this approach frequently leads to the development of attitudes among
employees that the company is attempting to implement yet another "program" in yet another attempt to I
eliminate its problems (Metz, 1984; Schilling & Bremer, 1985). Consequently, employees learn how to
"accept" management's short-term changes, often by benign neglect or by focusing on "higher priority"
concerns, until the new program is supplanted by an even newer program.

Metz (1984) has identified three general productivity and quality improvement implementation
approaches. These approaches vary in the extent te which they are integrated into the culture and struc-
ture of the organization. These improvement approaches consist of: productivity/quality programs;
quality of work life programs; and organizational redesign. The most difficult approach to implement is
one of organizational redesign. This approach requires a systematic strategic plan which leads to
changes in the way the organization operates. The other two approaches include the introduction of I
additional "new programs", which may require some level of employee cooperation, but generally do
not necessitate that changes be implemented with how the organization functions. These programs are
presented as discrete activities and are neither specifically intended nor are they perceived as being tied I
in to the way the organization does business. Priorities to these programs are usually determined only
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after other "more important" concerns are addressed. They are often perceived as having a relatively
short shelf-life, that is, they will "go away" after a finite period of time. However, the companies that
have implemented organizational redesign have come to the realization that organizational effectiveness
is a function of the extent to which an organization systematically changes it's social, technical, and
administrative subsystems in congruence with a long-term strategic change plan.

The primary focus of this report is on implementation. Sheposh et al. (1983) reviewed the lim-
ited number of empirical studies on the implementation of planned change. They reported that both
organizational factors (such as centralization and size) and individual factors (attitudes and perceptions)
interact with and influence each other as well as affecting the changes being implemented. These
interactions often determine the extent to which a change can be tolerated by the organization, either by
its present structure or in the attitudes of its members.

3 Organizational Climate

Organizations generally convey, through the way they are structured and/or through the relation-
ships they foster with employees, whether change or innovation will be tolerated, supported, and/or
encouraged. The specific characteristics that indicate the way an organization is structured and relates
to its members has been defined as organizational climate (Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick,
1970). Some ambiguities exist in the conceptual distinctions between organizational and psychological
climate (James & Jones, 1974; Jones & James, 1979). Nevertheless, this concept is a useful way to dis-
tinguish between organizations (Drexler, 1977) and the types of behaviors supported in different organi-
zations (Forehand & Gilmer, 1964). An organization's climate is reflected in the attitudes its members
hold towards the organization. Organizational climate has been measured by objective and perceptual
means. Objective approaches to organizational climate have generally characterized organizations in
terms of their structural properties, such as size, levels of authority, and degrees of formality (Evan,
1963; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Prien & Ronan, 1971). More typically, however, climate has been
characterized as a set of measurable properties of the work environment as perceived by those working
in that environment. These perceptions reflect attitudes towards work environment factors such as
supervisors, peers, the organization in general, communication, and satisfaction. These perceptions are
linked to subsequent influence on work motivation and job performance (Litwin & Stringer, 1968;
Siegel & Kaemmerer, 1978) and whether innovations are likely to be supported and implemented.
Thus, the "climate" in an organization can set the tone for whether members of that organization per-
ceive the implementation to be a legitimate attempt towards programmatic change or just anotherIshort-lived management exercise.

fl Factors for Successful Implementation

Siegel and Kaemmerer (1978) have suggested five important elements that contribute to the likli-
hood of an implementation being successful. These are:3 - 1. LEADERSHIP: which consists of displays of support for the innovation and establishes the legi-
timacy and commitment of resources necessary to ensure its implementation.

2. OWNERSHIP: or involvement of the people who will be effected by the change. Employees, at
various organizational levels, who assist in the development and implementation of the ideas, processes,
and procedures that will effect them will generally feel greater commitment to the change.

3 3. NORMS FOR DIVERSITY: whereby "new" attempts to resolve problems and issues are tolerated
and encouraged. The emphasis here is to use procedures which will improve operations no matter how
unique, rather than limiting corrective actions only to past ways of addressing problems.

4. CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT: consists of attempts to identify improved ways of solving organi-
zational problems. Although they may identify solutions, present problem solving approaches may still
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be made more efficient by continued improvement efforts. An organization must take a supportive atti-
tude towards employees who engage in activities which attempt to modify and improve operations. I
5. CONSISTENCY: between the organization's processes and desired products. Members of the organi-
zation must be able to understand the relationship between the way a product or service is processed
and the end-product (outcome). This element focuses on having an understanding of the "big picture"
within the organization. This may help to clarify where an employee "fits" in the company.

In a different approach, Metz (1984) identified six major implementation characteristics and how
they related to the three implementation approaches discussed earlier (productivity/quality programs,
QWL programs, organizational redesign). These characteristics consist of the official banner, measure-
ments, methodology, responsibilities and leadership, employee involvement, and strategic focus.

Banners: refer to the labels and other identifiers used in describing the type of implementation
approach selected, that is, the amount of change required in the organization (innovation development,
innovation application, innovation institutionalization).

The measurement: characteristic emphasizes the relationship between qualitative (attitudes) and quanti-
tative (outcomes) factors and how changes or improvements are documented. Too much emphasis on
measurement may be as non-constructive as not enough.

Methodology: refers to the way the organization goes about implementing the change; from simply
adding a new program to restructuring the basic reporting relationships in the organization.

The responsibilities and leadership: characteristic focuses on the degree of active top management sup-
port and the amount of management involvement in aspects of the change.

Employee involvement: considers the amount of personal involvement in the implementation, by all
levels within the organization. 3
Strategic focus: refers to the time frame and the types of functions (e.g., technical, marketing, R & D,
finance, and human resources) included in the strategic planning process. In other words, how
comprehensive is the plan that is developed?

Peters and Waterman (1982) analyzed the organizational operations and management philosophies
of many American organizations. They report the characteristics they consider to be important for iden- I
tifying "excellent" organizations. These factors include:

1. a bias for action, that is, not being afraid to experiment, to evaluate changes, and in general to 3
take some actions in order to try things out;

2. staying close to the customer, that is, frequent interactions with and identification of custo-
mers' needs;

3. autonomy and entrepreneurship, that is, support for idea generation which is separate from the
formal organizational processes; this orientation includes risk-taking; I
4. productivity through people, that is, supporting the active participation, involvement, and input
from employees; 3
5. hands-on and value-driven, that is, the involvement of top management with organizational
operations (down to the bench levels) along with clearly stated and understood company values;

6. stick to the knitting, that is, if diversification is to occur, focus on single skills or branch out

I
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3 into related areas;

7. single form and lean staff, that is, maintain a relatively simple organizational form, one that is
flexible and not an end in itself;

I 8. simultaneous loose-tight properties, that is the combination of centralized direction with an
emphasis on individual autonomy.

I The three efforts described above reflect each of the authors' personal experiences with organiza-
tions and indicate that both structural and attitudinal/behavioral changes are necessary for successful
implementation. While they propose many similar activities, each contributes something unique to
determining what is necessary for an implementation to be successful. The review by Sheposh et al.,
(1983), indicated a preponderance of studies which focused on individual factors, primarily the role of
management. Top management commitment was consistently identified as one of the ingredients neces-
sary for any innovation to remain permanent. However, while the literature supports the importance of
management commitment to the change, it does not discuss the WAYS in which this commitment can
be integrated into the organizational structure and support system. One reason why many innovations
or change attempts fail may be because the organizational support systems have not provided for struc-
tural changes as well as program changes. Consequently, we may have a situation in which manage-
ment reports they support a particular change, however, no significant organizational structural or opera-
tional changes are correspondingly made. Similarly, the structure may be changed but the social sup-
port required to make it an effective and long-term change may not have been established.

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF TOTAL QUALITY CONTROL

To obtain a better understanding of the factors that contribute to a successful TQC implementa-
tion, NPRDC visited nine corporations which had been operating under some type of process control
system. Seven significant implementation elements were identified (Houston, Shettel-Neuber &
Sheposh, 1986). These elements consisted of the: (1) development of management awareness and
commitment, (2) development of a positive work climate, (3) development of a supportive management
structure, (4) designation of a leader for quality, (5) establishment of training at ALL organizational
levels, (6) establishment of pilot projects, and (7) the need to allow adequate time for results to occur

These seven elements, in conjunction with published research, were combined to develop a set of
implementation approaches deemed appropriate and feasible for a quality management system within
the NADEP community. The six major categories are:

3 I. Top Management Orientation

II. Structural Changes: Management and Administration

U Ill. Training for Al Levels

* IV. Quality Improvement Actions

V. Support Activities

SVI. System Expansion

A set of 35 specific activities were developed within these six major categories. Many of the
specific activities should run concurrently. It is not the purpose of this paper to describe each of these
specific steps, however, a general description of the major categories will be given.
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Top Management Commitment:

The basis for a successful implementation requires establishing an awareness of and commitment I
to the desired changes, specifically to total quality control philosophies and activities. Awareness may
be relatively easy to achieve because most managers will agree that organizational improvement is both
desirable and possible. Commitment, (as presently defined) however, may be more difficult to achieve U
because it requires behavioral changes, that is, a reallocation of resources in terms of money, people,
and time. A commitment to quality improvement will require a change in the corporate culture.
Changes to the social, structural, and political arenas need to be addressed.

Resistance to Change:

Generally, one of the first problems is that of a RESISTENCE to the change (Nadler, 1981).
Resistance may occur for a variety of reasons, such as lack of stability, security, uncertainty about the
future, and concern over finding alternative ways of coping, adjusting, and managing. A strategy to
minimize resistance is to motivate changes in the behavior of those people who will be most affected I
by the organizational changes (Nadler, 1981). Commitment from top management has been identified
as one of the first and most important steps in the implementation of change (Metz, 1981:
Mroczkowski, 1985; Schilling & Bremer, 1985). However, the most effective way to establish commit- I
ment still remains unanswered. Nadler (1981) suggests a way to build top management support is to
surface both the potential problems and benefits of the new approach and compare them to the actual
problems and benefits of the current state. 3

Lewin (1947) was among the first to identify the need to "unfreeze" people out of their inertia in
order to be receptive to change. The "motivation to change", in part, is expected to result from a dissa-
tisfaction with the present system and a recognition that the intervention, that is TQM, will result in
improvements. A way to facilitate implementation would be to use organizational data that reflects a
discrepancy between present states and desired states (Nadler, 1981).

One of the most consistent research findings indicates that PARTICIPATION in the change
decision-making process tends to reduce resistance (Coch & French, 1948; Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979).
Participation has the advantage of facilitating communication and information between participants and, I
in part, developing feelings of ownership for the change effort. Activities, such as participation in the
actual implementation planning process, discussion of the pros and cons of the TQM approach relative
to the "old ways" of doing business, development of a mission statement, and a working through of
general and specific goals, values, and objectives are required of top and middle management for a
change to be accepted.

Rewards are another important area to consider when attempting to minimize resistance to change I
(Lawler, 1973; Nadler, 1981). A way of integrating the implementation into part of the way the com-
pany conducts its business is to reward employees, in some way, for engaging in desired behaviors.
The planners of the implementation need to identify the rewards that can feasibly be allocated to I
employees who engage in the appropriate activities. The rewards can include either financial incen-
tives, such as bonuses, pay raises, promotions or non-financial incentives such as recognition, status, job
enrichment or increased responsibilities. A word of caution must be mentioned here. Clarity needs to
be established between the desired behaviors and the reward. Employees are often EXPECTED to
behave in certain ways, yet are rewarded for conflicting behaviors (Kerr, 1975). This issue has yet to
be addressed, at least from a formal perspective, for the NADEP organizations.

Implementation Activities:

Metz (1984) has identified four steps, that are within the perview of top management, that will
facilitate the implementation of an organizational change. They are: (1) the need to develop a
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philosophy or mission statement; a clear statement that must specify what the organization is all about;
what business it is in; and why it exists. Pearce (1982) presents a good description of the components
and uses of the philosophy statement. (2) The goals and values of the organization need to be clearly
stated. Top management needs to clearly communicate what they hope to achieve and accomplish by
the innovation. Included will be such things as statements of the organization's long and short term
goals and the general means to achieve them. (3) A management steering committee should be formed.
Such a committee needs to clearly express top management's support for the implementation. This
group will not only make plans and decisions regarding the changes, but will also facilitate the transi-
tion from the the present to the future state of the organization. And (4) top management needs to
develop a strategic change plan. This plan will provide the focused business strategy that will guide
and direct the organization towards improved quality and productivity. This plan is the key to linkingU specific improvement activities into a systematic and coordinated effort.

3 Structural Changes: Management and Administrative:

After awareness and commitment, the second phase in which the difficult process of actually
changing the structure of the organization begins.

I One of the most important structural changes that can be made is to facilitate communication
flows between and within levels of the organization. One way to do this is through the establishment
and use of "Quality Management Boards" (QMBs). The QMB structure was adapted from Ackoff
(1981). QMBs exist at all levels within the organization. For a NADEP, this would consist of the
directorate level, the department level, the division level, the branch level, at the section level, and at
the shop level. Each board consists of members from that hierarchical level in the organization, such as
the division level, and includes a representative from the immediate level above, such as the depart-
ment, and the immediate level below, such as the branch. These two additional members serve as
"linking pins" to their respective QMBs. In this way, communication flows ( up, down, and horizon-
tally) would be clearly tied to QMB participation. Membership on these boards includes all of the peo-
ple involved in the improvement of a particular work process. Thus, for a production process, partici-
pants might include representatives from production, methods and standards, scheduling, production
control, and production quality. The shop level equivalent of a QMB is called a project team. The
team is mainly comprised of artisans and/or foremen who work on a specific process. Teams are
specifically formed to address a particular concern, such as a recognized production problem. After that
concern has been adequately improved, the team may not be required to meet regularly. However, a
subset of the members should continue to monitor the improved process to insure that it continues to
function efficiently. The progress and results of a team's efforts would be reported to the next highest
level QMB, the section level, which would in turn report the activities to the next level, and so on.
Multiple teams may be formed within the same shop and may even contain many of the same members.
In the initial stages, processes selected to be improved may come from higher level boards. However,
as teams b, come established and gain experience working together and are able to see that the changes
they recommended are being implemented, they may begin to identify and work on problems and
processes they themselves have chosen to address.

Ideally, as a way of maintaining this type of structural change, the organization's incentive system
could be used. Rewards could be of various forms, such as, part of the appraisal system or part of the
cost savings system for example. If no tangible rewards were available, at the very least some intangi-
ble or intrinsic considerations such as autonomy, responsibility, and feedback would be expected to be
provided as a result of participation in a QMB.

Training for All Levels:

The third phase of the implementation process consists of the training which accompanies
changes in the organizational structure. The specific TQC training curriculum, developed by NPRDC,
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is described in another source (Hulton, 1984). Training serves as the mechanism by which the "new"
philosophies and organizational changes are imparted to members of the organization and also by which
the strategies and techniques needed to accomplish the new goals are provided. Not only are members
of the organization provided with an opportunity to obtain a better understanding of how the company
should operate, it also receives the specific tools it needs to insure that its employees can achieve these
goals. For a large organization, like a NADEP, the training must be done in stages. Eventually every-
one should receive training. Consequently, the logistics required to accomplish this task becomes cru-
cial and must be carefully planned. The focus of the training is twofold. One, a clear presentation and
specification of the philosophy that is being promoted must be taught and understood before it can be i
accepted. This point is especially true for top and middle management. The second phase of the train-
ing is centered on the specific methods which best operationalizes the philosophy. It provides the tools
that can be used to monitor, control, check, evaluate, and improve work processes. Specifically, we
focused on group problem-solving techniques and charting procedures.

However, training in team related activities is needed in addition to the problem solving and
charting procedures. In our experiences, we found that for many group members, the only type of
interactions they had with each other were negative. Allegiances, as would be expected, were most
often tied to specific departments or individuals and not with the process of production, manufacturing,
or repair. Many of the interactions resulted in loud and accusatorial finger-pointing and accountability- I
avoidance sessions. In order to get people to work together cooperatively, team building activities, in
addition to ways to conduct efficient and productive meetings need to be included as part of a training
package (as well as the technical activities associated with quality improvement).

Quality Improvement Actions:

The fourth phase of the implementation begins with the process of problem reduction. These
activities include discussions of the process to be investigated, the procedures used to collect data, and
the methods of documentation. During this phase, the roles of the various QMBs and the project teams
need to be clarified and the extent of responsibility and accountability assigned to each much be stated.
While decisions concerning changing the work process should be deferred to the lowest relevant QMB
level, the boundaries for each of the QMBs need to be clearly specified. Not only should data be col-
lected on process functioning during this phase, but also the attempts to improve it and to continue I
monitoring it should be part of this phase of the implementation. Appropriate procedures to record the
actions and activities that occur in the QMBs or project teams should become part of each groups'
operating procedures. These documentation efforts can subsequently be used for archival, evaluative,
and/or descriptive purposes.

Support Activities: 3
While specifi. actions are required to establish and to implement organizational change, addi-

tional activities are needed to maintain and support the "new" system. Many of the activities in this
phase are efforts that should be taking place concurrently with the previous phases. Throughout the I
entire implementation process, an informational or public relations capability needs to be developed and
used. A plan for disseminating information about the implementation activities should be developed
early in the process. In-house publications, announcements, and general organized discussion sessions U
can be used to address this goal. A method of reporting and publicizing the on-going activities, pro-
gress, and the results of the QMBs and project teams needs to be established. A single individual
should be selected and given the responsibility for accomplishing this task. Additionally, easy access to
a variety of resources should be provided. These resources include access to the individual or group of
individuals associated with and most knowledgable about the changes. This person (people) should be
one who is respected and who can be easily approached with questions about the implementation.
Library materials such as books, articles, videotapes, and journals containing relevant quality manage-
ment materials also should be maintained. I
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System Expansion:

As processes and problems are addressed and resolved through the QMBs and project teams,
activities need to be undertaken which will institutionalize the process improvement activities which
were found to be most successful. As the quality management efforts begin to reduce nonproductive
work behaviors and as the indicators of effective performance begin to improve, the activities associated
with these improvements will need to be codified and institutionalized. A strategic plan will need to be
developed which will identify the additional organizational units which will most likely benefit from the
implementation. Schedules which provide when the appropriate training for these various groups will
be provided can then be developed. A useful training technique by which to present the training
materials would be to have individuals who had previously been trained to serve as subsequent instruc-
tors.

CONCLUSIONS

The focus of the present effort has been upon the implementation of a specific organizational
change, Total Quality Management. As discussed, many problems arise in connection with implement-
ing a major organizational change such as TQM.

In the establishment of a lasting organizational change, it is important to remember that changes
that are just focused on changing individuals, by means such as training, group process activities, and
attitude change attempts will not last long unless they are accompanied by structural changes as well
(Nadler, 1981; Porter, Lawler, & Hackman, 1975). Based on the information gathered to date, the fol-
lowing types of individual and structural activities are suggested as the ways most likely to facilitate the3 successful implementation of an organizational change such as TQM.

1. A clear and specific mission statement. The organization needs to provide a clear statement of why
it is in business. Included should be the organization's philosophy and values that is, the climate and
culture it wants to foster, what the company stands for, where it would like to be in the future, and
what it would like to accomplish.

3 2. The formation of a transition steering committee. A group of individuals who are respected, have
power and authority within the organization, and are knowledgable about the implementation, needs to
be assigned the task of managing the changes. These individuals should be able to make decisions over
resources, publicity, training, and other activities that will be addressed in order to implement the inno-
vation.

3. The development of an implementation plan. Nadler (1981) suggests that such a plan will expedite
the movement of the .. 2anization from the present state to the future, desired one. Such a plan needs
to provide for the indicators of performance and the activities that have occurred and are presently

occurring regarding the implementation. In other words, a method of providing feedback which will
indicate the progress of the intervention needs to be identified. In this way, appropriate adjustments can
by- made to the system. This plan should include an identification of the key activities required (such as
training), those given responsibility for these activities, a timetable for when these activities should
occur, and indicators of the feedback required to identify the relative success (or failure) of the imple-
mentation.

4. Establishment of structural changes required to implement the change. As discussed previously, it is
nece-sary to modify the organizational structure in order to secure lasting change. While these activi-
ties should be pait of the implementation plan itself, they are presented separately here to highlight

their importance. As part of the on-going effort at a particular NADEP an attempt was made to modify
a division's communication and reporting structures through the establishment of QMBs. This division
is serving as a prototype for the entire organization. In this way pilot or experimental units can serve
as test beds for refining intervention and implementation plans. Also, by establishing pilot units

I
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structural changes can be evaluated in terms of their feasibility, applicability, and effectiveness.

5. Information on TQM activities, regularly and systematically provided to members of the organiza- I
tion. Another activity, that should be included as part of the implementation plan, is the attempt to pro-
vide the organization with clear and accurate information, from top and middle management, on the
status of the changes and their implications for the organization. Updates should be presented fre-
quently. Management should indicate their support by verbal, written, oral, and behavioral messages.

While the above activities identify some of the things considered most appropriate to the success-
ful implementation of organizational change, not all of them have as yet been fully accepted by all of
our host organizations. Nevertheless, the general need to establish organizational acceptance of the
concepts of quality and continuing process improvements has been recognized. The ways to obtain this
acceptance however, are still unresolved. In this regard, organizations may need to experience and
experiment with specific changes before they accept the entire innovation. Consequently, various
aspects of each of the above approaches are presently being assessed in several of the NADEP organi-
zations. For example, changes in organizational structure are being tested on a pilot basis in several
organizational units. Training is progressing at various rates of speed and at various organizational lev-
els. The development of mission statements, implementation plans, and the formation of steering com-
mittees are also in various stages at the different organizations. Information is being collected on I
changes in a set of organizational outcome measures, such as product factors (quality, quantity, and pro-
cess improvement), structural changes, and institutionalization efforts, as well as a set of individual
measures such as climate changes, changes in perceptions of the job, relationships with supervisors, job
cla,'tiv. and lvels of participation.

I
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I The following is a summary of a published technical note, Strategy for Educating the Department
of Defense Acquisition Work Force in Total Quality Management (NPRDC Tech. Note 89-19).
Copies can be obtained by contacting Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, CodeI 16, San Diego, California, 92152-6800 or by calling (619) 553-7951 or A/V 553-7951.

*SUMMARY

PURPOSE

The purpose of this strategy is to provide broad guidelines for planning and coordinating a
Total Quality Management (TQM) education and training program for the DoD acquisi ion work
force.1 The primary emphasis is on acquisition managers, although successful implementation of
TQM will ultimately require educating and training of the entire work force. Part of the strategy is
to capitalize on the TQM training resources (courses, instructors, etc.) already in existence within
DoD. TQM capabilities which have been developed within the DoD logistics system can be3 transferred to the acquisition system, to be supplemented with resources external to DoD.

OBJECTIVES

This strategy has two objectives. The first is to describe the educational requirements for a
TQM awareness program for managers that provides them with an overview of TQM principles
and concepts. The second is to describe program goals, guidelines, and resources available to DoD
training developers and managers who will subsequently be responsible for follow-on education
and training of their subordinates.

I BACKGROUND

The Office of the Secretary of Defense has created a rraster plan for the implementation of
TQM in DoD. The initial focus of this implementation is the acquisition system. Central to this
implementation is an integrated education and training program for the acquisition work force.
Education in this context is that portion of the program concerned with the teaching of TQM
principles and concepts. Training concerns the learning of skills and methodologies used in theI application of TQM. The intent of this program is to institutionalize TQM within organizations
through a continuing cycle of TQM education, training, and on-the-job applications.

The use of TQM began in DoD in the early 1980's in a few DoD logistic-type field
activities. In 1987 its use began to rapidly expand with the advent of support from senior
management. TQM is now one of the Department of Defense's primary initiatives. There is
particular interest in seeing it applied to improve the acquisition system.

I GOALS

Long-, mid-, and short-range goals have been developed which will contribute to the
successful institutionalization of TQM in the DoD acquisition community.

Long-Range Goals:

The process of educating DoD acquisition personnel in TQM will be in place, with the
majority of the work force trained. Acquisition personnel who deal with the top 20 defense

I 1Services will have responsibility for developing their own implementation plans.
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contractors will receive extensive education and training in TQM. TQM will be integrated into
ongoing DoD education programs, with training supplemented by outside public and private l
educational institutions.

Mid-Range Goals:

A critical mass of acquisition managers will be trained in TQM, with TQM integrated into
ongoing acquisition curricula and into existing professional development channels. Acquisition
managers responsible for specific weapons programs will receive extensive training.

The training program for TQM facilitators and statistical experts will be in place.
Continuing education packages will be developed and distributed for broad use, with course I
developers concentrating on programs for specific applications. Those involved in design,

delivery, and evaluation of education will use TQM methodology to facilitate their work and to
ensure quality programs. j
Short-Range Goals:

Following development of a TQM education and training strategy, other detailed plans will i
be developed that address training of course developers, facilitators, statistical specialists, and
TQM coordinators. A survey will be conducted to assess TQM training resources available in both
the public and private sectors. A DoD TQM resource center will be established and a survey I
conducted to assess TQM training resources in both the public and private sectors.

DISCUSSION 3
An effective TQM education and training program should cover (1) quality awareness and

TQM philosophy, (2) action-oriented skills, which include use of statistical methods to analyze
processes, (3) group development skills, such as team building, and (4) knowledge about l
changing organizational culture and overcoming barriers to implementing TQM.

Eventually the entire DoD acquisition work force must be trained. However, initial
emphasis should be put on (1) personnel managing TQM implementation, (2) education developers I
and future facilitators and instructors of TQM, (3) senior and mid-managers, and (4) individuals
responsible for coordinating TQM implementation and training within specific organizations. 3

Successful TQM implementation requires continuing education and training. Follow-on
training needs to be tailored to specific jobs and organizations and should be determined after a
needs analysis is conducted and objectives established. Needs analyses of the different subgroups I
(hierarchical and functional) will help to identify specific training requirements and optimal content
and delivery methods. Special training courses for persons who will be assigned as TQM
statisticians or coo xlinators for TQM efforts within organizations are needed. 3

Curriculum development requires identifying the individual learning styles of students and
matching instruction methods to them. Courses must be prototyped, tested, and evaluated. This
task should be assigned to education development specialists in the DoD schools or commands n
who have or will have TQM expertise.

DoD must focus efforts on developing competent instructors to support an educational
program in TQM. These instructors should have both TQM and training expertise as well as I
facilitation skills.

Delivery of TQM education should be provided within the current infrastructure as much as 1
possible to keep costs down. Potential delivery sources for TQM education include DoD schools.

2
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other organizations within the federal government (DoD and other departments), state and local
governments, academic institutions, and the private sector (e.g., consultants, learning institutes).

Developing a DoD resource center is also necessary for an effective education and training
program. As part of the resource center, a case study data bank should be created to facilitate the
dissemination of information gained from TQM implementation.

I RECOMMENDATIONS 2

1. Develop a management infrastructure for the TQM acquisition education and training program.
Responsibilities will include reviewing and modifying this TQM education and training strategy
and drafting specific action plans, identifying specific requirements for all TQM follow-onI education and training, and coordinating inter- and intra-Service activities associated with training.

2. Identify issues related to funding TQM education and take programming and budgeting actions

where necessary.

3. Educate course developers, instructors, evaluators, and facilitators.

4. Design awareness courses:
-1-day for senior management
- 6-days for general management

55. Determine delivery agents and locations (e.g., schools).

6. Conduct awareness courses; modify, package, and distribute them.

U7. Develop TQM follow-on training programs and programs designed to meet special needs of
organizations.

I 8. Evaluate methodology for both individual courses and the overall TQM education program.

9. Establish a TQM resource center.

10. Integrate TQM education of DoD personnel and defense industry into public and private
educational systems in addition to using government sources of education.

1 11. Integrate TQM education and training into the professional development of DoD employees.

12. Conduct research on the most effective and efficient means of educating senior management in
I TQM.

I
I

1 2 The Defense Acquisition Board will be responsible for determining which committees and/or
boards will carry out these actions.

I
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Improvement
Z 01989, Training and Development Journal, By Ted Cocheu
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I Reprinted with permi, ion. All rights reserved /

Tbe author of ASTD's popular Info-Line on quality tells hou to
prepare for a qualht- improv ement program in your company,.

Covers uwhere to start, ubetber to make or buI the training
the role of the trainer and a sample curriculum.

In the rn vdrnworld of global com- No wonder executives aie increasingly
nd d r cim.cusz,)mcr expecta- looking to quality improvement as a

no,.- qualit , isthe new battleg-ound key element in their competitive,,n %,,hich co >rporaite s;uccec is deter- strategies.
mi: .cd 1)-- ('Jat, l 'J! thc pIri- Madny experts consider comprehen-

%,i% and public ct,,rs are feeling sivc training to be the foundation on
mounlting pressure to improve the v.hich successful improvement pro-
IluitY- ofthicr prt, duct, and services grams are built. But, since quality im-

,ranati ns that can meet or pr svcment is an organizational change
ex,cd custfomcr, ri.ingcxpcctation effort training is only one important

wih ,urvive and prosper element in an organization's overall
Customers are not only demanding strategy Other key elements in a

thc highest quality available world- qualityv-improvement strategy must specific steps needed to achieve it.
wide bur al.o expect to par less for it include cultural change. active But they all agree that a comprehen-
Fortunately, improved quality and management participation. a struc- dive training curriculum is critical to
lower c:-t- go hand-in-hand. David tured approach, customer orientation, providing everyone in the organization
Kcarns. chairman and CF) of Xerox. employee involvement, a drive toward with the knowledge and skills to ful-
believes that one-fourth of all work in error-free work. articulation of a com- fill his or her quality-improvement re-
I American industry is done to correct pelling vision, a philosophy of con- sponsibilities Training must include
errors" Significantly reducing that tinuous improvement, and the use of * explaining the need for improve-

number hy improving quality allows quantitative methods Quality im- ment as well as its individual and col-
organizations to- increase productivity provement must be approached from lective benefits.

bthout increasing costs The Strategic a holistic perspective to result in mean- * communicating the organization's
Planning Institute, in research on 3.000 ingful. lasting change strategic quality goals:
bu,qncsses, has convincingly shown Training for quality poses special * developing a common language to
tat a, quality increases. productivity challenges and presents unique oppor- talk about quality-related issues
market share. profitability., and return tunities for training[ -ofessionals This E defining the structure and : .)es
on investment aiso increase The In- article provides practical guidance through which quality impro,.ement
,,titutes analysis also shows that quality about how to prepare for. design. and will tak( place,
was the cause of the other increases implement training programs to sup- U clarifying everyone s respon'i

This article is ba.se on the Mal 1988 port your organizations quality -m- bilities.

Info-Line Training for Quahty. publtibed prvcment process U providing people ' ith tool,, and
by tbe A merican 5ociet)/?r Frainng and techniques t manage the quality ,f
Deei.prent (ocheu is presidtnt f Preparing to train for quality their work
PerpJrmance fechriologies 21806o Bear Quality experts fi,,agrece n the Like launching an, major tran :ng

- Creek Road L()o Gatos CA 95030 precise defi!.,,in o)f ( uAi\ nd the effort. starting a qualit,-improvement

I Training & t)cvclopmcni ,,irnal Januarv l-)R'
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is small or has limited in-house training
resources and expertise. You may want
to send your people to classes at the
consultant's facilities or have the con-
sultant come to you. Get off to a good
start with a proven package and con-
sultant group, to provide the support
,)u will need.

Even if you have the resources to
design your own programs in-house.
you should get the assistance of a
proven expert. Developing a com-
prehensive training-for-quality cur-
riculum is a complex. time-consuming
job that requires specialized knowl-
edge and experience. Successful train-
ing-for-quality efforts usually begin by
picking a consultant or training sup-
plie: whose approach is compatible
with management's philosophy and
who has the training materials needed
to begin quickly But the culture of
each organization is different, so be
sure that the group you w)rk with will
customize its approach to your unique
requirements.

Budget and Resources
Training for quality is -n expensive.

time-consuming business Anyone
who thinks it can be done cheaply or

everyone in the organization Orga- strategy is whether to train the entire quickly is in for a big disappointment
nizations that have tried improving organization in stages. or to approach Once you have familiarized yourself
quality from the bottom up-for in- training on a department-by-depart- with the cost of training-for-quality

,tanc. by training only quality-circle ment or project-by-project basis. Cer- materials and decided with manage-
membcr-have had disappointing ex- tainlv. training the whole organization. ment on the most appropriate imple-
pericnce But i:Iternal trainers often level'by level, is logical. That approach mentation strategy. you need to
have difficulty training the executive gets everyone knowledgeable at the develop the budget to get the training
group Internal staff frequently does same time and talking the same lan- done. That's one of the first tests of
not have the credibility or needed per- guag" On the other hand, it is fre- management's real commitment to
,pectivc that is essential for executive quently safer to work initially with pursuing meaningful quality improve-
devel,)pment The safest route is to departments or project groups who ment Experts and experienced prac-

!pov the services of an outside ex- already want your assistance and can titioners agree that extensive, ongoing
pert wh, ha> name recognition and serve as positive role models for the training is needed throughout the
the respect (A y)ur senior staff rest of the organization. obrking with organization to achieve lasting im-

WX-hen using the top-down ap- "quality champions" will guarantee provement. Management must be will-
proach. %.ou should stagger the training you the support you need to begin suc- ing to make an investment in training
between levels to allow it to sink in cessfully. ard can provide the kind of up front in order to reap the revards
and have it- effect Give senior man- testimonials that get other people's improved quality will bring.
ager- time to start applying the con- attention And, it is often easier to ob- When it comes to training for
cept, and techniques before you start tain the needed budget and resources quality, the return on that investment
traning their subordinates They must once you have demonstrated the value can come quickly Joseph luran has
crcatc the vision. develop the struc- of your training Both approaches have compiled numerous examples from
: ure ind set the tone for the entire been show to be successful, so pick different industries of cost-benefitI mpr ment effort Leadership by ex- the one that will ,-ork best in your analyses of training He concludes that
ampl always, more powerful than situation in a typical c impany with $1 billo,
%, ,rd-, - 4Lipp, rt and verbal commit- in revenues, the average savings per
mc'r, A p -,a appr,,ach to each To Make or To Buy quait impr ,vement project exceed>S a"'.. . our i)rgai,/zatj n D()n t rush ()nce ,OLo are familiar with what',, $1 (S i a \ear With anaverage initial
i-t, , irainw. indi i dual co ntributors availabhl_ in the marketplace, you will investment in training for the proiect
,it tre t, _icar that their managers and be faced . ith a makc-or-huv decision team ranging froim 55.()o() ti 32(,.o(11),
ut (r', ar, irc-c( ircl% 1)n bard vith YIur best bet is to go with a pack the average (onmpan\ will see a stag

the ':,_pts aged program that seems to meet your goring five to 21 times pa, back in the
i-, rat, n i ,.,)kr needs,. cspecially if vour ()rgamzatiu)n fir,.t ycar alonc ..\dditional hc .efit,, ot

ITraining S, 1,,uralanvarN L)S",



mproecd quality -increased produc- programs and then a train-the-trainer managers and supervisors, but must be
i% it\. market ,har. and profitabilitv- workshop. The train-the-trainer pro- extended to the individual contributor

are even greater gram should be specifically geared to level to become effective At that level.
Hilow do you budget the training the requirements of training for quail- you should train 'our first-level super-

JIllars; Some organizations centralize tv improvement. The certified line visors as trainers and charter them with
the cos;t. in the training department's managers then become members of providing their people with the knowl-
budget -,, that they can be closely the organization's "quality-improve- edge and skills they need to fulfill their
controlled "some choose to decen- ment faculty," adding prestige and quality-improvement responsibilities.
tralize the training expenditures in the visibility to the function. Like any major change in direction.
budgets of the operating departments. Training for quality cannot stop with quality improvement that doesn't

cntralized budget gives you more . :
contro over how and when training is
d ,ne. but the large aggregate number
may scare your management Depart-
mental budgeting mak, the costs less _yms desa ping your employees? Are people afraid to
\, ble and us, ally gives the depart- u MfgramS it speak their minds and make sug-
ments a greater feeling of' ownership" '%A gestions for improvement? Do
of the training -.. .. a to umder- they believe management really

take the tn mksem changeeffort. cares about their ideas and
Who Should Do the Training? Ansmlng the following ques- concerns?

\\h.cn it comes to conducting the d s he larifythe I
aicrua: training, you have three that will be citic l to the success Questions for the training
Ireurces training department staff, of yaw uaining. deartment
inc managers, and outside consultants. a How important is training con-
F *r r,-,, cmpanies. the most effec- {- jt: ' sidered to be in the qualit'-im-
t ,.: approaach uses a com bination of Q u_.. on_.rm & W th

I ..... -provement effort? Is the trainingall three 
' -

-k mentoned earlir, it is usually department involved in planning

ne t to have a recognized expert con-is u W KBp 51 is your top the overall quality-improvement
Juct the axcutive seons The ses- mangeme, tto qu2litY improe- strategy? I
,i , th)d be heldsionsite tes- Mer. Is qualitY merely another M How much credibility does the, >n huld be held off-site to g [ rltbh WilL CoIn training departmnent have with line

minimize the chance of interruption aam fdta Ucoe ra gdprmnthvwihle
\.hen it cone-to training middle d . management? Have you been

mnanage- and first-level supervisors, MOF91WZaton h an involved in providing other train-
Oou h e reqxb ty-tIn s al ig with such direct operational\,-,)J ha%-e n,,rc flexibility In small ing~lt I ~ l  ictos

rganizationsoe ite mthecotefetve implications?
exernal m r be, , -cff exc tivev r itim onpaadm and does it 0 What are the capabilities of the

,ue external re, urces exclusively or acknowledge the need for con- training department to develop
c.' nihinatio n with training depart-

mr t: ,uff In larger rganizations. the EUOUS im em t over a long and initiate training-for-quality
mc',t c l raningfor-alty. t perod Of time? programs? Do you have the senior

mta .use. ul riniangr-quraiers M T"Wh'* exent does manage- talent necessary to undertake a
pr grams ue line managers as trainers ment have a common under- training-for-quality program?

Training lin a ve aagers to asert what constitutes M How receptive will people be

-acr uing canultdnts and training qualky in your business? Is cus- to the training-for-quality pro-
ntaff tomer orlentation an important grams you will offer? Will youvalue that is communicated by have to overcome resistance and

N The% greatly expand your delivery managetwmO. skepticism?
,apaIi tnes and allow training for [ U Ih I I whM maag- a Do you h a good profile of
quality to take place more rapidly you hnOTO Mau MOM manavers' and employees' skills in
* They :an often be more effective managers't . chedule, and reletion to qulity-improvement

trainers because of their ability to [ ccMtsscdl oa relaiont q
read,Il appl% the concepts of quality [ W AR. 9,. ls, requirements?

imro.'mnt t oman-peifc SEAMS"*i which management * Ar progrims already offeredI
mpr,,ement- to conpany-specific [riiik bwies decisions that could be tied into a larger:arhe q, and ppOrtunites m im' quality-improvement curriculum?

* The quality message has more im- [ I..incelti_ systems What skills have you taught that
pact when people hear it from the can build on in your training?

M Nla,~ ,, learn more about quality a What level of resources will be
Manager learn more about quality- made available to developing the

by teaching it. and gain more "owner-
,hip fr the training and the entire I I.OV training? Can you afford to hire
Lquahtv-ipr vement prcess pay process underway? Can you form

'ffr trainlng txperisecan really pay ] p sl 5hips with operating de-

off in developig the instructional t .. from partments to share the costs?
,kill, of line managers Have them at-
tend the various training-for-quality
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I
come directly from the supervisor is E Instructor/facilitator. When it them know their roles in the effort.
likely to have little effect. comes to training for quality the most and show them how to go about the

T important use of your primary func- process. Training for all employees
The Trainer's Many Hats ion as an instructor will probably be needs to be consistent in terms of your

As we have just seen, the roles of the in helping others take responsibility for organization's quality philosophy, ap-
trainer in the quality" process are many, conducting much of the actual train- proach, and terminology. Training
To effectively manage the training-for- ing. Also apply your group-facilitation should also be tailored to the specific
quality program you need to be com- skills after training, when people responsibilities people will have in the

fortable moving from role to role as throughout the organization attempt to improvement process. This curriculum
needed (For more information about use the new quality-improvement outline addresses the major features of
trainers' roles. see the STD Com- techniques for the first time. the initial training-for-quality programs
peten Study.) The following roles are needed to launch the quality-improve-
SImportant. A Leverage Point for Training ment process at each level of the or-
a Researcher and needs analyst. The Clearly, manyv of the skills needed for ganization. Additional training should
trainer must be a knowledgeable quality improvement are not unique to be made available to people on an on-
resource and consultant to manage- quality Many are the same basic man- going basis, based on their respon-
ment You should be able to advise agement and supervisory skills that sibilities, specific disciplines p and in-
management about available training you probably already teach in your dividual learning needs.
options and which would be the most other courses: goal setting, problem

likelv to succeed You can also play the solving, meeting management. giving Upper Management
important role ofanalyzing individual and eliciting feedback. delegating Length: two to three days.
and group performance discrepancies Approach The upper-management
and their causes. workshop should be an off-site retreat
E Organization change agent The conducted like a strategic planning
trainer can help influence manage- Achieving lasting meeting Educational aspects of the
ments decision-making process improvements in quality retreat should provide the context for
tovard results that are in the organiza- requires significant changes quality-improvement planning and
tion's best interests. Achieving lasting in the culture of the decision making Use a variety of facil-
improvements in quality requires o ut of itation techniques to minimize formal
significant changes in the culture of oranization presentations and maximize partici-

the organization. Quality improve- pant interaction. The pace should be
mer, is a major organization-develop- challenging and participants should be
ment Intervention As such, it needs responsibility, participative manage- kept active Tangible outcomes, such as
guidance and direction from someone ment. giving recognition, and so on plans and decisions. should occur fre-
who understands the issues involved Build on the skills you already teach quently throughout the session.
with bringing about organizational and demonstrate the relevance of your Objective: At the end of the work-
change existing curriculum to the quality- shop, upper managers should be pre-
U Designer The trainer can fill the improvement process. pared to initiate the quality-improve-
role of architect of the training-for- You should also take advantage of ment process and begin creating an
quality curriculum, putting together the big push behind quality to pro- environment that supports continuous
the model and strategy that will best mote your training. Many trainers find improvement.

serve the organization. It is probably that quality can be a leverage point for Subjects:
the most critical role, and one that the entire training activity. Many skills N What quality is and what it means
must be shared with the executive taught in management and supervisory for the business. Focus on defining
group bu also serve as a liaison, classes are seen by participants as nice quality, global competition and rising
putting management together with ex- to have, but not essential to their suc- customer expectations: and the rela-

-ternal training resources that will be cess in business. Those skills lack the tionship of quality to important
needed. In that role, ycu need to broader business context that would business indicators such as costs. pro-
develop mutually supportive relation- help managers understand their rele- ductivitv, market share, and return on
ships with your external consultants vance. But quality improvement can investment.
and help them be successful in the serve as the unifying concept for your a Customer orientation and service.
organization. Teamwork is essential. entire curriculum. When skills are a Defining customers' requirements

0 Materials developer and evaluator viewed in the context of quality im- and expectations.
As discussed earlier, you may want provement, they" suddenly take on a Assessing quality position relative to
to gain experience with training for greater perceived value. So take advan- competitors.
quality before venturing into devel- tage of the opportunity quality pro- a Identifying strategic quality goals
oping your own materials. Start by vides to give your training greater 8 Treating suppliers as strategic
working closely with the consultant or leverage throughout the organization. business partners.
supplier to tailor the presentation of 0 Applying the poor-quality cost
their materials to the specific needs of Training-for-quality model, in erms of prevention, ap-
your organization Then. evaluate the curriculum praisal. and internal and external
effectiveness of the training and deter Everyone in the organization re- errors
mine the extent to which you need to quires training in order to understand U Adopting a continuous-improve-

0' further customize the materials the need for quality improvement, let ment philo.;ophv, encompassing such

3 Training & Development Journal. January 1989



idea a , *ixing it even if it din't broke,' Subjects: municating the quality philosophy and I
shifting resources from "fire-fighting - Defining quality, strategic goals, organizing and manag-
to improvement, and viewing im- U Why quality is critical to continued ing the improvement process, deploy-
provement as a way of life business success. ing the quality policy, managing orga-
U Roles of top management in quality U Customer orientation and service. nizational change. setting priorities for
improvement, such s communicating 6 Identifying internal customers and improvement efforts in different areas.
a compCllng Vision of the future. de- defining their requirements. participating in quality-improvement
termining and communicating strate- N Assessing departmental quality project teams, eliminating barriers to
gic qualty goals: developing policies, U Applying th- poor-quality cost improvement, encouraging employee
structure, and process for quality im- model to departmental activities. That participation and commitment. sup-
provement. creating a work environ- includes preventing errors. finding porting first-level supervisors, develop- 3
ment that encourages participation errors, and fixing internal and external ing quality standards and measure-
and improvement, revising incentive errors. ments, and training supervisors for
s vtems to reward quality improve- a The meaning of a continuous-im- quality.
ment, and eliminating structural and provement philosophy N Developing departmental quality I
inter-organizational barriers to quality U Roles of middle management in goals. with emphasis on translat-
improvcment quality improvement, including com- ing organization-wide goals and
N Developing a structured approach
That culd cmprisue quality improve- Modular instructional design
mcint a a cultural change process:
shifting t,, a prevention inde: defining
ind ,mpienwntng the qualitv-i-- •I
pr vemcnt pocess Fincluding pro- Pre-Session Pre-work readings
cedures f, r planning. implementing. Exercise N assessment instruments
mnint iring And evaiuating mprove- a data gathering
!! [ t .'ic L,. i.nFit, cr--at ingo Frganizational 3
-tructurt, f,- r quality improvement. Session Debriefing of a review of last session
,maagn with quantitaive methud: Activities Assignment n report of findings
ensuring feedhack and taking correc- U discussion of results I

. act ion. ind training for quality
SPlanning t.F implemcnt the qualit'- rInstructional U presentation of session

irmprvcmcnt pr, ces',. ith steps 'uch Objectives objectives
,!C ,. ivc,. 'Ihndule d. and

iv,,tF ,o- ~r rv the * ,rganization. defin-
ing lndiiduall r- ie and creating acti, F Discussion of a small and large group
pL a,, dev1p,,ping a plan to commu- Pre-work discussions of pre-work I

nicate_ th: FIualit%-improvement tra- assignment

tegv and proc',s tol the F)rganization: , Presentation N video, slides, charts
and anticipatig harriers to- quality ,of Concepts U instructor presentation
improvement

Middle Management Application a skill practices, role pl.ys
Length three to five days Exercise a case studies
Approach The middle-nanagc -  N experiential exercise

ment wForkshop can he conducted
()Fif-site Fir on company premises. in a
single session or broken it separate Debriefing U group discussion of exercise

modules. The one-session. immersion 3
approach builds enthusiasm and cama- Session a summary of learnings
raderie. because it allows p rticipants S discussion of barriers to
to concentrate on the subject of quality Summary implementation

uninterrupted for an extended period I
of time. The modular approach en- Action a individual/group planning for
sures a better transfer of knowledge Planning implementing skills on the
from the classroom to the job by allow- job
ing participants to apply specific con- I
cepts at work before going on to the Post- Homework U apply to work

next suhjct See the figure. Modular Session Assignment N implement step in quality-
Instructional Design' improvement process

Objective At the end of the work- N gather data
shop, middle managers should be a identify/analyze problem
prepared to) implement the quality. - train others

inirpztiincnt pr ces- in their I
Traming )e [)c FIfpCI Furnal. .lanaar, 1)89 I



I
identifying quality-improvement allowing participants to apply specific U Action planning to implement the
opportunities concepts at work before going on to quality-improvement process, in-
n Creating an improvement-oriented the next subject. cluding defining opportunities for
environment That can be achieved by Objective: At the end of the work- immediate improvement, anticipating
encouraging people to take respon- shop, supervisors should be prepared barriers to change, preparing to train
sibilitv for improving quality. maintain- to carry out quality-improvement pro- for quality and planning to organize
ing open communications, eliciting in- jects in their areas of responsibility employee-involvement groups.
put and suggestions, acting on people's Subjects: Individual Contributors

improvement ideas, allowing people to U What quality is and why it is critical Length: 10 two-hour modules.
make mistakes and learn from them, to continued business success. Length: 10 two-h or odules.
and rewarding individual and group U Customer orientation and service. Approac.t The sessions for individ-
quality-improvement progress. a Identifying internal customers and ual contributors are held on company
a Developing partnerships with sup- defining their requirements. premises and are modular in format.

pliers by reducing the number of sup- U Why it is more efficient to prevent limid tostwo re morap-
pliers, developing trust and making errors than find and fix them. limited to two hours. The modular ap-

mutual commitments, sharing infor- e Quality snndards and measurements. proach ensures maximum transfer of
mation and resources, communicating M Roles of first-level supervisors in knowledge and minimizes disruption

matin ad rsoucescomuniatig . of the workdavy
requirements. implementing process quality improvement, including rein- Objective: At the conclusion of the
controls and eliminating inspection, forcing quality philosophy and goals, workshop, individual contributors
providing feedback and taking correc- identifying opportunities for opera- should be able to participate as mem-
tive action. and supporting suppliers' tional or process improvement, orga- be
quality-improvement efforts. nizing quality-improvement projects bes of employee-involvement teams

___and apply the tools and techniques to
a Managing with quantitative meth- make continuous improvements in

"ods. Stress the importance of quanti- The modular approach their work.
ng work processes, working for Subjects:

prevention through process control, ensures that knowledge is S ubje ts .transerredfrom What quality is. why it is important.
using tools and techniques for data effectively transferred from and how it is measured.
gathering and analysis, applying the classroom to the job m The importance of customer orien-
specific techniques, and encouraging tation and service.
others to use quantitative methods. 0 Why it is more efficient to prevent
M Implementing a structured ap- and employee-involvement teams, sup- errors than find and fix them
proach to quality improvement that porting people through the change * Working in a continuous-improve-
includes viewing quality improvement process, leading employee-involve- ment environment.
as a cultural change process: shifting to ment teams, serving as resources to s How the quality-improvement pro-
a prevention mode: communicating employees to eliminate barriers to im- cess works.
aout quality improvement to super- proved performance, and training M Roles of individual contributors in
vi,,srs and individual contributors. employees for quality improvement, quality improvement, such as identify-
creating a departmental quality-im- U Supporting an improvement- ing areas for quality improvement.
provement structure: putting in place oriented environment by maintaining communicating problems to manage-
procedures for planning. implement- open communications, eliciting input ment, working to continuously im-
ing. monitoring, and evaluating and suggestions, using participative prove work processes. participating in
quality-improvement activities: setting management techniques, acting on employee-involvement teams. and
up and managing quality-improvement people's improvement ideas, aligning working cooperatively for the better-
projects. ensuring feedback and taking employee needs with those of the ment of the organization.
corrective action: and training for organization. helping people learn M WXbrking effectively with suppliers
quality from their mistakes, providing con- m Importance of quantitative meth-
E Action planning to implement the structive feedback for improvement, ods. Focus on quantif-in , work pro-
qualit.y-improvement process. in- and encouraging people to tak_' re- cesses and prevention through process
cluding defining departmental objec- sponsibility for improving quality control
tives. schedules. and. milestones: U Working effectively with suppliers n Tools and techniques for gathering
anticipating barriers to quality in-- by communicating schedules and re- and analyzing data. including brain-
prkvement: and developing a training- quirements and providing feedback storming, checksheets, graphs. scatter
for-quality plan and schedule and recommending corrective action. diagrams, cause-and-effect diagrams.

First-Level Supervisors U Importance of quantitative meth- histograms, Pareto diagrams, and con-
Length 10 four-hour modules ods. Focus on quantifying work pro- trol charts.
Approach: The workshop for first- cesses and prevention through process U Action planning to implement the

level supervisors is usually held on control. quality-improvement process by join-
companv premises because it is tvpi- @ T Ils and techniques for gathering ing an employee-involvement team.
cally modular in format. Individual ses- and ai alyzmig data. such as brainstorm- identifying potential opportunities for
1;1i ns last frr~m two to four hours in ing checksheets. graphs. scatter dia- immediate improvement, preparing to
length The modular approach ensures grams, cause-and-effect diagrams, his- use the tools and techniques. and an-
that knowledge is effectively trans- tograms. Pareto diagrams, and control ticipating harriers to improvement

62 ferred from the classroom to the job by charts
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I Team Up for Quality Improvement

3T EAM INVOLVE-ment is an ite-

gral part of qual-
ity improvement.
Quality experts

all emphasize the impor-
tance of teams in a total
quality improvement
process. W. Edwards
Deming said, "Team-

i work is sorely neededProcess throughout the corn-
improvement pan)"' J.P. Davidson,ipoeet writing in Management r m
tem*proc b~ magazine. report-* tems pprach eddihe following benefits
problems from from employees working

a different • Group performance
is increased.

direction. * Poor alternatives or
decisions are more likely to be avoided. can improve productivity and decrease costs.

" Ne, ideas are identified. * A happy, harmonious, motivated wo-k team
e Enthusiasm is generated. is an effective work team. Team-building and
" Mission and objectives are re-emphasized. communication-skills training ensure an effective

by IDrawing on the lessons learned from experience work team.
in man\ organizations, a concept of quality im- * Most experienced employees have the needed

Jr. provement has been developed that emphasizes the skills, knowledge, and technical expertise to iden-
critical role of teamwork. The ideas underlying the tify and successfully resolve major organization and
structure and operation of these quality improve- systems problems.
ment teams, called process improvement teams, In contrast to these beliefs are four major
differs in many respects from other team ap- premises that provide the theoretical basis for the
proaches. process improvement team concept:

Traditional quality efforts have been focused on 1. Ongoing management involvement and leader-
finding nonconformities after the'y were produced.' ship are essential for the effective performance of
The main goal of process improvement teams is work teams. Management must empower teams.
to identify and continuously improve critical proc- provide key resources, select and train personnel.
ess variables that influence key quality indicators. and help identify key processes for improvement
Process improvement teams should prevent non- efforts.
conformances and improve processes, not merely 2. Work teams are sociotechnical systems A
detect nonconformances or perform random prob- team requires a sound infrastructure to function ef-
lem solving. frctively This infrastructure is based on an exphcit

Most theones of organizational behavior have set of guidelines and ground rules that provide'
recognized the importance of work treams in qua]- direction and focus for the completion of all taskL
ity improvement. Unfortunately, the traditional related to the team's mission and purpose. Rela-
team model (as exemplified in American quality tionship training, communication skills training.
circle efforts) believes in myths. The following and other human relations training must be based
three myths are perhaps the most problemuic in on actual work objectives. If this is not done. such
participative management approaches: trining will be viewd as academic, irrelevant, and

0 Workers are fully capable of identifying and probably ineffective.
directing quality improvement efforts, Without the 3. A work team needs effective team leadership
interference of management, employee work teams The most effective comes from a successful

C 1989 American Socicty for Quahty Control.Reprnted b\ permission. P .a ' 9 3



Team Up IfN ualtY Inl lpWMI cont. flrst-lne supervisors primarly for their ability to use the resources
of the people they supervise." With process improvement teams,

blending of the diverse skills and personalities of all team mem- all managers receive training in team effectiveness and statistical *
hers. The designated team leader should have ultirate responsi- process control. Supervisors and foremen conduct training with
bility for the team. Nevertheless, such leaders must recognize that their employees in the techniques they have learned.
only by drawing on the diverse talents, abilities, and ideas of all Process improvement teams ensure that all managers are compe-
team members will they create a highly effective team. Leaders tent with the seven major statistical tools. This sends a loud mes- I
cannot be autocrats. sage that management is actively involved in the effort.

4. Team members need skills training in process analysis, Management must also actively participate in managing the
statistical process control, and unstructured problem solving, quality improvement effort. One way managers can do this is by
Team members should not be expected to pr continuous im- working with hourly employees to identify critical processes for
provement in processes and products without the skills to do so. improvement. Ronald D. Moen describes a strategy for process

improvement in which the first step is to identify those processes
Establishins the fveumiti that have the greatest effect on customer satisfaction. The insights

Management commitment and support must start with build- of managers and supervisors are needed in this effort. They should U
ing a structure within the organization that will not only support no' supplant the initiatives or ideas of employees, but they can
team efforts, but will create a total quality organization. Top and should complement them. Management's active involve nent
management must understand the need for improvement and must establishes the credibility of the improvement effort and ensures
take an active role. Training must be thorough and ongoing. Posi- that workers will have the needed support and resources to make
tive rewards for success must exist. changes.

These factors provide the foundation for a successful team ef- The proper training of all personnel involved in the quality im-
fort. Unless management is willing to make a commitment to these provement process is essential to the success of the effort. Teams
efforts, teams are likely to perceive their role in the process as need to address both task and process issues. Process improve-
futile ment teams address the issue of task and knowledge development

If an organization is going to change from old-style manage- through the systematic training of all team members in statistical U
ment to creative leadership, it must establish a structure within process control (SPC).
the organization that will drive the process. This structure is Experience has shown that training for process improvement
responsible for diffusing authority for innovation, for continual- teams is most effective when delivered just-in-time. Training
ly retraining employees to handle more complex tasks, and for received too early in the effort is often perceived as meaningless i
taking seriously labor's need for increased job security, and irrelevant. When begun during a team's formative stage, such

The structure that is created must promote certain values and training has not been well received. It is not unusual for new teams
attitudes. It must create a vision for change. William W. George to ask for team effectiveness training when they know other teams
stated the following seven values as critical for the success of an have received it. However, it is critical that managers realize that
organization: the development of their human resources must include a plan

* an atmosphere of openness and trust. for continuous improvement. It is naive to assume that the devel-
* willingness of all employees, including management, to in- opment of human resources can be effectively achieved through

teract on an equal basis. the one-shot applization of any training, regardless of its initial
" acceptance of change as a way of life. effectiveness.
" cooperation between departments.
" willing individuals. I rewar$
" a strong, ongoing organization program. The importance of positive recognition would seem to be so
* growth in the organization basic that very little could be added to it. Nevertheless, U.S. firms
Deming suggested 14 integrated principles that an organization spend millions of dollars in often futile searches for more effec-

must follow if it is to be successful. His 14 points provide one tive ways to reward and recognize employees. Despite the enor-
of the most comprehensive visions for change available to organi- mous expenditure of cash in an effort to "buy" employee loyalty
zations today. An organization involved in a quality improvement and commitment, the evidence suggests the opposite results. Pat
transformation must develop an infrastructure that is guided by Choate of TRW reported a study of employee attitudes that sought *
a vision of what coul.' be. This structure must take an active role to determine whether they felt they would benefit from quality
in identifying and removing barriers to improvement. and prouuctivity increases in their company. Only nine of 100

hourly employees in the United States felt they would benefit from
Preaching Is not amok improvements. The same study in Japan showed that 93 out of

It is no longer enough for managers to preach a philosophy 100 workers tflt they would directly benefit from increases in qual-
of commitment to quality improvement. The change to a total ity and productivity.
quality organization requires that managers take an active involve- There are four basic problems in most systems developed for
ment in the change effort. Managers can demonstrate their ii- rewarding or recognizing employee contributions. First, and per- i
olvement by playing a key role in all quality improement efforts. haps most serious, is the view that such rewards can offset the

To play such a role, managers must be trained to use the same need or desire for job security. One theory as to why the Japa-
tools as all workers and must take an active role in helping em- nese more readily acceT the introduction of labor-saving tech- U
ployees to improve processes. nology is the relatively higher levels of job security in Japanese

Bob Crosby identified the need to train middle management industry. It would seem that employee incentives cannot be a sub-
as one of 12 key steps in a successful employee involvement ef- stitute for good labor relations practices.
fortO He said that top management must do more than just ar- A second mistake managers make is to assume that financial
range for training for these managers. They must also "make it recognition is an adequate substitute for employee recognition or
very clear that they are rewarding their middle managers and teir other forms of intrinsic needs that employees report. All too of-
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Evn though American industry has made a heavy invetnet in nw ow qp lis
many effort don't make the most of adlale meouns, Some inaru for V* fdn can be
seen by ooidng more closely at tw ,Iliomm d b-e pe ss: ly dcies ;F -AUltGgllhlgS
problem-solving teams.

The Nabonal Producwy Paw has eportd tt w U.S. quty dut I fr my one
tha succeeds. Despite the widespread belief that the si~e of quity cidces i Japa v= a
result of cultural differences, W Edvards Deming said that AWicm mm enei im Ugrssly To W amidr stood th purpose of quality arcles. In Q rf, Afwllt awd OWPOM Pmib,
Demin wrote, "Most OC-cinle in Ameica are, I tau mname s hope for a lazy vey oA
mnagemert desperation!

One of the more fundamental problem with the irnplementain of quit circles has ben theunidngnes of rriddle managers and f*t-lne supervisors ID invk 1hermeh in M a con
for quality crcle activties. This failure can be traced to the nqAran that top nwiagement
had for the quality circle program. Tp management often set the epctation that circles wre
the respo biity of hourly emploiees and were merely a way for them to aidress a disparate
range of quality of work life issues. In Japan, circle aivi m an bmrl part a managment's
responsibiity Proects are guided by the sperence and rds othe orgariatio.

A second major problem with the organization of US. quaity crles has be the ulm of
American management to differentiate between managemrert's esponsibities and wms' respon-
sibilities.

Problem-soMng teams are generally based on the quality circle approach and hae many of
the same shortcomings. Neertheless, there are some differences. The typical quality circle ap-
proach of forming the team first and then deciding on the problem is rversed, with a steering
committee seedng problems then recruiting team members.

A problem with this approach is the lact of integration between the efforts of the steering corn-
mittee and the entire organbabon's quality hrprovement needs. A toWal qualty imrr ement proc-
ess cannot abstract problems and attempt to deal with them without maldng rnrW changes in
the orall structure of the organizbon.
A second weakness with problem-soVing teans is evident by the very tle dosn for the teams.

Problem solving suggests identifying ncfA ce and then finding some vay to fix or repar
them Such approaches to quality improvement focus on special causes while ignoring the system
that produces these causes. Furthermore, this stragy does little or nafhn to perpetute the con-
cept of continuous improvement.

ten. companies make the mistake of assuming that giving em- a series of trial-and-error tests. The model was piloted work
ployees more mone% will be seen ab 3 satisfactory substitute for teams at all levels in several different organizations Thus the proc-
praise. recogrution, or merel, feeling a part of the company. Some ess improvement team model represents a blending of theory. re-
research suggests that employers may get more for their money' search, and empirical development.
through noncash incentives.' Other evidence indicates that the The major purpose of the team effectiveness training for a nev
results of financial incentive schemes on performance might be process development team is to help lay the foundation for a suc-
considerabl, weaker than was previously assumed.8  cessful team effort. Certain prerequisites are assumed to be in

The third problem with many reward or recognition systems place before a team is launched. It is expected that all team mem-
in organzations is that the) fail to acknowledge normal process bers have had SPC training. It is also expected that a sound or-
,%nance Employees are often rewarded for performance or results ganizational structure exists to support the team -effort.
over which the) have little or no control. Deming has said that The process by which the team is established is ke, to the team's
such systems are lotteries. Employees see little or no connection later efforts. The nature of the task to be accomplished sho, ld
between their actva' work effort and the results. Failing to estat also be an important consideration in the selection of team mem-
lish this connection reduces many rewards to in-house jokes. In bers. It is expected that the nature of the tazk will affect the people
one company. employees joked about whose turn it was to be em- identified for the team.
ployee of the month. Three task or process factors are related to three personnel fac-

Finally, most reward systems fail to reward efforts as well as tors. The three task factors are complexity of the process. scope
results If only results are rewarded then innovations and ideas of commitment required for changes to occur, and magnitude of
that cannot bring quick results or might not ever bring results the resources required. The three personnel factors are level of
will be discouraged. Because many projects in an organization management with immediate authority or responsibilit' for the
cannot be guaranteed to be successful, only recognizing results process, finctional areas involved or affected by the process. and
wil ensure an adequate link between the goals of individuals, perspectives, expertise, or ideas needed to improve the process
teams, and the organization. Each of the characteristics of the process or task must bereviewed to determine who should be on the team. Thus, a stm-Putting the process Improvement tow together pie process might only require a team composed of a supervisor

The model developed for starting a process improvement team and two or three immediate subordinates. A complex process in-
was based on a review of the literature concerning team develop- wvlving numerous departments or functional areas and necessitat-
ment. Further refinement of this model has come about through ing substantial logistical support might include two or three levels



ul Up for uallMtY InlIOlMYll cont. ment as a process for "inernalizg policies for kaizen (continu- I
ous ini rvezt) througho the company, from hihest to kiwmt

of management, personnel from several areas, and outside ex- level . In Japan, the term policy describes both annual and
pens, The major limiting factor for any team is the inherent corn- medium- to long-range gets or orientations." The concepts in-
plexirN as the number of team members increases. This complexity volved in policy deployment have greater applicability for top and
increases factorially for each new member. Thus, it is wise to middle management, at least in the initial stages of a quality im-
keep each team as small as possible. provement effort. Thus the initial team training does not go into

While the nature of the task should be a major factor in the more than a cursory explanation of this concept.
selection of personnel, it is equally important to respect the in- A planning pyramid developed by M.H. Mescon, M. Albert,
tegnty of the intended team members. There is little that is more and F Khedouri was adapted as a visual device to help team mem-
detrimental to a team effort than the assignment of unwilling bes understand the link between mission, objectives, and action
"volunteers'" All efforts should be made to ensure that participants plans's Team members are then asked to take the mission state-
want to contribute. ment that they have developed and to arrange their next meetings

Team effectiveness training helps ensure that team members around the task of establishing long-, medium-, and short-range
have the necessary skills to handle team processes. Such training objectives. Usually, there is not enough time for this in the initial
must also reduce variability in a team. When there is a wide range meeting.
of management levels or skills in the team, the training helps re- 4. Identify roles and responsibilities for team members. Team
duce this variability and helps ensure that all members have the members are taught the concept of a functional role and respon-

sibility matrix to help them understand the need to allocate and
divide responsibilities. Team members are not expected to have
rigid role definitions. Rather, it is encouraged that roles and
responsibilities be fluid and negotiable. Team members are left
with the ability to structure and allocate work assignments that

fail to reward must be accomplished between team meetings.

efnorts as ,ell as results. 5. The process of quality improvement. Quality improvement
within the context of team effectiveness training refers to the poc-
ess model that is taught during process improvement leader train-
ing. This is a model that specifies a set of procedures for the

chance to contribute. On process improvement teams, members application of SPC techniques. These techniques can be used for
fcilitate and deal with issues that arise in the normal conduct problem solving or process improvement. M. Nash has identi-
of business. In this model, each team member contributes some fled six steps in a linear sequence of process improvement:
of the essential elements needed for effective shared team leader- 0 Identify the customers and their requirements.
stup * Define the current process to meet their needs.

The process imprcvement team model assumes that all mem- 0 Determine the problems in the process.
bers can conribute to the team process and that, given the chance, 0 Analyze the problems using SPC tools.
the, will develop even more effective team process skills. The a Improve the prcess.
actual team training is based on a six-step process improvement * Monitor and plan for continuous improvement" I
model that addresses )- .h task and process functions necessary All team members are expected to have received complete SPC

for team effectiveness traininig. Most training will have been conducted in-house by spe-
1. Develop and clariNf a team mission. One of the most impor- cially trained company personnel. There are many advantages of

tant tasks for a new team is to identify- its primary mission and SPC over other problem-solving or process-improvement
objectives Mission statements need not be encyclopedic. A pri- methods. Some of the more obvious advantages are the ability
marn goal of this effort is to ensure that team members develop to verify, repeat, and reproduce data-based measurements; to sep-
ownership of the identified mission. A secondary goal is to en- arate assignable causes of quality variation; and to determine the
sure that all team members understand the tasks that need to be past, present, and (to some degree) future status of a process.
accomplished. Among the less obvious advantages of SPC training is that such
2. Establish ground riles for team activities. Every group of training creates a common language for all team members. Be-

individuals that comes together brings a set of expectations of cause the language of SPC is based on objective, quantifiable data.
how to behave. Experience has shown that unless these underly- team members are prepared to discuss facts basec on hard data
ig expectations and assumptions are addressed, they will later rather than opinions or personal preferences. This helps create
affect the group's effectiveness. A simple task intervention is used an atirrsphere of trust since there is little opportunity for argu-
to address this problem. The first part is to help the team learn ments or hidden agendas.
expectations and to make these expectations explicit through a 6. Evaluate the group process. No effort or team can be in-
set of well-discussed and defined team rules. proved unless it is willing to periodically evaluate its processes.

The second part of the intervention is to address the group's The concepts of continuous improvement are related to how teams I
norm for decision making. The process improvement team mod- function and manage their internal activities. Team members are
el calls for a discussion of the basic strengths and weaknesses encouraged to use a simple questionnaire or develop their own
of four decision-making styles: autocratic, autocratic with input, questionnaire that they can use to periodically assess team effec-
democratic. and consensual. All team members are then asked tiveness. The evaluation consists of an assessment of both the task
to select their prnmary decision-making process. and personnel processes that are necessary for an effective team
3. Traditional management literature describes the need for Team members complete the assessment anonymously and then

translating a mission statement into a concrete agenda. The T o.- assign someone to summarize the results. A future meeting is
anese have honed this to a fine art through the use of a suategy set aside to discuss the feedback and look for ways to overcome
they call policy deplovrnent. Masaaki Imai defined policy deploy- areas that are perceived to cause problems.
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I
The following is a summary of Technical Report 89-3, A Total Quality Management Process
Improvement Model. Copies can be obtained by contacting Navy Personnel Research &
Development Center, Code 16, San Diego, California 92152-6800; (619) 553-7951 or
A/V 553-7951.

In an effort to improve quality and productivity, Navy industrial organizations are adopting a managementapproach known as total quality management (TQM). This approach is based on a set of management practices andstatistical measures that, when combined, can remove the causes of poor product quality and excessive cost.3 The management practices and analytic methods adopted by the Navy's aviation maintenance organizations

are based primarily on the TQM concepts of W. E. Deming. Some of the critical concepts are:

I Quality is defined by customers' requirements.

• Top management has direct responsibility for quality improvement.

I * Increased quality comes from systematic analysis and improvement of work processes.

- Quality improvement is a continuous effort and conducted throughout the organization.

The TQM approach emphasizes the major role that managers have in achieving quality and productivity

improvement for an organization. Deming and other TQM proponents, such as Crosby and Juran, estimate that up to
85 percent of quality improvement is under direct control of management and can not be remedied by the hourly
employee or staff member.

Under the TQM approach, managers are expected to achieve quality irr -'wements through the use of a
process improvement approach known as a "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle. This aprwr" was originally associated with

i the analytic work of Shewhart, a colleague of Deming.

This report describes an approach to integrating the procedures of process improvement with an organization
made up of cross-functional teams. Specifically, the report describes how the "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle described by
Shewhart and Deming has been adapted for use by Navy organizations.

Deming advocates teamwork, particularly across functional groups. He emphasizes two-way communication
to identify sources of quality problems and to reduce fear of change and loss of job security. Combining these concepts
with those of others such as Ishikawa and Lu as well as Ackoff concerning cross-functional groups, Navy aviation
maintenance organizations adopted an organizational structure to complement the TQM approach in their
organizations.

3 The structure is composed of hierarchically linked, cross-functional teams called Quality Management Boards
or QMBs. Each board contains a group of managers who are principally responsible for a process that was targeted by
top management for improve.ent. A QMB also includes a member from senior management, as well as one or more
subordinate-level managers or staff with process expertise. Thus, each board is made up of three levels to increase
vertical communication and several functional departments to increase horizontal communication.

Process improvement using the "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle requires two kinds of improvements: (1) those
that address the occasional and unpredictable problems that occur in a system, referred as "special causes of variation"
by Deming and others; and (2) those concerned with the system itself. The latter are referred to by the experts as"systems causes" or "common causes of variation." In order for management to improve the system, it must first
establish system stability by removing the special causes. Because this activity depends upon "real time"
interventions in the process, the QMBs must establish teams of workers, called "Process Action Teams," to work on
the various phases in the process.

The fundamental purpose of this report is to provide a detailed description of the roles and activities of the
QMBs and the Process Action Teams in the context of the "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle. Clarification and
differentiation of these roles are necessary for effective process improvement.I
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Q.a!,*y Management in R&D

INTRODUCTION

The qai',,y of Industrial Research and Development (R&D) should be judged in the context of
industry, not academia. Industrial research should produce the ideas and knowledge which enable

i the development of new or improved products and processes which lead to commercial success.
Industrial R&D should provide its sponsors with future industrial competitiveness.

R&D is but one link in a chain of activities required to keep an organization in the race. Success

requires every link in the chain to be strong. Success depends upon the coordination of mans
elements: the R&D activities cannot be judged in isolation. Engineering, manufacturing, selling

ma;ntaining, distributing and warranting must also be properly carried out. The entire process
requires skillful management.

1 Resea-czh. Development and Engineering have their own special functions:

THE FUNCTION OF RESEARCH IS TO PRODUCE USEFUL SURPRISES.

T-iE FUNCTION OF ENGINEERING IS TO PRODUCE NQ SURPRISES.

THE FLINCTION OF DEVELOPMENT IS TO TAME SURPRISING RESULTS.

Il-.,cs-.a responsibilities are seldom cleanly demarcated among departments, Indeed. the success

c' the wh.-e process depends upon the close collaboration among departments and the blurring of
I.-e oc responsibil ity as each department does what is required for success. Research,.

dee~pmen', and engineering should not be thought of as belonging exclusively to departments
Sbta'; those titles. If we were to examine the activities of departments which were labelec

Reseaoz Development and Engineering, we might find that their activities were distributed more
o essz as n'J,.,ed in the following figure.

-............... .. ... .....:
................... .
.. ........... ............. : :

........... E J Engineering

:::::EFFORT:::::::::: C DevelopmentI U:::::::::: Research

I Research Development Engineering

I' Dept. Dept. Dept.

,FIGURE 1. How the efforts in research, development and engineering might bedsrbtdamongII, ~departments bearing those names. The real world is never as tidy as our conceptions o t

iI6
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Quality Management in R&D

I
DISTINGUISHING AMONG INVENTION, INNOVATION, QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY 3
The competitiveness of an enterprise in the marketplace depends upon two distinct thrusts:

INVENTION AND INNOVATION: Doing new and better things. I
QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY: Doing things in new and better ways.

To be inventive is to be creative. To be creative means to be able to generate new alternatives
which enhance values. Good inventions have the element of surprise. They are unexpected. They I
have the character of a discovery. Irving Langmuir used to say, "You cannot plan to make a
discovery". What you can do is have a strategy for increasing the probability of making an
invention.

6': Gz;rmski has differentiated between a plan and a strategy in the following way:

PLAN: When you know what you want to do and you know exactly how to do it. 3
you can make a plan. A plan is characterized by knowing what the atxi
will be. Each step is designed by taking into account the next step.

STRATEGY: When you know what you want to do but you do not know exactly how I
to do it you require a strategy. A strategy is characterized by not knowing
what to do at the next step until you have completed the previous step. Each.
step of a strategy depends upon what is learned at the previous step.

Pa-s are for execution; strategies are for learning. Of course nothing in the real world is as I
nea:ly packaged as these definition. Nevertheless, it is helpful to keep these distinctions in mind.

Of th e four characteristics, invention, innovation, quality and productivity, the last three recuire I
the collaboration of many people. Invention, on the other hand, is usually the product of one or at
most two or three minds. Management to enhance invention, therefore, is somewhat different than
management to enhance innovation, quality and productivity. Invention is not susceptible to 3
scheduling.

Good practices for managing invention and inventors are quite different from good practices for 3
managing innovation, quality and productivity. The latter three depend for their success on the
close collaboration of many people. The latter require management and leadership.

In this presentation I do not intend to say much about the management of inventors. There are two 3
reasons for this lack of emphasis: (1) I believe that American managers know a great deal about
the management of invention. When properly funded American industrial laboratories have in the
past turned out a veritable cornucopia of inventions. (2) While we have many rules of thumb for
managing invention, there does not seem to exist a theory worthy of discussion. I believe that most
of the members of the IRI are able to formulate good strategies for encouraging invention. 3
Instead I intend to focus on the other three: Innovation, quality and productivity, for they require
the techniques of quality management. It is important to know how to manage in such a way that
the innovation process itself is carried out with quality and productivity. In my opinion, this is I
the most glaring failure in American management.
I4I
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"i believe our lack of competitiveness does not come from a failure of our research laboratories. It

slems fro'm the fact that American managers do not know how to increase the quality and
prodJctivity of the processes they manage; especially the innovation process. At the Federal level
this inability to understand our national weakness has lead to a misguided policy of attempting to
increase competitiveness by increasing the budget for research. You do not cure constipation by
forced feeding.

I realize that this is a harsh judgement. I know it is true when I examine the time and cost it takes
for US industry to brin.0 out a new produci and sustain it in the market place compared to our most
successful competitors, the Japanese. One of my former students is now in charge of the famous
"Skunk Works" at Lockheed Aircraft. He speaks proudly of the track record of Kelly Johnson anc
the fact that new products come from those 'Skunk Works" in 1/4 to 1/10 the time it takes to dn
similar developments elsewhere. If all our development work were managed like the Lockheed
Skunk works were managed under Kelly Johnson, there would be no need for this talk.

W,,w t respect to manufacturing processes, the data which describe our managerial weaknesses are3sressingl impressive. Figure 1 shows data gathered by the Boston Consulting group
de'rors-atin, how our disadvantage relative to the Japanese increases as the complexity of the job
in.:eases This grapl-i is clear evidence concerning the imporlance of management,,, for it is
rna-ace"e, which determines how well people are able to cooperate across department lines.
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FIGURE 2. The increasing ratio of required labor-hours (US/Japan) as complexity increases is
an indicator of relatively poorer managment in the US.
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THE PRINCIPLES AND TOOLS OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT I
In the following sections I shall be giving illustrations of the application of quality management 3
principles in R&D, concentrating especially upon the innovation process, for it is this process
which, in my opinion, needs to be greatly improved if the US is to become more competitive. It is
also the process which affects most directly the success of the R&D activities of a company. It is
also true that the quality and productivity of all other processes need to be improved, especially
manufacturing, sales and service, but these are not the main concerns of this audience, so I shaf,
concentrate on R&D. The literature on quality management in R&D is now quite sparse compared 3
to the literature in the other fields. That is another reason to concentrate on the innovation U
process.

There are several people who have been especially helpful in my attempts to learn about quai'f. I
management. In the USA these have been Dr. W. Edwards Deming and Dr. Joseph Juran. In Japa-
have benefitted greatly from the writings and teachings of Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa and Prcfess:-
Yoshikazu Tsuda. In their presentations I find ideas which conflict with current belie's in t- s
cou n, r. have selected a few as most likely to confront currently held bekefs and .",otoCrs.

THE REDEFINITION OF THE MANAGER'S JOB I
THE WORKERS WORK IN A SYSTEM.

THE JOB OF THE MANAGER IS TO WORK QN THE SYSTEM
TO IMPROVE IT

WITH THEIR HELP

T ne 7m cations which flow from this statement are many.

a, Managers need to understand how to recognize, define and improve systems. (Whe.
speak of a system I mean the totality of the practices, procedures, protocols and processes
whereby the work gets done) Managers need to know how to describe systems so that othe-
people can understand what they are talking about and and can parti:ipate ir the.
improvement process. Research managers need to be able to do this for activities for
which the products are not physical devices but are intellectual contributions. Too many
mangers today concentrate on the product and not the process that produces the product
The flow charts of the chemical engineer or the computer programmer are not sufficient.
Organizational charts are even wcrse, for they obscure the processes by which things get
done.

b) If the workers are to help improve the system, then need to be empowered to do so. Th.s
means that managers must not only be willing to share power with their subordinates. 5
they need to help them to use this power through the application of new skills in gro-;pI
problem solving. They need to share information to a greater extent than they now dc
Above all, they need to serve as mentors to their subordinates. Mentoring should be a- f
essential part of all managing. -

c) Constant improvement shculd become a way of life. The old adage, "if it aint broke.
don't fix it" is no longer valid. The good manager deliberately stresses systems w h rc U
functioning satisfactorily as a method to find their weakest points so they can be fixed and
permit the entire system to function more productively and effectively. 3
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Sd) Most managers now need to put much more effort into making sure that every person
in the enterprise understands its goals and objectives. This requirement in turn requires
the manager to be much less ambiguous about how to tell progress from random motion.
The decentralization of authority inherent in the redefinition requires much more policy
guidance and much less direct ordering about than under the old ways to manage.

This redefinition of the managers job recognizes that all workers in all aspects of an enlerprise
have today become knowledge workers. It is especially true in research and development, but it is
also becoming a dominant fact in all other activities. The secretary with the advanced
wordprocessor and access to every widening data bases is taking on a new role in modern society

I have spoken loosely about old ideas in management. In my experience, there is no one way to
manage which can be called the 'American Way. Harvard, Wharton, the Sloan School at M!T all
teach many aspects of management. Within these schools one finds a very large range of opinion or
ma-.agement, buttressed by much research and an avalanche of publications. In industry,
hooeer, most people seem to learn their approach to management by imitation of what they find
at:.j them Most people, even those who went to management schools, seem to reflect some of the
ideas of Frederick Winslow Taylor who is generally considered the father of "scientificS ma-a;ement" (a title he firmly rejected at the end of his life, seeing what damage haz beer

in :,,,s name,. When he was younger he wrote the following lines to describe h.i, he saA
t~ re!31i,n between manager and managee:

"Unde; our system a worker is told just what he is to do and how he is to dc i:. Any
imp'ovement he makes on the orders given him is fatal to his success"

o' :ncs,>.e Mlatsushia sees things differently:

"We are going to win and the indjstrial West is going to lose out; there's no: much you can
do aboui it because the reasons for your failure are within yourselves.

YOUR FIRMS ARE BUILT ON THE TAYLOR MODEL

Even worse, so are your heads. With your bosses doing the thinking while the workers
wield the screwdrivers, you're convinced deep down that this is the right way to run the
business. For you the essence of good management is getting the ideas out of the heads of
the bosses and into the hands of labor.

WE ARE BEYOND THE TAYLOR MODEL

Business, we know, is now so complex and difficult, the survival of firms so hazardous.
in an environment increaingly unpredictable, competitive and fraught with danger tha,
their continued existence depends on the day-to-day mobilization of every ounce o'
intelligence."

I!
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I
2. DEFINING THE "INTERNAL CUSTOMER"

EVERY PERSON SHOULD STRIVE TO SATISFY THE CUSTOMER. I
THE CUSTOMER IS THE NEXT PERSON IN UNE IN THE PROCESS.

Decentralized decision making requires guidance. People need to know what to do when they are I
able to choose by themselves among alternative ways to do things. This definition of the internal
customer provides such guidance. Under the quality management ohilosophy, the manager inquires
of all subordinates to see what they are doing to improve the services they give their customers.
In conventional management each person strives to serve his or her immediate superior. The shift
in perspective is subtle and important. The emphasis moves from organization to process Old
style management looks something like the following figure.

F F
a, I

FIGURE 3. The hidden assumption in most organization charts.

Orgznization charts are not very useful in heiping you understand what ib going on. When I visited I
a newspaper I asked the publisher how a paper is put out. He first drew an organiiation char, as
shown in Figure 4. 3
168
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I FiG:JRE 4 Organization chart in a newspaper office.

However, when we developed a flow chart for the process, it became easy to see what happens w-e"
a newspaper is "put to bed'. The standard symbols for flow charting are shown in figure 5 The
floe,, cha'- for putting out a paper is shown in figure 6.

A TAS K DECIDE - _
ASSIST

I D&U N m TERMINATE A

I (WASTE BASKET, STANDAR

_: 5 Sianda-c symbols for flow chartin g .

Tr.e :" fea:ue of fijre 6 , the "people coordnate syste "" across th-e tc ' the da:a-

A , a: . ' , lies directl: belo,. one of the boxes requires the part,clpa:,*o cf the pers7 Ir.

I b
A hoYizona' 1;h)e defines a "supplier" and a "customer". Each time you see a horizonta' line yc,.3 w,' recogi ze that a responsibility has shifted.

The vertica' line leading into a symbol indicates who has the responsibility iu; the activity.

Figure 7 shows the beginnings of a flow chart for the innovation process involving a researc?"

laboratory and the top management. This approach is typical of many organizations I visit anc I

must say it is a good recipe for failure. I have not developed the complete flow chart because the

people who make slides complain about how complicated it makes the slide. Some of my clients

3 fhave developed quite large charts for this process. They are always surprised at what they do.

Without flow charting the process you are living the 'unexamined life". You cannot improve a

process you do not understand. You cannot understand a process involving people, procedures.

I.! machines and purposes if you do not flow chart it.

f
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FIGURE 7. A flow chart showing how the people and process come together to begin innovation.

I,
When you see a process diagram, the first question you might ask is, 'Who is in charge of this
diagram Why is it drawn the way it Is? Is there a better way to do it?" The answer in mos,

If cases is, "No one is in charge. That's just the way we do things around here. We have done it this
I way since the boss was appointed. When we get a new boss we will do it differently'. 171
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I
In quality management the rule is: The manager responsible for the final product of the process is
responsible to understand how it works and to improve it." Only when the manager accepts
responsibility for the system and its improvement can the other questions be answered usefully.

It is unfortunate that in so many people's minds Quality Management has become equated tc
Statistical Process Control. Too many people think that quality management just consists of 3
applying statistics to production. Statistical methods have an important role to play in quality
management, but only in the context of a total systems approach. For example, in a large research
laboratory a manager can use a diagram surh as Figure 7 to study the fraction of proposals that ge,
turned down at different levels or the amount of time spent on formal proposals that never get to U
the stage of formal approval and use this information to improve the system through changes in the
process, education, the introduction of different procedures and methods of checking.

A cormpetent manager will study Figure 7 and having identified who are customers and who are
suppliers a* different stages of the work will ask if the suppliers are really trying to please the]>.
c'slomers. Qr are they just trying to look good in the eyes of their bosses" i
A compete':', manager will ask if the people who supply the information for a dez-s)0.-, p',Ces-S
u-desta'd the criteria that will be used when the decision is made. If y-ou are a decson, maker. 
yov believe that the people who send their proposals to you understand yr decislor" mak ":;
c, Ierar if they really do understand it will increase the probablity that you w; rece -e i
pr.-pzsa's you w;ii be happy to approve. The competent manager takes steps to see ta: people c:
,wn se san-- the criteria. The excellent manager discusses these criteria with subord."aes to see
:,e; ca-, be improved upon.

I have gi,.en the organizers of this conference the complete paper discussing how these methss
a,=D : 1s the management of a chain of newspapers and I trust they will reproduce it fc, yc... V
many ways running a newspaper is much like running a research laboratory. The questions a'e 3
d 'ferent, of course, but they both deal with an intellectual output and both are heavily lade" w.t.
,hat are called "people problems". That is precisely why this form of diagramming !s so

impornant. Many managers are perplexed concerning how to balance what they, see as a co7fz:cI
between their obligations to the work and their obligations to the people. This conflict has be, n
formalized in what has become known as the *Theory X and Theory Y" approach to management A
Theory X manager is supposed to be concerned about the job. A Theory Y manager is supposed to be 3
concerned over the people. A coordinate grid is used to see where a manager fits on the two axes.
The "Theory X and Theory Y" way of looking at management tends to treat concern for people anc
concern for the work as orthogonal. That is unfortunate. Experience shows that if the manager 3
ir"proves the system and makes it easier for people to do their jobs, both the work and the mo'ate
of the people improve.

On the other hand, the failure to improve systems leads to employee frustration. It deprives
people of their right to pride of workmanship. It prevents them from feeling like strong
contributors. To, many people have taken the view that work is something people have to do: thaI
it is necessary to work so that when the work is over there will be a chance to live and enjoy life. *
Their first approach to increasing job satisfaction is to raise salaries. Bribery is not a good
policy. 3

I
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31 EVER SINCE THE BUILDING OF THE PYRAMIDS
MANAGEMENT HAS BEEN A PRIVILEGEi', LABOR HAS BEEN A COMMODITY

THIS PHILOSOPHY WILL NOT WORK ANY MORE
WE ARE IN THE ERA OF THE "KNOWLDEGE WORKER"

When the organization is managed with a view towards helping each person to do the work rrzre
efficien tly and without frustration, to serve a customer efficiently, and when each manager
understands management as being responsible for constant improvement, managers wili be
regarded by the workers as a useful source of help, not as a curse. Old style management has
attempted to solve problems all at or.,;e from a central point. We now understand this is just no'
possib;e. The effective organization is solving problems at all points in the system; everyone's
mind is engaged in improvement.

3. MAKING IMPROVEMENT A WAY OF LIFE

Managin- for constant improvement should not be restricted to a few departments. It must become
pe-vasve if it is to be successful This means that everyone has a role in the improvemen,
process. everyone from the very top of the organization to the lowest echelons. Figure 6 suCgess
h-,., peoz-e a* differen: levels should distribute their time.

I
Bd. of Directors FUTUR

C. E. 0.

IMPROVEMENTExecutives . ...::

I Managers

U Supervisors ____________.....___......

I I~ o kersOPEIRATIONS
I 1  WorkersiI

II Percentage of time Spent
*FIGURE 6. The distribution of effort at different levels in a quality enterprise.

I If everyone in every part of the organization is engaged in improvement it makes the entire
)organization more receptive to the changes which flow from research. If each worker is trying tc

* iplease the boss by getting the work out according to schedule and is told "keep your mouth closed
and look busy", the workers will not welcome any change in the work environment. Once they have
figured out how to foil the bosses, they want things to stay as they are. If the upper levels of3 j management think they are supposed to make things better, workers will welcome new ideas. 173
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I
Wien we say we intend to "improve" things most people think that everyone in the organization
u'iesta',an how to tell "best" from "merely good". My experience suggests this is not true Most
people have much too narrow a perspective on what constitutes an improvement. For example,
they cannot answer questions such as "Better for whom?' "Better by what measure?" "Better by a
single measure or a composite one? If so, how are the measures combined?" "Better within whal
constraints?" The commitment to constant improvement requires that the management itself be U
much clearer on how to distinguish improvement from mere change.

Although the objective of evg.ryone may well be to increase the competitive position, and therefore
the profitability of a company, it is very difficult for most people to see how to trace their own
contributions to the "bottom line". Although the bottom line is useful to measure the ZZ~!
performance of a company; it is a very poor indicator for what is happening at the moment. Tre 3
economic performance of an enterprise is a lagging indicator. It is not a good leading indicato'
Gereral Motors, for example, showed very good economic performance almost right up to the ,,rne
t e, fazed the most important crisis in their history. Never discount the powe' of c'ea,.e
a:o;."tn; We a!l know that the good performance of a company today is due to cecislo-ns made
w "-- tke company five or even ten years ago. Trying to make decisions based on m .th,
fin'a~c;a ca:a makes as much sense as driving your car down the highway guiding it by the wh te
! 'e - 1the rear view mirror. In the quality company managers know how to judge 1"p'Cve-e-
b, ea: !. iiccators. These indicators are called the quality indices of a compar7Y Evey r"-a-a;e,
s":=.d lea- how to identify quality indices and manage by them.

rn a -esea'ct department these indicators should be developed by the people themse .es- Eve-VC-e
s c-d be asked to answer the question: "If someone else had your job, what, wo.. y:.. e, e--.r to
Aas:"' to see if they are doing an outstanding job?" If you ask this question of most pe:p;e v,.c . ,
fz" they cannot answer. Most people have been content to get the work from the "i"" basket t -.e
..c," baske'. 0 -ing excellent has not crossed their minds.i

As I cons,.;!t with various clients I am impressed by the fact that most people do not know whe-e to
sta't, ! ycu ask them to propose improvements in what they do. At the upper levels of the Compa-Y
the managements have not been trained to do this. They do not look upon their employees as
problem solvers. At the lower levels the people are simply unaccustomed to this kind of act"vity
People who think of themselves as low on the organizational totem pole are ofter ve-y
uncomfortable if asked to propose improvements. U
While people have not been trained to improve things, they seem to know how to gripe without any
particular training. This capability may be used constructively through the construction of what 3
should be called a "negative Ishikawa diagram". I first used it in an unexpected circumstance One
of my clients one day thrust me into a room full of secretaries with the announcement, "Dr. Tribus
is here to help you improve things' after which he withdrew and left me to face about 15 wome,.
none of whom had been told anything except that I was some kind of efficiency expert. To them the
words "improve things" were code words for 'Let's get those papers filed faster, make fewer
typing errors and get the work out in greater quantity". Their tension and apprehension matchec
my own. My attempts to achieve rapport were not successful. No one had prepared them (or me,
for what we were to do.

In desperation I hit upon the following approach. I asked them to help me with a project. "I am
considering the preparation of a new movie which will be a follow up to the movie 'Nine to Five' in
which a group of secretaries took over the running of an office. In my version of the movie there 3
is a secretary who is absolutely fed up with her job. The boss is not very nice and the rest of the
people are worse. She has decided to quit and when we see her in this scene she has just finished
174 3
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I typ ng up her letter of resignation. As she is pulling it from the typewriter, the boss comes in and
ir his usua: manner ignores her attempts to speak and says: 'Millie, I want a meeting with Ed,* ITor. Bill and the other department heads. I want to meet them on the 15th to discuss the sorry
economic projections they are making'. With that he leaves the room and it dawns on Millie that
the meeting will occur after she has left the company. She decides to arrange the worst possible
disaster of a meeting that she can. Will you help me plan it?"

I used Nominal Group Technique (NGT) to obtain their proposals for a disastrous meeting. NGT is
a method to obtain the ideas from a group of people in such a way that no one is forced to speak oit
and yel everyone has an equal time to speak. The Ishikawa diagram is a convenient way to organize
ideas and see how they contribute to a central theme. Figire 6 shows the kind of diagram theygenerated.

I FACILTIY AUDIO/ISUAL
S ALREAD INU E - PROECTOR

\ ' \ \LAMP BURNED OUT

I,

3,UNACCEPTABLE SCHEDULE CONFFCTSO D

NOM AGENDA

3MPARTICIPANTS
i FIGURE 8. A "negative" Ishikawa diagram showing some of the things it takes to produce a

disastrous meeting.

i Figure 8 is far from complete. I brought the diagram home to my office and showed it to the sta'f
I We put it on the blackboard and from time to time different people added ideas. Finally r,

secretary undertook to design a process flow diagram which would be the opposite of figure 8. He-
objective was to design a process which would head off each of these unpleasant effects. lHe
diagram ishwinfigure 9

As the diagram in figure 9 shows, there are two parts to the chart. The process is shown in the
, center of the diagram, indicating how the people and the work interact. To the right there is aI, column in which the various things which affect quality are described. The IShikawa diagram (also
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called a "cause and effect diagram") serves to guide the construction of the process. AnythingI important to the quality which cannot be included as part of the process is called out in the column
to the right of figure 9.

It is important that the person who is supposed to follow the process be the author of it. If a
manager were to prepare this diagram and then hand it to someone with orders to follow it, they
usually won't do it. The difficulty, you see, is that most people are flawed in the same way as you
and IH! We do not like to be "programmed" by someone else. We want to do things our way. We
also want to do a good job. That is why it is important that procedures be designed by the people
who are expected to follow them and not someone else.

The development of useful flow charts is straightforward. There are four relatively easy steps to
take.

1. Develop an Ishikawa or "fishbone" diagram showing the elements it takes to make
the activity successful. It sometimes helps to make a "negative Ishikawa diagram" since
it is often easier to think of how to make things go wrong than to remember wha! P, takes
tc make them go right

II 2 Develop a flow chart which will take into account the as many of the
des:reable characteristics as you can procedurally.

3 Take into account the matters which cannot be handled procedura~ly by
listing them in a column on the right side of the diagram.

4 Do al; of these things in close collaboration with the people who have to do
the work. If at all possible have them do steps 1,2 and 3. Sometimes you have
to make the first diagram, just to give people an idea of how you want things tc beI. done, but afterwards you should turn the task of developing the flow chart over to
the people who are going to do the work.

Be sure to end your diagram with a step that calls for a periodic review of their experience wit-

the procedure so as to make constant improvement an automatic part of the process.

1. 4. QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT

A new tool in quality management, called "Quality Function Deployment", is now being introducet
into the USA. I prefer to refer to the "OQuality Characteristics Evolution Diagram" and the'Quality
Management Matrix", for the tool consists of two related parts. The first part, iljustrated in fig-. e
10, shows part of a Quality Characteristics Evolution Diagram. In this diagram the primary
interests of the customers of the laboratory are shown at the extreme left. These are stated first
-in broad categorical terms. Then each category is considered in more detail. It is customary to use
at least three levels of discourse, sometimes four are used. The most important feature of thediagram is that it is always (or should always be) couched in terms of the customer's vocabula,)

and interests. Figure 10 treats the engineering department as the primary customer.

' Figure 10 is incomplete in that it does not deal with llU customer interests. For example a
research laboratory should be a "window on the world of science". It should provide early warning
on important technical developments which affect the future of the company.

Uj'Research laboratories are also expected to provide consultation on new problems which arise in
connection with products already in use. Research laboratories often furnish personnel for

177
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emergencies which arise from Jaw suits. warranty problems, patent infringements, etc. Each of
these activities should be described in three levels, each level going into finer detail but always
expressed in terms of the value judgments of the customers. O RB SI E T - -

NO ENVIRONMENTAL PROBSI

________ II ELNU

LIVE A. PRPITR

FIGUE 10 Quaity harDOErS N'Ts Evoui Diara forT Resarc Labo atoy(iclete).
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The extreme right hand column of the quality characteristics evolution diagram provides a useful 3
chec, list against which to examine how the laboratory is managed. This column ;detifies the
rows in what is called a "Quality Management Matrix" The columns of the matrix itself describe
the activities carried out in the research department. At the intersections the symbol © is used if
the topic is well covered, o if it is partially covered and the entry is blank if the activity does not
cover the topic at all.

A quick study of figure 11 reveals a number of deficiencies. For example, the concern to produce I
sma! amounts of scrap should be dealt with by a suitable joint review with manufacti.,ing.
Indeed. manufacturing is conspicuous by its absence.

The manager should study the two diagrams to see if important tnings have been omitted. The
q,,a ty evolution diagram should be discussed with all the research laboratory customers Ea!- I
row of the diagram should be examined to see that the topic is satisfactorily covered. Each co '. U
s,. z be examined to see if by a change in procedures, more topics may be covered

7,e ma-a;e, should list at the top of the matrix ALL the activities of the Resea'ch Laoa:;I
, are the subjects of review. If a column shows up without application it 's a sz'-a 1C
exa- -e :1 the azvc ity is necessary.

CONCLUSION

s paper cota ns only a brief review of some of the tools available to imnprove the :a * ; I
o:e-a :-s of a research laboratory. It has exposed only the tip of the icebe' .

-e toe's of qalty management apply quite well to research and development A', ta s e:..'e
s ': ".a-a;ers to believe that this topic is important enough for them to make t'e ccm,m.' e":
'ea- Ir" my experience the lack of a commitment to learn or the part of marnagements has bee-
the e-e'z, bar,er to the transformation process.

-ne oond1ton of American management has been described by Don Alstadt. CEO of the L-,0
Copora,,n in these words: "Overmanaged and underled". Increasing the qual:,Y' of the I
performance of a research laboratory begins with an increase in the quality of the performance o'
its managers. It starts with you.

I
I
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Quality Planning for
* Service IndustriesI

i S ERVICE-PRODUCING IN-

dustries must plan for
quality to ensure that

Hl high-quality services
High-quality are produced effi- SOPS to Achieving Quality In a Service industry
services can ciently. Because some work 1. Produce services that satisfy customer needs and expectations

processes in service-producing - Identify the customers' needs and expectations

be achieved, industries are similar to those * Translate the customers' needs and expectations into required
in goods-producing industries, characteristics of the service
the basic approaches to * Establish the target value and intermediate goals for each
achieve high quality and characteristic1 productivity are similar. Thereareomctivity apetsiof thee 2. Produce the required services efficientlyby Raghu N. Kacker ice process, however, that dif- a Plan to obtain the desired output the first time
fer and need to be addressed * Minimize process complexities

separately * Minimize chronic problems•Make the process immune to inadvertent human errors

Relevant theories and 3. Plan for quality control and quality improvement under operating
Practices conditions

The theories and principles 9 Make the actual process highly visible
advocated by such quality * Implement quality control methods
leaders as W. Edwards Dem- * Implement quality improvement methods
ing. Joseph M. Juran, and 4. Pay special attention to the features unique to the service industries
others are relevant not only in o Auxiliary and unobligatory services
the manufacturing setting, but 9 Waiting time and action to provide the service
also in the service sector. * Multiple choices to customers
Deming emphasizes that
productivity increases with
improvement of quality.' Indeed, both high qual- Quality control is often a prerequisite for qual-
ity and high productivity result when the work ity improvement, but the only thing quality con-
processes are designed and operated optimally. trol itself does is maintain prevailing quality
The focus of improvement, therefore, must be on standards. Thus the primary methods for attain-
the design of the process and the way it is ing unprecedented, superior levels of qualit% are
operated. quality planning and quality improvement.

Juran's quality trilogy lists three basic methods The degree to which a company can implement
to improve the design and operation of work the quality trilogy and succeed in attaining qual-
processes:' quality planning, quality control, and ity are limited by the managerial environment (the
quality improvement. Quality planning is prepar- prevailing management philosophies, policies.
ing a process to meet quality goals under operat- and procedures). The managerial environment de-
ing conditions. Quality control is meeting quality termines the company's culture and work ethic.
goals during operations so that all operations are Feigenbaum', Deming', Kaoru Ishikawa5 , Juran'.
in accordance with the quality plan. Quality im- and Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman-

provement is achieving unprecedented, superior have provided great insights into the characteris-
levels of performance in the operations. The com- tics of managerial environment that are necessar
ponents of the quality trilogy are analogous to the to sustain quality efforts.
three components of total quality control defined
by Armand V. Feigenbaum: 3 quality develop- Application to service processes
ment. quality maintenance, and quality improve- The main goals of service quality planning are
ment. to produce services that satisf\ customer need

© 1988 American Society for Quality Control.
Reprinted by permission. 39



Quality Planning for Service Industries cont. plexities and chronic problems, and making the process immune
to inadertent human errors.

A process that fails to produce the desired output the first
ime through is necessarily ineffective and inefficient. The output

and expectations. to produce the required services efficiently,. must be inspected and reworked. causing lower producti\ ity. II
and to plan for quality control and quality improvement under Further, the quality of the output that has been reworked is of-
operating conditions. Most of the concepts and methodologies ten questionable.
disussed here apply to both new and existing processes. According to Deming and Juran, most of the quahtt and

1. Produce senmices that satisfy customer needs and expecta- productivity problems can be traced to the system. The object
tions. The first step in quality planning is defining the services of quality planning is to design the system so that the desired
that satisfy customer needs and expectations. Clear definition results are obtained the first time through. The obstacles to ef-
of the required services is accomplished by identifyine customer fective quality planning include time constraints, lack of
needs and expectations. translating the needs and expectations resources, lack of training in technical aids for quality plan-
into required characteristics of the service. and establishing the ning. and lack of relevant experience. Trying to improve in-
target value and intermediate goals for each quality charac- efficient processes under operating conditions only postpones
teristic. the problems-it does not solve them. The result is a great loss

To identify the customers' needs and expectations. it is neces- of time and money.
sar to communicate with the customers. A list of the attributes Process complexities. as defined by F. Timothy Fuller. are
of service required by the customers and their perceived im- the extra process steps that are required to deal with errors ex-
portance of these attributes should be compiled. Remember that ternal to the process or internal errors in the process.' Tremen-
customers* views change with time, depending on their knowl- dous gains in productivity can be achieved by reducing errors
edge. experience, available alternatives. prevailing economic and eliminating complexities. The root cause of process com-
conditions, etc. plexity is management's response to errors. Managers are usual-

Most service processes involve a greater interaction with the ly short on time and resources. Thus some take the easy wa%
end customer than manufacturing processes. often making it eas- out: they deal with the symptoms of errors rather than cure the
ier to identifN customer needs and expectations. Sometimes pri- causes of errors. For example. when some Managers notice er-
mar' customers are invited to voice their views at the planning rors. they install extra inspection and correction steps. This ap-
stace. When the customer population is very large. market re- proach may be necessary as a temporary measure. Too often.

search urxe%,s are used. however, the extra inspection and correction steps hecome a
There are many obstacles in determining needs and expecta- permanent fixture. People forget the reasons why these extra

tions. For example. customers usually express their needs and steps were put in place. The distinction between the real work *
expectations in their own language, which may be different from that adds complexity and the extra step (complexityt that adds
the technical language of the service suppliers. Even when cus- cost disappears. People start accepting comp!exity as a neces-
tomers use the language of suppliers, the implied meaning may sarv and unavoidable aspect of doing business. Fuller estimates
be different. The suppliers should make concerted efforts to un- that complexity accounts for about 65 - of the total work done
derstand the customers' viewpoint, in many large U.S. corporations.

Once the customers' needs and expectations have been iden- Existing processes can be improved by identifying complex-
tified. they must be translated into required characteristics of ity by work sampling and flow charting.' identif- ing the errors
the service. In manufacturing situations, product quality deploy- that are responsible for the extra steps, reducing errors. and
ment is used to translate the list of the attributes desired by th eliminating the extra steps. Fuller notes that the more complexit-
customer into a list of product characteristics in technical lan- in a process. the more quickly and easily significant improve-
guage.8 A similar approach. service quality' deployment, can ments can be made. I
be used in service industries. Many work processes repeat chronic errors because they are U

After the service characteristics are identified, the target value modified versions of previous processes that had problems. Even
and intermediate goals for each characteristic must be estab- newly created, one-of-a-kind processes are built on relevant ex-
lished. The target value, which is the ideal state of a charac- periences with similar processes. Chronic errors are pervasive |
teristic. must be kno%,n - ensure continuous quality and often believed to be unavoidable because most organiza-
improvement. The intermediate goals are the standards to be tions have diffused responsibilities for their diagnosis and reme-
met within a given period of time under operating conditions. dy. Most process planners have no incentive to take the time
For a critical characteristic, there are no intermediate goals, to diagnose and remedy chronic errors; usually they are reward-
just the target value. For example. financial institutions cannot ed for developing new processes in a timely fashion. No one
afford to make any errors in the customers' account balances: takes notice of chronic errors. Process planners should assume
the only goal is no accounting errors of any kind. the responsibility of minimizing chronic errors. This requires I

People who are responsible for meeting the goals should par- time. resources, and a structured approach to diagnosing and U
ticipate in establishing them. This will make it easier to attain correcting problems, such as Juran's breakthrough sequence
the goals under operating conditions. The goals should not op- One special class of errors that can be minimized by proper
timize one characteristic at the expense of another. The goals planning is inadvertent human errors. Such errors exhibit a ran-
of different characteristics must be balanced, and this balance dom pattern: nobody can predict what the error will be. when
must agree with the customers' priorities. Process capability it will be made. and who will make it. The main cause of inad-
should be continuously improved, and as it improves, the goals vertent errors is the human inability to concentrate continuous-
should advance toward the target value. ly for a long period of time. External distractions can also induce

2. Produce the required sen-ices efficientl". After the required such errors. Inadvertent errors are prevalent in routine and bor-
services have been defined, the next step is to develop a proc- ing operations such as assembly. checking, and inspection
es., that can produce them efficiently. The efficiency and effec- There are two countermeasures against them: make the work f
tiveness of work processes can be improved by obtaining the process immune to errors, and build in mechanisms to detect
desired output the first time through. minimizing process com- and correct errors that do occur as soon as the\ occur
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Nak-in the process immune to errors means designing the hard to understand. A useful technical aid for describing a proc-
process so that tasks cannot be performed unless the person do- ess is a flo chart.
ins it devotes complete attention to it and to nothing else. This When the process involves multiple work activities, it shouldE require great insight into the actual work processes. One way be partitioned into subprocesses. each having clear boundaries
of gaining this insight is to seek suggestions from the people and interfaces, and performing well-defined work activities.
%Aho do the %%ork. Since many quality problems result from lack of proper corn-

The second countermeasure is to build in mechanisms to de- munication at the interfaces of subprocesses, the input and the
tect and correct errors prompty. For example, many utility corn- output requirements at each interface should be clearly defined,
panics use a computerized system to verify all invoices the) A diffused ownership of work activities leads to lack of
mail out to prevent the mailing of incorrect invoices to their responsibility and control. Each subprocess should have an own-
customers The computer rejects invoices that are out of a pre- er. A clear description of the subprocesses and interfaces makes
dictable range. The rejected invoices are then rechecked. it easier to establish ownership. In addition, somebody mu

3. Plan for quality control and qualiy improvement under be responsible for ensuring that the subprocesses are properk
operating conditions. A process that is not effectively controlled integrated.
and improved under operating conditions tends to get worse. Frequently, a process is well planned and defined on paper,
Often. not all difficulties in the operating environment can be but the actual process is very different from the documented
foreseen at the planning stage. Therefore, it is necessary to plan process. A large difference indicates that either the document-
for control and improvement under operating conditions. I _t ed process is unrealistic or that people are not following it. An
sern ice processes are frequently not planned from the viewpoint investigation of the differences between the actual process and
of subsequent control and improvement. An essential step in the document process should reveal the root causes of qualivx
qualitx planning for service processes is to make these processes problems.
more amenable to quality control and impiuvement b making To maintain acceptable quality standards during operations.
the actua process high!% visible, and by implementing quality abnormal deviations must be identified and corrected Thi, con-
control and quality impro, ement methods. trol process consists of comparing the actual performance % ith

A process that is not highly visible hides quality problems. the standard. and taking corrective actions to reduce abnorma'.
When the actual process is highly visible, it is easy to trace the deviations. To implement a control process. one must: estab-
origin, of poor qualt. The traceability to the causes of prob- lish process checking points: establish a means of measuremen
ecm, > cmicial for control and improvement. Further. the reme- and a standard for comparison for each characteristic: and set

die, for man\ qualit\ problems become obvious when the actual up methods to determine both the causes of abnormal dex ta-
i__tions and the proper corrective actions.

Process checking points are the locations for collecting data
to evaluate process conformance to standards. These data are

n ethe basis of quality control. The data may signal the need foressential step in quality corrective actions. Since the proper corrective actions are based
planning for service processes on the knowledge of the true causes of abnormal deviation,.

process checking data should be collected and expressed irais to make these processes form that makes it eas% to trace the true cause of abnormal dcx.i.more amenable to quality ations.
The natural locations for process checking are the boundarie,

control and improvement by and the interfaces of subprocesses. At these locations one car.
determine the extent to which the input and the output require-making the actual process ments are being met. Also, process checking at interfaces. di -
covers abnormal deviations from the standard before the, are
carried over to the later steps.implementing quality control and Effective quality control is a prerequisite for qualir impro~e-

quality improvement methods. ment. Therefore the quality planning activities necessar', fkor
q t iquality control are also necessary for quality improvement

There are additional managerial activities that can aid a qualht\
improvement program.

process i-. understood. A clear understanding of the actual proc- A quality improvement council of upper managers can be or-
ess is essential for control and improvement. ganized to initiate and steer quality improvement proje,:t'

The first step in understanding a process is to define it. A throughout the company, In the absence of such leadership,
large percentage of service processes are not well defined be- some l,-,,vr-level managers can impede quality imprmemeni
cause senvice-producing personnel are unaccustomed to view- activities. Further, most remedies for long-standing quality
ing their work activities as distinct but interrelated process steps. problems are management controllable. Upper manager, car.
A clear process definition has three components: 10 ensure that the remedies are implemented.

A description of the overall process Most improvements happen project by project. The counc,;
A description of the subprocesses and requirements at the in- can help in identifying the projects, setting priorities on the

terfaces projects, and providing the resources (people trained in qualit\
* A clear ownership of the subprocesses and combinations of improvement methods, time. and money) for project-b-proiec

interlinked subprocesses. improvements throughout the company.
A written document should describe the whole process. This For each quality improvement project. an interdepartmental

document is crucial when the process consists of multiple work project team can be organized. This team is responsibhe for
activities and involves several people. The process description bringing the project to a successful conclusion. In most cae,.
should identifx all subprocesses and explain their functions and the path to success consists of two journeys: a diagnostic iour-
relationships. This document must not be too cumbersome or nev and a remedial journey. 11
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Quality Planning for Service Industries cont. ordered. The w aiting time to access the sen ice and the atime to receive the service are usual],% regarded as Lintegrall
The diaLnostic ou-ne. begin. A ith the precise definition of aspects of the qualitN of service.

the problem needir._ improomen, and ends with the diagnosis When someone visits a dentist, for example. the waiting time
of the root cause-, of the prohlem. The remedial journey starts includes the access time to get an appointment and the waiting
with the search for the remedeies arid it end, with the implemen- time in the dentist's office. The action time is the time the den-
tation of the remedie, to atum superior qualh. levels under oper- tist takes to provide satisfactory dental services. From the cus-
atinL condition, The partimonim of qualit improvement tomer's viewpoint, the waiting time and the action time are
activities into the diaginostic and remedial journey s emphasizes important aspects of the quality of the dental service. Service
that it is usuail\ imposs bic to find the remedies until the root industries have to identify the relevant components of service
cause, are diagnosed first time from the customer's viewpoint and set goals for these com-

The project team should include people from all concerned ponents. The processes of providing the service should then be
departments because mo', chronic quality problems and their planned to attain these goals. Iremedies are interdepartmental People from different depart- The customers of service industries have a wide range of
merits bring in different w a, of looking at the same problem. needs, expectations, and preferences. In addition, these cus-
and diverse v iey s make it easier to diagnose the problem. Also. tomers have wide differences in their abilities and willingness
when all concerned people are in\ olved in the projects from to pay for the desired services. Many service industries, there-
the beginning. it is easier to develop a consensus and imple- fore, provide multiple choices to reach a large number of cus-
ment the remedies An interdepartmental team will ensure that tomers. For example. insurance companies provide complex
the remedie' irnprove qualit\ from the company-wide perspec- combinations of coverages to suit the client's willingness to take
use rather than narrow departmental views. Project teams are different kinds of risks. Similarly, most telephone companies,
usua!%\ di,sol eJ after prolect completion provide two-party lines, economy. and regular connections to

residential customers.
Special aspects of service processs High standards of qualiy and productiviry in service indu,-

Although th5 ra'o.i appraohe' to attain quality are common tries are achievable if quality is planned for. The approaches
to serv1ice-producin_ an goods-producing industries, some described here provide a framework from which a company can
aspects , >c,-s ice req:i:)re adjie, emphaj,. U Sen ice industries, build an effective quality process. The framework includes ap-
for exantp2, mu,,. pay a:_ntion to auxiliary and unobligatorN proaches that are common to goods-producing industrie, anti I
sersijce, waiting time an action to provide the service: and those that are unique to the service industries
multipie choice' t, cut, Imere.

Auxiiiar', an'! unobliator, senices are extra services that Acknowledgments
are prosided in connection with a primary service or a prod- Dave Fluhar. Robert Lochner. Nash \lonsour. Tom Redmar.. an,
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" safer The safety of the people and their property is a vital sinon. (Carnbndge, MA: MIT Center for Advanced Engineenng Stud,\- 198 2 ).
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the safety of all passengers and their belongings. w. (Englewood Hills. NJ. Prentice Hall, Inc.. 19851" information to reduce the customer's anxiety and incon- 6. Joseph M. Juran. Managerial Breaklhrough. (NewA York
venience. For example, when a telephone company cannot Mc'3riw-Hill. Inc., 1964).
provide a telephone connection to a customer in time, the cus- ". Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman. In Search o, Exce; •
tomer must receive early warning on changes in schedule: lence, (New York: Harper & Row, 1982) I
this information must be continuously updated. 8. Lawrence P. Sullivan, "Quality Function Deployment." Qua;

* clearly explained instructions. For example, the printed in- ity Progress, June 1986. pp. 39-50
structions that come with products must be easy to understand. 9. F. Timothy Fuller. "Eliminating Complexity From Work In-
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PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

These days there is a considerable amount of discussion of new ideas for

3 improving quality and productivity in organizations and the need for a

complete transformation of the way these organizations are managed. Such

I discussions are almost always couched in terms of organizations in the private

sector. There are compelling reasons for believing that significant

improvements in quality and productivity can also be made in organizations in

the public sector. This report describes some experience gained in city and

state governments in Madison, Wisconsin, in using these new methods and

I provides some practical guidelines for getting started elsewhere.

I
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I DOING MORE WITH LESS IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR:

A PROGRESS REPORT FROM MADISON, WISCONSIN

William Hunter, Jan O'Neill*, and Carol Wallen*

I Introduction

In the past decade, the City of Madison's Motor Equipment Division lost

l six staff positions (down from 35 to 29), while the number of vehicles it

serviced grew from 546 to 725. Just this year, state agencies in Wisconsin

l were directed to slash 7.7% from their operating costs because a slower-than-

expected economy had led to a projected $350 million revenue shortfall.

Across the country, belt-tightening is now the rule in the public sector as

the growth rate of tax revenues drop and services are shifted from the federal

government to state and local levels. Whatever the reason, public

I administrators are being asked to "do more with less"-to maintain, or even

increase productivity in the face of budget and staff cuts.

How can the public sector begin to cope with this pressure?

In this article, we examine projects in Madison's city government and in

the state's Department of Revenue to show how the employees in these

I organizations learned how to improve productivity by focusing on quality.

i Managers started these efforts approximately two years ago. Their successes

and struggles illustrate the basic elements other managers need to consider-

3 how to get employees working together, how to gather and use data, and how to

avoid certain pitfalls. After describing a project thl: decreased downtime in

*Wallen and O'Neill, Quality Improvement Consultants, P.O. Box 3204,
Madison, WI 53704.

Financial support was provided in part by the National Science Foundation

through Grant Number DMS-8420968 and First Wisconsin National Bank, Wisconsin
Power & Light Company, City of Madison Economic Development Commission, and
the Mayor's Civic Improvement Fund. Assistance provided by the University-
Industry Research Program is also gratefully acknowledged.
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a municipal garage and one that eased the backlog of typing requests in a

state word-processing office, we will offer our reflections and some I
guidelines for doing more with less.

The key idea is to compensate for dwindling financial resources by

getting the most out of human resources (see Figure I). Some state and

municipal leaders have boldly allocated portions of their dwindling budgets to

educate themselves and their employees in the basics of quality improvement I
methods advocated by W. Edwards Deming, Kaoru Ishikawa, Joseph M. Juran, and

others. People in their organizations are learning how to work smarter-not

harder.

Quality improvement, whether in public or private sectors, demands three

major changes: First, it calls for a total transformation of management I
philosophy in order that all employees can focus on the never-ending 3
improvement of quality. Second, quality improvement means making decisions

based on data, not just on hunches and guesses. All employees must scrutinize I

all key processes in the organization to determine where and how they break

down, and how they can be improved. Third, improving quality requires an I
almost fanatical devotion to customers. The goal is to meet-and preferably

exceed-customers' needs and expectations.

Traditional American management philosophies have become obsolete. Most

managers in this counti-s have been taught how to control rather than lead

(Joiner and Scholtes, 1986). They give the direction and establish the controls 1
that everyone else follows. This entrenched management style, developed in the

mid-1800s, is-surprisingly-the last real innovation in American management.

Well over a century later we're still using methods developed with the help of 3
the military by railroad barons, the first managers of large, complex business

organizations in this country (Chandler, 1977, and Scholtes, 1986). 3
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The most destructive feature of management by control, with its

militaristic overtones, is the fear it engenders and on which it depends. 3
Commands and information flow one way-from the top down-inhibiting employees

lower on the ladder and discouraging them from contributing their ideas and

talents. After all, how often does a general listen to a private? It is 3
essential that fear be removed from the workplace. Then employees can begin to

feel comfortable in using their creativity and talents to solve problems.

Fear, however, is just one of the problems caused by traditional

management practices. Managers typically focus on the final product or

service. In the public sector this focus translates into a reliance on audits, 3
reviews, and hearings: attention that comes too late, allowing resources to be

wasted on error-inspection rather than error-prevention. (For example, 3
McDonnell Douglas was subject to 6000 separate government audits in 1985-

meaning three new audits started every hour of each working day that yearl)

Plans to increase productivity also go awry. When quality is only a 1

secondary focus, managers typically try to get more for their dollars by either

cutting costs or increasing quotas and exhorting their employees to work

harder. The end result is the exact opposite of the goal: slashing funds or

raising quotas almost always causes a drop in quality, which in turn means more I
rework and discouragement for the front-line workers. Productivity begins to 3
fall, and managers get trapped in the blame game-"Who's at fault? Can't you

work harder?' Since employees have no control over this situation, they tend

to disassociate themselves from their work, no longer taking pride in the

quality of what they do. t

One requirement for changing these damaging management practices is to

permit employees to take pride in their work. They need to become involved in

making decisions, and their contributions need to be acknowledged. Managers
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and workers need to become team members who are all pulling in the same

3 direction.

But employee involvement alone is not enough. A second requirement for

3 all employees and managers is to use a scientific approach for improving

processes and solving problems. Data can be collected and analyzed by teams of

managers and employees working together to reduce-and ultimately prevent-

I problems. To learn how to do this work requires considerable training.

Even teamwork and a scientific approach are insufficient to transform old-

style management practices. The final key requirement is to build quality into

every step of every process, from design to execution.

Nothing is perfect; processes can always be improved. Quality therefore

demands continuous, never-ending attention. Closer attention must be given to

internal customers, the people within the czganization who are the recipients

of products produced by co-workers, and to external customers, the ultimate

beneficiaries of the work being done. Who are they? What do they want? The

I answers to these questions will point the way to quality improvement.

3 What happens when the primary focus is on quality? As quality improves,

the amount of rework and repair drops, and employees are able to use their time

5 more effectively. This approach leads to an increase in productivity and a

drop in costs. Th show how this focus on quality has worked in the public

I sector, we next summarize two examples.

if QUALITY IMPROVEMENT IN ACTION

First Street Garage (Municipal service)

In November 1983, a Madison city audit highlighted poor productivity,

3 labor-management relations, and inter-departmental communications in the Motor

Equipment Division of the city's Department of Public Works. Efforts to

3 improve the situation had repeatedly failed in the past. The auditors

recommended they use some quality improvement techniques in the division.
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A few months earlier, David E. Miller, an aide to Mayor F. Joseph

Sensenbrenner, had attended a seminar organized by the University of Wisconsin- 3
Madison and presented by W. Edwards Deming. Recognizing that Deming's mandate

for quality improvement was as true for governmental agencies as it was for 3
industries, he convinced the mayor and city council to appropriate a portion of

the 1984 budget for instruction in and trials of Deming's approach.

Peter Scholtes, a city employee who was a specialist in organizational 5
development, learning of the audit's recommendation and of Miller's budget

proposal, combined the two and began a push for getting this new management

approach used at the First Street Garage (the primary facility of the Motor

Equipment Division). With additional support from Miller and Mayor

Sensenbrenner, the program was up and rolling by March of 1984. 1
Initially, four employees from the Motor Equipment Division met with Peter

Scholtes, and later also with Bill Hunter, a professor from the University of 3
Wisconsin-Madison. The team spent the first meetings learning the fundamentals

of quality improvement. They initially proposed "morale" as a problem that I

desperately needed attention, but Scholtes suggested that if they stuck with I
more concrete targets, morale would probably take care of itself. Heeding this

advice, the team chose to focus on two areas: customer research and causes of

vehicle downtime. With the addition of several other employees, they then

split into two separate groups. I
The customer research team interviewed supervisors in five "user" agencies 3

and surveyed other agency employees and managers by mail using a random

sample. Through another survey of the above groups, the city's comon council,

and the Board of Public Works, the customer research team was able to rank

repair priorities.

Since the customer research team was convinced the surveys would be an 5
open invitation to criticize the division unmercifully, they approached their

I
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3 tasks with some trepidation. The customers rated the overall quality of Motor

Equipment's service above the employees' expectations, which resulted in a

U boost to the employees' morale. Another surprise for the employees was that

3 "safety" appeared at the top of every customer's priorities, not "repair

costs" as had been assumed (repair cost ranked sixth out of seven possible

3 answers). Employees at the First Street Garage were glad to learn of thi3

result because they had long felt dissatisfied when they were forced by the

"hurry-up" atmosphere to put vehicles back into service that they judged to be

unsafe. As expected, customers identified the division's biggest problem as

"duration of downtime."

3 Even before these surveys were finished, the downtime group had begun its

task. What in their process caused long repair delays? The team flow charted

I the entire process, defining fifteen steps from the time a vehicle was brought

in until it was put back in use (see Figure 2). These steps were then listed

on checksheets which were subsequently used by the division to track equipment

passing through the garage over a one-month period. The check- sheets helped

the team to see how long each step took by type of vehicle, customer, and

I repair priority.

The team then examined these checksheets. They discovered that 28% of a

low-priority vehicle's time was spent in the lot waiting for repairs to

3 begin. Further, about 15% of all vehicles' time in the garage was spent

waiting for parts to be delivered. Some of this latter delay was caused by

I problems in Motor Equipment's "parts" room, but since the system was being

computerized, the group was convinced they should wait until the conversion

was complete before tackling the parts problem.

3 At this point many teams would have moved immediately to start looking

for solutions. (Tempting as it may be, such an approach is often inefficient

5 in the long run.) The Motor Equipment team, however, guided by Scholtes and

3 -7-
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3 Hunter, decided to dig for underlying causes of excessive vehicle downtime.

They found that: (1) vehicles were being replaced on the average less

frequently than a decade ago (every 21 years for non-police vehicles now vs.

3 every 10 years before), and thus the fleet was aging rapidly-based on the

fact that, for example, approximately 5% of the fleet was currently being

replaced each year; (2) the division had lost six staff positions during a

period when the fleet had grown enormously; and (3) other agencies, also

suffering staff cuts, had been buying "high-tech" equipment that required

3 fewer operators but was more expensive to repair and maintain. To make

matters worse, for the past two decades the division had operated under an "if

3 it ain't broke, don't fix it" policy handed down from the early 1960s. Minor

problems, therefore, had to become major before they could be handled.

With these and other carefully documented facts to support their case,

the mechanics personally persuaded the City Council and the Mayor to reinstate

a preventive maintenance program deleted from the City budget twenty years

before. The mechanics predict savings will grow and downtime will decrease as

small problems are caught early.

The downtime team recommended other steps that helped reduce downtime.

3 They had their customers develop a "repair priority" list (which repair jobs

take precedence?), they established agency contacts to facilitate

3 communications, and they streamlined repair procedures.

However, it is painting too rosy a picture to imply every employee is now

I "on board," and every customer satisfied. Some employees not on the project

3 teams were unhappy about being excluded and having to pick up their

colleagues' work when those team members met. (To alleviate this problem,

3 more people have been either added to project teams or encouraged to join

future teams.) The division has also had to deal with resentment from

I customer agencies whose vehicles are now designated as low priority. Making
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decisions about priorities-and sticking by them-has often put Motor I
Equipment personnel in tough spots. 3
8ord Processing Pool (State service) 3

Imagine sending a one-page letter to a word-processing pool and getting

it back two or even three weeks later-with errors. Now imagine coming to 3
work each day and having to face an entire wall of floor-to-ceiling shelves

packed with a backlog of typing requests. Such was the dismal reality faced

by customers and operators of the Compliance Bureau of the Wisconsin State I
Department of Revenue. They tried countless adjustments, but the turnaround

time stubbornly remained at unacceptably high levels. Communication and trust 3
kept deteriorating and employee turnover rates continued to rise.

In June 1985, the Department of Revenue began its first wave of quality 5
improvement projects, and the word processing problem was a main target. Nine

people participated on a quality-improvement team: the Bureau Director (now I
Division Administrator), thr~e section chiefs (representing the "customers"), 3
the word processing supervisor, three operators, and a systems analyst. The

team met weekly for three months. 3
The first meeting broke new ground for all team members. It was the

first time operators had sat down with managers to analyze word processing I
tasks and to identify all their customers and suppliers. To maximize 5
individual input, the team completed a nominal group exercise (Delbecq, Van

ie Ven, and Gustafson, 1975): brainstorming problems, then listing, discussing 3
and clarifying ideas, and eventually ranking problems in order of importance

(see Figure 3). Since all team members ranked "low quality" as the number one I
problem, the team mapped the possible causes of poor quality on a cause-and- 3
effect diagram, as shown in Figure 4 (Ishikawa, 1982). The primary problems

in their jobs were illegibility, missing information, spelling, punctuation, 3
grammar, missing signature, and repeated use of a single form for different

I
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typing requests. This request form was the crucial link between customers and

operators, and when the forms were improperly filled out, operators had 3
difficulty ascertaining what the customers really wanted. The result was

product of poor quality. i
To pinpoint where problems were occurring, the team broke into two groups

(customers and operators evenly distributed in each group). Each irew a flow

chart for the entire process. These two were merged into a single flow chart, I
which proved to be an excellent vehicle for comunication. The team used the

chart to focus discussion on specific points. From these discussions, the I
team decided to collect two types of data. The section chiefs conducted a 3
customer survey to find out what the users wanted and expectedi the operators

developed and used a checksheet to track each work order as it passed through 5
the word processing unit so they could locate where different kinds of errors

occurred. I
The results of the customer survey indicated that collectively the users

estimated that they submitted about 2900 documents per week to the pool and

that about 18 percent of the documents contained errors when first returned. 3
These customers ranked the pool "adequate" on overall quality (see Vigures 5

and 6), and further indicated quick turnaround time, accuracy, completeness, I
and correct format were highly important "quality" characteristics. 3

Using checksheets, the operators gathered data for two weeks. They noted

times in and out for all documents, sources of requests, and problems 3
encountered. Over these two weeks the actual workload was about 7900

documents (from over 1900 requests)-or over 35% more documents per week than 3
the customers had estimated. Moreover, the time covered was a slow work

period[ Of the 1900 typing requests, 27% had errors caused by the

customers. (For a breakdown of errors see Figure 7.) 3
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In subsequent weeks, the team segregated typing requests into REGULAR and

RUSH piles and examined the flow of work by customer unit. They found that 3
49% of all typing requests were designated RUSH when submitted, with one unit

alone accounting for more than half of that total. This unit's employees,

fearful they would miss a legally mandated 15-day turnaround for

correspondence, marked all requests RUSH. These requests clogged the normal

channels, and were in fact one of the primary causes of the two to three week 5
turnaround time.

With data in hand, the section chiefs enacted a requirement that the RUSH £
designation be used only for documents needed within two days. They also

monitored the RUSH baskets to prevent customers from undercutting this new I
policy. At the same time, word-processing operators were given the authority I
to reject illegible or incomplete requests. Another essential step was

allowing the operators to work overtime on two Saturdays to eliminate the 3
backlog. The team was further able to reduce the workload after an inventory

they took of typing requests showed the pool was handling requests that should I
have gone to other units. This inventory also helped customers and operators 3
anticipate peak workload periods.

Following these changes, the turnaround time quickly decreased to two 5
days, reaching (and staying) at eight hours soon thereafter. (Recall that the

original turnaround time was two to three weeks.) The customers and operators I
continue to meet voluntarily once a week to continue the improvement process. 3

REFLECTIONS: PATTERNS SEEN, LESSONS LEARNED 3
The initial successes in the Motor Equipment Division and Department of

Revenue have inspired many other municipal and state agencies in Madison to 3
give quality improvement techniques a try. In the City of Madison and the

Department of Revenue themselves, much additional activity has taken place. I
-i- I
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Most, but not all, projects have been successful. We've learned valuable

If lessons by comparing the more successful projects and project teams with those

that were less successful.

I More progress has been made by teams with some or all of the following

3 ingredients.

Selected projects-

* were clearly linked to customer needs
* were important to the employees
e were manageable, neither too large nor too small
* concerned processes responsive to changes

focused on statistically measurable processes rather than on policies
or attitudes

3 Selected teams-

* included line-workers who had hands-on experience with the studied
processes

* had supervisors and managers committed to quality improvement
* included union representatives when appropriate
I became enthusiastic about their participation, and communicated this
enthusiasm to employees not on the team

* were guided and coached by neutral third-party "facilitators" who

were able to keep teams focused on the data and underlying causes of
problems

3 Let's take a closer look at each of these ingredients.

Madison's Motor Equipment Division and the State Department of Revenue's

3 Word Processing Unit knew their customers and employees were unhappy, and that

line supervisors were caught in the middle. Motor Equipment's customers

complained about having to wait weeks or months for repairs. In the word

3 processing unit, the operators and supervisors had endured years of complaints

from all of their customers. The supervisor was involved in daily "fire-

3 fighting" as she sought to smooth out problems created by long turnaround

t3mesBoth of these project teams selected manageable projects. Neither team

3 attempted to tackle diffuse or broad problems. They correctly viewed projects

3 -19-
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such as "communication" or "worker morale" as too complex and abstract, and as I
symptoms of other, more direct causes. They avoided taking aim at only small 1
pieces of the larger problems, such as equipment shortages or grammatical

errors. 5
Furthermore, both downtime and turnaround time are easily measured

processes that are responsive to change. The records kept by the Motor I
Equipment mechanics and the operators in the Department of Revenue helped these 5
employees to isolate problems by comparing lapsed time for the steps in their

processes. Their data also allowed them to strike at the real causes of 5
problems. Having eliminated the causes, they could take steps to prevent

future problems, thereby improving the process as a whole. U
The composition of these teams also contributed to their success. Terry I

Holmes, the president of the local labor union, was crucial in motivating the

Motor Equipment mechanics, assuaging their fears, anticipating potentially 3
troublesome situations, and taking steps to resolve them ahead of time. The

word processing team was a mix of line workers and supervisors daily involved i
in the process being studied, and of customers, resulting in a rich flow of 3
useful information the Bureau had never before had available.

Another factor was the knowledge, commitment, and involvement of these

agencies' top managements. Revenue's Secretary Michael Ley, Deputy Secretary

Eileen Mershart, and Madison's Mayor, F. Joseph Sensenbrenner, have all made I
extensive efforts to educate themselves and others in the new philosophy and

its tools and techniques. They have communicated their commitment in word and

action, and are seeking to create an organizational atmosphere free of the 5
fear of failure. Once the Department of Revenue's projects had been

completed, Secretary Ley held an all-day senior management retreat in order to

begin developing a collective vision of what the department should look like
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in the future. Mayor Sensenbrenner also met with his managers to review a

3 quality improvement implementation plan in December 1985.

These top managers' commitment has encouraged other managers naturally

.1 inclined toward thi3 approach to emerge. Lee Cheaney, Revenue's Bureau

g Director of Inheritance and Excise Taxes, is now leading his bureau using the

quality improvement style and methodology. Other departments are beginning to

3 contact Cheaney fo.: help in getting teams started. Madison Police Chief David

Couper has always felt comfortable with participative management, and he now

3 has a viable framework within which management and project teams can more

scientifically do their work. Other depa-tments throughout the city and state

are now seeking information and hoping to get involved.

3 The final important ingredient is guidance by neutral third parties.

Skilled at team-building, unencumbered by group power dynamics, the outside

3 facilitators on the Motor Equipment and Department of Revenue teams were also

well-versed in quality improvement philosophy, goals, and methodology.

Through their guidance, teams stayed focused on customers' needs and the

3 causes of problems, teams let the data do the talking, and they gained

valuable education and skills in the process.

3 What of other, less-successful projects? What went wrong? Again, some

common patterns emerge. If team members were either unwilling to speak up or

inclined to dominate, communication and information flow halted. If customers

3 and other co-workers were neither surveyed nor interviewed, teams found

themselves running in circles, unable to focus on root causes and concrete

3 problems because they didn't know what their customers wanted. When teams

chose a "fuzzy" issue or abstract process to study, the sheer complexity

caused months of wheel spinning. On the other hand, if teams tackled

3 relatively insignificant projects, they sometimes felt deflated after solving
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the problem: "You mean it was that simple?" For these teams to reap any

benefits, it was important for them to step back periodically and ask, "What 3
lo we know now that we didn't know before?" Otherwise frustration, conflict,

and boredom could set in.

BASIC GUIDELINES I
4ow do the examples described above fit within the larger context of

quality improvement strategies?

The processes studied and improved involved front-line workers. Higher- 3
level processes such as preparing budgets and making policy can also be

studied and improved. Teams in such instances will be composed of senior U
managers. 1

A key step toward quality and productivity improvement is to open all

lines of communication: between managers and employees, between an agei ,y and 3
the people who use its services and whose services it uses, between the

various units in an agency. The result will be a flow of ideas and

creativity-tapping into human resources-that will allow agencies to improve g
services without having to increase the flow of financial resources.

"Looks good on paper," one might be thinking, "but I can't just open up I

those floodgates. How could I handle all those ideas?"

The traditional structure of organizations leaves people ill-equipped to 1
deal with this creativity. As seen in the above examples, employees had to be

given new tools and a new framework in which to act. The most powerful tools

are scientific methods, the most effective of which are easy to learn.

Statistical methods, for example, allow people to learn from data: how to

collect data most efficiently and how to extract useful information from data 5
once they have been collected.3
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Yet statistics and other scientific tools are no panacea. Their power

3 can remain unrealized in cramped environments. Only when combined with open

communication and an obsession with meeting customer needs can these tools be

* used effectively. Data cannot be gathered without widespread :ooperation and

teamwork.

Top management must take the lead here by creating an open, collaborative

3 climate. Otherwise employees may be hesitant to collect data on work they are

doing because of the fear that such information will be used against them or

3 their co-workers. They may worry that, if gains in productivity are realized

as a result of such activity, some of them may lose their jobs. Consequently,

management methods in most organizations must be drastically overhauled to

3 change the atmosphere from one of fear to one of trust. The idea of

collecting data is not to blame and criticize individuals but rather to

improve all processes and systems within the organization.

When top management removes barriers, employees at all levels will be

encouraged to learn techniques for effective use of technical and human

resources. This re-education process-developing a united team, a scientific

approach to problem-solving, and unrelenting focus on customer and quality-is

3 hard work.

As Madison's leaders are discovering, a large portion of the learning

comes by doing. Their projects can serve as models for projects elsewhere.

3 To help other public administrators get started, we offer the following

guidelines in nine steps that represent the best features of the projects

3 we've observed (see Figure 8). This nine-step sequence need not be followed

in a lock-step fashion. Depending on circumstances, some modifications may be

U desirable.

-
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STEP 1: Conduct a Nominal Group These sessions are structured meetings that
Technique exercise are extremely isful at the outset of a

quality improvement project. The format
allows teams to identify, through a voting
process, a vital few problems needing

I attention.

STEP 2: Outline the process Flow charts are one of the simplest dnd
step by step and draw most effective techniques to use because
flow chart. they allow teams to understand the process

on which they are working and to pinpoint
where problems are occurring.

3 STEP 3: Draw a cause-and-effect Like flow charts, cause-and-effect diagrams
diagram for selected are powerful yet simple tools. They enable
problem. teams to focus on possible causes of

problems. (Once a problem is isolated
through the flow chart, a cause-and-effect
diagram helps identify the exact kind of

I information that needs to be collected.)

STEP 4: Collect data. If the team has followed the above steps,
it should have some idea of where problems
are occurring and what kinds of data are
needed to find the actual causes of
problems.

STEP 5: Analyze the data. Analyzing data also varies according to
specific situations. Most often, however,
simple techniques can reveal patterns in

the data and point the way towards
solutions. Pareto charts, bar charts, dot
diagrams, and trend plots are particularly
useful.

STEP 6: Plan the changes. What skills or resources are needed to make
the changes indicated as necessary by the
data? Who will do the training? By what
steps will the changes be introduced into5 the old system?

STEP 7: Make changes, collect Carry through with planned chan-es while

data. continuing to collect data. This way the
team will be able to assess the effective-
ness of the changes.

STEP 9: Analyze the additional Analyze the data on the altered proce-m.
data. Did the changes help? If the changes did

not help, try to find out why. Go back to
flow chart and cause-and-effect diagrams.
Was the process assessed correctly in the
first place? Are there factors left out of
initial considerations? Decide on a course
of action and begin again at an earlier
step.

I
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STEP 9: Monitor changes. Did further changes the team make have

desired effects? Did problems arise on a
broader scale when changes were
implemented? nid other aspects of the
problem surface? This analysis should
point out how the process can be improved I
further. Since quality improvement is a
never-ending process, the team will
probably pick up the loop again at an
earlier stage. How far back it goes will
depend on how different subsequent problems
are from the original one. The team may
need to draw up new flow charts and cause-
and-effect diagrams.

'Keep in mind the philosophy behind the entire process of quality improveiment.3

Concentrate on these principles:I

" The purpose of quality improvement is to meet, and if possible
exceed, the needs and expectations of customers.

" A focus on quality as defined by the customers will result in increasing
productivity and decreasing costs.

" Keep the communication lines open in all directions--customers, suppliers, U
and employees are all valuable sources of ideas and suggestions.

" At most, 15% of the problems in any process are within a worker's 3
control. The other 85% or more are system problems, which only management
has the power to correct.

* A long-range collective vision for where an organization is going is vital
to the success of any quality improvement effort. Develop this vision with
the help of managers at all levels. Begin working in management teams to
articulate this vision.

" Think of quality improvement as a never-ending continuous process. Be for-
ever obsessed with quality in order to keep improving.

" Learn gradually by doing; build your confidence.

Finally, remember that the core of quality improvement is utilizing human

resources. American managers have tended to ignore them for too long, and they may 3
not know where to begin. Our suggestion is to add the following four sentences to

all job descriptions: I
e Always be asking: "How can we make things better around here?"

* Ask: "How can we serve our customers better?"

I
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U e Ask: "What hassles, frustrations, and inefficiencies

prevent me from doing my job as well as I would like?"

i * Share the answers with colleagues, managers, suppliers, and

as appropriate, customers.

U The public administrators who are attempting to implement this new management

g philosophy in Madison are pioneers. Although this management style is firmly

entrenched in many Japanese businesses, it has rarely been used in any Japanese

3 public sector organizations. As far as we know, no other American government

organizations are attempting to implement this approach in its entirety (although

I we'd be glad to be corrected on this point). Learning by doing takes time,

g patience, and courage-especially when there are few models to emulate.

Unfortunately, there are special problems inherent in the public sector. Long-

I term planning is extremely difficult to do. With one eye on re-election or

appointment every two to four years, top management is faced with transforming an

entire organization in an impossibly short time. The public may be quick to

criticize when changes are slow, and public officials are often hesitant to take the

necessary risks. Civil servants who enjoy long-term employment, however, may be

3 able to keep quality improvement alive. There is the potential in this group for

building what W. Edwards Deming calls "constancy of purpose" (Deming, 1986).

3 It takes courage for public leaders to commit themselves and their organi-

zations to this approach. As one Japanese executive remarked, however, "You cannotI
afford to be faint-hearted about improving quality."

I A PARABLE

i Once upon a time in a tropical country, several people lounged under a bright,

hot sun. Some swam in a nearby pool. A young man who happened by was entranced by

3 what he saw. He had never been swimming, but it looked enticingly refreshing.

After a few captivating minutes, the young man resolved to give this thing a try.

i
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He must have thought it looked so easy. After all, these people just moved their

arms and legs about in simple patterns. 3
Confident he knew what to do, the young man ran straight to the pool, jumped in

•.. and sank ten feet to the bottom. Fortunately, a woman had seen what happened. I
She dove in and hauled him out of the pool, where he was revived.

Like this young man, many of us hear about innovative management practices and

think to ourselves, "How easy it all looks." We jump in without proper guidance and

wonder where we went wrong as we sink to the bottom of the deep end.

There is much more to both swimming and quality improvement than meets the I
eye. The "visible pieces" are only part of the story. Some people reading about

Madison's quality improvement projects may say, "It's really nothing new." They

will look at their own practices or employee participation programs and think they

have all the tools and methods they need; they've just never combined elements in

the ways we've discussed. They're ready to imitate the success of others, 3
envisioning quick and glorious results.

Unfortunately, they are as mistaken as the young man at the swimming pool.

Quality improvement, like staying afloat, can become second nature, but it also 3
takes education, patience, and practice before you can do it on your own. For

quality improvement, a sweeping overhaul of attitudes and approaches is needed.

Also required are commitment, energy, perseverance, and creativity. In mastering

this transformation, America may again be able to proclaim advances in management. I
Public administrators who, to an even greater degree than their private sector 3
counterparts, are frustrated by having to do more with less, can take the lead.

The references at the end of this article provide further details for readers 3
who want to learn more. We would enjoy hearing from anyone about their successes

and failures in shifting to this new style of management.

I
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3 As a final note, what do the managers and workers have to say about the time

and energy they have invested in these efforts? In Madison, one supervisor said

i about labor-management relations in his division: "It used to be us against them.

Now it's just us." In turn, Joe Turner, a division foreman, observed, "Now there's

less cussin' and more discussin'." Quality improvement can work in the public

*sector.
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I CENTER FOR QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT
University of Wisconsin

610 Walnut Street
Madison, WI 53705

Phone: (608) 263-2520

REPORT LIST
August 1988

I Report No. Title/Author/Subject

I Studies in Quality Improvement: Dispersion Effects from Fractional
Designs by George Box and R. Daniel Meyer. The expense of repeating measurements can
sometimes be avoided by using unreplicated fractional factorials to identify factors that affect
variance and ones that affect the mean.

2. An Analysis for Unreplicated Fractional Factorials by George Box and R. Daniel
Meyer. New procedures for analyzing unreplicated fractional factorial designs make themeasier to use.

3. Analysis of Unreplicated Factorials Allowing for Possibly Faulty
Observations by George Box and R. Daniel Meyer. Inaccurate data points are particularly
troublesome in the analysis of unreplicated factorial experiments, but new techniques allow
investigators to overcome this difficulty.

4. Managing Our Way to Economic Success: Two Untapped Resources by
William G. Hunter. American organizations could compete much better at home and abroad if
they would learn to tap the potential information inherent in all processes and the creativity
inherent in all employees.

5. My First Trip to Japan by Peter R. Scholtes. American visitors to Japan can learn3 much about what it takes to successfully implement quality improvement.

6. Total Quality Leadership vs. Management by Control by Brian L. Joiner and
Peter R. Scholtes. To survive in increasingly tough markets, top management in American
companies will have to forsake their desire to "control" their employees, and instead learn
what it means to provide Total Quality Leadership.

7. Studies in Quality Improvement: Designing Environmental Regulations by
Soren Bisgaard and William G. Hunter. There is a surprising similarity between what SPC
provides for industries and the need for constructing sensitive, reliable standards for
environmental regulations.3 8. Studies in Quality Improvement: Minimizing Transmitted Variation by
Parameter Design by George Box and Conrad A. Fung. By properly designing products
and taking the inevitable variation in components into account, engineers can minimize the3 amount of variation that ultimately shows up in finished products.
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9. A Useful Method for Model-Building II: Synthesizing Response Functions 1
from Individual Components by William G. Hunter and Andrzej P. J'aworski.
Analyzing which components of a response are due to each factor is an alternative way to find
the best model for studying the properties of a product or process (and thus for improving
both).

1 0. The Next 25 Years in Statistics by William J. Hill and William G. Hunter (With
contributions by Joseph W. Duncan, A. Blanton Godfrey, Brian L. Joiner, Gary C.
McDonald, Charles G. Pfeifer, Donald W. Marquardt, and Ronald D. Snee). A
transformation of the American style of management has already begun; in order for it to
succeed, statisticians must assume a leadership role. 1

It. Signal to Noise Ratios, Performance Criteria and Statistical Analysis:
Part I by George Box. Signal to noise ratios have been used to identify what combination
of factors can actually produce the desired product characteristics with the minimum amount of
dispersion (variance), but it turns out that these measures are dependent on how the data are
transformed. (This report along with Report 12 are no longer in print. A combination and
extension of Reports II and 12 now appear as Report 26.)

12. Signal to Noise Rt'es, Perfcrmance Criteria and Statistical Analysis: Part
II by George Box and Jost Ramirez. Many of the criteria being used to measure performance
of a process have hidden biases and inadequacies, but there are techniques that avoid these 1
pitfalls. (This report along with Report 11 are no longer in print. A combination and
extension of Reports 11 and 12 now appear as Report 26.)

13. Doing More With Less in the Public Sector: A Progress Report from 1
Madison, Wisconsin by William G. Hunter, Jan O'Neill, and Carol Wallen. The new
quality improvement ideas can help public officials combat the effects of decreasing budgets
just as they help private businesses increase productivity.

14. Drastic Changes for Western Management by W. Edwards Deming. This report is a
compact summary of the most important points that Dr. W. Edwards Deming has been
making about changes that must be made by American businesses if they are to be Icompetitive.

15. How to Apply Japanese Company-Wide Quality Control in Other Countries
by Kaoru Ishikawa. This report highlights the experiences of Kaoru Ishikawa, a leader in
Japan's QC movement, who has spent the last 20 years visiting countries all over the world
to give lectures and guidance on QC implementation. 3

16. Analysis of Fractional Factorials by R. Daniel Meyer. Statistically designed
experiments, particularly fractional factorial designs, are key tools to use when the object is to
screen a large number of variables in order, identify those with the most influence. 1

17. Eliminating Complexity from Work: Improving Productivity by Enhancing
Quality by F. Timothy Fuller. Increasing quality does not increase costs; in fact, it is poor
quality that increases "complexity," which in turn increases cost and decreases productivity.

18. The World Class Quality Company by William A. Golomski. Through a long
history of consulting with companies around the world, William Golomski has found some
themes common to companies capable of achieving world class quality.

19. An Investigation of the Method of Accumulation Analysis by George Box and
Stephen Jones. A discussion of Taguchi's method for analyzing ordered categorical data. 1
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20. A Critical Look at Accumulation Analysis and Related Methods by Mike
Hamada and C.F. JeffWu. Using accumulation analysis on ordered categorical data can often
result in the detection of spurious effects.

21. A Process for Consulting for Improvement in Quality and Productivity by
Spencer Graves. A process that consultants can use to improve their effectiveness.

* 22. Further Details of an Analysis for Unreplicated Fractional Factorials by R.
Daniel Meyer. Some important implications and statistical details of Box and Meyer's formal
approach to the analysis of unreplicated fractional factorial experiments.

23. Identification of Active Factors in Unreplicated Fractional Factorial
Experiments by
R. Daniel Meyer and George Box. How to pinpoint the most likely explanation for the
results of unreplicated fractional factorial experiments.

24. An Investigation of OA-based Methods for Parameter Design Optimization
by
C.F.J. Wu, S.S. Mao, and F.S. Ma. There exists simpler alternatives for analyzing the
results of a designed experiment !han the orthogonal array methods proposed by Taguchi.

25. The Scientific Context of Quality Improvement by George Box and Soren
Bisgaard. Scientific method is a key ingredient in the new philosophy of quality and
productivity improvement This paper provides an overview. A discussion of new ideas of
how to design quality into products and processes is provided and Taguchi's work is evaluated

and put in context.

26. Signal to Noise Ratios, Performance Criteria and Transformation by George
Box. The relevance, efficiency and relation to transformations of Taguchi's signal to noise
ratios are critically discussed. (This report is a combination and extension of Reports 11 and
12.)

27. On Quality Practice in Japan by George Box, Raghu Kackar, Vijay Nair, Madhav
Phadke, Anne Shoemaker, and C.F. Jeff Wu. This report contains a summary of
impressions from a study mission to Japan by a researcher from AT&T Bell Laboratories and
the Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement, University of Wisconsin. It describes
important quality initiatives seen in Japan and provides a comparative analysis between the
United States and Japan.

28. An Explanation and Critique of Taguchi's Contributions to Quality
Engineering by George Box, Soren Bisgaard, and Conrad Fung. This paper presents an
overview of Professor Genichi Taguchi's contributions and concludes that Professor Taguchi's
quality engineering ideas are of great importance. However, many of the statistical design and

analysis techniques he employs are often inefficient and unnecessarily complicated and should3 be replaced or appropriately modified.

29. Analysis of Incomplete Data from Highly Fractionated Experiments by
Michael Hamada and C.F. Jeff Wu. An iterative method is proposed that provides a simple
and flexible way to consider many models simultaneously. The method can be implemented
with existing software, results in computational savings and promotes experimenter
involvement.

30. Discriminant Upset Analysis by Paul M. Berthouex, George Box, and Agustinus
Darjatmoko. This report presents an application of discriminant analysis in setting rules for
early warning indicators of process upsets in wastewater treatment plant operation.
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3 1. Quality Improvement: An Expanding Domain for the Application of 3
Scientific Method by George Box. Sir Ronald Fisher's work on data analysis and
experimental design made possible applications of scientific method to quality improvement
in industry and everyday life. This paper discusses how quality improvement provides an
expanding domain for scientific method.

3 2. The Quality Detective: A Case Study by Soren Bisgaard. A case study is presented
that illustrates the practical problems of conducting experiments in an industrial environment.

I
The Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement, University of Wisconsin-Madison, is
pleased to mail its reports to anyone who writes to the address below. 3
Our current policy is to not charge for these reports. However, our funds are limited. Upon
receipt of the reports, therefore, you may wish to make a donation to the Center to help
support our activities. In that case, please make out a check payable to

University of Wisconsin

and mail to the Center at the address below. We would certainly be grateful for your suppor.I
Comments on any report are also welcome.

Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement
University Of Wisconsin

610 Walnut Street
Madison, WI 53705
Phone: (608) 263-2520
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U UPDATING THE PLAN FOR QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT

by

I John S. W. Fargher, Jr.

Management Controls Department Head and Comptroller
and

Head of the Business Office
Naval Aviation Depot

Cherry Point, North Carolina 28533-5030

ABSTRACT

I The initial efforts of the Naval Aviation Depot (NAVAVNDEPOT) to implement a
total productivity program are described in an article entitled, "An
integratcd, Przacttive Approach to Planning and Measurement of Quality and
Productivity - the Naval Air Rework Facility, Cherry Point, NC Case Study,"
recently published by the American Production and Inventory Control Society
(APICS) in U.S. Success Stories in Manufacturing Productivity. The approach
illustrated in this case study involves the process of strategic planning,g7
implementation of Total Quality Management (TQM), and measurement by a Computer
Integrated Manufacturing System (CIMS). Detailed examples are given. The
strategic plans must be updated, the TQM efforts intensified and measurement
techniques improved to continue the march toward attainment of higher quality
and productivity levels. This paper describes the processes used to update the
strategic plan to new business conditions, enhance and expand the TQM coverage,
and institute both product and cost measures of achievement. Examples are also
provided.

3 INTRODUCTION

The last several years has seen significant changes in the environment in which
the NAVAVNDEPOT accomplishes its missions and functions. Recent initiatives to
reduce cost and increase productivity have resulted in positive actions
require, by NAVAVNDEPOT management tc not only manage better to gain better
cost control but to analyze the various processes to streamline these pz ocesses
so that fewer resources are required and quality improved. As a result of the
Navy Industrial Improvement Program (NIIP), which is still ongoing, indirect
staffing, material, and production costs have been reduced significantly. The
Manage to Payroll initiative has required NAVAVNDEPOT managers to better manage

their personnel expenses. Cost center budgets which allocate support costs to
the product have made production managers much more cost conscious. Indirect
managers are also being held fully accountable for expenses managed by their
personnel as well as expenses incurred in the cost center.

The FY 87 Appropriations Act, at the request of the Department of the Navy,

contained language that required the Navy to compete workload between organic
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depots (VA VA VNDEPOTs and Navy shipyards) and commercial contractor. The I
purpose of this request by the Navy and legislation was to reduce the cost of
depot overhaul and repair using competition as the tool. Competition may
ultimately represent 10-17 percent of each NAVAVNDEPOT's workload. NAVAVNDEPOT I
Cherry Point responded by establishing a Business Office. Changes in the
NAVAVNDEPOT culture and strategic/business planning were also evident as
efforts focused on competition. Preparation of proposals, planning, technical
marketing, cost control management, and a strong management organization to
implement the workload are all issues being addressed in the name of
competition. 3
Another change is the adoption and implementation of the TQM approach.
Significant progress has been made in the implementation of TQM. Process
analyses, as discussed above as a management improvement initiative, has been I
accomplished utilizing Process Action Teams (PATs). A complete TQM structure
has been developed, Statistical Quality Control (SQC)/TQM-trained personnel are
available, and employee participation in the TQM process has been accelerated.

Productivity Gainsharing has also been initiated facility-wide, a first within
the Department of Defense, to share the financial benefits of working harder
and smarter. 3
Progress in the development of standard ADP/MIS/DSS systems, integration of new
technology as represented by a leading edge local area network, Zenith-248
personal computers, host computers, and local programming to extract product
and cost performance data has also affected the NAVAVNDEPOT. Management by
data has become more prevalent as data extraction and trend analysis has become
easier to accomplish and more readily available. The accounting system has

moved costs closer to the product to obtain more nearly the cost of each
product and to assign cost responsibility.

Finally, remembering our real customers - the Fleet - and the unscheduled 3
deployments taking place because of events in the Persian Gulf and elsewhere
around the world, the NAVAVNDEPOT must remain flexible to meet these
commitments and maintain a mobilization base while still operating effectively I
and efficiently.

Strategic/Business Plan

The NAVAVNDEPOT at Cherry Point, North Carolina, formerly known as the Naval
Air Rework Facility (NARF), has gone through two full cycles plus numerous
other update efforts on the strategic plan. Rather than a third full cycle of I
the strategic plan, NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point changed the strategic planning
process to a business planning process to, (1) mirror the Naval Air Systems
Command (NAVAIR) corporate goals and objectives and the Naval Aviation Depot I
Business Plan, (2) recognize the changes to the environment to streamline
operations and reduce costs by using business-like processes as being
implemented in the NIIP, and (3) consciously change the process in recognition
that the key to the success of the Depot Business Plan is the planning process

itself. The long-range planning models as suggested by Coopers and Lybrand and

Dr. D. Scott Sink were used as the model to develop both the Naval Aviation
Depot Business Plan (NAVAIR level plan) and the NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point Depot
Business Plan.

The Naval Aviation Depot Business Plan summarizes the key factors, identifies m
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3 the relevant issues, formulates strategies, develops courses of action, and
charts the course for the Naval Aviation Depot community. Issued annually,

this plan actually represents a year-round process that involves top management
of the six NAVAVNDEPOTs, the Naval Aviation Depot Operations Center
(NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN), and NAVAIR.

The NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point Business Plan (henceforth referred to as the

business plan) was formulated by the top management of' the NAVAVNDEPOT. These

leaders are responsible and have the authority for implementing the business

plan. These key individuals comprise the Executive Board, made up of the
Commanding Officer, 0 Level Officers, and department heads.

Mission Statement

The first task of the Executive Board was to develop an updated mission

statement reflecting Lhe current environment and the sense of priority for
mission functions. A situational appraisal of the internal and external

environmental factors was conducted, listing factors that must be considered in

the design, development, and implementation of the business plan. NAVAVNDEPOT
Cherry Point's mission is:

To provide our nation with the highest quality depot level maintenance

logistics support on timc and at the least cost.

- We are a success when fleet squadrons prefer Cherry Point products and
tell their friends.

- We are a success when we turn out better products at lower costs.

- We are a success when we can come to work with a sense of anticipation
and relish.

This mission statement is to be reviewed and 'revisited with each iteration of

the business plan.

Environmental Scan

In addition to the mission statement, the business environment was described by

polling the members of the Executive Board using the Nominal Group Technique
(NGT) illustrated later in the paper. From the varied perspectives of the
Executive Board, the scan resulted in the following common observations of the
business environment:

n _ NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point is a very complex business, specialized and
highly technical. It is our challenge to inform all NAVAVNDEPOT customers and

potential customers of the benefits of our servl,2es. We must communicate to

our customers what our capabilities are, and the professional resources and
methods we use to resolve their problems.

- NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point has entered into a very competitive world. We

must compete for the scarce resources needed to do our Job. The NAVAVNDEPOT
has an obligation to conserve these resources and operate in the most efficient
manner possible.

I 3
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- NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point has customers with competing priorities. Some
are concerned primarily with meeting schedules; others are more concerned with
the economy of operations; and all are concerned with quality.

- NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point has a responsibility to remain fiexible. We
must adjust to changing peacetime requirements, just as we must be prepared to

transition to any mobilization/wartime environment. I
- NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point is a large and complex organization, and thus

is subject to the classic problems incurred by such organizations. We must 3
continually seek new management methods and organizational structures in order
to improve our effectiveness.

Developing Principles of Action

Again, building on our mission statement and using the NGT to develop the

philosophies of the organization, Principles of Action were developed by the I
Executive Board. The themes from the mission statement were expanded into our
principles of action, which are:

In our daily work, we

- Recognize tiiat the user of NAVAVNDEPOT products is best able to judge
t hem, so weI

-- seek fleet comments dnd learn to improve our products; 3
-- join with users of our products in seeking work content to meet

their requirements;

-- respond to fleet requests.

- Seek to deliver the most effective products and services, so we I
-- are constantly alert for ways to improve our work processes;

-- use time, material, and equipment efficiently; 3
-- work with suppliers to improve the products they provide;

-- balance short and long term considerations for best total effect.

- Seek to develop our fellow workers' opportunities to find satisfaction
and fulfillment at work, so we

-- inform our fellow workers of events and conditions that may affect
their work;

-- provide knowledge and resources suitable for each task;

-- solicit recommendations from all levels within the depot;

-- move energetically to eliminate factors that impede quality or
productivity.

I-4-
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Key Accomplishments and Goals

From the mission statement, common observations of the business environment and
principles of action, Key Accomplishments and Goals were developed by the
Executive Board using the NGT. A Key Accomplishment is a forward-looking
statement of required actions necessary to achieve the mission. For each Key

Accomplishment the Executive Board develops a set of goals (1) against which
the Executive Board can measure the efforts expended to reach the goal and

incremental milestones on the way to attain the goal, (2) a set of strategies

describing how the goals are to be met and a set of short and long-range
objectives to focus efforts over the short-range, and (3) provide guiding

objectives for mid-level and first-line supervision, staff, and worker

direction. The Key Accomplishments and Goals chart the long torm course of

action while the objectives implement the plan year by year. It is the
objectives that specify quality and productivity initiatives, cost reductions,
and management improvements. For example, long term financial management

initiatives reflect a 20 percent cost reduction goal over five years while the
specific cost reduction goals for FYs 87 and 88 are established at $17 million

and $26 million, respectively. Attainment of these goals also results in a

continual improvement in the depot competitive position as well as improving
the effectiveness and efficiencies in use of depot resources. NAVAV'NDPFT
Cherry Point Key Accomplishments are:

- 'TQM is the predominant driving force in the depot.

- The Depot will systematically plan for workload that utilizes the

strengths of our human and technical resources in the satisfaction of customer
needs.

3 - The competitive position of the NAVAVNDEPOT will be constantly improved
through the use of sound business principles.

- The NAVAVNDEPOT is committed to the improvement of the quality of life
of our employees and that of our neighbors.

With each Key Accomplishment, a goal, strategy to meet the goal, and objectives

are developed with measurable performance, schedule, and action organization.
An example of this is shown below in Figures 1 and 2.

Key Accomplishment III - The competitive position of the NAVAVNDEPOT will be

constantly improved through the use of sound business principles.

Current Situation - The competitive position of the depot can be enhanced by
the continuous review and improvement of management of the basic ingredients
necessary for the support of our product lines.

Goal III.1 - By 1 January 1989, the depot will institutionalize the

competitive bid process - Action: Business Office

Goal 111.2 - BY 30 September 1991, the Executive Board will standardize an

internal measurement system for total performance that represents our

constancy of purpose - Action: Management Controls Department
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Figure 1. Key Accomplishment Broken Down into Goals I
Goal 111.1 - By 1 January 1989, the depot will institutionalize within the
depot the competitive bid process - Action: Business Office

Strategy - Establish an organization responsible for the formalization and
integration of the competitive process into routine application. Our I
position on contracting is to make every effort to win.

Objectives: I
1. By 15 August 1987 the Executive Board will finalize the organization of
the Business Office - Action: Business Office

2. By 1 October 1987 the Management Controls Department will implement the
new pricing strategy that moves costs closer to the product for more accurate
product pricing - Action: Management Controls Department I
3. By 1 January 1988 the Business Office will identify the initial training
requirements - Action: Business Office 1
4. By 1 March 1988 the Business Office will develop a "boiler plate"
competitive bid package - Action: Business Office

Figure 2. Goal Broken Down into Measurable Objectives

Nominal 'Group Technique (NGT) 1
A systematic prioritizing process, called the Nominal Group Techbnique (NGT),
was ,Lsed in each of the data gathering phases. The NGT process calls for each
member to list what issues and factors need to be addressed in that phase of
the business plan. Each member of the Executive Board is given several minutes
to write down five to six ideas, issues, or factors to be considered. In a
round robin fashion, each member is queried for one of the items on his/her
list. All ideas are listed by the facilitator for all to see. The facilitator
quits querying members only when all ideas are exhausted. The members can add
to their list as other members are queried. In this brainstorming session, all I
ideas are considered. Once the general list is complete, the members look for
ideas that are related and/or mutually supportive. With the consensus of the
group, listed items are combined. Combinations can occur using two methods:
(1) combine like thoughts into one idea or sentence that covers the subject, or
(2) pick one overriding subject idea with indentured complementary,
supplementing, or sequential thoughts listed under the primary subject. The
final phase of the NGT process has each member prioritize his/her top ten I
priorities. Each member votes secretly on his/her top ten priorities.
The facilitator assigns weights to priorities and tallies up the scores for
each idea (i.e., 10 points for each #1 priority, 9 points for priority I
#2 ...... , 1 point for each priority #10). Natural break points can be
determined as to where to stop the final listing. This natural break normally
occurs at the #5 to #8 position. 5
The NGT process proved very beneficial in performing the business environmental
scan, assessing the principles of action and was especially useful in
ascertaining the urgency for the Key Accomplishments. The process provided a
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I complete list of actions required, produced consensus within top management,
and helped develop team building within .the Executive Board that will be
required later for implementation. By relating ideas, misconceptions and
misinterpretations were clarified and problems among issues resolved. Although

the process was structured, the task of dealing with such complex issues was

not easy. The task became an intensive effort to deal with a wide variety of
issues, summarize information to Key Accomplishments, and apply information to
generate goals, strategies, and objectives. The NGT process greatly eases this
task by involving group dynamics where no one person is pre-emptive.

3 Full Implementation and Critical Problems

There remains the step of implementing the business plan in managers'

performance evaluations and through the budget process. This step is ongoing
as the annual Basic Performance Appraisal System/Performance Management and

Recognition System objectives and FY 88/89 budgets are developed.

I The business planning technique as illustrated here has two critical problems.
The technique tends to emphasize external threats to the organization and
secondarily on organizational weaknesses. Capitalizing on opportunities for
the organization and strengths of the organization are minimized by the
process. Had it not been for the two previous strategic planning sessions, the

business plan would not be balanced and the NAVAVNDEPOT would have missed a
critical portion of the planning process. The second problem is that of middle
and lower-level management involvement. The goals must be further spread by
developing Plans of Action and Milestones (POA&Ms) by the manager responsible
for the action. In most cases this will also involve personnel from other than

the manager's direct organization. Commitment must flow from the Executive
Board members to the managers with goals for action to support the team effort

I required to accomplish the goal.

The business plan was facilitated by an inside facilitator who is not a member
of the Executive Board. Much effort initially went intc establishing the
planning process to generate the business plan. Participants have become
familiar with the process and their roles. Subsequent iterations of the plan
are expected to be even more fruitful and refined. Many goals take longer than
one or two years to attain. The importance for the long term, therefore, lies

in embedding the planning process in the organization.

Mission
Statement

Environmental
Scan

Principles of
* Action

Key Accomplishments

and Goals/Plans of
Action and Milestones

Basic Performance Financial Commit-

Appraisal System/ ments/Objectives/
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Performance Manage- Results i
ment and Recognition
Systems Objectives i

Figure 3. Linkage of the EHierarchy of Business Planning Process

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEHENT (TQM) 3
TQM is viewed as a predominant driving force in the NAVAVNDEPOT to enhance the
depot's competitive posture. This is evident by being the 11 Key
Accomplishment for the depot as a comprehensive approach to management using
quantitative methods and involving worker participation to control and
continuously improve processes and increase customer satisfaction. The TQM
philosophy of management was initiated some three years ago at the depot and I
has proven to be a dynamic method for problem detection and process
improvement.

The original case study went into the advantages of the TQM process, presented
the step by step plan for implementation of TQM and training of trainers at
NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point, and gave several examples of the use of the TQM
process. The examples used were the secretarial Employee Participation Group
(EPG) highly successful efforts to improve the quality of outgoing naval
messages, H-46 aft transmission reliability improvements, H-46 cabin floorboard
productivity improvements, and T62 gas turbine compressor process improvements.

TQM Problem-solving Organization and Training

The TQM efforts have been intensified and more highly structured to accommodate
this intensified effort. The interlocking Quality Management Boards (QMBs) and
Process Action Teams (PATs) have been retained. The QMB/PAT management
stricture is as shown in Figure 4. The TQM problem-solving organization and
responsibilities of each functional element are defined below:

- Executive Steering Committee (ESC) - Committee composed of top
management representatives which set the policies to be followed and set the
policy in implementing TQM. It provides the ultimate level of support for QMBs
and PATs.

- Key Implementation Training (KIT) - This group consists of people who
will facilitate TQM implementation. It will perform the following functions:
process control coordination, training development, organization development,
documentation and measurement, and facilitator coordination.

- Quality Management Boards (QMBs) - These boards are comprised of 3
members from relevant areas, i.e., department, division, etc. They provide the
organizational structure that will eliminate friction between various
organizational tmits and enable the use of group problem-solving techniques. i
QMBs are permanent groups; they will not dissolve after problems are solved,but will oversee continual process improvement.

- Process Action Team (PAT) - The shop-level 0MB team is comprised of I
individuals working on a specific issue, problem, or process. The teams are
specifically formed to address a particular concern and will dissolve on
completion of their work.

__-8- I
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- Facilitators - Consists of in-house personnel selected and trained to5 serve as trainers and consultants to the various QKBs and PATs.

- TQM Coordinator - This individual will monitor, plaa, and collect

information about progress and assist with administrative arrangements or

whatever else may be needed to ensure implementation activities continue. This
individual is responsible for implementation of policy and operational
administration initiatives pertaining to the overall T44 efrort, including

I directing KIT efforts. As implementation expands to the entire organization,
this person will become more crucial.

TOM ORGANIZATIONAL COMMJNICAT1ON FLOW

3 EXECUTIVE

ST1ER ING COMWTTEE

I I - - P1FACMXTATOFt/KJT

OPATHTHflQ4-- - i

I t

tPAPOCHE OS

I t
PAT

I jt I

F T,

IPAT[ 4- i

II
PAT 4

Figure 4. TQM Organizational Communication Flow
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A full-time TQM coordinator has been established. The KIT has been filled with
depot personnel on collateral duty. Approximately 1,400 depot employees (out
of 3200) have completed indoctrination training in TQM. This training is
ongoing and should include all employees by the end of the year. The T4
training, besides including orientation into the benefits of statistical
process control and Deming's principles, also includes labor transaction
(clocking) training. Proper clocking is emphasized because of the feedback I
information provided for developing budgets, workload standards, and other
product and cost measures. TQM training has been provided to all depot
managers and supervisors. This training, provided in varying degrees,
includes:

- Introduction to Quality Management (Locally developed 8 hour course)

- Methods for Management of Productivity and Quality (Deming 32 hour
course from George Washington University) 1

- Guidelines for Implementing a Quality Improvement System Workshop I and
II [Naval Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) 32 hour course]

- Structured Problem-solving and the Basic CGrapbic Methods (NPRDC 40 hour
course)

- Total Quality Management Training for Supervisors and Managers (Locally I
developed 4 hour course)

- TQM Training for Supervisors and Managers (Deming 4 hour course 1
provided by Satellite)

The above courses, as well as a course in group dynamics, have also been 1
provided to all TQM facilitators. All quality assurance personnel have taken
Creative Management Practices instructed by Deming oc videotape. A special 4
hour Structured Problem-solving and Basic Graphic Methods Training Course is
being developed for QMBs. Development and initial presentation is complete.
Af.er initial presentation, this course will be presented to new boards as they
are formed.

A TQM "how to" manual has been developed and published to aid QMBs, PATs, and
facilitators with their responsibilities. This manual: 1

- Describes the organization,

- Details the duties and responsibilities of each functional element 3
within the organization, and

- Standardizes the implementation of TQl.

A simple model that can- generally be exported frour shop to shop has been
developed and put into use. This model utilizes a data collection sheet
(attribute data), Pareto analysis, cause and effect analysis, and attribute 1
control charts.

A Statistical Process Control (SPC) Implementation Strategy has been developed 3
and approved as a work project that sould assure some form of SPC in all
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I applicable production shops within a year. This project is currently
implemented in tan production shops.

U The NAVAVNDEPOT currently has 17 active QMBs. PATs are regularly formed and
dissolved as problems are identified and the process brought under control.
The C1B organization is continuing to expand with new QKBs being formed
regularly.

TQM Case Studies

I Many of the gains experienced when TQM is applied are solutions that appear to
be intuitively obvious once the problems are identified. One simple problem
involved the QF-4N (F-4 aircraft in a drone configuration) engine control
panels andi throttle panels. These panels were sent to the back shops for metal
modification and rubber installation. The modification and installation were
being improperly done in accordance with standard F-4 panel blueprints. The
specifications for the QF-4N engine control panels and throttle panels were
added to the applicable prints and provided to the back shops, resulting in
less reprocessing and a 63 percent productivity improvement. In another case,

I the T400 engine (used on the AH-1J/T and UH-iN helicopters) combustion exit
ducts were being cleaned using glass bead blasting, resulting in a glass bead
residue between the inner and outer liners of the ducts. A block-off plate was
designed and manufactured to prevent the entrapment of the residue, resulting
in a 60 percent productivity improvement. In a third case, bearing rod end
threads on the T58 engine (for the R-46, H-2, and H-3 helicopters) were routed
to the machine shop for inspection and rework, if required. It was discovered
that only a small percentage needed rework and inspection could be accomplished
in the bearing shop during routine rework with only those needing thread rework
routed to the machine shop. This resulted in a 60 percent improvement in
productivity. In a fourth case, every even-numbered aircraft rod assembly on
H-46 aircraft were being sent for 100 percent inspection to check for defects.
This inspection revealed few defects, thus statistical quality control
inspection rates were imposed based on MIL-STD-105D (percent defective),
improving productivity by 90 percent and providing adequate inspections.

Several productivity improvements involved developing and implementing repair
schemes. The retaining lips on the J79 engine (used in the F-4 Phantom
aircraft) compressor rear casing became worn and corroded beyond usable limits,
resulting in the casing being scrapped at a cost of $11,383 per unit. A repair
to weld the damaged area was implemented, costing $305 per unit, and the

casings are being returned to service. A T76 engine (used in the OV-10 Bronco)
engine combustion chamber exhibited craccs which exceeded the l.imits of the
overhaul instructions. The location of the cracks was evaluated and it was
determined that the location was not in a critical area. A weld repair was
developed that would not adversely affect safety or serviceability, thus weld
repair costing $16, vice $6940 cost for scrapping the combustion chamber, was
instituted. The T58 engine turbine front air seals were being rejected and
scrapped because of excessive wear of the seal teeth. It was determined that
the seals could be repaired by using a dabber weld to rebuild the teeth at a
cost of $134 vice the cost of the seal for $553. In a fourth case, the OV-I0

starter generator mounting adapters were being scrapped for cracks found in the
cage area. Weld repairs were instituted at a labor cost of $21 per unit vice
$730 per unit for replacement.
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In order to detect and repair all the cracks in the rotor hub, the hub was

being reworked in the machine rework shop from one to three times and each time
was sent to the nondestructive inspection shop for nondestructive inspection.
This required excessive man-hours and greatly increased turnaround time (TAT).
After investigation by the Metals Branch 4{B, it was determined that if all the
cracks were detected early in the rework cycle of the hub, many man-hours could
be saved and TAT could be decreased. A contour probe light is being used in I
the machine rework shop to detect cracks in the hub. All droop and flap stops
are checked to determine if another grinding operation is necessary before
removing the hub from the machine. Eighty percent of the cracks are being i
found before the hub is sent for final NLb. This new practice saves
transportation, machine setup time, and had deleted repetitive NDI operations.
It has eliminated at least 2.24 man-hours per unit, has reduced TAT by two days

per unit, and reduced labor :ost from $131 to $93 per unit.

Various jobs were performed in the Comptroller Division utilizing manual
operations in wc:-king with the automated financial management system, the Naval I
Air Industrial Financial Management System (4iMS):

- Detail Variance Ledger/Extract NIFMS Billing Data
- Extract NIFMS Direct Cost Data i
- Travel Requests/Accruals Report
- NLFMS Report Handling

- Rates Development Procedures
- Production Performance Report

- ~Extract NI.MS Budget Data
- ~xtract NLFMS Lndirect Cost Data

The Financial Management PAT reviewed Comptroller Division internal manual
procedures and recommended ull automation of the first four operations and
partial automation of Rates Development Prvccdures. The last three were
determined not to be economically automatable, unless they were automated for
all six NAVAVNDEPOTs. The Travel Requests/Adcruals Report and NIF.S Report
HandlirZ have been automated. Requests have been generated for the progra-ming
of the other three functions which were recommended for automation.

Labor Savings (based on present worth, interest set at 10 percent) at
NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point only are:

- Extracting NIFMS billing Data and Detail Variance
Ledger Preparation $10,344

- Extracting NLMS Direct Cost Data and Loadirg into

Personal Computers $ 3,550

- Travel Requests/Accruals Reporting and Control $ 2,017

- Rates Development Procedures (partially automated) $ 6,734

ADP Savings (charge-back on Regional Automated Services Center Contract):

- NIFMS Report Handling $22,194

Less: One time cost of automation i
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Extracting NIFMS Billing Data and Detail Variance
Ledger Preparation $ 765

Extracting NIFMS Direct Cost Data and Loading

into Personal Computers $ 1,530

I - Travel Requests/Accruals Reporting and Control $ 77

- Rates Development Procedures $ 2,296

- NIFMS Report Handling -0-

This results in an overall productivity improvement in the Comptroller Division
of 2 percent and a .6 percent charge-back savings on the $3.7 million per year
contract with the Regional Automated Services Center for complete time.

I There are many other examples of problems uncovered, underlying causes

identified, solutions proposed and implemented, and the application of

statistical quality control techniques to track and measure quality and
productivity improvements; unfortunately, space does not permit describing each
and every case study.

MEASUREMENT OF QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY IMPROV&E4ENK

A totz.! quality management implementation matrix is the basis for measuring
progress. This matrix is made up of the cost of products produced (aircraft,
engines, ground support equipment, and components); scheduled versus actual
completions, and the number of Quality Deficiency Reports/Aircraft Deficiency
Reports (QDRs/ADRs) received from customers. This data is readily available

from the present Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP-II) system as described
in detail in the original case study. A local area network and distributed
computing capability has been added to make' the MRP-II data more readily
available as well as development and analysis of trends more automated.

The analysis of cost of products produced helps to pinpoint areas where
corrective action can have the greatest benefit (Paredo's law). Before this
analysis can be complete, however, the "most nearly actual" cost to produce the
product must be known. This cost must include direct labor, direct material,
production indirect, and overhead. A description of the cost/management
accounting system developed to give these costs can be found in an article
entitled, "Managing By Actual Costs, in the 1987 International Industrial
Engineering Symposium/World Productivity Forum Proceedings. Cost data is
readily available from the financial management system; this data must be
provided in a timely, readily understood manner to be useful in detecting
trends as soon as an out-of-control situation is detected. Through TQM, the
NAVAVNDEPOT management and workforce intends to push for continuous cost
improvements through process improvements that allow better utilization of
material, equipment, and facilities. This is done by working smarter and3 harder.

Gainsharing

3 Productivity gainsharing is an employee involvement system designed to motivate
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employees to improve the productivity of their work group through better use of
labor, material, etc. In addition, gainsharing provides a means of measuring
specific areas of productivity and offers a mutual stake in the sharing of any

increase to total organizational productivity with all those responsible for
the increases. The Productivity Gainsharing Program is intended to encourage
greater productivity through physical effort (working harder) and through

process improvement (working smarter). It is anticipated most significant I
gains will be made in process improvement utilizing the TQM organization. A

NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point Productivity Gainsharing plan has been written with
the intent of providing an appropriate award system/payout mechanism for these
TQM efforts. The gainsharing plan was developed by the Productivity
Gainsharing Committee, chaired by the Productivity Gainsharing Coordinator
(Production Department Head), representatives from appropriate departments, and
labor union officials.

The plan is a SHRED COST model with baseline data developed based on the
average NAVAVNDEPOT cost performance for each product for each of the previous I
quarters. Productivity gains are paid for each quarter that the facility

exceeds this average. The baseline is also updated each quarter with new
quarterly data. Productivity Gainsharing awards are paid upon increased
productivity (i.e., decreased auditable costs). Payout is also based on
meeting acceptable quality levels, defined as maintaining statistical process
control of the quality index, and acceptable schedule production using a
schedule Lndex. An equal sharing (50 percent/50 percent) of savings oetween
the activity and employees is based upon productivity increases in the

baseline.

A more complete description of Productivity Gainsharing with TQM is planned at

the 1988 International Industrial Engineering Symposium.

CONCLUSION

Once a total quality and productivity imprbvement program is implemented

through a 3 phase approach - strategic planning, TQM, and measurement of
improvement - the efforts have just begun. While strategic/business planning
occurs on an annual basis, with continual updates, TQM and measurement must
occur on a continuing basis with intensity increased until 100 percent of the I
organization is involved and committed to continuous quality and productivity

improvement. As described in the original case study, NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point
was only 10 percent involved in TQM. This update represents about 20 percent
depot involvement. It is expected that Productivity Gainsharing should help
accelerate this pace. No firm that I know of in the U.S. has reached the 100
perC-L.t emersion, and only a very few Japanese firms are close. Continuous
management of all 3 phases is necessary if continued improvements are to be
maintained.
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I IMPROVING COMBAT CAPABILITY
THROUGH

SW R&M 2000 VARIABILITY REDUCTION
HQ USAF/L.E-RD, January 1989-

THE PROCESS free products at lower cost. It is a structured, disci-
plined design and manufacturing approach aimed at

Improving combat capability is a major Air meeting customer expectations and improving the
Force objective. This is becoming increasingly diffi- development and manufacturing process while mini-
cult in he face of constrained manpower and fiscal mizing acquisition time and cost (Figure 1).
resources. However, there is a solution. Substantial
increases in combat capability are achievable WAVE FLOW SOLDER BRAZING
through more reliable and maintainable weapon sys- MAI . ,,
tems. Such systems are able to complete more
missions with less spares, support equipment, facili-
ties and maintenance personnel.

Weapon systems fail for many reasons.
Some components, like tires, wear cut. But rrsi
systems fail because of poor design, the use of
defective parts and materials, or poor workmanship. . .
The cause of these failures is variability in the design DEF,,E , 4 EO E ,F-RWe We PARAMEER PARA IER

and manufacturing processes. The problem variabil- _ _ _ _ _,__ _

ity presents is that it exists in nearly all processes and REWORK STAFF REWORK

it results in marginal or non-conforming products. Figure 1. Process Improvements from VRP.
The variability comes from the fact that conditions
under which these items are produced change. The objectives of VRP are to design robust
Variability reflects the differences in raw material, products which are insensitive to the causes of
machines, their operators and the manufacturing failure;to achieve capable manufacturing processes
conditions. When process variation increases, the that produce nearly defect-free products; and to
product's physical properties or functional perform- adopt the managerial attitude of continuously im-
ance can degrade, and the number of product de- proving all processes. Thebasictoolsareteamwork,
fects increases. The significance variation has on a statistical process control (SPC), loss function, de-
product's reliability and quality depends on the criti- sign of experiment (DOE), parameter design and
cality of the manufacturing process and part charac- quality function deployment (QFD). VRP must span
teristics. all of engineering, manufacturing and management,

There are two ways to reduce variability, and include the suppliers (Figure 2).
Traditionally, the approach has been to tighten de-
sign tolerances and increase inspections. Costs
-climb as scrap and rework increase, and productivity IRNE MEET CUTOMR EXPECTATIONS,
drops. Inspections and tighter tolerances only treat MN M E, AT LOWES COST
the symptoms and do not resolve the actual problem.

The preferred method is to reduce the vari- MmR mor W.u EWeU

ability by improving the process. This can be done by
eliminating the causes of variation through statistical III mmSMW'TuKiM
techniques, and by developing more robust products
which are insensitive to the causes of variation. The TIAM "'mm,'ova' m mw
methods of reducing variability is aptly named the
Variability Reduction Process (VRP). roos P.ANiERuuC oE,, LSFUWT

VRP is a proven set of practices and tech- _II

nologies which yield more reliable and nearly defect- Figure 2. The Elements of VRP.
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CAPABLE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES defective products, and their causes should be iden-

tiffied and removed until the process is capable of
Capable manufacturing processes can only producing near defect-free products. However, I

be achieved when the critical parameters are known, causes of random variation are more difficult to
and the causes of variation are eliminated or mini- identify, are usually systemic and normally require
mized. For most processes, SPC is highly effective management action to remove.
(Figure 3). It allows the operator to observe the The difference between VRP and traditional
process and distinguish between patterns of random methods of quality control is that improvements in
and abnormal variation. It assists the operator in quality are achieved through improvements in the I
making timely decisions such as adjusting or shut- manufacturing processes. No longer is better quality
ting down the process before defects are produced. to be achieved through tightening specifications and
When combined with other statistical tools and prob- more inspections. In the case of SPC, the manufac-
lem solving techniques (Figure 4), the worier can turing processes are improved by eliminating the I
isolate and remove the causes of abnormal vari- causes of variability. Usually, the process can be
ations, centered around the design target and variation

When the abnormal variations are removed reduced well within the specifications (Figure 5). I
from the process, the process is said to be under When implemented correctly, the results
statistical control. In many processes, this will not be can be impressive. For Parlex Nevada Inc, a circuit
sufficient. The random variations alone can result in card manufacturer, SPC was used to cut scrap cost

by 90 percent in one year, and changed the
,, r |RocEss T'r: . company's losses into profits. Boeing used SPC to
OpERAR MACbE SkUU11 2OPT-LSS resolve a rivetflushness problem on the nose section

iof the 737 aircraft. The improvements saved a half-
941 million dollars a year.

___ 1_________8___________IN _A more powerful method of resolving difficult
.4Y&E! 0 1 M I so 1. 0 106or complex industrial problems is the statistical

11, design of experiments (DOE). DOE methods have
- been around for 60 years and have been extensively

Sused by the agricultural, pharmaceutical and chemi-
-cal industries to advance their products. These
_ -te..;nniques can greatly accelerate the rate of improv-

__ _ - ing product designs and manufacturing processes.
Figure 3. SPC Control Chart Such statistical experiments will aid the engineer in

identifying the critical parameters for SPC, isolating

technical or operational characteristics.IDOE works by measuring the effects thatI

different inputs have on a process. This is done by

identifying a prospective set of input factors, varying

CAM.=_ __._.JPTC,* TO
-KIKY LAM .

CAUSE AND EPPECT 11"A MR1?iff A WE...

REDUCE VAIAmN'
-- '~AROUNO THE TARGET ) :k I

FACM AAC

STMMU SCATR PGORAMI TANGET

Figure 4. Tools Workers Can Use to Identify Figure 5. Design and Build to Target Values, I
the Causes of Variation. Not Specification Limits.
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the inputs over a series of experiments, collecting the could identify new parameter settings that improve
data and analyzing the results. An input may be the product and increase yield. For example, the
varied over a range of values such as can be done problem an engineer may want to solve is the vari-
with an oven's curing temperature or conditionally, ability of ceramic parts. The source of variation is the
such as the decision to add or withhold a curing uneventemperaturesinthekiln. Because modifying
additive. The methods, whether they employ a full- the kiln is too expensive, the engineer conducts
factor, fractional-factor, orthogonal array or surface several experiments to identify a way to minimize the
response technique, use a statistical approach that effects of the uneven temperature. For the experi-
ensures accuracy and validity. ment, he selects as parameters the amounts of the

Well-planned experiments can have dra- ingredients, their textures, blending procedures and
matic results. For example, a government-owned- firing temperatures. For validity, the engineer should
company-operated (GOCO) munitions plant had a use DOE procedures forconducting the experiment.
serious problem in producing the ADAM mine. Al- An orthogonal array may be used to minimize experi-
though SPC was in use and 12 of 13 processes were mental time and cost. The results will enable the en-
within their tolerances, 19 out of 25 lots were re- gineer to fine new parameter settings that minimize
jected. Aerojet Ordinance, the plant operator, de- the effects of uneven firing temperatures.
cided to apply a Taguchi experiment to identify the The problem with most design approaches
critical parameters. They selected the 13 parame- is that parameter design is rarely done. Most engi-
ters used in the SPC program and tested parameters neers focus on the system design to develop the
at three different levels. Only 27 experiments were product, and immediately transition to tolerance
conducted, firing 6 rounds each. The results were design to establish the specification limits Often, the
profound. Four parameters were found to be critical, results is a inferior product which is sensitive to
and when set at their best levels, the process pro- variations in the manufacturing process. Parameter
duced good lots without any rejects. The other nine design should be done before tolerance design.
parameters were less important and their tolerances Parameter design can also be used to de-
can be relaxed. Results: production schedule met sign and produce a more robust product that will
while achieving significant cost savings, perform better over a wider range of operating con-

ditions and environments. It can be used to enhance
ROBUST DESIGNS a desired customer's need such as a smooth auto-

mobile ride, or to enhance an engineering require-
Having a capable manufacturing process is merit such as to lower the susceptibility of corrosion.

not enough. It may not be economical to remove or The success of parameter design and SPC
control some of the causes of variation. Therefore, hinge on the engineers' understanding of the cus-
it is necessary to develop robust manufacturling tomers'needs. Quality Fui-c ion Deployment (OFD)
processes which are insensitive
to the manufacturing conditions,
materials, machines and opera- Hueo ult
tors. In most cases, the greatest
improvements come from robust
designs. These improvements
are achieved through parameter
design, a technique of selecting l, I n,
the optimum conditions (i.e. de- I *"
termining the ideal parameter j ,,,
settings) that minimize the vari- 

new-END"

ability without removing the
causes of variation. P.ANNIN

During parameter de- PAMTS ini,

sign, a set of parameters is iden- DoEKTMo r
tified to enhance the product, and PROCESS

a series of experiments is con- PUNNINO

ducted to observe the effets of PRODUCTION

the parar: eters on the desired
part characteristics. The results Figure 6 Quality Function Deployment.
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is a systematic approach for developing and translat- neers. Concurrent engineering replaces the typical
ng the customers' needs into the critical part charac- sequential" approach to product design, which is

teristics and production requirements. The QFD more costly and time consuming. The effects con-
requirements matrices are designed to minimize the current engineering can have may be summed up by
chance of starting the design process with incom- the following example. Using sequential engineer-
plete or erroneous requirements. They provide a ing practices, the Allison Transmission Division !
methodology which assures an orderly translation nf estimated in 1982 it would cost $100 million in capital
the customers' requirements throughout the product investment and $75,000 per unit to replace the
development process (Figure 6). transmission in the M-1 13 Armored Personnel Car- i

The basic approach used in QFD is concep- ner. In 1987, using concurrent engineering. Allison's
tually similar to the practice employed by most estimate dropped to $20 milion for capital invest-
companies. The difference lies in its structure. It ment and $50,000 per unit (Figure 7).
compels the different disciplines and departments tc i
communicate. QFD starts by defining the custom- CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
ers' requirements in the customers' terminology and
translates these requirements into engineering re- For VRP to succeed, management from the I
quirements. These engineering requirements be- top down must adopt new attitudes about reliability
come the product characteristics which should be and quality, and must become directly involved in
measurable and given target values. If properly continuously improving the design and manufactur-
executed, the product should fulfill the expectations ing processes. They must implement programs to
of the customer. foster improvement, teardown the barriers that in-

The other matrices translate the etigineer- hibit change, instill teamwork, establish goals for
ing requirements into part characteristics, required improvement, and provide education and training for
manufacturng operations, and production require- successful implementation.
ments. Each matrix identifies the design targets, Management's primary objective should be
interrelationships and prioritie.s The end result to satisfy the customer and serve the customer's I
should be a set of operating procedures which the needs if a company is to stay in business and make
factory can follow to consistently produce the critical a profit. Reliability and quality must come first- not
part characteristics, profit. Ift done smartly, reliability and quality will

The design environment best suited to pro- reduce cost and increase profit. For example, I
duce robust products is concurrent engineering (also Hewlett-Packard's Yokogawa plant implemented
referred to as simultaneous engineering). Concur- many of the VRP techniques and, after eight years,
rent engineering addresses all the customer, design they achieved 240 percent increase in profit, 120 I
and manufacturing issues up-front starting with percent increase in productivity, 19 percent increase
concept exploration. The process employs good in market share, 79 percent decrease in failure rate,
design practices, interdisciplinary teams and a struc- and 42 percent decrease in manufacturing costs.
tured requirements process, such as QFD, to con- Management must become process-ori-
currently develop the product and manufacturing ented and stimulate efforts to improve the way
processes Its practice encourages communication employees do the job Teamwork is the foundation

between the design, product and production engi- for continuous improvement. An important part of
team building is the assignment of people to- muftli-

ALLISON X-200 TRANSMISSION functional management teams, interdisciplinary
CAPITAL iWTWENT UWTCOST design teams and process improvement teams. I

OLUOkS "MRAN Everyone should be involved in process improve-

ment.
Management should implement programsIi iI

, -to foster continuous improvement, use education to
change attitudes and provide training. Change will
be gradual and will require a long-term outlook. In I
Japan, most of the small improvements come from
the workers' suggestion system called Kai, en Teian

W - .,A, ., ,fW- C,,,,,Pff Kawasaki Heavy Industries Aircraft Works has one
of the more impressive programs. In 1987. each

Figure 7. Concurrent Engineering employee submitted an average of 229 suggestions
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and 92 percent were adopted. Savings were esti-
mated at $.35 million. At a Texas Instruments plant, lo
they introduced an enhancement program, and over GENERAL PURPOSE LOGIC PCC

the past five years, the program has reduced defects
by 2,300 percent (Figure 8). D

Management must take responsibility for
E

process improvement while giving the workers the C
T

responsibility of maintaining the process. Without S

the abiliQy to maintain the existing process, there can
be no improvement. This means management must
give the worker ownership of his processes and

allow the worker to improve or stop the process as o S4 1 1 I 1
necessary. In many progressive companies, work- 8- a , 7 SO

ers are involved in the development of their own
operating procedures, and in some cases, they write Figure 8. Continuous Improvement.

their procedures.
Management must change the accounting

procedures. The notion that loss only occurs when Or WAKPI OOUCT WC LOSS RICIN

the product is outside the specification limits is obso- T01"ESP-ORCAf
lete. Loss includes not only the cost of scrap and
rework, but also the cost of warranties, excess inven- NO=OO ,OM , POOR

tory and capital investment, customer dissatisfac-

tion, and eventual loss of market share. The tradi- FAME FAM

tional go/no-go approach to quality should be re- 00
placed with a powerful monetary loss function to
better account for loss (Figure 9). A quadratic loss 1& USL L% u.
function allows management to better assess the L s LSW=. z

true cost of production processes and the benefits us.UPSPcuT y =,URE; TDSMTAAG-
derived from process improvements (Figure 10),
Most important, the loss function supports continu- Figure 9. Quality Loss Functions.

I A B C

PROCESS PROCESS AVERtAGE AVERAOS AV&RAGE
CAPA8IUTY SPREAD 1 LOSiUNn" 6 LOSAWWT S LOOS PO

IP E VARIABILlM INDEX (Cp) tAnO ADOLLAN PRIM

A-. IIG11111 COUMI 6 A* COLUMN Ci zN

1.00 1.0 .111 $22.20 $22,200
Vl\J~ _COST

1.11 .9 ._____ AVOIDANCE:
! 1.25 0 .o71 $11,400

Lose 3 0. 6A $10.80 $10,800
$ l_.O _____o 1.67 0.8 .4

A=.S *= , ~i -*m w,2.m80 G.2 .004A.<j ON2.80 0GA All

3 .33 0.3 An1a

AO ~ ~ A 0 , ~ ~ 50 .2 .004

10.00 0.1 .001

ASS UPTIONS EXAMPLE K)WS

(11 TOLERANCE EOUJAL
PROCESS [ 1'CN O -CDIIMATE SAV94M OF IPftOV IMOCIESS IOS To .?
PRCS ISYMMErTICALJ* DOLLAR LO AT flHIER SPE LNN 4J As.

!I TrA-C LOSS F UNC'CR - U ER OF UOPfT TO W P EDI " .110
- RATIONArLY" SE SP6CIFE ATIOPIS

Figure 10. Table for Evaluating the Benefits from Process Improvement.
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I Implementation of Total Quality Management at
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard

Gerry A. Damon'

I This paper discusses the strategy and methods used at Pearil Harbor Naval Shipyard to apply Dr. W.
E. Deming's 14 management principles to t e complex world of ship ove haul and repair. The purpose
of Total Quality Management is to improve quality, and lereby reduce cots, and increase productivity,
thus improving Pearl Harbor's competive position in tie malet. A brief, general history of process
control is given as well as a close examination of the current management and overall conditions at
Pear Harbor. The interdependent roles of top management, middle management, the union, nd oon-suftants are evaluated, and areas for ir "rovement are examined.

I Introduction 4. Buy on quality, not price.
5. Constantly improve production/service.

PEARL HARBOR Naval Shipyard is one of eight public ship- 6. Training for all employees.
yards engaged in the overhaul and repair of conventional 7. Leadership.
and nuclear-powered surface ships and submarines of the U.S. 8. Communication, drive out fear.
Navy These ships, from their power plants to their sophis- 9. Remove barriers between departments.
tacated weapons systems, are consistently on the leading edge 9. Rovesbarrers btwee deoans
of technology. Work performed on these ships during an II. Eliminate work standards/management by quotas.

overhaul, maintenance, or repair cycle requires personnel in 12. Workers' right to pride of workmanshipb

the labor force whose skills encompass a variety of voca- 13. Education and selfimprovement. .

tions -engineers, machinists, accountants, welders, corn- 14. Top management's commitment.

puter specialists, pipefitters, riggers, crane operators, and

personnel specialists are but a few of the skilled personnel Pearl Harbor is currently in the process of internalizing
required. Of prime importance in ensuring success in the and institutionalizing the Deming principles. This means
business is a management structure and philosophy dedi- shipyard managers must embrace these principles and apply
cated to continuous improvement in quality, productivity and them in the management of shipyard activities. Manage-
cost reduction. ment words and actions must reflect and be consistent withIecognizing that increased productivity and reduced costs these principles. Shipyard policies, procedures, instructions.
are end products of quality improvement, Pearl Harbor, in and daily operations must also 4e consistent with this phi-
April 1986, elected to adopt Dr. W. E. Deming's management losophy.
fundamentals. The purpose of this presentation, therefore, Recognizing that past practice and management styles
is to discuss the strategy and methodology which is being cannot be changed overnight, Pearl Harbor accepted the fact
used to apply Dr. Deming's principles to the complex world that this change in management attitude and behavior will
of ship overhaul and repair, take three to five years. The change process begins by gen-

erating awareness through training in the basics of the
Deming Principles, problem-solving techniques and statis-

Goal tical methods. The manager then has the opportunity to
The goal at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard is to reduce cs practice and apply these new ideas and techniques in his/Thegoa atPeal Hrbo Naal hipardis o rduc cots her own environment. The restructured environment is es-

in order to remain competitive. To achieve this goal, the hed as pr t The c erces bynt iyard
shipyard has adopted the strategy directed toward "process tablished as part of the change process by the Shipyardimp. Th cess saegdecte toac d Commander and the Steering Committee which has been

pon the philosophy of Dr. W. Edwards eming and Dr. J. M. formed to perpetuate on-going process improvement. The new

SJuran. Dr. leming states his aim, is the transformation of structure encourages managers to spend a minimum of 10

uthe American style of management. He does not tell how o percent of their time working on the problems of tomorrow
mae thiserian sf ty bute of management As managers participate in and become more comfortablemake this transfo ,nation, he provides 14 management and adept with these new methods, they see the results not
principles as a guide. It is top management's reponsibility only of their efforts, but also of the entire shipyard's effortsto infuse these principles functionally and operationally int to effect continuous improvement. As the goal to constantly

the shipyard organization and to provide a plan for their im- improve bo t e al th esult
plementation. A brief description of these principles is given improve becomes a way of life at Pearl Harbor, the result

lo . Awill be a reduction in overhaul and repair costs and signif-
below: icant improvement in Pearl Harbor's competitive position and

1. Constancy of purpose. its ability to provide jobs and job security to a dedicated
2. Refusal to accept mistakes/defects. workforce.
3. Cease dependence on mass inspection.

'Pea] Harbor Naval Shipyard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Management's responsibility
Presented at the Ship Producuon Symposium, New Orleans, Lousi-

ana. August 26-28. 1987 Deming points out that 85 percent of all problems in an
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organization are system problems and therefore the respon- on rework alone. If our experience is typical of the eight public 5
sibility of management. Moreover, the systems and pro- shipyards that employ approximately 60000 people, this
cesses that an organization uses are created and established means that the equivalent of 9000 or more people (that is,
by management Therefore, managers must understand how the equivalent of another shipyard) are doing nothing but
to analyze systems processes in order to create a structure rework full-time. At the same time, tremendous savings can
that allows all levels of the workforce to be involved in pro- be realized by reducing work and improving processes that
cess improvement and control. produce an acceptable product without rework. Although most

It is critical for the top managern,,,t team to be a role current processes eventually produce a quality output, they
model in the execution of its responsibilities in the trans- are very costly, overly complex, and include too many bt-
formation process The team must change its fundamental tlenecks and inspection points. Obviously, all processes must
ideas about how to manage shipyard work and about man- be streamlined to reduce the excess fat. These two elements.
agement's role with personnel Top management cannot del- reducing rework and streamlining processes, are the key areas
egate this responsibility, they must actively work to resolve to focus on in process improvement.
all types of shipyard problems. 5. The impact of Japan: Japan has become the exemplar

Management must learn to think analytically through the in the world for quality and productivity. The Japanese have
process of quantifying and measuring problems. Deming's excelled at being able to produce a product or a service and
approach emphasizes making decisions based on facts. Data doing it right the first time. They have set the example for
must be collected. analyzed. and used to identify and solve continuous improvement. Their ability to reduce vdriation
problems Statistical process control (SPC1 and other quan- in a process and produce uniform output has resulted in higher
titative methods provide the tools necessary to collect and quality and reliability and a minimized cost by eliminating
interpret data Training must be provided to develop man- rework.
agement understanding in the use of these tools and tech-
niques Even more important is the use of these tools on real The evolution of quality
problems Guidance must be provided.

In the 1930's, Walter Shewhart, a statistician at Bell Lab-
Job shop business oratories in New York, developed techniques to bring in-

dustrial processes into what he called "statistical control "
Mar,y examples of the application of the Deming Philos- Shewhart, through the use of statistical analysis techniques,

ophy come from industries where mass production and its established a method for defining the limits of inherent or
associated repetitive processes play an important role. Ex- random variation in a process. Once the variation was de-
amples may show a production line capable of producing 500 termined, process control limits were mathematically deter-
cars per day Generally. most examples illustrate the repet- mined. From this, a process control chart could be con-
itive nature of processes In comparison, the ship overhaul structed which would provide a real time measure of process
and repair business on sophisticated Navy ships differs variability as work was being performed. By collecting in-
greatly It may take six months to several years to overhaul process measurement data at selected intervals and entering
a ship. Shipyards are in the Job Shop business. Some jobs it on the control chart, the actual performance of the process
occur rly once a year. while new Ship Alterations require could be tracked. Review of the control chart could then trig-
entire!,, new techniques and approaches The job shop busi- ger action to adjust or modify the process if it began to de-
ness requires a significant amount of planning up front to viate from the norm and thereby prevent the production of
order maternals. develop software, sequence work, and co- a defective product. Workers could be trained to do this
ordinate the trades involved Actual work is complicated by charting themselves, thus giving them greater control over
limited space access onboard ship. But even with these dif- their jobs and allowing them to make adjustments on their
ferences. ship repair effectiveness can be markedly improved own. Dr. Deming studied with Shewhart and included these
through process improvement, that is, looking for ways to theories on quality control as a basis for his own work. The
streamline processes theories were put into practice during World War II, and the

Although much of ship overhaul and repair business is job result was our ability to produce a quality product from the
shop in nature, there are many processes utilized repeat- assembly line without the need for 100 percent inspection.
edly. For example, welding. machining, pipe fitting, paint- Because of the resulting increase in productivity, we were
ing. valve repairs. and software development are all pro- able to provide the forces in the field with the quantity and
cesses that can be improved by reducing variability that occurs quality of materials needed in t- war effort; a significant
today By understanding what causes variation in our pro- factor in our eventual victory. After the war, however, the
cesses and by observing. analyzing, and controlling vari- high consumer demand for products placed the emphasis on
ability, we can improve our quality and reduce our costs. quantity, not quality; therefore, Shewhart's theories were no 3
Need longer seen as important. Paradoxically, General McArthur. U

who was assisting Japan in the rebuilding process, invited
The need to improve the way Pearl Harbor manages and Deming to help with the census. While Deming was in Ja-

conducts overhaul and repair work is directly influenced by pan, he was also asked to present his ideas on qualit-. to the
the interralationship of the following factors: Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE). The rest I

I. High cost: Cost of overhauls and repairs have been spi- is history. The Japanese accepted these ideas and began
raling upwards. massive training in statistical methods. Since 1950, the Jap-

2 Reduced budget: The Navy's share of a reduced federal anese have become one of the world leaders in quality and
budget must be stretched over an expanded fleet, productivity and a major competitive force in the work mar-
3. Competition: The public shipyards have begun coin- ketplace. It was not until the 1980 presentation in the United

peting with the private sector for Navy work Pearl Harbor States of the NBC White Paper, "If Japan Can, Why Can't
expects to competitively bid on future overhaul work pack- We?" that American business took serious notice of Dr W
ages Edwards Deming and his 14 principles of management phi -

4 Need for Improvement. There is a great need for i- losophy. Since 1980, many of the Fortune 500 companies have
provement at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard It is estimated embraced the Deming principles and have improved their
that a rmnimum of 15 percent of our time and money is spent quality and productivity significantly
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The evolution of quality improvement at Pearl Harbor up mit Group entitled "Quality, Productivity and Implementing
until 1981. for the most part, was seen as the responsibility SPC." Following the training, a Steering Committee of De-
of the Quality Assurance Department. Like many organi- partment and Offices heads as assigned to establish and
zations across the country, Pearl Harbor had made a token manage future process improvement policy and direction. The
effort in support of the "Zero Defects" program in the 1970's. Steering Committee made two key decisions: (1) to hire an
This program was a good example of the slogan approach to outside consultant for one year to assist the shipyard in its
quality improvement with no plan of action nor a defined implementation efforts and (2) to develop an internal edu-
methodology on how to reach this goal. In 1981, in an at- cation program to train project teams and managers in the
tempt to apply a methodology, the shipyard initiated a Qua- problem-solving tools and techniques. The training program
itv Circle (QC, program and within 1 1/2 years had ex- was to be an interim step to get the remaining shipyard
panded t 35 active circles. However, due to a lack of constancy managers trained and involved in process improvement un-
of purpose. lack of management support, and changes in up- til the consultant arrived. By the end of 1986, 12 interde-
per level managers. the number of active circles dropped to partmental teams and 375 managers and supervisors had
two it, 1984 Again, due to a change in top management in been trained. The idea was that managers/supervisors were

1956. the QC program was revitalized and is currently at 20 to put these tools to work in finding and solving pobiem
active circles In 1984. another Quality Improvement Initi- in their own work area (Deming's Point No. 5: Find Prob-
ative was established to address the issue of rework. This lems). A sub-steering committee was assigned the task of
program later became known as the Problem Recurrence writing a solicitation to hire an uutside consultant The com-

Elimination Program (PREPi. The PREP coordinators were pletion of this prokss took one year.
assigned in the various shops and departments. and a sys-
tem was established tW identify and record rework along with
a computerized database for tracking This program grew, Implementation-Phase I
gained manager and shipyard support. and is both active and This section describes the process improvement structure
very successful today The databank is used to direct ship- established by Captain Traister and the Steering Committee
yard improvement efforts which have resulted in millions of and covers the period of 1986 to 1987. (Phase II begins with
dollars saved the arrival of the consultant in June 1987. The structure

The current Shipy-ird Commander, Captain Robert Trais- incorporates all the elements that go together to make the
ter. arrived at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard in January 1986 implementation process work; moreover, these elements in-
and brought with him a background of experience at Elec- tegrate the ingredients of the Deming philosophy into con-
tnc Boat. Litton Industries. and Puget Sound Naval Ship- tinuous process improvement This structure evolves and

yard He was familiar vnth the processes and problems as- changes continually as it is refined and improved through
so iated with the building, overhaul, and repair of Navy ships. actual use at Pearl Harbor. This paper is a description or
Although these shipyards had different strengths and weak- "snapshot" of where Pearl Harbor currently is in this pro-
nesses, all had been caught up in fighting fires on a daily cess. Some of these elements were already in place while
basis Unfortunately. it was his opinion that they had failed others have been added since the recent emphasis on Total
tc. make any significant improvement over the long range. Quality Management (TQM, began. Due to a lack of pub-
He saw occasional successes, yet all shipyards lacked overall licity. the program has been seen as "quiet", therefore, one
effec:'ve r ianrn m and coordination They were bound up in drawback is that the workforce perceives fragmentation as
unnecessarily cos: - processes these old programs now merge with new elements A de-

However. on element of the operatior which he found scription of each element is provided below.
successful was the "tiger" or "project" team approach. These

I....... .e made up of a rela.:''ely small number of key Shipyard commander
people with the necessary. experience and background to work The Shipyard Commander, that is, the Chief Executiveor a specific task They would meet periodically on their Officer is the most critical element in causing continuous

special assignment and perform the detailed planning and process improvement to take place. He is the role model for
then ensure the project was correctly managed during the others to follow. Without his commitment, dedication, belief.
execution phase They were able to continuously identify- un- involvement, support and constant everyday pushing of th-
foreseen problems and then readily resolve them. This proj- program, any effort such as this one is doomed For example.
ect approach is used successfully today not only at Pearl Captain Traister has participated in all 25 training sessions
Harbor, but in all shipyards in order to focus work groups conducted to date. In these sessions, he spends considerable
on complex tasks and evolutions. It is an example of a tech- time explaining to each class of 25 shipyard managers why
nique that works Many of the factors that make this ap- this process is necessary and how it works, and he gives ex-
proach successful are included in the Deming ?hilosophy. amples of its success. In addition, he attends and chairs two

Captain Traister was well read in the management phi- one-hour process review sessions each week where presen-
losophies of Drucker. Juran, Deming, and Crosby. He was tations are made on process improvements throughout the
absolutely convinced that "process improvement" was a nec- shipyard. Each week he chairs the Steering Comm'ttee. which
essary part of the long-term shipyard improvement equa- provides direction and guidance for the TQM program H(
tion. and he initiated a shipyard-wide effort in process man- constantly queries managers and those directly involved ir
agement By April 1986, he issued written direction to all improvement projects with questions such as
departments and offices making it clear that he wanted "What are the criteria?"
everyone in the shipyard involved in process improvement. "What will you measure?"'
An enclosure to this internal direction was a 55-page guide "How will you know if you have improved?"
that oulined the "Management Approach to Productivity "You need more data."
Improvement" "You must establish a database."

Shortly after that. 22 top managers attended a five-day "What is your plan to follow up'
course given by the University of New Hampshire entitled "You need to break the job down into smaller pieces
the "Group Approach to Problem Solving (GAPS)." Imme- "Why does our procedure cost more than other shipyards'
diately following this, another group of 22 top managers at- Managern and supervisors who have received the benefit
tended another five-day course given by the National Sum- of the training all agree that the Shipyard Commander is a
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critical element in Dening's transformation," From the top with the workload forecast, to determine future and on-going
down, the total process needs to be both stated and used re- training requirements. i
peatedly throughout the entire management structure in the This section describes training that the shipyard devel-
shipyard oped to get started in process improvement. The purpose of

this training was to train interdepartmental project teams
Steering Committee and shipyard managers in the Deming Philosophy, problem-

The Steering Committee s purpose is to establish policy and solving, team building, and statistical methods. It was ini-
direction for TQM It is chaired by the Shipyard Commander tially seen as a three- to four-month interim action before
and meets weekly for 1 1/2 hours. Its members include some the consultant arrived; however, as it turned out, it was a
25 managers, made up of department and office heads in all one-year effort. During that one year, 19 interdepartmental
major functions. This Committee identifies high-cost pro- project teams and 600 managers were trained. Since the ov-
cesses for review and assigns interdepartmental members to erview training was limited to three days, it provided only
work on these projects. Steering Committee activities have an introduction to shipyard managers oni the basic concepts
included viewing the Juran. Conway, and Deming video- It was presented in a top down approach, that is, managers
tapes, and arranging for guest speakers that are further along should not attend unless their supervisor had attended first
in implementing the Deming principles. One month was spent This unwritten rule was about 70 percent effective Clas-
reviewing all process improvement projects underway in each size was limited to 20 to 25 people.
department This thorough overview gave everyone an op Subject matter included introduction, background, the
portunity to see what is going on ind to provide feedback. Deming video entitled "Road Map to Change," Shipyard
The Steering Committee works closely with the consultant Commander's presentation, working as a group, defining and
in developing a clear undei tanding of Deming's 14 points. understanding the problems, flow charting, cause and effect
Subcommittees will be formed to study, a specific number of diagrams, data collection, data analysis, pareto, trend charts.
the 14 points, and they ,ill define them operationally and histograms, scatter diagrams, control charts, solutions, and
functionally within the shipyard Through this process, the a six-hour group application of the problem solving tools to
Steering Committee will become the champions of the 14 a case study. In addition to this training, six shipyard man-
points. moreover, they will become a resource and resolver agers were sent to a four-day seminar given by Deming him- I
of any questions regarding these principles self in May 1987.

Rework Process review 3
The Problem Recurrence Elimination Program (PREP) has Currently, approximately 100 improvement projects are

been actively involved in identifying rework for three years being tracked and monitored. This number is increasing as
PREP is composed cf 12 full-time and 12 part-time coordi- managers and supervisors begin to identify and attack prob-
nators assigned from the various shops and departments. lems in their own areas. At the present time, the Shipyard U
These coordinators have been trained in process analysis and Commander, the Planning Officer, and the Production Of-
improvement, and spearhead projects that have been iden- ficer hold a Process Review meeting every Wednesday and
tified as rework problems. Friday between 0700 and 0800. Presentation, are made on

Plans for the future include on-going documentation of the progress of improvement projects and top management i
discrepancies on critical submarine components and sys- has the opportunity to provide approval, feedback, and di-
temr These discrepancies will be documented during assem- rection at these meetings. With this meeting. the Shipyard
bIy. shop and shipboard testing This enormous databank will Commander is modeling what he wants to eventually see at
be used t., the shop and department level. As the number of improve- 5

* identify problem processes ment projects continues to increase, each shop and depart-
Sprioritize process irrprovements needs and efforts ment will establish its own internal Quality Assurance Pro-
. confirm effectivenes of process improvement actions gram or Quality Review Board. These Boards will be
* demonstrate process control effectiveness responsible for reviewing improvement projects to ensure they
By continually improving shipyard repair processes, the are progressing and receiving necessary management atten- U

shipyard will be able to reduce the number of problems, tion.

maintain a corporate memory databank, and get repair pro-
cesses under control Interdepartmental teams

Shipyard operations involve many complex and costly pro-
Training cesses. These processes require input from numerous trades

Deming e nphasizes a continuing training and education and codes throughout the shipyard because they cross de-
commitment for all employees. partment boundaries. These processes are further compli- I

The employees must understand the total assigned job, re- cated by their own undocumented evolution and by the many
quirements, procedures. and policies. Most important, the imposed governmental regulations. The Steering Committee
employee must be given the opportunity to apply classroom identifies not only the high-cost processes, but also the oneE
training in the workplace so that the knowledge and un- which continually result or hinder productivity year after 1
derstanding is internalized In other words, the employee must year. These processes are pinpointed as potential projects for
be qualified to do the job. Training must be continually im- improvement, and they represent major cost savings. Once
proved and updated to meet changing requirements, and the the Steering Committee selects such a project, the next step
shipyard must allocate resources to fund this training. Sta- is to nominate a project manager from the Steering Com-
tistical methods are used to determine if processes are in mittee to be responsible for the project. The project manager
control and if training is needed. To achieve this training serves as a link between the team and the Steering Corn-
goal at Pearl Harbor, an interdepartmental team was es- mittee, and he or she provides status to the Steering Com-
tablished to set up a Skills Tracking System. This system mittee on the team's progress. I
lists the skill and training requirements, the dates that The project manager selects a team leader, and the two
training was last attended, and the jobs that were worked together determine the required trades and codes that are
where training was applied This system will be used, along needed to resolve the problem Once the team members are
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identified, the entire team attends a three-day training in above. More and more pressure is being directed toward get-
the Deming Philosophy, problem-solving tools, and Statis- ting all personnel trained actively involved. Pearl Harbor
tical Process Control (SPC). After completing the training, has trained more than 600 managers to date, but only a
the team spends the remaining two days getting started on handful are involved in improvement projects.
their project From here on, the team averages four hours This is a weak area in that managers and supervisors are
per week working on their projects. Typically, they hold two not applying the tools and techniques learned in training

meetings per wt-ek for two hours- therefore, their ability to internalize these skills is jeopard-

These interdepartmental teams incorporate all the ingre- ized.
dients of the Deming Philosophy, that is, breaking down
barriers between departments, two-way communication, and Quality Circles

managers demonstrating their leadership ability by helping The Shipyard Commander's goal is to get all the managers
to remove barriers that hinder the team's progress and suc- and supervisors trained and onboard with the Deming Phi-
cess These teams exemplify how process improvement works losophy and "process improvement" before addressing the
for other shops and departments. They are a vehicle that workforce regarding Quality Circles. The point is that the
allows the shipyard to experience the Deming principles at Quality Circle program that began in 1981 had little or no
work management support. Before the shipyard establishes any

Nineteen interdepartmental teams have been established future Quality Circle policy, all managers must first be
at Pearl Harbor to work on the following high-cost processes: trained and actively involved. It is important that managers

" Scheduling and supervisors understand the Deming Philos .hy and pro-
, Steaming Deficiencies cess improvement before the concept is introduced at the
" Special Hull Treatment workforce level. Every effort must be made to eliminate lip
* System Certification service.
" In-Place Valve Repair
* Electrcity Usage
" Discrepancy Reports Implementation-Phase II

Key Operation Closure Phase H began with the arrival of the consultant in June
Controlled Industrial Material 1987. Up to this point, the shipyard established a system

i Steam Plant Cleanliness Control and structure to get "process improvement" underway Al-
Design Support Services though slow in development, the shipyard moved steadily
Material Kitting and positively toward getting everyone involved. The Dem-
Shift Turnover ing principles were addressed superficially. The videotape

i ATMAS "Road Map to Change" (Deming Philosophy,, had been shown
* Refrigeration to all managers and discussed briefly in the three day train-
. Skills Bank ing
•Test Memos

BQQ5 Upgrade Why a consultant?
•Clean Var, Deming recommends the use of a consultant and, of course,

Typically. a team will make a status presentation to the consultants recommend consultants. The shipyard made the
Process Reviev Board one to three months after they corn- decision early on to bring in outside assistance for the fol-
plet training. This gives management an opportunity to ask lowing reasons:
questions and provide feedback. The final presentation is 1. The payback from the expected cost savings will more
made when the team is ready to implement their improve- than compensate for consultant's service.
men, action After management's approval is received and 2. Pearl Harbor lacks "hands-on" experience in applying
af-, the changes are implemented, the team follows up to statistical methods and the Deming principles.
ensure that the plan of action is implemented properly. They 3. Consultants offer expertise, credibility, and direct
also collect data to ensure that the improvement works and -bands-on" experience that will provide a faster and smoother
meets the desired goal. Only when the team has institution- transition.
alized the change can it step away from the project. 4. Consultants have encountered and dealt with the bar-

Departments riers and pitfalls of implementation and developed strate-
gies to minimize these problems.

The Shipyard Commander has tasked each Department to The following criteria were used to evaluate the back-
identifv and work on five improvement projects and to re- ground and experience of the contractors and the personnel
port the status to him quarterly in writing. Each depart- involved in the project:
ment identifies high-cost problems in their area and assigns • teaching experience/expertise,
team leaders and members to attack those problems. Several * problem-solving and team building,
departments have established more than five projects. The • statistical process control,
awareness of the opportunity for fertile areas to improve be- * Deming principles,
comes more and more apparent. - record of successful implementation,

Managers and supervisors • size and type of organizations served, andManaersandsupevi~s •response from references contacted.

The model for individual managers and supervisors is to

spend 10 percent of their time (four hours per week) dedi- Cosltant services

cated to process improvement. 1his means meeting with their In late May 1987, the contract was awarded to Process
subordinates, their counterparts plus managers, or both to Management Institute (PMI,. PMI, recommended by Dr
identify' problems. This becomes a schedule and behavior that Deming, will provide four different specialists from their staf.
is on-going for constantly improving processes by identifying during the one-year contractual period. The contract in-
and eliminating problems one by one. cludes the following services:

Currently, very few individual managers/supervisors are 1. Top management: Mr. Louis Schultz, president of PMI
S involved i-ndependently other than in the projects discussed will present a three-day seminar to top management at the
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shipyard. The title of his seminar is "Managing in the New Tle I SM 00 CIS ovehmul cost 5
World Wide Competitive Society." Topics include:

* History of Competitiveness Man-Day Expenditures
* Need for Change SSN 688 Class in Excess of Other
* Deming's Deadly Diseases Overhauls Shipyards,
* Deming's 14 Principles First (1984) 25
* Funnel Experiment Second (1985) 22
* Bead Box Experiment Third (1986) 16'
" Consequences of Staying "As Is" Fourth (1987) 2 1

" Process for Change U
* What's Requirea to Make It Happen
" %'hat We Would Like to See at Pearl Harbor
• Obstacles U

This seminar will initiate the contract and provide man- 2. When appropriate, break down the costs of the large

agers with an overview of their new role. complex processes into smaller segments to determine where
2. SPC internal consultants: A group of 25 people as- the higher costs are originating.

signed from the various shops and departments will receive 3. Assign a project team of managers close to the process I
in-depth training in statistical methods. They will be taught to streamline it and eliminate the excess fat.
to apply these methods to projects within the particular shop The above approach is best exemplified by the Special Hull
or department where they are employed. These "internal Treatment process. The shipyard has recently completed its -
consultants" will work with their management and project first of six scheduled ships. Cost figures are significantly U
teams on improvement projects; moreover, they will become less than original estimates and are below all other activi-
a resource in the shipyard to draw from in the application ties involved in this process. At the 70 percent completion
of SPC. The training they receive includes a minimum of sLtge, the second ship cost indicators suggest further sig- i
one week in the classroom followed by several weeks of ap- nificant reductions in total cost. Pearl Harbor has set an ex-
plying the SPC tools and techniques to real Shop/Depart- ample for this process in the ship repair and overhaul in-
ment projects. dustry. Reasons for this success include.

3. Project teams: Problem-solving. team building, and SPC 1. The work was packaged into nine zones that allowed
training will be provided for selected improvement projects. accurate tracking of costs. Accurate and honest charging was 3
Upon completion of the training, the teams will work with achieved; this allowed the process to be controlled.
the internal consultants, their Department Managers, and 2. A project team was established early on to improve this
the Consultants in applying the skills and techniques to spe- process. The process was flow-charted extensively to better
cific problem areas. This training covers five days and is understand how the process worked and determine where
followed by the team meeting four hours a week to work on improvements could be made. Improvement actions have been
their project. implemented and significant cost reductions have been doc-

4. Facilitation and consultation: Continual full-time fa- umented. m
cilitation cr the application of the Deming principles. prob- 3. People close to the process have created an on-going 3
lem-solving techniques. and statistical methods is required process improvement attitude that has devele-,d a pride that
throughout the one-year contract period. The consultant will fosters continual improvement.
work with top management. the Steering Committee, De- The examples in Table 2 are SSN 688 Cli -.-, processes that
partment and Office Heads, the internal consultants, and the have been identified and had project teams assigned. For those 3
pro iec teams. This hands-on application phase is a critical that have implemented at least one improvement action, cost
step for managers to internalize all aspects of the Deming reductions of 10 to 100 percent have been documented. Tak-
Ph.--phv. ing all improvement projects into account, approximately $15

million in actual savings and $30 million in cost-avoidance 3
have been recorded. Further cost reductions are anticipated

Results and examples on these processes on future ship overhauls as the shipyard
Pearl Harbor's progress will be assessed in two areas: re- maintains its commitment to continuous improvement.

duction in cost of SSN 688 Class overhauls and implemen- Eventually, problem prevention and continual improvement
tation of a process management system will become a way of work life for all employees.

The projects listed in Table 2 are only a sample of the 100
SSN 688 Class overhaul costs to 120 improvement projects currently in progress at the

Pearl Harbor has completed two SSN 688 Cla verhauls, shipyard. t
has two currently in progress, and has two more planned for Implementation of total quality management
the future. Man-day expenditures exceed those of other
overhauling activities by the percent shown in Table 1. The goal is to actively involve all employees in the con-

The shipyard is committed to reducing costs and the time 3
to overhaul SSN 688 Class ships. Only by attacking the costly rabl 2 x joiJ o order 011
and time-consuming processes, project by project, and get-
ting everyone involved can the shipyard achieve its goal. As Desgn services
shown by the figures in Table 1, the shipyard is making Dssig upr
progress and still has a long way to go. Fire wa semces

Certification
Significant improvement projects Built-in tanks

Air-conditioning
Pearl Harbor's strategy on specific high-cost SSN 688 Class Hatches

processes is to: PropI lube oil flush
1 Identify high cost job orders by comparing our costs with Lhing

the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA' Cost Estimat- Ship's -ervice motor gencrator
ing Standard 1CES, and those of other shipyards Oxygen system
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3 tinual pursuit of quality improvement in shipyard processes Shipyard see the effort moving forward very slowly; author-
This new management style is modeled by the Shipyard itative sources outside the shipyard believe the shipyard ib
Commander and the Steering Committee downward into each moving too quickly. From 1987 to 1988 there will be a major
Department and Shop In the same way, the Department Head thrust forward because the outside consultant will be as-
meets weekly with senior Department Managers to identify sisting the shipyard full time. Top management will tackle
and work on quality problems under their responsibility, the 14 points in detail, and the 25 "internal consultants"
Problems are defined, prioritized, quantified, and flow managers trained in SPC will apply statistical methods in
charted Data are collected and analyzed, and decisions are their departments. In addition, new project teams will be
made based on facts Causes are identified and verified, and formed and trained by the consultant. Therefore, the expec-
corrective action is implemented. To ensure that the actions tation at this time is that through the combined efforts of

are implemented to their satisfaction, tracking and moni- all these groups, the pacing between theory and practice will
tonng is initiated. Further, data are collected to ensure that become more balanced.
improvement in the process actually occurred and that gains There is no turning back. Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
are held. This Departmental Management Team becomes the must reduce costs and be competitive to stay in business A

example and steering arm for process management to evolve new management style is evolving, but not until future cost
downward into the middle management level. As other man- indicators are evaluated and full employee participation is
ager; and employees see top management actively partici- realized will the extent of the success of the effort be known
pating. and as this evolutional process continues, the entire

workforce will eventually become involved in and committed ^dditional resources and bibliography

to continuous involvement and thereby ensure the ultimate Video Cassettes (Rental/Purchase)
success of the shipyard University of MichiganTo date, the Steering Committee and the Process Review Umverty o RacnTransportratbon Research Institute

Board are the two driving forces molding the Process Man- 2901 Baxter Road
agement System in the Shipyard. Shops and Departments Ann Arbor. Ml 48109
review their improvement projects before they are presented AITTN AVMAST Library Coordinator

to the Process Review- Board Not all Department Heads and Phone (313 763-2465
eior Manager, meet on a weekly basis. Middle manage- ED18 "Statistical Techniques for Qualit\ and Productivit ir the

Shipbuilding Industry (Session 1,
men, participation is still fragmented at this stage of de- EDI9 'Statistical Techniques for Qualit. and Productivit in the
velopment. and it includes involvement on interdepartmen- Shipbuilding Industry (Session 2,
ta] and department projects The current number of 100 to ED20 "Statistical Techniques for Quahty and Productivity in the

120 improvement projects represents involvement of about Shipbuilding Industry (Session 3'."
demployees. As yet, no concerted ED21 "Statistical Techniques for Quality and Productivit% ir. the

10 to 12 percent of shipyard epShipbuilding Industry (Session 4''
effort has been initiated at the workforce level, Once all ED22 "Dimensional Accuracy Control and Statistical Methods'
managers have been trained and are actively involved, then DE2 "A Call to Arms by William Conway "
the workforce will be addressed Currently. 600 of the 800 DE3 "Why Productivity Increases as Quality Improves

the three-da basic intro- DE4 1'7he 14 Steps Management Must Take. Part I
shipyard managers have attended DE5 'the 14 Steps Management Must Take, Part II Obstacles tw
ducIcr. Success. I "

DEr "Obstacles tz Success. II "
Areas for improvement DE7 "Uses of Control Charts "

DES "Discovery and Correction of Faults of the System. Part.

A- the shipyard takes advantag of the outside consult- DE9 "Discovery and Correction of Faults of the System. Par. U
ants expertise, the following areas will be addressed in DE10 "New Principles of Training and Supervsion 'I
gr.a:er d, -all DE!l I New Principles of Training and Supervision I"

DE12 "Quality and the Consumer Inspection of Incoming Material-
Star -ical methods The internal consultants, will learn and Products, I"

•s .&:isco methud- in deptE and begin to appiv them in their DE13 'Inspection of Incoming Materials and Products. I
shop o- department DE14 'Quality and Productivit in Service Organizations

2 Union The re>ationship between management and the DE15 "Operational Definitions. Conformance. and Performances
DE16 "Dr Deming Discusses Quality and Productivity with Dr M -

union is seen as adversarial and requires considerable im- ron Tribus"
provement Steering Committee members have been ap- DE17 '"William Conway. President, Relates the Nashua Corpor.-
pointed to discuss union concern with anticipated changes tion's Experience "
resulting from policy to proceed with the program. It will DEIS "Action Plans for Implementing Quaht. and Productivit, Par.

require that the union be kept well informed regarding pro- DE19 "Action Plans for Implementing Qualit> and Producti-itN Par,
cess improvement changes that affect the workforce. Several 2) -
union officers have attended the training program and have DE20 "Acton Plans for Implementing Quality and Productivi. fPar.
agreed with the direction. 3)."agreemwith therircion.s TUSN43 "Quality CLrcle/A Time for People Building and Manag -

3Demaing principles: The Steering Committee plans to ment Support."

establish subcommittees to address the 14 points in detail

In particular, hard spots will be identified as they relate to Other Available Videotapes
the rules and regulations that exist in the Federal and Navy American Supplier Institute, Inc (Producer, "Continuous lrnpr(,t
systems. ment," Romulus, Mich., 1983

4 Constancy of purpose: In order to prevent the con- Ceiter for Advanced Egineering Study, MIT (Producer, "Action Plan,

stancy of purpose from being jeopardized by the eventual for Implementing Quality and Productivity." Cambridge, Mass 19S4stany o pupos frm bingjeoardzedby he venual Juran, J.M., "Juran on Quahty Improvement," McGraw-Hill. Neu York

reassignment of the Shipyard Commander in the summer of 1981.
1988, it is critical for the Steering Committee to ensure that NBC (Producer) 'Me NBC White Paper If Japan Can, Wh. Cant At'
the program survives the transitional nature of military New York, 1980.
managers at the shipyard Statistical Process Controls, Inc (Producer "Japanese Contrv Char

Knoxville. Tenn., 1984

Conlusin Books
AT&T Technologies. Statistcai Quaiti. Conrroi Haidbook Chariot i t

People close to the implementation p. -ess inside the N.C. 1956
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Crosb.- P B .QuahQt is Free, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1979. tice-Hall, Englewood CM&, New Jersey, 195. 1
Denng. WE. Staristcs A Guide to the Unknown. 2nd ed-; Making Juran, J.M., Juran on Qualiay Improvement Workbook, Juran Enter-

Things Right. J.M Tanur F. Mosteller, W.H Kurskal. RF Link, R.S prism, Inc., New York, 1981.
Pieters G R Rising. and E.L Lehmann, (FEds., Holden-Day, Inc., San Quality Control Handbook, 3rd ad., J.M. Juran, F.M Gryna, and R.S
Francisco 1978 Binghan, eds., Mzc aw-Hill, New York, 1974.

Derming. WE. Qualt. Producnvit'.. and Competitwe Position, MIT Ott, E.R., Proes Quality Control, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975 I
Center for Advanced Engineering Study, Cambridge. Mas.. 1982. Pava, C., Managing New Offwe Technology, Free Press. New York.

Fukuda R. Managerial Engineering Productivit), Inc., Stamford, 1983.
Conr, 1983 Peach, P., Quality Control for Management, Prentice-Hall, Englewood

Grant E L and Leavenworth. R.S. Statistical Quahtu Control, Mc- Cliffs, NJ., 1967.
Graw-Hill, New York, 1980 Basic Graphial Techniques in GOAL, D.S. Ritter and D.C Willis, Eds.

"Growth Opportunity Alliance of Greater Lawrence (GOAL)," Diseases An Ovtwiiew: Dr. Deming's Methods for Quality and Protuctwt, (pp
that Must be Cued (Spring Compendihum. pp 6-171, Lawrence, Maus., 33-51), Growth Opportunity Aliace of Greater l~wrence (GOAL;,

1983 Lawrence, Mas., spring 1983.
"Growth Opportunit Alliance of Greater Lawrence (GOAL)," An The Attribute Charts for Statistical Control of Manufacturing Pro-

Oterti eu D- Demnig's Method of Quat-* and Productivity, Lawrence, cesser. Pithilmrgh, Pa-, Rockwell International Corp., 1983.
Mass. 1983 The X-Bar-R Chart for Statistical Control of Manufacturing Prn.

"Growth Opportunity Alliance of Greater Lawrence (GOAL)." The ceases, Rockwe!] Internaticnal Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., 1983.
Transformator of A mercar, Industr' b-. Dr W Edwards Deming TQC Handbook-Baic Statstical Concs, Rogers Corp . Rogers Conn.
Anencu Responds Artiles and Examples V'Vol 1), Lawrence. Mass., 1983 1982.

Hatakevama. Y . Manage, Revolution'. Productivity Press, Cam- Shewhart, W.A., Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured Prod.
bridge Mass. 1Q.5 uct (reproduction), American Society for Quality Control. Milwaukee Wis

lshikawa. K. Gud to Qaahy Control. Asian Productivity Orgam- 1980.
zation. Tokyo. 1976 Wheeler, DJ., Four Possibilities. Statistical Process Controls. Inc.

lshikawa K Wha: is Total Qualit Control' The Japanese Way Pren- Knoxville, Tenn., 1983

Discussion 3
E. Cnandler Shmate, Navy Personne Research and D6- termining where the CO should most effectively direct his

velopmenl Center attention.

A transformation in management. The most significant One comment on the training of 600 managers: even when 3
contribution of the Damon paper to managers seeking to adopt managers are favorable to a quality approach. training them -
a quality approach to productivity improvement and cost re- without providing immediate opportunities, resources, and
duction, based upon the Deming philosophy, is the reaffir- guidance to apply the newly acquired skills is a common
mation that su-cessfui iaplementation is dependent upon an mistake in implementing TQM. Such mass training may lead
organuzaton-wide, cultural change. Top- and mid-level man- to high expectations followed by disillusionment when op-
ag-rs must realize that they must change the way they man- portunities and support are not forthcoming This situation
age Ishikawa 1985, describes this change in managerial style leads to a "false start" and will not produce effective results.
as "a thought revolution in management." Moreover. the Ideally, training schedules need to be coordinated with an
prima,.- "air of Deming's most recent book, Out of the Cri- overall implementation plan to ensure that training is pro-
st !9 ,6 . is t., provide direction for a "transformation" of vided when it is needed.
the American style of management. As previously stated, managers have to change the way

Many American managers currently in the process of im- they manage and, as pointed out by Damon, such change !
piementing a Total Quality Management (TQMi approach does not happen overnight. The shipyard has taken a posi-
based upon the Deming philosophy believe that the effective tive step towards cultural change in recognizin- the need to
tmplemer:.-atcr of TQM lies wih the irtroduction and use take a long-term (three to five years) perspective. This ap-
of statistical methods While the day to day application of proach lies in sharp contrast to the "quick-fix" mentality that
statistical methods will certainly be required later, the most is characteristic of bureaucratic oiganizations. It should be
important event that must take place at the outset is a con- noted, however, that the shipyard's long term goals will be
sensus, not a compromise, by top- and mid-level managers attained only if its managers begin now.
that (a, a change in managerial behavior (style) is necessary Damon also correctly points out that the transformation
and )b; continuous quality improvement is the correct ap- requires not only a change in attitude but a change in be-
proach to productivity improvement and cost reduction. Da- havior as well. He sites the importance of managers becom.
mon's paper indicates that he and the Commanding Officer ing role models and changing "fundamental ideas about hok
(CO) understand these requirements, but it is not clear that to manage shipyard work and its role with the people." How- 1
there is such an understanding, nor a consensus, among the ever, the paper is not clear about what that means. For ex-
shipyard managers as a whole, particularly middle man- ample, Deming states that the role of the manager is to work
agers, given that more than 600 managers have been trained with people, to help them do their work, to serve as a coach
but "only a handful are involved in improvement projects." rather than as a judge. Do the managers at Pearl Harbor 3

In any organization, it is unlikely that every manager is perceive their role as helping their subordinates, actuall'
going to embrace the quality approach to productivity im- working with them on process improvement efforts, or do
provement and cost reduction. However, a "critical mass" they simply listen (hold periodic reviews to reports from week
(sufficient to begin and sustain a change) of managers fa- to week and pronounce judgments? What are the enforcing
vorable to the approach must be identified and set to work mechanisms (performance evaluation, reward systems, etc.
on process improvement if the effort is to be successful. In for getting a manager to actually change his or bar man-
spite of his good intentions and hard work, the CO cannot agement style? How will the shipyard know if this change
implement TQM by himself, he needs a critical mass of both is occurring? What will the indicators be? What can be done 3
top- and mid-level managers. An important consideration for to facilitate change? These are tough questions, they involve U
the shipyard might be to develop a method for determining measuring attitudes and perceptions. Nonetheless, they need
the level of commitment to TQM by its managers. Such a to be addressed.
method, applied periodically, would provide guidance for de- Deming cautions managers against delegating their re-
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TabW 3 "DmDt 'e Deaft Doe." process improvement effort may be perceived by the work__force as fragmented, lacking clear purpose and thereby suf-

Ti DEADLY DISEASES fer a loss of credibility. This problem may be particularly
1 Lack of constancy of purpose to plan product and service that troublesome given the shipyard's decision to maintain a low

will have a market and keep the company in business, and pro- level of visibility to the work force. A lack of information
Vide jobs

2 Emphasis on short-term profits short term thinking Qust the op- spawns a raft of rumors, mostly unfavorable.
posite from constancy of purpose to may in business), fed by fear SPC internal consultants. Any large organization, such
of unfriend]l takeover, and by push from bankers and owners. as a shipyard, attempting to implement TQM will, in time.
for dividends
Performance appraisal systems which establish ob"ecives or goals require a permanent, full-time statistician and adequate
but lack a clear method for meeting the goal, that instill fear, staffing to teach and advise on the application of Statistical
and discourage or eliminate needed teamwork. Process Control (SPC). Deming is very clear on this point:

4 Persoanel practices that encourage job hopping by management
and labor No one should teach the theory and use of control5 Managing in accordance with visible figures only. charts without knowledge of statistical theory

THI DREADFUL DISEASES through at least the master's level, supplemented
easier to cure but just as cisruptive' by experience under a master. I make this state-

I Turnin to other organizations for examples of how to solve prob- ment on the basis of experience, seeing every day
lems o quality the devastating effects of incompetent teaching and

2 Management training that emphasizes creative accounting rather faulty application. (p. 131)
than commitment.

3 Purchasing standards that assume a certain percentage of de-
fects Pearl Harbor has selected a group of 25 people from the

4 Managements delegation of its responsibilities to others. various shops and departments to "receive in-depth training
5 The supposition that problems are the fault of the work force. in statistical methods " These "internal consultants" are ex-6 The attempt to safeguard quality by inspecting goods already pected to apply SPC methods to projects in their ow'n de-

a se start, modest, ad hoc efforts to bring about change rather partments and to serve as a resource in the shipyard to draw
than ar. organization-wide commitment to a new way of working upon in the application of SPC. The only point to be made

here is that, in light of Deming's position on'the matter and
my own experience, it would be unwise to expect much help
from these folks unless they get a great deal more training
than outlined in the paper "one week of classroom training

sponsibilities to others. A prime example occurs when a followed by several weeks of applying the SPC tools and

manager assigns one or more of his subordinates to take care techniques to real Shop/Department projects." Performing
of the quality program and report back from time to time to the role of a consultant not only requires an expert knowl-
keep him informed If a manager is not sincerely interested edge of the content area, in this case a rather difficult sub-
in process improvement and does not actively participate with ject matter (SPC), but also a knowledge of consulting skills
his people, a negative signal is sent, loud and clear, to lower as well which are not easily nor quickly learned. The de-
level managers, supervisors and the work force that this is scribed training is clearly insufficient. The internal con-
just another program rather than a new way of doing busi- sultants could ce:'tainly be useful in some limited capacity,
ness as they were initia!ly lead to believe. If managers do but that limitation should be specified up front If not, there
not openly exhibit change there is little reason to expect will be serious frustrations experienced by both the con-
an.vthin., diffe-er' from the rest of the work force sultants and those they are called upon to help. This kind
A Road Map? Damon makes the point that Deming "does of situation could jeopardize the implementation. The ship-

not tell us how to make this transformation" but does pro- yard should seriously be looking for qualified statisticians
vide 14 management principles to serve as guides for man- Some eligible candidates may currently reside in the orga-
agers While it is true that Deming does not provide a step nization and, with additional training, could be helpful.
by step plan, he does provide additional guidance in the form Finally, regardless of how well internal consultant may
of what he refers to as "The Deadly Diseases" plus a number be trained (unless they become "masters" as defined in Dem-
of obstacles that "stand in the way of transformation" and ing's latest book), maximum effectiveness requires the as-
must be cured by management Seven such obstacles are re- sistance of a "master" statistician. In a recent discussion on
ferred to as "The Dreadful Diseases" (see Table 3 for a list the topic (a Round Table discussion sponsored by the San
of the Deadly and Dreadful Diseases). Therefore, to imple- Diego Deming Users' Group, 13 Aug. 1987,. Deming stated
ment a Deming approach to quality improvement and bring that an organization without a "master" statistician should
about a transformation in management style, it is manage- try to find one to come in at least once a month to consult.
ments new job to (a) implement the Fourteen Management follow-up on previous work, and assess progress.
Principles. and (b( work towards eliminating the Deadly and Process versus problem. This paper (if I understaid it
Dreadful Diseases correctly) describes what I believe to be one of the best ef-

Organizational structure. The article describes several forts at implementing TQM in an industrially funded public
different organizational entities (for example, Steering Coin- organization. Most of the important concepts are addressed
mittee, Quality Circles [QC], Problem Recurrence Elimina- and the work thus far is a credit to its designers Although
tion Program (PREP], Interdepartmental Teams, Depart- the phrase "process improvement" is used quite often, I hat
ment Teams, Quality Review Boards, Tiger Teams, Project an overall impression that the effort places more emphasis
Teams). It is difficult to get a clear perspective of how these upon problem solving than process improvement. The "Tiger
groups interact or are related to one another in the context Team" concept has been around for a long time, but it rep-
of TQM. It is understood that a shipyard is an extremely resents the old way of managing, basically throwing the bes"
complex organization and that many different activities oc- and brightest at a problem until a solution is obtained I
cur concurrently; however, it might be wise to attempt to would simply like to offer a caution that problem-solving
integrate the various activities in a single strategic imple- although required, does not reflect "management's new job'
mentation plan with clear objectives, roles, reporting re-
quirementz, and a description of the inter-relationships be- Bibliography
tween the various programs. As described in the paper, the Deming. W E. Out of the Crisius Center for Advanced Engineerinc
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Stud. Masachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. Mass., 1986 mentation of total quality management at Pearl Harbor Na- I
Ishikawa. K. W,; i Tow Qiadoy Control The Japanese Wa'. Pren- val Shipyard didn't disappoint me, for two reasons. First, I'm

tice-Hali. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1985 impressed with the new emphasis on costs that has become
a major driver of managerial decisions in the public ship-

Frank G. Peals. Mare Island Naval Shipyard yards. And, second, the described project is, in my opinion,
It's ver- apparent from the paper that Pearl Harbor Naval the most comprehensive and well-conceived attempt tw emr-

Shipyard is ver. senous about the Total Quality Manage- place the Deming philosophy of managerial thinking into a
men, Process They have committed a great deal of time and U.S. shipyard-public or private-that I have encountered
resources to this process However, based on my experience, I have had the opportunity to observe first-hand the de-
I think the presenter is somewhat optimistic in his projec- velopment of the program described by Mr. Damon, and that
tion of three to five years to change attitude and behavior, exposure has convinced me that the project will be a success
I think that because of the size of Pearl Harbor Naval Ship- because it has the four essential ingredients that are re-
yard. it can be reasonably expected that this process will quired to attain that goal. It has the absolute commitment I
take at least a decade to reach maturation. of support from the shipyard commander; he has shown by

I commend the shipyard's efforts to research and explore word and action that his commitment is unequivocal. Sec-
many alternative sources of knowledge, such as Dr. Deming, ond, the planning for implementation was deliberate and well
Dr Juran. and Phil Crosby The shipyard seems to have taken planned; the paper presented by Mr. Damon reinforces the 3
from each of these sources what applies to its individual needs on-site impression. Third, the planners had the good sense
and has developed a customized process while using the Dr. to bring aboard a consultant-Process Management Insti-
Deming 14-point approach as a basic model tute-who has significant experience in emplacing into an

I feel that awareness of need and training is the key W enterprise the Deming management philosophy The con- .

successful change Pearl Harbor sho-JM be commended on its sultant has provided the shipyard with important knowl-
efforts in these areas Shipyard management is aware that edge and confidence necessary to maintain enthusiasm at
the shipyard must improve to be competitive in today's mar- all times. And, finally, the program is being guided by a
ket and is providing the resources needed to train managers group of departmental teams comprised of acknowledged peer 3
in the process improvement techniques. However. a continu- leaders from throughout the shipyard. Every level of man-
ing effort to push this training down into the organization agement and worker is represented on the teams
is needed As was noted in Mr. Damon's listing of "Additional Re-

I'm somewhat disappointed that there was so little dis- sources" there are large amounts of material available for
cussion in this paper on the quality circle process at Pearl use by a person interested in obtaining more knowledge about
Harbor I think that quality circles can and should be an the Deming philosophy, and statistical techniques associ-
integral part of any total quality management process. ated with use of the philosophy. He listed most of the ap-
Quality circles have the required training to identify, ana- proximately 20 to 25 video cassettes (and associated instruc- •
lyze. and solve quality problems. I think that management tor's manuals) from the NSRP - ication and Training Panel's
can effectively utilize these teams to attack quality prob- AVMAST library at The U ty of Michigan. Additional
lems while at the same time respecting their autonomy. I tapes have been added in dast few months, and the Ii-
do agree however, that additional circles should not be es- brary is being constantly expanded. The tapes are available,
tablished until management training is complete and man- on a loan basis, to any U.S. shipyard, design agent, or uni-
agement is actively involved. versity for about $15 per tape. (The charge is only to recover

Pearl Harbor should use great care in selecting projects costs of postage and handling associated with sending the
for its task teams It has been my experience that the suc- material to the user.) In addition to the videotapes, a num-
cess of the project teams is greatly enhanced if the projects ber of reports, available in microfiche form, are also avail-
may be solved and solutions implemented within a single able from the AVMAST library. The charge for this material
shop or code. Projects that cross organizational boundaries is also nominal. Hard copies of the reports are also available
are extremely difficult to solve and the solutions are ex- without charge if the library has surplus copies in inven- £
tremely difficult to implement. tory. (When there is no surplus, there is a charge for pho- 3

Based on the discussion in the paper and item No. 2 in tocopying the report.) Interested persons are encouraged to
areas for improvement, I think that Pearl Harbor should get contact the University of Michigan AVMAST Library Co-
more labor involvement in the process. One method that may ordinator for more information concerning the training sup- U
be considered to do that is to have labor represented on the port material that is available for shipyard use.
steering committee and the subcommittees. I was impressed during my on-site observation of the pro-

To conclude, I think that Pearl Harbor has a strong man- gram; and I'm even more impressed after reading Mr. Da-
agement commitment to the total quality management pro- mon's paper. Hopefully, a representative of Pearl Harbor 3
cess. the shipyard has committed the resources needed and Naval Shipyard will revisit at future NSRP Shipbuilding m
is showing tangible results. The use of an outside consultant Symposium at some future time and report further on the
should help them stay on track and overcome many of the program's outcome. I look forward with anticipation to that
roadblocks they will encounter. moment.

However, to sustain this process for the long term and ac- 1
tually achieve an organizational culture change, middle Duawe W1llams, Puget Sound Naval Shipyard
management must be committed and involved in the process. Congratulations to the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard for
Moreover, labor involvement must occur. It appears that Pearl their insightful venture into implementation of Total Qual-
Harbor recognizes this and is working very hard to address ity Management (TQM). Their acknowledgement of the im 1
these potential problems. portance of quality to productivity improvement and their

willingness to commit substantial resources to institution-
Howard M. Bunch, The University of Michigan alize the Deming philosophy are impressive. Because Pearl 1

When a paper describing a project at a U.S. Naval ship- Harbor is a public shipyard, this entrepreneural stance is 3
yard starts by saying "The goal .. is to reduce costs in order particularly encouraging.
tW rtwan competitive Fitalics added! .." you know that you're It is important to note that Pearl recognizes that man-
on to something' And Mr. Damon's description of the impie- agemert styles take ',,:e to change (three tn five vearsi I
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however, I believe that a total cultural change will take much more like an efficient production line requires that the work
longer Case in point, it took Japan approximately 20 years be organized to capitalize on these repeated processe.
to improve their quality to the level it is today, but I do wish Group technology categorizes the "sameness" of non-iden-
Pearl Harbor a quicker recovery. tical parts and allows them to be grouped into families (see

We must all address the high cost of rework. Rework has NSRP publications Product Work Breakdown Structure and
been and still is a difficult thing to identify because of the Pipe Piece Family Manufacturing). A common set of skills.

way we make our work charges. If the 15 percent rework methods, and facilities can then be assigned for their man-
value, referred to in the report, is a realistic figure, the ufacture or installation, leading to the establishment of a
amount of time and money spent is of significant value. Re- process lane (see Process Lanes Feasibility Study). Properly
alizing that a portion of the 15 percent rework, perhaps 5 managed, the process lane can achieve near-to-production line
percent to 6 percent. is probably a cost of doing business, efficiencies.
the amount of money alone that still could be saved would A common shortcoming of management is its failure to
be in the millions of dollars. This does not take into account understand the nature of variation. Use of statistical meth-
the impact on schedule, morale, etc. ods allows differentiation between special causes of van-

The only portion of this report that I found disappointing ation and common causes. This is important for good man-
was in the discussion of the Quality Circles at Pearl Harbor agement because special causes should b+ dealt wAith b%
I had hoped that Mr. Damon would have given more insight specific action, while common causes can only be reduced by
into the reasons why their Quality Circle program retro- improving the system. A frequent management mist ke is
gressed as :. did. We would have liked to have seen more to take specific action (for example, disciplinary action) in
detail on what is meant by "constancy of purpose" and "lack response to the normal variation caused by the system Sta-
of management support" However, we do concur in Pearl's tistical analysis is required to avoid this mistake and creatt
statement that they will not establish any future Quality an environment for improvement.
Circle policy until all managers are trained and actively in- The grouping of work into families, applying group tech-
tvoh'ed Involvement by all levels of management is imper- nology. pr-vids sufficient similarity to allow effective sta-
ative if tmplovee invoivement is to be a meaningful tool in tistical process analysis and control (see Process AnalyvsL, 'i
the TQM process Accuraci Control). Shipyard work evolves into a series of

We applaud Pearl Harbor's top-down approach to continu- process lanes, or work flows, that can be brought into sta-
ing training and education for all employees. The effort to tistical control. Attention is then applied to effectively man-
date shows their commitment to this vital step in the cul- aging processes rather than their output after the fact. Stan-
tural change process, and we are looking forward to further dard production methods are developed to suit each process
information on the training of the workforce in TQM lane, and classical industrial engineering analysis and line

It is hoped that the culture change will be institutional- balancing techniques can be applied
ized and become a way of life at Pearl Harbor, in the near Predictable work flow improves the accuracy of support
future, so that when Captain Traister moves on to bigger tasks such as planning, scheduling and budgeting. Decen-
and better things, the force will still be with the shipyard. tralization of control to the process lane level allows real-

The author is to be commended on a thorough report, suf- time adjustments to achieve planned goals see Flexible Pro-
ficiently detailed to serve as a guide to other shipyards. duction Scheduling System). A "quality-of-support spiral"

occurs. That is, standard methods lead to standard results
Stephen A. Maguire, Ingalis Shipbuiiding which, in turn, improve the ability to anticipate productio:

It is ei-couraging to see full-scale application of the Dem- needs. Better scheduling allows better support (for example.
ing philosophy underway in a U.S. shipyard. It is hoped that material, data, manpower), which allows better adherence
the efforts of Captain Traister and the Pearl Harbor Naval to schedule, which allows better future scheduling
Shipyard (PHNS management and workers will be updated Quality in production scheduling must be supported by
periodically and become a model for transition throughout quality in design management and material management
the industry. Again, group technology contributes in that it encourages

The work of W. Edwards Deming is often assumed to re- standardization, reducing design and material procurement
late strictly to quality, being the responsibility of an orga- spans. Also, design and material organizations contribute to
nization's q'alit.' assurance department to implement. In fact, the quality-of-support spiral when consistent work practices
Deming ,,-- 'ides a comprehensive management approach to are instituted in process lanes (see Pre-contract Negotiation
be implennented by every department at every level. The re- of Technical Matters and Product Oriented Material Man-
sult is long-term success by constantly improving quality and agement). A key element of the latter is the establishment
productivity. In our industry this means reducing life-cycle of long term working relationships with vendors, rather than
costs through improved designs and workmanship and re- awarding solely on lowest bid (Deming Point No 4!.
ducing acquisition costs through improved management and Improved scheduling allows work team manning to be held
productivity, relatively constant. This allows the assignment of working

It should not be surprising to see interdependancies be- teams with a balanced mix of skills for the job at hand Teams
tween the Deming approach and National Shipbuilding Re- doing repetitive tasks not only work more efficiently, but
search Program (NSRP, publications dealing with [HI man- are a great source for suggested improvements. Productiv-
agement techniques. A few of these are noted here to ity, quality, and safety improvements are accomplished
encourage further progress by the industry to adopt a com- through "small-groupism" or "ahoshudansugi" (see Problen
prehensive transition program. Just as it would be ineffec- Solving Teams in Shipbuilding, Analytical Quait- Circle
tive to choose several of Deming's 14 points and ignore the Product Oriented Safety and Health Management, and Or-
rest, many of the NSRP initiatives depend on each other for ganizational Innovations in Shipyard Safety).
their full benefit to be realized. Many suggested improvements require interdepartmental

As the author points out, the ship construction, overhaul, understanding and support for implementation. Departmen-
and repair business differs from an automobile production tal responsibilities and lines of communication must be ar-
line in that some shipyard jobs are repeated only a few times ranged to promote product and process improvement iDem-
each year, Shipyard processes. on the other hand. arp per- ing Point No. 9' (, (),,Hff Planning !ntepratcd Hui!
formed repeatedly, day in and day out. Making shipyard work Construction, Outfitting and Painting, Design for Zone Out-
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fitng'. and many design/production integration publics- be scheduled and controlled, as well as tracked. To carry that I
tions,. The effective exchange of knowledge for improvement further, if the "tasks" are identified, then the "skill" to do 
requires the cross-training of middle and upper manage- that task can be identified, and during the planning process
ment (Point No 13, (see Shipyard Organization and Man- we could find out if we have personnel available to perform
agement Deuelopment those skilled tasks in the time frame we need them. If per-

In this environment the Deming methods can be applied sonnel are unavailable but there are qualified personnel who
to create a system of constant, gradual and unending im- are doing lesser skilled work on another job during that time
provement by everyone ("kaizen" .Work flow through a pro- frame, we could do one of several things: find someone else
cess lane allows the assignment of well defined, repetitive available to do the work requiring less skill and move the =
tasks so that workers and supervision can learn what is ex- qualified employee, hire one, train one (we should have the 3
pected at each step in the process (Deming Point No. 6). lead time to do this if done during the planning phase), or
Workers and supervision learn to apply statistical methods borrow one from another shipyard. This would give us many
for process analysis and impro cement (Points Nos. 5 and 11). benefits, not just tracking costs.
Quality is achieved by process improvement rather than in- One of the biggest problems in Planning that I see is we
spection (Point No 3, The true capability of a process can currently schedule job orders-not work. A job order num-
be determined, eliminating the setting of arbitrary goals that ber does not mean the same thing in every shipyard-nor
demoralize the workforce (Points Nos 11 and 12). Manage- does it always mean the same thing every time in a single
ment learns that 85 percent of the problems are caused by shipyard. Because we schedule job ord ,rs, not work. we do
the system. rather than the workforce, and takes responsi- not schedule tasks, so we do not know the skills we need If
bilitv for solving them (Points Nos. 7 and 10). Workers can we identify the specific task, then we can do the rest It is

report and help solve problems. rather than hide them (oint not enough to tell the Industrial Relations Office (IRO you

No. 8oi need ten more welders unless you can identify the specific

The remaining Deming Points (Nos. 1, 2, and 14i are linked skills they need. Not all welders are equal. Because we do

to a tnp-level maragemc-t commitment to adopting im- not schedule "work" or 'tasks," we cannot expect IRO to get

proved methods, such as those developed by IHI and other us the skilled people we need, because we cannot tell them U
students of the Deming approach. The author has demon- what we need. We do not know.

strated that PHNS is committed to such a transformation In conclusion, Mr. Damon's is an excellent paper with many

and is well on its way to the stated goals of improved cost good concepts, of which I have discussed here only a few
and being competitive.

In light of the pre%iously illustrated correlations to Dem- H. Bruce Bonglomi, Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
ing. one is justified in observing that the majority of work I have only recently come on board Portsmouth Naval
carried out by the NSRP is not actually research in the nor- Shipyard in Kittery, Maine. Being relatively new to the na-
mal sense of the word. Instead, it is a productivity improve- val shipyard, I passed this paper around to a number of peo- i
ment effort based on the application of proven management ple who have been with the shipyard for a while. They gen- 3
techniques to ship construction, overhaul and repair. Today, erally agreed that what Pearl Harbor is attempting is in the
the primary customer is the U.S. Navy and beneficiary of right direction, but there was an element of cynicism m their
the savings is the taxpayer. Yt is hoped that this work will comments.
continue to receive the attenion and support it deserves. Countering cynicism requires what Mr. Damon pointed out 3

constancy of purpose. Cynicism develops when expectations
Wanda McHenry. Puge , Sound Naval Shipyard are raised and then not realized. That is why Dr. Deming

Pear' Harbor Naval Shipyard is on the right track. They says do away with slogans and signs-it is action that is j
have done some right things in the right way. One outstand- required. This problem is not exclusive t public shipyards. 3
ing feature is the role model that Captain Bob Traister has Constancy of purpose in private shipyards has been lost be-

become for the shipyard. By his continued personal involve- cause of the disastrous market with its dwindling order books
ment in the process and his participation in all the training, and tighter bids. Public shipyards do not have this problem £as well as his meetings, Captain Traister's managers see thiat as yet, but as private yards become increasingly interested
he means business He is showing the strong leadership in taking on repair and overhaul work, this situation will

qualities that were responsible for his selection as admiral. change.

With that kind of leadership his managers are supporting Public shipyards have different problems interfering with 3
him because they want to be part of a good team. A second constancy of purpose. One problem, as Mr. Damon men-

outstanding feature of the process is doing training the only tioned, is the relatively short terms that Commanding Of-

"right way"-from the top down. Even excellent training will ficers occupy their positions. With turnover of command often
fail if students are not trained from the top down, anl this comes a change in management philosophy and style. If a 3
is particularly true when introducing change. leader is replaced by an administrator, a program such as

I was pleased to see that "accurate charging" is one of their TQM will founder, and high expectations will be unfulfilled
priorities. While I was at NAVSHIPYD Pearl Harbor, one The result is cynicism and evn more difficulty in initiz*in
of my jobs was to run the Position Management Program. change in the future. One solution to this would be to extend
After a study of the Planning and Estimating Branch, we the time an officer is in command of the shipyard. Another 3
tried to convince them that accurate charging was crucial to would be to install civilian management responsible to the
the planning proces, but since no one was interested, it died. Navy under specific performance constraints. As long as these
I am glad someone else has been able to do what I could only positions were independent of administration changes, there U
recommend. would be constancy of leadership and, thereby, purpose

I am also firmly convinced that "work packaging" and "zone Another problem, related to frequent changes in top man-
planning" are crucial to cost reduction. The project manage agement is bureaucracy. Layers of middle managers and staff
ment of a zone is also very important to Pearl Harbor's suc- have been built into the public shipyard organizqtini t- pr-.. •
cess. Their strategy of breaking down complex proceseat into vide some measure of constancy. These layers hinder com-
smal't. ,- i. order Uo determine where the higher munication, delay action, and thereby inhibit change and ef-
costs are originating could be carried another step, as I think ficient management. The quality that paperwork and
it should be. If the "tasks" were identified, they could then procedures attempt to insure is actually degraded by them 3
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5 Our experience with off-yard availabilities confirms Mr. Da- more than mere words. It must be sustained by
mon s account of the effectiveness of project teams. In these showing up for problem solving presentations, writ-
cases, participants have direct responsibility and control of ten in company communications and spoken often
quality and performance. This is in contrast to diffused re- in staff meetings. The message must be delivered
sponsibility inherent in the large, functionally organized hi- with consistency. Without this support the effort iserarchy used to manage regular overhauls. When the layers doomed [11].2
of bureaucracy are stripped away, productivity improves
dramnatically" The fact that Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and its Com-

Similar programs to the Total Quality Management Pro- mander have completely embraced that philosophy bodes well
gram have been and are being attempted at Portsmouth. All for the future of the endeavor.

have met with some success, if only from learning what does I am also impressed with the Yards' realization of the im-
or does not work None have had any longevity because of portance of training and the steps it has taken to address
the turnover of command. Public shipyards have many ad- the issue. A note of caution in this matter of training, how-
vantages over private yards: chief among them is their ever:
backlog They provide excellent opportunities to apply new Although a training matrix and schedule had been
ideas and technologies that ultimately can benefit the pri- developed and agreed upon, production pressures
vate sector I applaud Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard for their often disrupted the schedule and resulted in em-
efforts and thank Mr Damon for his paper. ployees comple .ly missing their opportumty to train

in a particular skill ... Although production pres-
Frank Long. Win/Win Strategies sures certainly existed, opportunities also existed

for training employees on the table. These oppor-
Tis very interesting, well-organized, and information-filled tunities were too often neglected and, as a result.

paper must be read more than once to be fully digested. It the level of multi-skilling and its use on the job diddescribes an ambitious but thoroughly investigated and de- not reach the levels anticipated at the outset of Lhesigned approach to bringing about a significant and pera- project. Whi employees did have the opportunity
sive cultural hhve the o usive cultural change in the way of conducting business at to practice skills other than their own on the job.the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. As stated, the goal is to these opportunities were more limited than would
reduce costs in order to remain competitive. To achieve that have been appropriate in order to develop a truly
goal the yard has adopted a process improvement approach multi-skilled work team 12.
using Dr. W. Edwards Demings 14 Management Principles
as a guide and is now in the process of internalizing and The temptation to respond to production pressures at the
institutionalizing those principles, expense of training will, at times, be consid-rable. Manage-

The Yard is to be commended for having the foresight to ment's response to that temptation will send strong signalsengage the services of a qualified external consultant to lead to those affected. Also, as stated preiousi, the new way of
and facilitate the implementation of the process. In addition doing things must be regularly exercised or there will be a
to the author's reasons in support of the use of a consultant, reversion to the old habits.
I would add that the consultant's independence keeps him Another caveat which the Yard seems to have recognized
(or her ou:side of the political games that are played in every but which bears repetition is this: Be especia!ly attentive to
organization. It aiso allows him to act as the "stinging bee-" the training and involvement of first- and second-line su-
w-ith anyone at any level who appears to be straying from pervision. While they can be important contributors to this
the charted course or otherwise impeding progress. In my significant change effort, some opposition can be expected
opinion, it is an extremely important role. from them because they are the ones who will be most af-The Yard is to be commended also for recognizing that such fected by the changes.
significant changes in past practices and in management In the Section entitled "The Evolution of Quality," the au-
styles cannot happen overnight. We are, after all, creatures thor refers to certain techniques developed in the 1930's to
of habit, and habits are difficult to break. There need to be bring industrial processes into what is referred to as "sta-
constant reminders that the old ways to which people will tistical control." He continues, "Workers could be trained to
unthinkingly revert are no longer appropriate New habits do this charting themselves thus giving them greater con-
need to be substituted and then regularly applied over time trol over their jobs and allowing them to make adjustments
if they are to replace the old ways. The Yard's recognition on their own." The author's attention is directed to the NSRP
of that fact as well as the fact that this process will take a Publication entitled "Decentralizing Statistical Accuracy
considerable period of time-three to five years-is another Control Responsibility to the Ship Production Workforce" [3]
indication of the soundness of its preparation for this cam- That Publication describes the three-phase methodology used
paign. by National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (NASSCO) to

I would suggest that without the thoroughness of the con- assign statistical accuracy control to the blue collar union-
siderations in support of the implementation of the change, ized workforce. The methods included in-process and %ital
," ' _n(4-teking of this magnitude would have little chance point checking procedures, data collection, and plotting data
of success. Without zo stating. the author realizes that fail- samples on statistical control charts and histograms. The re-
ure of the effort, for whatever reason, would be devasting to search done at NASSCO could well be transportable to Pearl
any future efforts to address quality problems for years to Harbor.
come. On one finat point I am less than enthusiastic about the

Panel SP-5's research into similar changes in cultural or course the Yard has chosen. That is the strategy to get all
managerial styles or both indicates forcefully that if there the managers and supervisors on board before addressing the
is one key element in the ,ic'es or failure of the effort, it workforce regarding Quality Circ!e!! The authcr points out
i is the commitment and involvement of top management that "the relationship between management and the union

el rci iis 
seen as adversarial and in need of improvement." It seems

The last recommendation is by far the most impor- to me that this decision acts to further separate the work-tant to the whole process. There must be absolute
top management support for the process if it is tosucceed. This support must be visible, active and 'Numbers in brackets designate References at end of discussion
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force and to foster a "We versus They" atmosphere thereby from the Japanese, that we have turned to the Deming, Jtran I
maintaining if not, in fact, deteriorating the adversarial re and of more recent vintage the Crosby camps in our real- U
lationship SP-5's experience indicates that the unions and ization that poor quality drives up costs, ties up resources,
the employees respond positively if they are actively in- plays havoc with schedules, and is a glaring reflection of
volved in and made a part of the change process. Otherwise poor management. 5
all kinds of negative attitudes are allowed to develop while The paper appropriately defines the importance of the
The get all training and attention and the rewards of man- Shipyard Commander (CEO) role and related efforts to in-
agement's efforts and We get left out. The fact that "several yoke full commitment throughout the entire management
unioi offnccrs have attended the training program and have structure to promote and carry out the plan-a vital point'
agreed with the direction" tells very little. What was the This sense of ownership and application must be firmly driven
purpose of training them and what use will be made to their down to the first line supervision level. So-called "manage-
training? The author indicates a recognition of the impor- ment commitment" is a proven must for success of any other
tance of keeping the union informed regarding process im- follow-on steps in a long range plan or process such as this
provement changes that affect the workforce. One way to As the paper begins to describe the "hows" of implemen-
insure that the communication takes place and is as ade- tation, there is some degree of aimbiguity important to point

quat and as thorough as needs be for the union to effec- out which may present an ongoing problem in the future It
tively communicate with its membership is to involve the is stated that "the structure incorporates all the elements to
union officers n the change process mal - the implementation process work". then in contrast

I would suggest that there is a role for union represen- notes that the "structure evo]ves and changes continually as
ration at both the Steering Committee and Process Review it is refined." The paper then acknowledges a workforce per-
Board levels I would also suggest that the Consultant, who ception of fragmentation as the old programs merge with th
is now on-board and will be for a year, could play a major new elements. I believe the lack of consistency in the pla.
role in facilitating union representation into the decision- structure to be a flaw. In this case. the "do it. try it. fix it'
making process These suggestions are offered in full rec- approach must be tempered with solid planning and exe-
ognitin that about 85 percent of all problems in an orga- cution because of communication and other problems when
nization are the result of management decisions or errors in dealing with large worker populations such as exists at Pearl
the departments that production workers depend on. The Harbor. The consultant will want to deal with this early on
creation of an atmosphere where feedback and advice from The training (to date) described in the papcr again rep-
the worker on the job are sought and accepted before deci- resents a broad mix of quality-related videotapes and ofT- 3
sions a-ffecting hih work are made can have a profound effect Yard seminars all directed at management which somehoA 3
on qualty and productivity This is the Japanese way. And seems more fragmented than orchestrated to a master plan
it is the Japanese whom the author describes as the exem- Worker training appears to reflect job skills training, which
plar in the world for quality and productivity, is important, but unless properly presented won t get the

In any event. I would look forward, eagerly, to annual fol- workforce involved in the cultural aspects of quality im- 3
low-ups on this important effort provement. The text implies that the lack of structure in the

training process will also be addressed by the consultant
References Another perception is that the types of problems and proj-

1 P~obie So:'-, Tean.s in Shipbildi. NSRP Publication. Nov ects portrayed for study or already being undertaken for study 3
i966 P I I I

' AfLi::Sk~dc Se!'.Managrig Work Teamrs in a Zone -Constructwn are predominantly production oriented. The Deming corn-
Ent ior mernt. NSRP Publication No 0264. Aug 1987, p. 9. ment that management controls 85 percent of quality prob-

3 Decentralzming Statzstical Accuracy Contro' Responsibda.tt to the Sh~p lems generally means that functions which support produc-
Produaior, Wo-kforcc, NSRP. Jan 1987 tion processes cause most of the quality problems For this 5

reason, it is important to bring support personnel into the
J. B. "Hank" Gerlach, Mare tslani Naval Shipyard problem solving process from both technical and adminis-

The author, for his presentation in particular, and Pearl trative areas. (Administrative errors also cause rework and 3
Harbor, in general. are commended for their entry into a contribute to higher operating costs.) 3
Total Quality Management (TQM1 system at their shipyard In conclusion, I believe the Pearl Harbor plan, although
Implementation of a shipyardw-de quality improvement ef- as much productivity as quality directed, if provided the
fort involving the rigid statistical process control concepts of proper mix of patience and perseverance over the three- to
Dr W. Edwards Deming. especially in a largely job-shop en- five-year gestation period suggested will prove fruitful. I look 3
vironment, is truly a challenge. But, quality improvement forward to a follow-on paper with more technical informa-
in any format is a challenge that shipyards and marine fab- tion on actual implementation and resulting cost reductions
rication facilities tiust face to become or remain competi- as the plan and the consultant's role evolve.
tive.

The paper contains considerable narrative on the "whys"
of quality improvement (including a history' on "the evolu- Author's Closure
tion of quality"i and is laced with a potpourri of buzz-word U
techniques, innovations and initiatives, many inherited from fhe author's closure was prepared by Dr. John Persico, Jr.. consultant
the Japanese and now being used across U.S. business and Procesis Management Institute, Minneapolis, Minnesota The comment
industry (such as quality circles and other problem-solving ctai"ed in thi section were concurred in by the author
epf-'ts, all of which if properly applied are good and will 3
work. Professor Bunch describes four qualities a successful pro-

Tom Peters, in a San Franciscc pTrentation he made s=-'- gram must have He iotes Lhat tht; shipard tfinrt will he

eral years ago, quipped that in writing the book In Search successful since it has these ingredients. However, a keN
of Excellence (co-authored with Bob Waterman, Jr.), he had change in philosophy must also accompany these ingred-
been accused of ,implv re-inventing common sense in his ents. The old philosophy is exemplified by Mr Damon'. 3
portrayal of how to deal with people and problems in the statement that "The goal at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
current work society In my opinion then, it is because of [PHNS] is to reduce costs in order to remain competitive '
this re-birth of common sense, anc. more than a little nudge Pearl Harbor must work on improving quality. If PHNS can 3
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improve quality. they will lower costs, This is long-range RADM Traister's successor attending a Deming seminar fol-
thinking The opposite of this is a short-term focus on cut- lowed by a visit to Pearl Hotrbor to talk to all managers and
ting costs or increasing production or both. This latter path committees involved in the TQM process.
leads to lower quality. higher costs, and decreased market The basic strategy for changing the management culture
share In a competitive international market, this posture at Pearl Harbor rests on the assumption that an organiza-
has proven to be a disaster. tion is composed of interlocking elements. For a system-wide

Since coming to Pearl Harbor the consultants have made change to occur, each of these elements must be addressed.
a serious effort to involve the Union (Hawaii Metal Trades Since Pearl Harbor now has a clear vision of the manage-
Council IHMTC], as a key structural part of all committees ment culture they want to move to, the next step is to es-
and process review boards. Mr. Long is correct in emphasiz- tablish a structure which can drive the organization towards
ing the need to involve the Union as a partner in any quality this vision. Mr. Gerlach pointed out what he saw as an ap-
improvement efforts. The consultants have been well ad- parent contradiction in the utilization of structure for this
vised by Mr Long's remarks. It has certainly been recog- objective. Admittedly, this process is somewhat confusing since
nized that the HMTC must be a part of all quality improve- a large part of the overall process is b,ied on $hewhdrt-
ment planning The Union itself will be encouraged to PDCA cycle (Plan, Do, Check, and Adjusti. In the real world.
undertake quality improvement in management of its own this seems to be much more effective than linear planning
processes This will enable the Union to be bettzr able to The assumption that strategpy should drive structure is ar.
serve it's customers and the shipyard. oversimplification.

Several of the discussants were well versed in the Deming Dr. Shumate pointed out several "flaws" in the approach
philosophy Mr Maguire's comments on continuous im- to quality improvement described by Mr. Damon. Among tht
provement and development of cross-trained middle and up- ones thought to be the most problematical by the Proces-
per management illustrates his depth of understanding of Management Institute (PMI consultants were the following
Dr Demings principle on "breaking down barriers" (Deming insufficient training for the "internal" SPC consultants: en-.-
Principle No 9' Mr Maguire correctly noted that for wide- phasis on "problem-solving" rather than "process improve-
spread change to occur, cross-departmental efforts must be ment"; training employees without an implementation plan
utilized At Pearl Harbor these teams are called subcom- for their new skills; and need for integration of ongoing
mittees. and their mandate is to identify and recommend quality improvement efforts
strategies for the removal of barriers to all of Deming's 14
principles The 14 principles of W. E. Deming provide the Each of the above issues noted by Dr. Shumate are cur-

focus for the new management culture which is evolving at rently being addressed in a variety of different ways. The

Pearl Harbor. Ms McHenrv's statement that "a job order various structures involved in the Shipyard Quality Im-

number does not mean the same thing in every shipyard" provement Process (SQIP) have set up charters and are de-

illustrates the need for clear operational definitions. This is fining their roles and responsibilities. Statistical process
a point Dr Deming and Dr. Juran have consistently raised. control (SPC) specialists did not take " week" of training

but had three weeks of training in SPC. Furthermore, their
Both Mr Williams and Mr. Peais expressed some disap- training is being supplemented by the expertise of statisti-

pointment at the lack of discussion concerning the quality cians from the consulting company. Outside statistical help
circles program at Pearl Harbor. The concept which PMI uses will continue to be a part of the process until either the in-
in the development of team efforts is a more focused and house SPC consultants are experienced enough to handle the
management driven approach to work teams. These are called process or until PHNS hires a more experienced statistician
Task Oriented Process Improvement Teams. Time and some The in-house SPC consultants are now working on a plan
research has shown that the Quality Circle (QC) approach to insure that all SPC training of personnel as "JIT" style
was not as effective as it could have been. Basically, this in th o all effortsiwill be merone a t tan
seems to have been due to two reasons: first, because of the In other words, all efforts will be made to insure that trai-

lack of integration within the line side of the organization ing is given in conjunction with an implementation plan This

of most such teams: second, because QC's tend to put the will give employees the opportunity to use their new skil'.-

responsibility for quality on the worker rather than on man- on some type of meaningful activity. If this is done, then it
agement whlere it belongs is less likely that the new SPC skills taught will go unused

Mr. Bongiorni raised the most difficult issue and that is and thus quickly be forgotten.3 the subject of "constancy of purpose." It is well-known that Activities initiated by Process Management Institute.
Rear Admiral eRADM, Traister was recently promoted and There have been three major activities undertaken by the
as such will be turning over command sometime in 1988 PMI consultants since the initial description of the project
This creates a difficulty in that many people may decide to described by Mr. Damon. The major activities addressed b\
fence-sit until the direction of the new commander is evi- the consultants have been the fallowing: modifications to ex-
dent. In other word., they will be thinking "this too shall isting organizational structure, integration of quality activ-
pass.- ities already underway, and involvement of the Union in the

A partial solution to this problem rests on several hopes quality improvement process. A brief overview of each o
and strategies. The most ideal scenario would be that RADM these activities will be described. This will be done to pro-

Traister's next assignment will be in Washington, D.C., as vide some idea of the activities initiated by the consulting
NAVSEA 07, head of all eight naval shipyards. This would company.
allow a broader influence of his commitment to Total Qual- Modifications to Organizational Structure-The work of
it' Management (TQM) at all naval shipyards. Currently only ep-r!y -3'ganizational theorists [4,5] suggested that the struc-
half of the naval shipyards have initiated such a process. ture of an organization should derive from its overall busi-

A second hope rests on RADM Traister's open statement ness strategy. Recent opinion [61 is that the problem of man-

that he will exerci , his influence and authority to en- agement effectiveness is much more circular. The McKinse.-
sure that his successor at Pearl Harbor will continue the 7-S model posits an interlocking relationship between struc-
TQM process Finally, it is hoped that a critical mass of top ture, strategy, skills, staff, style, systems. and shared va]-
management, led by the Champions, will initiate the action ues. Each of these issues is in a sense addressed by Dr '
necessarv to educate RADM Traister's successor as to the E. Deming 171, who has codified them in his 14 principle3 importance of the TQM effort. This action could involve for management. It is impossible to address the 14 principle-
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wnthout making a change in each of McKinsey's seven ele- spective units until all Shipyard employees have received
men:s In practice. however, there cannot be a precise recipe training in the seven basic SPC tools. During and after the U
that will fit every organization Each organization must work training phase, the in-house SPC consultants will assist in- 5
towards developing an approach to implementing the 14 dividuals as well as process teams in their units as needed
principles that fits its own unique circumstances and needs. At the present time, one of the two PM1 consultants as-

At this point in time, the structure established at Pearl signed to the Shipyard is filling the role of statistical trainer 3
Harbor for the quality improvement effort is embryonic and and consultant. All employees, teams, and in-house SPC 5
will need to evolve over time. The transformation to a total consultants will be guided and given support in their efforts
quality" organization will not be complete until ever unit by Process Steering Committees. These committees will be
and individual intne orgarnzation is involved in quality im- composed of shop and department management and union
provement Dr Deming points out that 94 percent of the leadership. U
problems in an organization are system problems Deming Improving the people side of the organization is an essen-
includes all units and processes in the organization as part tial part of the quality improvement equation. As W. E. Brock
of the system and not only production. [9], the Secretary of Labor, recently said. "If workers per- U

To simplify the process of culture change, the concept of ceive that managements only interest is on the corporate
a task and people side (Fig. 1} to the organization was in- bottom line-profits and losses-then workers' only inter-
troduced at Pearl Harbor. Blake and Mouton [8) originated est will be on the workers bottom line-wages and benefits'
this ;dea but lacked a systematic method for process ira- Sadly, studies do show that in the United States, only 9 out
provement on the task side or a clear vision of who was re- of 100 houriy employees believe that they will receive any" 3
sponsible for improvement on the people side. In the model benefits from increases in organizational productivity. This
at PHNS, hourly and staff employees work in the system figure is 93 out of 100 in Japan [10].
and are closest to the process. Thus, it is logical for them to Implicit in the strategy to improve the system at PHNS m
know best how to improve work processes within the system, is the belief that management is responsible for the cystem 3

With the help of SPC training, hourly and staff employees since only management can change the system. Thus, it is
are the logical people to improve the task side of the orga- logical for them to be assigned the task of improving the
nization. Organized on a shop or department level into pro- system. The strategy to accomplish this involves establish- n
cess improvement teams, workers will address critical taskts ing a top level group of managers (Champions) who each 5
that impact the eff'ectiveness of operations at PHNS. The have responsibility for one or more of the Deming principles
training and consulting at the shop level will be spear - They and other key managers attend either a seminar b
headed by a group of in-house SPC consultants who will have Dr. Deming or a course sponsored by PMI. The PMI course 3
taken 120 hours of SPC training. These individuals were se- is an introduction to the Doming philosophy 5
lected from the various shops and departments at the Ship- The Champions provide direction and support to three -
yard. subcommittees composed of a cross-sectional and diagonal

The in-house SPC consultants will work with their re- slice of managers from the organization. It is the responsi- I
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Ibilit of the subcommittees to identify and develop action encountered with other clients. From the onset. Union made
plans for removing barriers to each of the 14 principles. The it clear that they expected a role in the quality improvement
14 principles provide an overall vision and direction for their effort, but they distrusted managements willingness to pro-
efforts. These principles are seen as desirable end states that vide for such a role. In one rather tempestuous week, the
will never be 100 percent attainable. Union sent a message to Rear Admiral Traister that the%-

With the help of the Champions and with input from oth- would not send representatives to the subcommittee meet-
ers in the organization, the subcommittees will systemati- ings, although they previously had agreed to this. The Union
cally address issues in the organization that impair its over- decided to withdraw participation since they felt manage-
all management effectiveness. The actual implementation of ment was acting in bad faith on other issues.
plans will be facilitated by the line side of the organization. In retrospect, the consultants were not accustomed to the
Recommendations approved by the Champions and PHNS level of distrust between management and the Union at
Steering Committee will be given to the Process Steering PHNS. Thus, they were rather slow to react to the evident
Committees headed by key group. shop, and department confusion surrounding the Union's role in the process. There
managers It will be their responsibility to address the ac- was a considerable degree of confusion on both sides sur-
tual implementation of plans developed by the subcommit- rounding this issue, compounded by the lack of trust The
tees. consultants, caught somewhat flat-footed by a lack of ex-

Integration of quality activities. One of the difficulties perience with such problems, did not offer much direction
encountered in many organizations is the prol :oration of It soon became apparent to the consultants that there was
disparate and sometimes incompatible quality improvement a need to be more productive in .,orking with both sides to
programs either underway or recently defunct. At PHNS, the resolve the issues. The consultants now meet with Unior
QC program has been put on "hold" until all the qualitv im- leadership as needed and at each visit to PHNS. A specific
provement training for managers and supervisors has been four-hour meeting was arranged between HMTC leadership
completed. The centralized QC program (opposed by the union) and the consultant to review the quality improvement pro-
will be put on hold, and some of the more important concepts cess as viewed in the PMI roadmap. Efforts have also been
involved in quality circles will be continued under the di- made to ask union leaders outside of Pearl Harbor who are
rection of each department or shop's Process Steering Coin- familiar with such efforts to contact HMTF leadership.
mittee. This means that in addition to improvement pro- As an outcome of the above efforts, the agreed-upon model
cesses being identified and assigned by committees, employees for the Quality Steering Committees includes union repre-
will also be able to volunteer and work on projects of their sentation on all committees. After some discussion, the HMTC
own choosing. Of course, project selection must be consistent president was also invited to be a member of the Champion
with overall organizational improvement goals. committee. HMTC now has representation on the Shipyard

Some managers have already started forming Process Steering Committee, Champion Committee, Subcommittees,
Steering Committees to work on quality improvement. A and eventually on all department steering committees.
proliferation of different approaches could be confusing to Recently, the consultant invited the Union to work inter-
employees (as well as to this consultant). Furthermore, it nally on the adoption and implementation of both the 14
could blur the overall responsibility for quality improve- nle an he itin nd I fple enion is thotmetT drs hspolea P mlmnain principles and SPC within HMTC. If the Union is thought
ment To address this problem, an SPC Implementation of as one link in the chain of quality at the PHNS, then theCommittee has recently been established. This committee will chain will only be as strong as its weakest link. In a Totalbe rezponsibie for helping to focus and coordinate the activ-

ities of the various Process Steering Committees. The lead- Quality Organization, every unit must work continuously to
ership of this committee will report directly to the Shipyard improve its processes and better serve customers. The con-
Steering Committee. sultants see no reason why HMTC should not also be striv-

The consultants were fortunate in that most of the efforts ing for quality. There should be many paybacks to employ-
underway at PHNS could be folded into the quality improve- ees, management, and the union from this course of action.
mntodela develNSod b folderhapsoeen mt impr- Of course, this assumes that the fundamental destinies ofS ment model developed by PMI. Perhaps even more impor- all three are inextricably bound together.
tant was that Rear Admiral Traister and others recognized aree a e ta bon t ogr
the need to have a unified effort. The Problem Recurrence Parker [111 states that QWL type programs, "Instead of

Elimination Program (PREP) will now be coordinated by the providing us with more control or influence over our jobs as
Process Steering Committees. This returns it to the shops they sometimes claim, ... are taking away our only real power
and departments which are closest to both employees and by undermining our unions" (p. 2). The siiation described
tasks. All former and future quality improvement efforts will by Parker does not have to exist. IL will exist if management

be coordinated through the Shipyard Steering Committee. and the Union view quality improvement as a zero-sum game
Al quality improvement efforts will be designated as part In this scenario, whatever benefits the Union hurts man-
of the overall Shipyard Quality Improvement Procf as or SQIP agement, and vice versa. The consultants feel that the exact
for short. opposite is true. It is one of the consultant's roles in the pro-

With a clear sense of direction provided by the Admiral cess to demonstrate the validity of this proposition to both
and the Champions, it is expected that those managers in- sides.
terested in quality improvement will have a banner to rally Key issues remaining to be addressed. In the opinion
around. Eventually, all employees and managers will re- of the consultant, it is much too early to determine if the

ceive training in both SPC and the Deming management effort underway at PHNS will be successful because therc
philosophy. As this happens, more and more individual quality are a number of formidable barriers yet to be overcome The
improvement efforts will pop up. These will add momentum success of the Shipyard at handling the following ten issues
to the efforts being undertaken by both the subcommittees will ultimately determine whether the process is successful
and process improvement teams. Hopefully, the present Constancy of Purpose-If the PHNS can continue on the
Beneficial Suggestion System will be replaced by one that present path even after Rear Admiral Traister leaves PHNS
can better encourage such efforts. one of the most apparent and visible obstacles will have beer

Union involvement. The Union (Hawaii Metal Trades overcome. Nevertheless, every Champion and manager in the
Council [HMTC] relationship with management at PHNS Shipyard must demonstrate this principle if the quality im-3 was somewhat more adversarial than the consultants had provement effort is to succeed.
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Fear-The Shipyard relies too heavily on fear as a moti- be on quality training and not just on the number of people
vator. Many managers confuse aountability with blame and who are trained. I
assume that the two must go together. The often-spoken-of Individual innovations to the PMI quality improvement
tendency to "micro-manage" is a direct offshoot of the fear model-PHNS will need to take ownership of the quality
in the shipyard improvement model developed by PMI. This will be dem- I

Time-If PHNS cannot overcome its tendency to micro- onstrated by the ability of the Shipyard to adapt and flex-
manage, there will be no time for quality improvement ef- ibly u ilize the model as circumstances dictate. The shipyard
forts There can be little doubt that it takes more effort ini- must be .ble to adapt the model to needs that will change 1
tially to improve things that are not broken than to apply over time and to incorporate the model into the ongoing
the "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" mentality. The only way management of the organization.
for a quality improvement effort to succeed is for managers Union-HIMTC can play several roles in the quality im-
to manage improvement and to delegate the responsibility provement process. It can take an adversarial role, a wait-
and authority for actions to the people closest to the work. and-see role, or an active participant role. In the participant I
This is just the opposite of micromanagement, which is an- role, HMTC can insure that bottom-up as well as top-down
other form of waste and re-work. pressure is exerted on the system to change. The Union might

Sense of accomplishment-The effort at PHNS will take even be able to ensure that substantive changes in the or-
from three to five years to accomplish. Through sustained ganization become part of the collective bargaining agree-
effort and commitment, individuals will gradually begin to ment. If this were done, it would be even more difficult for
remove roadblocks to the 14 principles of Dr. Deming. This a "change in command" to destroy the continuity of the quality
will not be an easy task. Individuals will need to bite off improvement process.
small pieces at a time or risk choking on the whole elephant. Integration of Deming and SPC-Many organizations see
In practical terms, a failure to address small manageable Deming's 14 principles as superfluous to the gains that they
issues could lead to a sense of frustration on the part of all hope will come from the application of SPC techniques. Such
participants. Without some visible evidence of improvement, organizations have a hard lesson to learn. Without a total
employees are likely to lose their initial enthusiasm for the system-wide change in organizational culture, the benefits 3
effort to be gained from the application of SPC techniques will not U

Defnitions. missions, and coordination-Each of the var- and cannot last. Rear Admiral Traister and other top man-
ious structures in the SQIP will need to establish a sense of agers at PHNS have accepted the foregoing premise. Unfor-
mission. definiticn. and integration with respect to the or- tunately, there are still too many managers at the Shipyard
ganization These tasks must be managed with a win-win who regard the quality improvement process as "just an-
attitude, good communi-'tion, and a clear sense of priori- othcr program." In the opinions of such managers, quality
ties. It is essential that guidance and support be given to improvement will only require the application of some "fancv-.

the managers involved in this effort. SPC techniques. Life at the Shipyard will then go on as be- 3
Turnover-It will be difficult to develop constancy of pur- fore. A considerable number of these managers will have to

pose in an organization where the top management is mostly be won over before the effort can be successful.
composed of military officers who rotate out every two years Additional references ,
or so. What is even more detrimental to the process, how- 4 Chandler, A. D., Jr., Strategy and Structures Chaptrs n the U
ever, is the tendency of many top civilian managers to be 4 Chane. A D.r ., ndstriae ndruurs chapes Instue IU

tor" of the American Industrital Enterprise, Massachusetts: Institute o
rotated to other positions during "reorganization" processes. Technology, Cambridge, Ma ., 1962
Such reorganizations have abated considerably under the 5 Lawrence, P. R and Lorsch, J. W., Developing Organizaton.s Di
command of RADM Traister. but will need to be even fur- agnosis and Action, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass.. 1969
ther minimized in the future. 6 Peters, T. J. and Waterman, R. H., Jr., In Search of ExcellenceHarper and Row, New York, 1982.

Training-With nearly 7000 employees, PHNS faces a 7 Deming. W. E., Out of the Crisis, Center for Advanced Engineer-
difficult task in training and helping all employees to utilize ing Study, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge. Mass, 1982
diffPcu te is. Frtrng dhere i g is impvee tht allze an 8 Blake, R. R and Mouton, J S., Corporate Excellence Through GridSPC techniques. Furthermore, it is imperative that all man- Organizatwn Development, Gulf, Tex., 1968.agers, employees, and Union leadership develop some fa- 9 Brock, W. E.. "The Work of Quality and the Quality of Work."
miliarity with the concepts and teachings of Dr. W. Edwards paper presented at the National Quality Forum, New York. Oct 1987
Deming. Employees must have some knowledge of the 14 10 Choate, P., "Where Does Quality Fit in with the Competitiveness

principles, since ultimately all employees will be involved Debate?" paper presented at the National Quality Forum, Nee Yorkprnils-ic liaeyalepoeswl ei Oct. 1987.
in the task of identifying and helping to remove barriers to 11 Parker, M., Inside the Circle A Union Guide to QWL. South End
those principles. However, it is important that the emphasis Press, Boston, Mas., 1985.
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2 When Old Solutions Fall

I

, Total Quality
I

Management

Brigadier General James W. Ray-US Army Corps of Engineers:I Europe Division

We began the total quality management process in Europe
because we didn't want to end up like a boiled frog. Let me
explain.

The Europe Division of the US Army Traditionally, we have not had to worry so his own blood temperature until he isCorps of Engineers is the US Depart- much about the business side of our comfortable. Turn the pot to a boil andment of Defense's primary construction operation, Our 21 identified customers the frog does what he has always done.
agent for Western Europe and Turkey. have been provided for us; some would Why not? It has always worked before.We serve the Army and the Air Force even say held captive by uL However, Eventually, the frog is the loseri-boiled
through construction of operational and that is changing. New directives point a from the inside out.
support facilities as part of US defense trend toward greater customer discretion
programs overseas. Everything from air- in choosing construction services, even A simple lesson, to be sure. The mes-craft runways, to family housing, to post among military commands. For projects sage is that organizations which con-
atchanges, service clubs and crafts costing less than two million doars- tnue to meet new challenges with old' hops--our mission is to provide the potentially about 80 percent of the solutions are destined to fail, to end up
construction to support the soldier and business we do--a current proposal like the frog. The frog may have beenairman In the field as well as his family would slow local commanders to go to doing things right, but in this case he
on bse or back in garrison. Our design the agency that provides them the most was ded r/ght.
and constnuction program has mush- quality product for the price they ar
roomed in recent years, with a current ae to ord. The lty to oblain te Total Ouality Management
annual budget approaching one billion "bee build for the buck" potentially
dollars. We are inolved in planned or places us In the position of having to With Europe Division total qualityon-going work in nine European coun- compete for business we once took for management (we call it EQM) we Intendtries, altending from the North Sea to granted. to be right, but with a higher degree ofthe Mediterranean. success and survmability. In fact, we

We want to be the construction agency develope te pocen to "do rightit is an important and demanding mis- of choice, not of lst resort. And thert things right;" that is, determine what assion, fratght with many challenges. Cur- where the frog comes in. The slory of an organization we should be doing and
rency fluctuations in Europe and the im- the frog Is a telling analogy for any then set about doing those things co-
Pac of the significantly weaker dolltr a- orgaInization In need of change to meet rectly. This, with the lull understandingI act their toll as more funds are expended mounting future challenges. at old solutions may no longer work for

frcompleted projects initiated when the new problemcurrency was strong. That along with The frog is an Interesting creature, and
overall Federal budget deficits and con- very adaptable to Its normal aquatic en. Customer Driven Qulltyi current cuts in military spending have vironment. He is able to alust his Inter-
caused US Department of Defense nhd thermostat to match te surrounding We reviewed every aspect of our opera-
agencles to take a closer look at the way water. If you put the frog in a pot of water tion. In doing o, we discovered that no
we do business. and turn up the het, he will simply raise matter how good we though our prod-I
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-and svices ve, N our customers

did not agree with us, we had a major
problem. So the bounding principle of ,,
EQM is baed on the customer, and It ... we discovered that no matter how
led us to a new definron of qualiy as good we thought our products and
wll: quality Is Ichieved whenwe t services were, if our customers did notVi oex aon of our customer 100 per-cent of the time. agree with us, we had a major problem."

The importance of so simple a concept- 3
providing quality service 1 the customer
-- annot be overstated. For exampi6, the
Canadian Management Association
studied th reasons customers quit buy- meaning. To reach our division people, ternal ones, but the customer down theing -A few stopped because they died or I rlied on our diviso Pe4ople, and it hall or sitting at the next: desk. Theymoved away. There Isn't much anyone worked. I sent a emall group of 11 of my learned to 66 the products and services

can do about that. Interestingly, though, best. motivated a pidtd employees thoee cuilomers expected Were we
only 14 percent quit because they were to Minnesota a year ago to attend a pro- meeting those pectaticns? That
unhappy with the actual product. The gran sponsored by 3M Corporation. became the essential question, one
fact is, 68 percent quit because of the at- They underwent training, learned the others hae asked of us, but one we may
ttude of indifference by employees of basic concepts of quality management have seldom asked of ourselves.
the organization. Almost seven out of ton and brought those principles home with
went somewhere else because they them. The EOM phase one is a process of I
didn't like the service they got--even awareness. During a full-day session, it
though the product was finel Satisfying They did more than that. That first group attempts to open the minds of each
th customer's expectations was the of quality facilitators (there is now a employee and begin a basic cultural
concept of quality we wanted to pursue second group and growing) developed a change as to what quality realty means. I
and instill in each member of the process of their own to teach every They are asked to focus on more than
organization. member of this organization a now brand just the ends, but on themselves as a

of quality, one tailored specifically for the means toward achieving that product or
Rlining Challenges Europe Division of the Army Corps of service. They are asked to personalize

Engineers. They went to work facilitating the process and understand that every
But hm'w to do that with a 1200 member the education of every employee in qual- time they deal with a customer it
work foro so diverse as our own? Ity management. Then they expanded represents a moment of truth for our

the curriculum with a few skills they organization. I
With a full one-third of our staff made up fashioned themselves.
of German or third-country nationals the To date, more than 1100 Europe Division
old axiom you've got to speak their Our employees were taught to identify employees have completed this
ilnguage took on now and compelling their customers--not just the obvious ex- awareness phase. Each newly arriving

employee is trained In the first stage of
EQM, even as the second phase has
already begun. While the first phase em-phasized personal quality, the second
focuses on the unit, thus the appellation
quality unit improvement process, oroui
A QUIP group is defined as two or more
employees and a supervisoor who prom
due a product or service. In the initial

step of OUIP. a two-day session con-
. :.ducted off-ste by a quality consultant

teaches th team about basic com-
munication, group development, func-
tional analysis, and problem solving The

, next step is actually helping the team to
work out specific problems that may be
hampering delivery of a quality product
or Service. Again, the Intent is always toI
Improve the ability to understand and
meet the customers' expectations.

The superv Is apanof the oU P s
sion, but No or she does not lead the

8ervighe customer is always the focus during EOM meetings. This typical group. At one point, without the super-
EOM meeting is in a conference room which has been converted into the Ouality visor present, the OUIP sets priorities on
klntuts. problems that require Immediate action.

-e~ t uef tmOW PW WNmn 112o I
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Finally.-and this Is the ey-t-e QUIP return from the E M Investmn. How- About the Author.

decides togethe, and accepts together, ever, the trends look good. The fis
the best solutions to the problem a" "* *quarter of ti y w, our s leave rateI seem them. declined 30 percent. I could cite a few

awards we have garnered and other euc-
QUIP is the practical side of the total eses that I feel are directly or Indirectly
quality management theory. It is a long attributable to the EOM process.i process, and there are some 300 However, that one statistic-fewer lost
separate QUIP groups In the Europe sick days-4s most telling. When we
Division. began the proce I said that I would

know EQM Is succeeding when every
i There are no illusions when It comes to person In the Division en"y coming to

total quality management. Change, work and truly believes that he or she
meaningful chanqe, does not come plays an important pan in the overall

easily and qualit, as a way of life in- management of the organization. That
i volves S cultural adjustment that takes day may not be here yet, but it Is fast

years to absorb. Yet, many of the approaching and EQM is paving the way.
process's critcal elements, only con-
cepts a year ago, are totally institu- EOM Is not a program, and I never referi tionalized today. Along the way a to it as such. Programs have beginnings Briger Genealemea W Ray is OW Mom-
thousand people have accepted the and ends. EOM is continuous and fast mwg gema of Me US Am' Covpe of
notion that our customers deserve the becoming a way of life. When it does, Engewa, Europe Dvision. Bfo t" cn-
quality products and services we are our Europe Division will be a total quality mand of Ow Erpe £sion, Ge nral Ray *w
capable of providing, organization, one that is responsive and commandr of e US Amy Cops of

committed to the customer and meeting Engneers, Ma East aiMon. His prbr
Results the important expectations Involved in assinmsvu haw kxLdad command of ft

critical matters of defense and security 35th Enheer Sa e, 20 EnginrwU So, is it working? I guess that's the of nations. That Is our goal, and EQM is Brigade, In VhOWr; Disvit Eng7 US
bottom-line question of any process. It helping us to achieve it. " Any En Disera, Omaha," and Assisant
is still early to assess the impact, the Cor'nwln US Amy Engineer S¢ioo.
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IMPLEMENTING GAIN SHARING IN A TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT

Col. J. B. Gartman, USMC

Commanding Officer

John S. W. Fargher, Jr.
M3nagement Controls Department Head and

Head of the Business Office
Naval Aviation Depot

Cherry Point, North Carolina 28533-5030

INTRODUCTION in the baseline. The full model is described in
the paper, including measurement techniques. The

The Naval Aviation Depot (NAVAVNDEPOT) at Cherry paper also describes the NAVAVNDEPOT's experience

Point, North Carolina has embarked on total using PGS with lessons learned during

emersion into Total Quality Managefent (TOM). implementation.
Significant progress has b-.en made in the
implementation of TQM. Process analyses have been Background/History of the DoD Productivity Gain
accomplished utilizing Process Action Teams (PATs). Sharing Program
A complete TQM structure has been developed,
Statistical Process Control (SPC)/TQM-trained The President of the United States issued Executive

personnel are available, and employee participation Order 12552 on 26 February 1986 which established a
in the TQM process has been accelerated. comprehensive program for productivity improvement
Productivlty Gain Sharing (PGS) has also been throughout the Executive Branch, requiring a 20

in'tiated facility-wide, a first within the percent productivity increase (or 3 percent per
Department of Defense, to share the financial year) by 1992. Interpreted by Office of Management
beiefits of working harder and smarter. Because of & Budget (OMB) Bulletin 86-6, issued 3 days after

the ;rog-ess made towards implementing a complete the Executive Order, each agency was directed to
philosophy of prodctivity and quality improvement develop a productivity improvement plan. The ONE
in its work force, NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point is bulletin, although focusing on smaller demon-
berg recognized by the prestigious lIE Award for stration or pilot projects, emphasized measu-ement,
Excellence in Productivity Improvement for 1989 in performance standards, employee involvement,
the manufacturing sector, technological enhancements, organizational stream

lining, methods/proces, improvements, and human
PGS is an employee involvement system designed to resource improvement/utilization. In a 1
motivate employees to improve the productivity of November 1986 OMB memorandum to the members of the

their work group through better use of labor, President's Council on Management Improvement, the
caterial, etc. In add'tion, gain sharing rrovides concept of productivity gain sharing was endorsed
a means of measu-ing specific areas of productivity by the director of OMB based upon demonstrated
and offers a mutual stake in the sharing of any success in DoD's gain sharing efforts. OMB
increase to total organizational productivity with Bulletin 87-12, dated 14 May 1987, provided further
311 those responsible for the increases. The PGS guidelines for the development and implementation

Program is intended to encourage process of agency productivity improvement plans in
improvement (working smarter). It is anticipated accordance with Executive Orde, 12552, especially
most significant gains will be made in process in establishing the roles of various agencies and

improvement utilizing the TQM urganizatiun. A the requirement for reporting of agency pro-
NAVAVNDEFOT Cherry Point PGS plan has bmen written ductivity improvement plans to OMB. The OMB
with the intent of providing an appropriate award announced on 2 March 1988 selection of NAVAVNDEPOT
system/payout mechanism for these TQM efforts. Cherry Point as a Productivity/Quallty improvement

prototype in the Federal Productivity Improvement
The plan is a SHRED COST model with baseline data Program. Representative of the performance
developed based on the average NAVAVNDEPOT cost improvement efforts throughout the Naval Aviation

performance for each product for each of the Depot community, OMB's selection recognized Cherry
previous quarters. Productivity gains are paid for Point as the lead activity in a iariety of pro-
each quarter that the facility exceeds this ductivity/quality improvements. Prototype activity
average. The baseline is also updated at the end designations recogn!ze early successes, motivate
o! the fiscal year with new quarterly data. PGS and provide models for productivity/quality
awards are paid upon increased productivity (i.e., improvement in other agencies, and provide

decreased auditable costs). Payout is also based visibility for high achievers. OMB's selections
on meeting acceptable quality levels, defined as are based on management attention, achieved
maintaining statistical process control of the performance, and commitment to productivity/quality
quality index, and acceptable schedule production improvement throughout the organization. The
using a schedule index. An equal sharing (50 principal areas of improvement at Cherry Point
percent/50 percent) of savings between the activity noted by OKB are lower labor rates, improved
and employees is based upon productivity increases business systems, technology advancements, and

INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
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I
timely service to the fleet. Much of the improve job satisfaction and the quality of work
improvement made to d; te, according to OMB life and increase productivity of the work force."
reviewers, is associated with streamlining Various PGS programs have been initiated within the I
cpera!otns resulting in the depot becoming more Department of Defense with limited application.
efficient and effective. A 73 percent productivity Specific programs have included such functions as
impr-vement in the Grind-Plate-Grind process, 90 shown in Table 1 (taken from DOD Guide 5010.31G).
percent reduction in aircraft engine test failure These limited efforts as well as research begun in
rates, and 80 percent reduction in inspection 1981 indicated that supervisors and managers within
rejects of helicopter rotor hub repairs are just a DOD felt that employees need to be rewarded for
few examples of the improvements recorded. performance beyond that provided by the salary

system and incentive awards. This research effort
The Department of Defense has been a leader in the Included a survey of the relevant literature and I
area of planning and development of initiatives for personal interviews of private sector and state and

productivity improvements. Established in 1966 to local government personnel involved in incentive
improve logistics operations, the Defense Pro- programs. The GAO, in a report issued in 198m
ductivity Program Office has broadened Its entitled "Productivity Sharing Programs: Can They I
responsibilities into all areas of productivity Contribute to Productivity Improvement?" (3A,

improvement within the DoD. First issued in 1975, Report AFMD-81-22 of 3 March 1981), supported the
DcD Directive 5010.31 (DoD Productivity Program) is use of PGS to improve productivity. The programs
the cornerstone for the DOD efforts. DOD Directive listed in Table I were initiated to satisfy a need
sn1o.3T (Efficiency Review and Resource for specific productivity improvements as well as
PeqJirements Determination), DoD Instruction for research. DoD Guide 5010.31G, "Guide for the

50!0.34 'Productivity Enhancement, Measurement and Design and Implementation of Productivity Gain
Evaluation - Operating Guidelines and Reporting Sharing Programs," developed by the Director,
Instructlons), and DOD Directive 5010.39 (Work Defense Productivity Program Office and issued by 
force Motivation) are sister directives. DoD the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
1nmtru!u:tt. 510.39 states, is policy, to "support (Manpower, Installations and Logistics) dated March
the application of motivation techniques that will 1985, describes current DoD PGS programs and

TABLE I - DOD PGS PLANS

e- :e A;;!:atlo Location Remarks

Navy Key entry Mare Island NST Individual performance contingent reward system onjy
Ncrfolx NST for key entry operations. I
Philadelphia NST

PWS San Diego

Long Beach MST
North Island NAVAVNDEPOT

BSciler repair Philadelphia NS! Gainsharlng group plan using performance ractor
derived from g-up efforts but payout based upo-

indlvldual hcu.s expended. 50/50 split paid next
pay perlod.

Vehicle repair PVC San Diego Individual performance contingent reward system
direct workers only. 30/70 split paid every 2 w.eg3. I

Small purchase order Pearl Harbor NST Individual performance contingent reward system
Irom processing based upon small purchase order from processing

for small purchase buyers and clerks.

Aircraft engine overhaul Alameda NAVAVNDEPOT Individual performance contingent reward system ir-
North Island NAVAVNDEPOT volving direct workers only. Alameda's plan incl~jed

buyback and 50/50 split. 'leve- imp:emented)

Inside machine shop (31) Mare Island MST Group Incentives system with performance factor ie-

Pearl Island NST rived from group incentives out payout based upo
individual hours expended.

Army Maintenance Anniston Army Depot 50/50 split for each work center where the Production
Maintenance Red River Army Depot Efficiency exceeds 100%. Payment is based upon %ursMaintenafe/Procurement Sacramento Army Depot gained over 100% PE times the direct basic labor ateSupply/Inventory Mgmt Tobyhanna Army Depot with a Quarterly or monthly (Anniston, Red River, New
Transportation/Supply New Cumberland Army Depot Cumberland) or monthly (Sacramento, Tobyhanna, Shr-pe)
Supply Sharpe Army Depot

Key entry Redstone Arenal 50/50 split with profit determined from historical
data or number of records processed. Payment at the
end of the test with payout as follows: 60% of e,-

ployee share to personnel who exceed an average zf
238 records per hour; 2US to personnel exceeding g-ade
production atandards; and 20% to supervisory en lead Upersonnel.

Pay exminers Army Research and 50/50 split with profit determined by beating the
Development Comand (ARDC) standard and indirect man-hour allowance. Mmthly
Office of the Comptroller payout.

Air Force Key entry McClellan LIP Same as Navy's key entry.
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I
"lessons learned" from PGS plans from earlier procedures. The result of this assessment team was
research. Authority for PGS programs is given in a 'er.- PCC plan. The PGS Assessment Team was
Chapter 45 of Title 5 of t.ie U.S. Code for made up of representatives from the
Incentive Awards (5USC 4503). A later report by NkVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN and each NAVAVNDEPOT.
GAC entitled "Gain Sharing - DoD Efforts Highlight

an Effective Tool for Enhancing Federal Productivity Improvement Initiatives Under Way at
Productlvity" (GAC Report GGD-86-143BR of 26 NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point
September 1986) highlighted DoD successes. In a 26
March 1986 Joint agreement signed by the Secretary Productivity improvement doesn't just happen; it
of Defense, Deputy Secretary of Defense, must be planned and implemented with a cohesive,
Secretaries of the Military Departments, the comprehensive philosophy. Top management must
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the comit to productivity gains through planning and
Chiefs of Staff of each of the four services, management action such as provided for in
productivity goals were established with two basic strategic/business planning. The philosophy of
goals and ten objectives for an aggressive continual productivity and quality improvement by
productivity awareness and improvement process. the analytical methods of SPC as done in TQM is

central. Evaluation in the achievement of
The Navy, through an active participation in early strategic goals and objectives and analys5- of
PGS programs, recognized the requirement to estab- process parameters is necessary to measure
lish productivity improvement policy, guidelines, progress. These three separate and distinct, yet
and requirements. The Navy's Incentive Award cohesive techniques are described in detail in aIProgram, provided in Civilian Personnel Instruction paper entitled, 'An Integrated, Proactive Approach
(CPI) 451, Appendix F, addresses Productivity to Planning and Measurement of Quality and
Improvement Award Plans (PIAPs). These plans Productivity - The Naval Air Rework Facility,
relate to gain sharing. Instructions approved by Cherry Point, N. C. Case Study," done for the
the Secretary of the Navy on PGS as a means to American Production and Inventory Society (APICS).
Incentivize employee involvement and participation An update of this case study entitled, *Updating
in productivity improvement efforts, resulting in the Plan for Quality and Productivity Improvement,"
prcven productivity savings, culminated with a 4 was presented at the 1987 IIE Integrated Systems
January 1985 policy on PGS. This instruction, Conference. Combined with an accounting system
NAVSECINST 520C.36, recognized P0s as "most that accurately measures costs incurred to produce
successful when applied activity-wide on a long- each product, as described in a paper entitled,
term basis as part of a total perform- "Managing to Actual Costs," presented at the World
ance/productivity improvement plan." Teamwork, Productivity Forum and 1987 International
employee involvement, ircentivized performance, and Industrial Engineering Conference, and other
individual and group "better ideas" and innovations programs, such as Value Engineering (VE),

are st-essed by this instruction as part of a beneficial suggestion, and source breakout for
successful productivity improvement program, lower material costs, continuous improvement in
Maximun flexibility is authorized within existing productivity and quality is assured as long as
regulations to design, implement, and administer management attention to detail and employee
PGS plans. The instruction goes on to state that involvement is maintained.
the PZS plans are to be in addition to current
individual employee performance and incentive PS is a means to motivate artisans and managers
awards programs such as beneficial suggestion and alike to focus on working harder and smarter.
merit pay awards. Additional funds are not Along with increased physical effort, managers and
authorized for PGS, these funds being made artisans alike must work together to fully
available from real savings in appropriated implement the strategic plan, use SPC/TQM as a tool
operations and maintenance or industrial funds, for continuous process improvement, and measure
The PGS payout must be based on the approved budget results in increased quality and productivity and

and must be auditable and certified, reduced costs.

The Naval Air Systems Command, long a supporter of Planning PGS Implementation at NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry
several PCS initiatives in the Naval Aviation Point
Depots, formed a P0S ad hoc Study Team in April
1987 under the Deputy Commander to implement gain To introduce PGS to NAVAYNDEPOT Cherry Point, the
sharing in the command. Even before this the Naval Comanding Officer requested and received approval
Aviation Depot Operations Center fo!, a $20 payout in Deeelber 1986. The request was
(NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN) and NAVAVNDEPOTs were exploring based upon achieving a first place rating in the

PGS as an initiative under the Naval Industrial Management Effectiveness and Performance Evaluation
Improvement Program (N'IP) and 83 a way to extend (MEPE) each quarter for the preceding five years as
the new focus on TQM. A PGS Assessment Team was measured against the other five NAVAVNDEPOTs and
formed in November 1986 at the direction of the for winning Naval Material Command Productivity
NAVAVNDEPOTOPSCEN/NAVAVNDEPOT Depot Executive Excellence Awards (F~i 82, 83, and 84) and Naval
Council for the purpose of evaluating the pros and Material Command Management Effectiveness Awards
cons of various programs, reviewing current policy (CIs 83 and 84).
and procedures for establishing and administering a
PGS program within the NAVAVNDEPOTs, eliminating The first meeting of the NAVAYNDEPOT POS Comittee
barriers to successful implementation, and malking was opened at 0800 on 6 January 198T by the
recommendations for improving current policy and Comanding Officer who gave a brief summation of
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what gain sharing is and potential benefits to be ability to achieve post-implementation audit to

derived for the depot in productivity increases, confirm savings and included employee and labor

cost reductio1s, improvement in quality, and union involvement, establishing the NAVAVNDEPOT

employee awards. The Production Department Head is Cherry Point plan considerably ahead of schedule to

the individual responsible to the Commanding the Naval Sea Systems Comand model and plan.

Officer for PGS program establishment and

implementation; however, the chairman of the PGS In a memorandum on POS assistance on 3 June 1987, U
committee is the branch supervisor of the Machines the Specification Control Advocate General of the

Branch, Metals & Process Division, Production Navy designated NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point along with

Department. Representatives include non- 11 other facilities as designed activities for

supervisory personnel from several departments and implementation of PGS. The Navy Personnel Research I
vice-presidents of the two largest lodges of the and Development Center (NPRDC) was assigned to

principal labor unions within the depot (IAM&AW assist NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point with a pre-

2297 and IAM&AW 1859). The initial efforts of implementation assessment of actions required,

committee members was that of learning about PGS verify the approach, and recommend complementary

from DOD 5010.31G, "Department of Defense Guide for actions which could enhance chances for success.

tt'e Design and Implementation of Productivity Gain To assist in this assessment, NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry

Sharing Programs," and two case studies from Point developed an employee opinion survey to

industry. The chairperson and various committee ascertain employee awareness of PGS and TQM.

members attended PGS training at the U.S. Army I
Management Engineering Training Agency (AMETA) and An official copy of the NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point

Bowling Green State University Productivity and PGS plan was forwarded to the Naval Air Systems

Gain Sharing Institute in Perrysburg, Ohio. Command in mid-June 1987 for approval. Approval

was finally received from the Assistant Secretary

The team began by linking the TQM philosophy and of the Navy (Shipbuilding and Logistics) and the

PGS. A measurement model was developed by two of Commander, Naval Air Systems Command just in time

the team members as a strawman and modified by the for first quarter FY 88 implementation.

committee. Using real data as a baseline, the
model, described later in this paper, was run for Besides help from NPRDC, NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point I
evaluation purposes. The committee was then broken was assisted by the American Productivity Center

up into separate subgroups to (1) develop and and many recommendations by the Office of the

define project objectives and requirements, (2) Secretary of the Navy, Office of Civilian Personnel

develop productivity measurement guidelines Management, Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT), Naval Air

(model), (3) determine the "group" of participants, Systems Command, and Naval Aviation Depot

(4) recommend training, (5) recommend intervals and Operations Center.

amm'unt of payout share, and (6) develop the linkage
between PGS and TQM. The committee reassembled to Measuring Financial Results

review, modify as appropriate, and approve subgroup

recommendations. A new format for the model was As the complete PGS plan was developed, top

developed, all employees regardless of pay were management at the depot continued to be briefed and

included in the PGS plan, and training was comments/recommendations considered for

identified. A quarterly payout was also decided incorporation into the plan. One such issue was I
upon along with a 50/50 share split. Other issues Net Operating Results (NOR) that later became a big

addressed included including military personnel (a selling point for the plan. NOR is the profit or

waiver is required as it is presently against the loss that the facility achieves based upon

regulations), development of quality and schedule operating as a business. Under the philosophy of

indices as part of the measurement model (approved, the Navy Industrial Fund (NIF), the depot is to
using base period statistics), reserve pool operate at "break even" with the goal of no losses

requirements, assessing cost and streamlining the or gains. The rates charged by the depot are set

process of issuing checks, method of presenting the to reflect that philosophy. Throughout the year
checks, and exclusion for marginal performance there are changes in the work content and purchased I
(disapproved as not relevant; discussed later in parts required to repair and overhaul an aircraft,

lessons learned). engine, or aeronautical component that will result

in gains and losses that are within statistical

The model received the approval of control, and workload mix may also shift to require

NAVAYNDEPOTOPSCEN on 2 March 1987, but still the depot to produce higher or lower cost items,

required approval by outside sources. The full PGS these changes obviously affecting NOR. If real

plan was thus begun in March 1987 to describe the productivity gains are to be made, however, these

program in detail and to secure approval, gains should be reflected in NOR gains. Outside

Providing a forum for the Department of Navy influences, such as budget decisions, also affect

Productivity Plan, a Department of Navy High NOR by artificially reducing rates because of the

Performance Action Team (HIPAT) meeting held on 17 non-availability of customer funds or elevating

March 1987 centered on the objectives of PGS, rates to cover previous years' losses. The point

impediments to PGS, and the need to move from small of all this is that given "break even" rates based I
group to organizetion-wide programs. Although the upon historical cost data should produce a surplus
Naval Sea Systems Command had been designated as of NOR as the work is billed out if real
the lead activity for PGS, it was evident that the productivity gains are achieved. A requirement of

draft model proposed by the NAVAYNDEPOT Cherry the POS plan was thus developed that payout will be

Point PS Committee was already developed with the from the depot's NOR at the end of the quarter
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being measured and the depot must have a positive utilizing the same baseline period established for
NOR equal to or greater than the PGS payout or the productivity. Exceeding the lower control limit

payout would be limited to the NOR achieved. In will result in denial of the PGS Award unless

fact, the first quarter FY 88 PGS payout was factors external to the Naval Aviation Depot Cherry
limited by NOR as shown in Table 3. Point cause the deviation. If it is determined

that the external factors were out of Naval
Measurement of Schedule and Quality Aviation Depot Cherry Point control, then the

Comanding Officer may waiver the denial and grant
Although cost is the determinant in determining the awards.
payout, schedule and quality must not suffer,

otherwise the fleet is not well served and the

objectives of TQH will not be satisfied. DEPOT QUALITY INDEX
Therefore, a PG$ award may be eliminated if
schedule ard quality indices are not • met. icc
Acceptable schedule production is measured by using
schedule iroexes established for the number of
units produced in the aircraft and engine programs
and the number of man-hours scheduled versus the
number of man-hourn completed in the component
program. The index,3s are defined as an acceptable
per-entage of units/man-hours produced versus the as
number scheduled. These indexes indicate the
minimum acceptable production schedule performance

percentage used for PGS Awards. Payouts will not
occur if these scheduled performance percentages
are not met except when deviations are authorized

by the Commanding Officer. If units/man-hours
produced, compared to the index, fail to meet the ........

acceptable schedule performance percentage, the 1/M 2/8h5/S6 416 1/85 eG3/858 4 iW 1/67 sse7 4/87

gain sharing coordinator shall initiate an Figure I

investigation. If the investigation determines the
schedule performance percentage or percentages were Employee Eligibility
exceeded because of external influences, the
coordinator shall inform the Commanding Officer. All employees on the payroll on the last day of the
The Commanding Officer must grant a waiver before a last full pay period of a quarter will be
gain sharing award payout can occur. The following considered eligible for PGS Awards with one
acceptable production schedule performance exception; employees not in a duty status at least
percentages use the same baseline period 320 hours during the quarter. Employees will be
established for productivity: considered, for purpose of this plan, in a non-duty

status when placed in any of the following pay or
Unit Schedule Index: non-pay categories: annual leave, sick leave,

95 percent Minimum Schedule Performance court leave, military leave, administrative leave,
Percentage (Aircraft) leave without pay, absent without leave, and
97 percent Minimum Schedule Performance traumatic leave.
Percentage (Engine)

Calculation of the PGS Payout
Units Produced = Scheduled Performance

Units Scheduled Percentage For the test period (FY 88), the baseline data is

the average NAVAVNDEPOT performance for each of the
Component Program Computation Formula: quarters in FY 85 and FY 86. If the program is

97 percent Minimum Schedule Performance extended beyond FY 88, the baseline will be
Percentage recomputed by adding FY 87 and FY 88 and adding at

the beginning of each fiscal year the immediate
Man-hours Completed = Scheduled Performance past fiscal year performance data to all previous
Man-hdurs Scheduled Percentage baseline quarters' performance for a new average.

Productivity gains are to be recognized for each
Final calculations are rounded up to next whole quarter during the prograit that the depot exceeds
percentage average baseline quarte.-ly productivity. The

equations for calculating labor savings is as
Acceptable quality levels are defined utilizing a follows:
Quality Index previously established by the Quality
and Reliability Assurance (Q&RA) Department. A Earned Hours:
chart of the Quality Index is illustrated in Figure Direct Labor Expended x Performance Factor
1. An acceptable quality level, for the purpose of
this plan, is defined as maintaining SPC of the Productivity Index:
Quality Index. The Quality Index is considered Earned Hours/Total Hours (Direct & Indirect)
within SPC if the quarterly Quality Index is within
a lower control limit of three standard deviation Allowed Hours:
computed frow the mean. The mean shall be computed Earned Hours/Base Productivity Index

32g
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Saved Hours: Employees may also receive awards for individual

Allowed Hours - Total Hours performance such as: beneficial suggestion awards,
sustained superior performance awards, quality step

Labor Savings: increases, special act or service awards, and Buy

Saved Hours x Average Salary per Hour Our Spares Smart (BOSS) awards. The combined value
of the beneficial suggestion awards to depot

The equations for calculating direct material costs employees is, however, subtracted from the total

are as follows: savings to obtain the gross gain sharing pool. I
This is done as employees cannot be paid twice for

Each Type/Model/Series in Each Subprogram the same act. The cost savings generated from the

beneficial suggestion, to the extent it reduces

Unit Material Savings (Loss): cost within the depot, does, however, influence

Baseline Cost Each - Current Cost Each depot productivity and will add to the PGS payout

Material Savings (Loss) Each x # of Units to the extent it exceeds the beneficial suggestion

award payout.

Total Savings:
Sum of Unit Savings (Loss) Table 2

Indirect material savings are calcilated as shown (riwcal Omleim)

below:
1*'!? o~T UW? 03T WdDXAL WflS IML2M ftn lUN W WVD(LM) PICU ESk 1

Usage Rate Base and Current: -- - -- -- - I

Earned Hours/Material Cost CHU WIN I 31.453 $ 2s,. 6. 3 3 $ 1995

01460 m 24.15 11,122 S.75 1 57S3

Percent Improvement: em (~) 91.906 92.121 C ,.) 13 ( S)

Current Rate/Base Rate oV0 m" 33.79 33.67 M 491) 1 491)

Indirect Material Savings: U M 103,243 119,477 16,234) 3 (4e, 72i

Current Material Cost x percent improvement we .EAM 114.701 101,075 13.,626 3 40,

Simple steps for calculation of savings in the am m*J/ v 0 9618V 0 1 0

aircraft program material expenditures workload in 04MIN 0 26,7% 0 1 0

the POS calculation are shown in Table 2. Table 3 XF m 0 64,714 0 2 0

is the calculations for PGS for 1st Quarter FY 88

that resulted in a payout of $265.14 per employee. TOW ktarWa a b vr(Lo) &±xclft how - S 6,473

As can be seen from the calculations, the monetary

gains are shared equally between the depot and the

employees (50/50 split). Each eligible employee PGS Audit Requirements
receives an equal share by a separate check each I
quarter. Ten percent of the employees' share is Program effectiveness evaluations are to be

held in a reserve pool to be fully distributed at conducted on a random, unannounced basis by a team

the end of the 4th Quarter combined with the 4th appointed by the Commanding Officer. The

Quarter awards to all employees eligible for the evaluations shall be accomplished not less often

4th Quarter payout. Those funds not paid because than annually. A written report is to be rendered

of lack of NOR or not meeting schedule or quality on the positive and negative aspects of the current
indices will revert to the HAVAVNDEPOT. An award program. The evaluations are also to detect any

payout will only be made for a quarter if the data manipulation that might prejudice the
individual payout exceeds $25; otherwise, the measurement criteria. Disciplinary action for I
payment will be held until the payout exceeds $25. fraud will be taken against any individual who

deliberately manipulates or falsifies data if such
It is recognized that, in the face of extraordinary action prejudices the PGS results, to include

budget reductions, this PG$ Program will be awards not legally earned under the plan. An I
reassessed and possibly suspended for the duration Independent internal review was completed on 14

of the crisis. This decision will rest with the March 1988, validating the PGS payout accuracy.
Commanding Officer. Awards will not occur during
the suspension period nor will retroactive awards It is also expected that audits will also be
be granted on resumption of the program for conducted by external audit services. It is the
completed quarters during the suspension period, intent of the PGS program to maintain the program

The performance data for all quarters completed that results in favorable audit findings.
during the suspension period will be computed and

added to the baseline. PGS Trainin

The measurement criteria formula contained in PGS training has been provided to all employees in
Tables 2 and 3 has been subjected to sensitivity conjunction with T(4 training. General discussion

analysis by testing previous quarters' data as well of key provisions or the test plan have been

as substituting hypothetical values for various presented to NAVAYNDEPOT employees through our
data elements of the formula to determine the existing established employee communication
effect. The model reacted in both oases aa channels. In addition, articles in the NADEP NEWS,
expected and in the proper manner. 3
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Table 3

cer -minc:mP 11,r ori ?OOT-R 
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I+ ' Lt * j-*oF' E l~e. 4)I| 2101 2 1"1 9100-4 443VP 23"P2%1 164453 1901112 2ZI'D"

r .,,,,,,.* 0,.*,, 0.?416 0.0 * 0. 0. 0 .0 . 0. 80. "- 0.9643 0.0732
5"704 210S00 20-1 1l440 55015 5701? 0400 144 02 1 5427 1 364
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a ' '' . ' .,,~s ,-a.aa P.,a 1802)'. 30 07*
i4 . ....... . ).. . . . . . . . .. . . . .

'a. I t t. i..al a. .. a '. . 1a t.brtm -ol4 2 Opas)an antalt s.ft)1) .3t7 S5310 $06.947

a. a t.~ ~ t~a.~a~I ".at.~ 0 ulvise payout would have
1 . .. aj -I a~ I.* -. S . I4 bMl a^8 .05 vloe 8265.14

-.a.-. . 8IItL. a U) "10 OUT
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Qaalxtt I'a+.- 52.12 )o 100l.00 00.37 410 OtR
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the NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point newsletter, have harder as they are required to solve process
discussed FGS. problems with many more inputs. Gain sharing is

driving the use of SPC as the control over
Lessons Learned processes, even in this job shop environment.

Before TQH and PGS, concentration by management and The $20 gain sharing payout in December 1986 did
the artisans was directed at meeting schedule, spur on the interest in gain sharing; however,
Being the most measurable of production criteria, employees were still skeptical. They began to see
schedule was all important. Artisans felt that if the value of TQM, but not reall) any payback. Themanagement couldn't see the problems at the depot, 1st Quarter FY 88 check for $265.14 (minus taxes)
well, that was management's problem, not theirs. has really energized everyone.
The artisan could become a hero by working around
the system (i.e., finding just the right part under The issue of paying the full PGS share to ahis bench to produce an item after everyone had marginal or unsatisfactory employee is a complex
milled around wasting time looking for that part). one. PGS is a group versus an individual award.

In addition, marginal or unsatisfactory performance
Once the linkage between TQM and PGS was understood is a disciplinary issue necessitating management
by the artis4ns from the simple equation, action to require performance to improve or for theProductivity - Output/Input, they have become employee to be dismissed. Additionally,
concerned not only with output (i.e., schedule), performance appraisals are subject to appeal and
but also input (labor, maferial, support labor, and reversal if the appraisal is found unwarranted.other costs). Changes are required and are being While the PGS payout may "reward" an undeservingmade in managers' management style, from employee, the PGS committee felt that the problems

authoritarian to participative. Now the hero is and perceptions associated with not paying marginal
the artisan and/or manager who, as part of a and unsatisfactory performers were outweighed by
Process Action Team (PAT), suggests ideas to the impact of total group performance and that poor
improve the processes, resulting in higher yields, performance should be handled with separation so
less waste, higher quality, improved productivity, that habitual poor performers would not be around
and incidentally, a higher P.S payout. Artisans for the next payout.
are making better use of sutomated information

tools. More hotline calls are being received - For P0S to be fully successful and to remain aworkers concerned with waste and Inefficiency. viable program, it must be tied to overall quality
Managers are being stopped in the hall by workers and productivity improvement such as offered by the
relating problems that the artisans expect to be Navy's Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophy.solved. Better teamwork is being observed between Other criteria, taken frog Appendix F of the Navy'sthe artisans and support personnel, especially CPI 451, should also be met as follows (liberal
through the PAT process. Managers are working much interpretation taken):

I
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o PGS plans must be developed by in-house ffeact the baseline workload and wo-k content).

professionals who are trained in the analysis

and interpretation of productivity data, The PGS committee felt the PGS plans as developed

Membership in the PGS comittee should include by the committee and the total reliance upon T' as I
union representation, the philosophical underpinning of the organization

o Work must be able to be measured objectively in met the criteria for a successful PGS

terms of work packages, schedules, and work implementation. In the face of extraordinary

content, budget reductions, it may be necessary to reasses

o Valid performance standards must be available, and possibly terminate the program for the duration

o Work performance must be directly tied to of the crisis. Specific agreement may be possible,

individual and group performance with the pace however, using the suggestion from DoD 5010.31G
of work representing individual effort, which states the following: OWhere industrially

o Work is of a recurring basis so that a baseline funded operations are involved, this (lower prices I
can be established, to customers) may be accomplished by including the

o Payment must be sufficiently significant and anticipated shared value (Navy share - not the

timely to motivate the group, employees' share) as a part of the annual

o The group must be sufficiently self-sufficient stabilized rate or a part of the future

to not be tied to the performance of others, reapplication of excess funds in the next budgeting

and cycle.*
o Continuous and visible top management support

is essential and must include a focus on Conclusions
improved quality, increased productivity, and
more participative management. Gain sharing works in industrial environments to

include those encountered in the Federal

There are threats to PGS that, if encountered, may Government. Gain sharing is based on the same

preclude payments. These include: principles as TQM and simply provides a

reinforcement mechanism for the philosophy of TOM.

o Adequate workloAds to absorb productivity Gain sharing should enhance the implementation of

Increases or at least allowing attrition, TQN. Barriers do exist, however, in application of

rather than formal reduction in force (RIF) to rules and regulations by the uninitiated at several 3
take place. (Even with attrition, skills mix layers within the DoD. Although fully endorsed

may become a barrier to productivity as cross- within the DoD and OMB, NAVAVNDEPOT Cherry Point
training does not maintain continuous still can expect issues to surface, especially in

productivity improvements in the short run.), the areas of financial management, that will

o Availability of parts and material to threaten the program. These issues concerning

accomplish the work, and financial barriers will be pursued through the
o Stable economic environment ("break-even" rates chain of command to assure the PGS program remains

allowed by NAVCOMPT, sufficient manage to viable.

payroll authority, or other ihanges that would U
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I Foreword

I To further the President's Productivity Improvement Program, I am pleased to an-
nounce the designation of the Internal Revenue Service as a Quality Improvement
Prototype. A prototype organization demonstrates an extraordinary commitment to
quality improvement, focuses attention on satisfying its customers and establishes high
standards of quality, timeliness and efficiency. This kind of organization also serves as
a model for the rest of the government - showing how a commitment to quality leads
to better and more efficient services and products for its customers.

The Internal Revenue Service is establishing an organizational culture that em-
Sphasizes quality throughout the Service, from the Commissioner down to the newest

employee. This is being achieved by installing a quality improvement process
throughout the organization, orienting employees on the agency's commitment to the
process, and promoting quality as first among equals with schedule and cost.

An example of the IRS quality approach is the One-Stop Account Service Quality
Improvement Project being piloted in San Francisco. Emulating similar programs in
private industry, the Service saw an opportunity to improve customer service and
reduce taxpayers' frustrations by resolving their account-related problems at the initial
point of contact. Results to date show that the San Francis,.o office has been able to
respond fully to certain categories of taxpayer inquiries and problems in 9 days com-
pared to 45 days under the prior system. These improvements are now being considered
for other IRS district offices.

Numerous quality improvement projects are under way in IRS involving tax process-
ing, examination, taxpayer service, and other functions. This case study of total quality
management at the Internal Revenue Service is being provided so we can all learn from
the approaches used and emulate the actions taken. The Internal Revenue Service
provides a fine example of how to make the government work better for the people it3 serves.

I

SJam C. Miller III
Dire tor

of Management and Budget
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Executie Sunnary

Commissioner Lawrence B. Gibbs has committed the Internal Revenue Service to a I
long-term process that will integrate quality into all aspects of the Service and provide
quality service to the taxpaying public.

In January 1986, the Commissioner's Quality Council was established. The Quality
Council consulted with major quality leaders and its recommendations led to the es-
tablishment of a quality improvement process based upon the principles of
Dr. Joseph M. Juran. This is a top-down process in which executives were first trained
in the Juran approach and then managers and quality facilitators and team leaders.

Quality improvement teams were formed throughout the Service to address specific I
problems. Initiatives were added to the Strategic Issues Plan to emphasize a commit-
ment to quality, a concern for the customer, and the use of information systems to track
progress in meeting the commitment to quality service. In addition, IRS management U
and the National Treasury Employees Union, in partnership, have agreed to orient all
employees in the quality improvement process and to establish joint quality councils in
IRS facilities to identify and remedy quality problems. U

Quality improvements already brought about in the Service are illustrated by the
work done on the One-Stop Account Service project.

One-Stop Account Service
A quality improvement team was formed to reduce the lengthy delays and high costs

associated with the resolution of taxpayer account problems. The San Francisco Dis-
trict Office took the lead on this problem. The goal was to increase responsiveness to
taxpayers and eliminate the multiple contacts needed to resolve taxpayers' problems.

The team decided to emulate customer service in the private sector by allowing one
person to handle a caller's account problem and to remain with the problem until
resolved. Previously taxpayers were referred back and forth between the district offices
and service centers. Various techniques, such as brainstorming and root cause analysis
were used to determine how best to serve the taxpayers in the district offices. The
volume of each type of customer inquiry was identified and issues that had the greatest n
impact and would most benefit the public were selected for improvement.

The pilot One-Stop Account Service resulted from the team's efforts. Tests to date
show that the San Francisco District Office is able to respond fully to selected taxpayer U
inquiries in a fraction of the time required under the prior system. Phase 2 of the project,
expanding the number of employees and types of adjustments involved, began in March
1988. Also included in this phase is a test of oral testimony which will reduce the amount
of paperwork prepared by the taxpayer and speed up the resolution of the problem.
Oral testimony is a major step forward to One-Stop Service. These improvements will
likely be expanded to other district offices.
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* Section 1: Organization Overview

The Mission of the MRS In the early 1980's, many IRS offices began to
study and apply some of the quality improvement

The purpose of the IRS is to collect the proper theories coming from Japan. Quality circles were
amount of tax revenues at the least cost to the started in 1983. [a 1984, the Service implemented

Ipublic, and in a manner that warants the highest strein18.I194thSrvcimletd
degree of public confidence in our Integrity, es- a strategic plan containing 55 initiatives. One in-
degreofapubaicness acnie e tha ourpegt, e itiative, Increase the Use of On-Line Reviews,
fciency and fairness. To achieve that purpose, we studied the feasibility of reviewing work in process
Swillk, rather than after it was completed. Many of theI Encourage and achieve the highest possible recommendations from that study formed the

degree of voluntary compliance In accord- basis for a quality improvement process at IRS.
ance with the tax laws and regulations; In the meantime, several major trends in-

* Advise the public oftheir rights and respon- fluenced the move toward the quality process.
sibilities; * The world we work in- i.e., technology, or-

* Determine the extent of compliance and the ganizations and people -was changing and
causes of noncompliance; becoming more complex.

* Do all things needed for the proper ad- * There was a decreasing public confidence as
ministration and enforcement of the tax well as decreasing employee pride within

ilaws; IRS.lw;and iS

* Continually search for and implement new, o The 1985 filing season problems received
more efficient and effective ways of ac- significant unfavorable publicity.
complishing our mission. * There was grassroots interest in quality

Quality Improvement in the IRS within IRS that needed focusing.

Concern for q yhas been o gfor IRS found itself competing with the private

years in the Internal Revenue Service. We have sector for performing services.

now implemented a quality improvement process In January 1986, then-Commissioner Roscoe
that is based on the principles of noted quality ex- Egger formed the Commissioner's Quality Coun-

pert Dr. Joseph M. Juran. Commissioner cil chaired by Charles H. Brennan, then-Regional
Lawrence B. Gibbs committed the IRS to a long Commissioner (North Atlantic Region). They

term process that will integrate quality into all studied several of the well-known leaders in the

aspects of the Service. He issued a policy state- field of quality, e.g., Crosby, Deming, Feigen-
ment with the following Principles of Quality: baum, and Juran. They decided that Dr. Joseph

Juran most closely met the needs of the Service.
Establish a quality climate where a t is His management principles of quality planning,
first among equals with schedule and cost; quality control, and quality improvement fit in

" Emphasize product md service quality by well with our established organization.
eliminating systemic flaws during the plan- As a result of his counsel, we implemented a
ning, implementation and operational top-down quality improvement process. All ex-
processes; ecutives attended a two-day quality training

* Improve responsiveness to the public and course conducted by Dr. Juran. Some of these ex-
other Service components; ecutives then conducted training sessions for all

" Install a quality improvementprocess in every top-level managers. A group of these executives
field and National Office organization; and and managers then trained their subordinate

o Develop evaluating systems consistent with managers.

and reflective of the quality principles. At the same time, we designed and imple-
mented quality improvement team training. We

I
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established quality improvement teams quality principles to the Service's operations. The
throughout the Internal Revenue Service. We National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU)
then selected quality improvement coordinators has joined with us to form the IRS/NTEU Joint
in many of the field offices. We also added five Quality Improvement Process. The
strategic initiatives to the Service's Strategic Is- Commissioner's Quality Council is now the Na-
sues Plan. tional Quality Council with two NTEU officials as

" Ensure that functional goals and program members. Over the next several months, we will
effectivenes meases ref the commit- focus on bringing both NTEU and our employees

meat to quality service. into the process smoothly.

" Develop a greater concern for the customer.
" Identify and remove barriers to qualty and 3

foster a climate of innovation and creativity.
" Instill a commitment to quality.

" Adapt management information systems to
track progress in meeting the commitment
to quality service. I

We have completed the quality awareness
phase for managers and are now adapting the

I
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* Section 2: Program Background

The Internal Revenue Service receives more "Qtonm Perceived a Iwge discrepancy be-
than 190 million tax returns each year. Taxpayer tween how theraccontproblems were handled by
Service Division is the customer service segment the pivate sector and what they experienced with
of the IRS. Workers in Taxpayer Service Division Ithe IRS.," ,
are responsible for answering questions on a wide In November 1985, IRS gave Taxpayer Service
range of issues concerning tax law, procedures Division employees authority to resolve a wide
and accounts (e.g., delayed refunds, notices variety of account problems that had previously
regarding amounts due, delinquent payme nts, been the sole responsibility of the service centers.
penalties, omissions of income, etc.). Last year the On the surface this was a giant step forward. Un-
IRS answered more than 55 million account-re- fortunately, the skills and knowledge necessary to
lated inquiries from taxpayers nationwide. perform this work resided in the service centers

The San Francisco District's Oakland and was not readily available to district office
Telephone Tax Assistance Center employs 350 employees.
people to answer over 2.5 million calls from cus- District training materials were inadequate.
tomers in Northern California and Nevada. Ap- Training was focused on providing the status of a
proximately one-fourth of the calls received customer's refund and its progress through the
concern account-related issues. Of these, more service center. District employees were trained to
than 400,000 were referred to a service center for resolve only a few problems and to give status up-
resolution by the district office. dates.

"...San Francisco District recognized that it was Service centers and district offices are different
not meeting the customers' needs or epecta- in many ways. Service centers are factories

[tions... " designed to process income tax returns and have
As the demand for customer service steadily in- little direct contact with taxpayers. District of-

creased during the past five years, the San Fran- fices, on the other hand, are not directly involved
cisco District recognized that it was not meeting in the processing of tax refunds. While work is
the customers' needs or expectations in resolving transferred back and forth, few districts have
account problems. Taxpayer Service Division close, personal working relationships with their
believed it needed to re-examine the way it did colleagues in the service centers. The San Francis-
business with a goal of increasing customer satis- co District Office felt that they would need to form
faction, responsiveness, and productivity, an alliance with their service center counterparts

In the past, Taxpayer Service employees could to realize the potential afforded by the new ex-
answer questions about account problems, but panded authority.

had very limited authority to resolve them. Last The Fresno Service Center agreed to par-
year over 35 million customers nationwide were ticipate in a team effort to establish and test a new
advised to write to service centers for the help they way of doing business that would be mutually
needed. The delays and red tape involved led to beneficial and would not impact negatively on
frustration on the part of both employees and cus- either office's operation.
tomers, resentment, and an impression of poor
IRS quality in the extremely sensitive area of ac- Five Major Objectives
count adjustments. The effort to emulate the private sector's

Customers perceived a large discrepancy be- responsiveness had the following major objec-
tween how their account problems were handled tives:
by the private sector and what they experienced I. Increase responsiveness to customer in-
with the IRS. quiries.
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2. Reduce customer and employee frustra- at being caught between the customers' expecta-
Lion. tions and IRS's accepted way of doing business.

3. Reduce costs. The employees' level of job satisfaction was in-
4. Reduce m cots. versely proportional to the customers' level of
4. Reduce multiple customer contacts. anger or frustration, and their perception of IRS's

5. Reduce the number of cases transferred unresponsiveness.
between the district office and the service ioato a were nanualy upse with what th
center. onc&dd wee unneessary delays and/or h

Advising customers to write the service center poor quaity of LRS seice." I
for help or transferring work-in-progress, because When lengthy delays exceed what IRS terms
resolution was beyond the scope of the district's "normal processing times," customers are eligible
skills and/or authoi ity, caused lengthy delays. Fre- for special service through the Problem Resolu-
quently, customers called several times to foilow tio Progam :PRP), which assures the customer
up on the status of their requests. This generated has somewhere to turn when the system fails.
unnecessary multiple contacts and higher Problem Resolution Program cases represent re-
telecommunication and staffing costs. Customers work and are very costly to resolve. One-stop ser-
were naturally upset with what they concluded vice is expected to reduce receipts and costs in this
were unnecessary delays and/or the poor quality program.
ot IRS service. Employees wanted to help cus-
tomers on their initial contact and were frustrated

I
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Section 3: Management Techniques and Methodologies
Employed

I Formation of a Quality Improvement 3. Can a district office be as effictive and ef-
Team ficient as a service center?

The work has always been done in the
A Quality Improvement Team was formed with service centers and the skills and resour-

five managers and one analyst from IRS's San ces are there; however, the taxpayers are
Francisco District, Fresno Service Center, and contacting the district offices for help. Dis-
Western Region staff. Its purpose is to improve trict offices had to have the ability toI responsiveness to customers with account provide comparable service dependably
problems. The team received training in the and accurately.
quality improvement process and is following the
eight steps in the Service's problem solving 4.hat would it take to accomplish this
process based on Dr. Juran's approach as shown work?below: The districts' needs in all areas (e.g., plan-
b w ning, staffing, work flows, inventory con-

Step 1: Identify Problems trol, training and procedures) had to be
Step 2: Select a Problem reviewed and the barriers to change iden-

Step 3: Analyze Root Causes tiffed.

Step 4: Identify Possible Solutions 5. What impact would district offices have
on the service center operations?

Step 5: Select Solution There was a mutual concern that district

Step 6: Test Solution offices would generate re-work for service

Step 7: Implement Solution centers in the accounting, unpostables
Step 8. Track Effectiveness and problem resolution programs if input

was not done accurately.
Based on interviews, the team determined thatBdistric ofieeriewothe pepam r mned tha iTo identify the major barriers in district offices

district offices were not prepared to handle in- which mandate referrals to service centers, a3 quiries using the expanded adjustments authority brainstorming session was held and employees
and that the current level of responsiveness of- were interviewed. A fishbone chart was made list-
fered to customers was causing lengthy delays, un- ing the barriers identified. (See next page.)
necessary additional costs and PRP cases.

Expanded accounts authority gave the districts The Juran Method is Selected as a
the go-ahead to adjust customers' accounts, but Tool to Identifv Barriers
did not outline how to accomplish the work. Im-
plementation was left to each local office's discre- The Juran method of quality improvement is
tion. As there was a definite lack of any clear usually used to identify problems in an existing
guidelines, the team had to ask themselves several process. Since a new process or way of doing busi-
questions: ness was being implemented, the team identified

1. What specifically does the expanded as manybarriers as possible instead of concentrat-

authority encompass? ing on selecting the "vital few." The barriers in

Guidelines were vague, their entirety had to be considered in order for the

2.GWhohudid he w ork? new operation to function effectively.

Issues needed to be identified that could During the first phase of the project only four
be worked in the district office versus issues were selected for testing to keep the test
bhoe woedingresolution in the disvice small for control purposes. The issues selected
those needing resolution in the service tested the ability of a correspondence unit to work
center. from customers' copies, to hold on to a case pend-

!5
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Policies Equipment

Barriers Sus.p,,,e ,e edd O~~

Resulting in salict S&ubsntia inventoyJReferrals Reowu i Reie

SI Pronagwment"T

Procedures iPeop le

TU

ing further action instead of transferring it, to resolve the problem, rather than asking customers
order originaJ returns when necessary, to receive towrite.

timely srvice cnterireprtsatoidentifystaffin

needs and to receive adequate training. Issues Selected for Phase

Other factors used in selecting the four cor- The issues chosen to test in Phase I were:

respondence issues included the comnplexity of the 1. Stopped refund due to missing signatureI
issue, the amount of judgment and analysis or W-2.
needed to resolve the problem, equipment needs, 2.the impact on servie enter functions, the degree 2. Stopped or returned checks.

of training needed, and the antcpated volume of 3. Penalty abatements (except civil fraud).

r rInterest omputation and refund on credit

rnteihat o be made concerning t ,e corn- r elect reversals (the reversal of a decisionr

pldeay of the iarte, the amount ofjudsment and to apply a refund to next year's taxes), and

sudy needed to resolve the issue, equ ipment needs, invalid Social Security numbers due to
thP e on fto u red c ntelctigoth, frn IRS processing errors.

I E.d the iJfft~d,,,h e ofI'eCCPL. I 5. Transfer of telephone calls received in toll-
Correspondence caseworkers were primarily free telephone sites directly to the service

impacted, as well as half uf the telephone assisters. enter.

A limited number of telephone assisters were used The team determined that of 63 possible adjust-

to identify issues e a d te ed he district and ments the district culd make, assisters in San

to soicit the required documentation and sub- Francio were already doing 25. Phase I cex-

statiatio, thereb trointhe number oft pandet the capability to 29; Phase I to 48; and

receipts. Phas m to 63.
Additionally, the district tested the fea edbi/ity of Service center instructors were used to develop

immediately transferring customers' calls directly training material, to teach classroom courses and

to the service center when the district could no be coaches as well as on-the-job instructors. The

district office supplied an employee to help the

6
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(Broken Down by Issue)

2- Ciudiw

Unpatable.....

Uw~pwd~rPareto Analysis of Referrals
F~w~f~tQXr~hMto the Fresno Service Center

RefiWK61dby All District Offices'IComiutaR Taxpayer Service Divisions
Unkwmn(Despite Expanded Adjustmlent Anthoity)

110 10 20 30 40 5 0 70 so

service Center instructors tailor the course training. This district employee Was then used asImaterial around district employees' previous an instructor for subsequent classes.
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Section 4: Status of the Program 3
Initial Implementation Was Not Also, receipt of computer terminals with word
Without I:s Problems procesi capabilities will allow caseworkers to

Many of the problems identified in the fishbone generate customized letters.
analysis did arise, as well as a few unexpected It was determined that, in the future, issues to
ones. The greatest problems encountered were in- be worked in the district would be restricted to

adequate training materials, a lack of qualified those not requiring an original return. This would

district office coaches, adapting the present be reconsidered at a later date if something could

quality review system to meet the needs of the tes, be done to insure timely receipt of requested

differences of opinion in judgment calls between documents. The number of possible adjustments

the Quality Review staff and the coaching staff, was reduced to 62.

securing original returns, and generating custom- Phase I ResultsI
made letters prepared on a computer.

In the past, the preponderance of account refer-
rals fell in the category of refund inquiries and Cases Worked in Phase I
training focused on the research needed to answer Kumes Credit.
them. The procedures and training required little C M 6-

account analysis and little understanding of ser- umd iatemt

vice center processing. Any inquiries that re- 203

quired in-depth research or contact by the service Penalty
center were referred there. Instead of encourag- Abatementa
ing analysis and judgment, employees were I31
limited to clear-cut situations. Employees' ac-
count skills fell short in the areas of account
analysis and judgment, both needed. for this work. TOW Cases

In order to meet the needs under the expanded 1,297

adjustment authority, employees needed to un-

derstand the account completely so they could Cioed in Closed in
analyze the entire situation, then focus in on 2140Day 1orMoreDays

problem identification and resolution. Since 94 is

training materials were inadequate, San Francis-
co District and Fresno Service Center have joint- £
ly developed course material relating to skills and
procedures and a training plan to meet the needs C in
of the project. 1-10 Days

The service center coaches returned to rein- 929

force prior training and to be sure work was still Total Cam"
being done as taught. "Quality Coaches" were 1,291 I
selected from the ranks of Quality Reviewers to Number of Days to Close
coach caseworkers at the beginning of the train-
ing process rather than just identifying errors in
the end product. This had a positive impact on During the Phase I test, the correspondence
employee morale, it bolstered our coaching staff, unit resolved 1,297 inquiries. Though a small per-
eliminated tension between employees and centage of inquiries compared to the number of
reviewers, and improved the quality of service of- calls received in the toll-free telephone site during
fered to customers. May through September 1987, these 1, 297 cases

8 represent issues that previously would have been

U
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sent to the service center for resolution. On Although accepting oral testimony has only
average, these cases were closed in 8.9 days, been in effect since March 1988, responses to the
resulting in a reduction of work time, less interest customer satisfaction surveys have been
paid to customers and considerable improvement favorable. Also, there has been no indication of er-
in the Service's responsiveness compared to the roneous or improper adjustment action by
previous average of 45 days. employees. Employees are very enthusiastic and

there has been a definite improvement in morale.

Phase II of the Test Begins They feel that they have a more important role in

In March of 1988, Phase II was implemented in- the organization and have more opportunities to

corporating the Phase I solutions into the exercise judgment and make decisions. The

everyday work practices of the entire staff. The employees have whole-heartedly assumed owner-

number of correspondence issues was increased ship of this quality improvement project because

to include account maintenance and numerous, they feel that it has eliminated restrictions that im-

more complex adjustments. In addition, all pede their ability to work effectively.

employees would participate instead of a limited The employees have whole-heartedy assumed
number. ownership of this quality improvement project be-

lt was apparent to the team that even expanded cause they feel that it has eliminated restrictions

account authority did not go far enough in chang- that impede their ability to work effectively."

ing IRS's procedures to be more in tune with ac- The results are impressive. Preliminary results
cepted practice in the private sector. A customer of Phase H indicate that 400 to 500 new customer
calling IRS still had to send a signed statement inquiries are being resolved each week due to
authorizing account changes. Phase I was ex- these innovations.
panded to test accepting oral testimony as
authorization for account adjustments. This is a Expectations for Phase III
significant departure from standard operating Phase III of the project, beginning in early 1989,
procedures and is a major step forward to One- will address mathematical mistakes made on tax
Stop Service. The San Francisco District recog- returns. The team will try to identify which math
nizes the inherent risks in assuming additional errors can be handled by telephone and which re-
responsibility and authority but feels that they are quire correspondence. Phase II training will be
acceptable in achieving customer satisfaction and the foundation for Phase III skills. Phase III as-
efficiency. sisters will be able to research and identify ac-

Additional responsibility and authority carry count discrepancies based on minimal
with them inherent risks, but those risks are the information.
trade-offfor customer satisfaction and efficiency. W
~What are the Benefits?

Oral testimony Is being tested In resolving The team does not feel that it is appropriate to

the following Issues: quantify benefits at this point in the project.
Results from Phase I showed that 1,297 customer

CPeal e m daccount adjustments were made on the four "ssues

Scause, included in the test. The scope of Phase I was

2. Refund releases due to credit elect rever- limited to a small group of employees for control
sals. purposes-

3. Undeliverable refund releases. The resulting data is not representative of the

4. Name correction, universe on the four issues tested. For these

S. Excess payments. reasons, the team is reluctant to project what the
benefits would have been if Phase I has been fully

6.Refund releases due to Invalid Social implemented.

Security number. Benefits are, however, expected to accrue in the
following areas:

I
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1. Tangible Benefits c. Improved emdency. Due to this quality im-
a. Reduction In total time to work amount provement project, the San Francisco Dis-

Inquiries presently referred to service trict has developed a close association
enters. When account inquiries are with the Fresno Service Center. Exchan-
referred to service centers, all work done ges of information have helped the district I
by the districts (e.g., research, acknow- refine its procedures and increase its ef-
ledgment letters, inventory control, etc.) ficiency.
are repeated by the service centers prior d. Improved employee morale: Employees I
to resolution. By working these inquiries were expected to derive more job satisfac-
in the district, we would eliminate this tion from being able to help customers
duplication of effort, themselves rather than referring them to

b. Reduction In Interest paid to taxpayers: another office. The concept of one-stop I
The team believed that the new proce- service was expected to benefit both the
dures of handling account inquiries would customers and the staff.
reduce the time it takes to release a arhe Internal Revenue Service has created a
refund by four to six weeks. This would climate where quality is placed first and an en-
result in a savings of interest due on these vironment where creativity and innovation can
results. flourish. " 1

c. Reduction In the number of Problem The Internal Revenue Service has created a
Resolution cases: The team believed that climate where quality is placed first and an en-
one-stop service would result in long-term vironment where creativity and innovation can I
reductions of up to 50% in the number of flourish. This climate has started managers think-
expensive problem resolution cases. ing in new ways and questioning long held views

d. Reduction in the number of multiple fol- on the best way to do business. There is a new I
low-up contacts: By reducing IRS's "nor- receptiveness to different points of view and
mal processing time" on refund inquiries recognition that there is no one best way.
through one-stop service, the team ex- Some examples of innovation that have resulted
pected to reduce the number of follow-up from the quality climate in the San Francisco Dis- I
customer contacts. This would result in trict and Fresno Service Center are:
savings of telecommunications and staff 1. Providing customer service from 7:00 a.m.
costs. to 10:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and I

2. Intangible Benefits January through April 15th, from 9:00
a. Increased customer satisfaction: The a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays and from

quality improvement project will increase 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Sundays.I
responsiveness to customers while 2. Creating a tax practitioner hotline that
decreasing multiple contacts and delays, gives our colleagues in the community im-
It will bring IRS more in line with the ser- mediate access to an account-trained I
vice provided in the private sector. It is ex- employee.
pected to improve IRS's image by meeting 3. Testing higb speed facsimile transmission
more of the customers'expectations and of customer information to service centers
reducing the frustration and resentment and districts has improved service to cus-
they experience while coping with the cur- tomers and their representatives.
rent syte. 4. Establishment of a district office liaison in

b. Increased voluntary compliance: This the Fresno Service Center to be a
project should help dispel the perception resource that provides information on
of poor IRS quality in the sensitive area of processing procedures.
account adjustments. This should raise The joint One-Stop Account Service quality im-
the taxpayers confidence in IRS and Toemnt ojet aotere ualit, om-
strengthen voluntary compliance. provement project has fostered mutual trust, open10

I
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communication and teamwork. When it began, Communication is not limited to team members.
the San Francisco District and the Fresno Service Results and innovations are being shared with
Center spoke two different languages. Now that other districts and service centers. Ideas for future
they understand each other's operation, they have consideration include rewriting district training
an increased awareness of each other's needs. In materials, use of an automated call routing device,
one instance, a minor adjustment of standard pro- and direct issuance of refund checks.
cedures by one office provided the opportunityfir3the other to increase efficiency.
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Section 5: Key Personnel

Project Manager - Peter Coons Tanya Collins
Chief, Taxpayer Service Division Group Manager
San Francisco District Taxpayer Service DivisionSan Francisco District!

Team Leader - Jo Bagdasarian S

Chief, Taxpayer Service Branch I Anna Howington
San Francisco District - (FTS) 536-4210 Regional Analyst, DP:TPS 3

Western Regional Office

Deanna Cooke
Cadre Branch Chief Bonnie Lewis
San Francisco District Classification Specialist

Fresno Service Center 3
Jim Abbott

Chief, Technical Services Section
Fresno Service Center - (FTS) 461-6328 3
Questions may be directed to Ms. Bagdasarian or Mr. Abbott, whose telephone i
numbers are listed above.
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1 Foreword

I
To further the President's Productivity Improvement Program, I am pleased to an-

nounce the designation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
as a Quality Improvement Prototype. A prototype organization demonstrates an ex-
traordinar' commitment to quality improvement, focuses attention on satisfying its
customers and establishes high standards of quality, timeliness and efficiency. This
kind of organization also serves as a model for the rest of the government - showing
how a commitment to quality leads to ',etter and more efficient services and products
for its customers.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has successfully applied quality
assurance strategies to case investigation and other Commission operations. While reduc-
ing the time to process discrimination cases in many district offices, the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission is improving the overall quality of its investigative work.
Quality assurance techniques are being applied in the EEOC district offices. For ex-
ample, in Charlotte, North Carolina average processing time per case declined from
303 days in 1986 to 251 days in 1987 and is still declining. The efficiency of investigators
also improved. In 1987, each investigator resolved an average of 74 cases compared
to 61 cases in 1986.

EEOC is the first to acknowledge that the agency is in the ariy stages of applying
total quality management throughout the entire Commission. Nevertheless, this case
study demonstrates approaches and techniques that can be effectively used in Federal
settings. The Commission is providing a fine example of how to make the government3 work better for the people it serves.

Ja s C. Miller III
Dire or

of Management and Budget

I
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Executive Summary 3

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) enforces Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
\khich prohibits employment discrimination; the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967; the Equal Pay
-\ct of 1963: and prohibitions in the Federal sector against discrimination of the handicapped. Through 23 district
offices and Washington, D.C. headquarters, receiving complaints, investigation of charges, and resolution through
either conciliation or litigation are the primary activities of the EEOC.

Because internal management systems (finance, accounting, personnel/payroll) were outmoded, organizational
,tructures were deemed unresponsive, staff development programs were weak and ineffectual, and the quality and
,imeliness of handling cases were poor and unresponsive to customer needs, the Commission initiated in 1982 a
broad-based strategy for improvement. The centerpiece of the improvement effort, called Quality Assurance (QA),
\ a, designed and launched in 1984 in six test sites.

The methods of statistical process control and a strong participation process were adapted to the special case
handling needs of EEOC and are at the heart of the Quality Assurance process as it is being expanded to cover
all field oftices. Like many organizations involved in quality improvement, EEOC realized by the second year of
implementation, that these activities alone were not sufficient to create the enormous cultural changes that were
needed. This would necessitate extensive training of managers and employees, more cooperative relations with the
union. impro\ed teamwork, formal employee participation in the Quality Assurance process, and major efforts
to change managerial attitudes about the changes occurring.

rhe Quality Assurance process at EEOC as it now exists can best be described under the rubric of the manage-
ment of \kork and the leadership of people. These two dimensions foster a dual set of improvement goals. I

To achie e these dual sets of goals throughout the EEOC, the Quality Assurance effort is directed toward enab-
ling every local office to lead its own change effort. Quality Assurance facilitators work with management in
the individual offices to:

- Develop relationships of trust with top leadership

- Establish a strong management team through leadership training and team building 3
- Train the team in QA management concepts: systems theory, quality control

- Lead the team in a joint analysis of the problems and issues facing that particular office

- Facilitatce the planning of both short and long-range strategies to address major concerns, including technical I
training

- Develop team o\ nership of both problems and solutions

- Design and install a quality measurement process

- Prepare the management team for employee involvement.

EEOC's experience with Quality Assurance reinforces the experience of other organizations involved in total quali-
ty improvement: the process is long-term in nature and few shortcuts work. Overall results, however, occur ir. every
significant area and attest to the strength and depth of the QA change process. At EEOC significant progress has
occurred in the quality of investigations, the strength of the litigation program, the professionalism and morale of I
staff, the processing of cases, the quality of the work environment and office space, efficiency in performance, feed-
back from clients, and attitudes of managers. Section 5 provides a summary of specific gains in these areas in five
district offices and three headquarters' offices.

Although early achievements are impressive and have earned EEOC the designation of a government-wide Quality
lmprosement Prototype, the agency emphasizes that much still remains to be done to institutionalize Total Quality
Management throughout all its operations.

I
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Section 13 Organization Overview

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is decide whether to file a formal charge. Charges are in-
the Federal agency charged with enforcing the laws that vestigated on the merits to determine if discrimination
,on,,rn the elimination of discrimination in employ- has oc-utied.

I ment. These statutes include Title VII of the Civil Rights
*\ct of 1964, as amended, which prohibits employment An investigation into the merits of a charge can result
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or na- in findings of probable cause or no cause. A cause fin-
ional origin, the Age Discrimination in Employment ding means the evidence is sufficient to give a reasonable

Act of 1967, as amended, and the Equal Pay Act of person cause to believe discrimination has taken place.
1963. In addition, the EEOC enforces Section 501 of Once cause has been found, the agency attempts to reach
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, which pro- a conciliation agreement with the employer that will
hibits handicap discrimination in the Federal sector. remedy the alleged discrimination. If attempts at con-

ciliation fail, cause cases are recommended to the Coin-
EEOC has five Commissioners and a general counsel missioners for approval of litigation in Federal district

i appointed by the President. The Commissioners are court.
responsible for establishing and administering agency
policies. The General Counsel is responsible for con- Any time that no cause is found (i.e., based on the
ducting Commission enforcement litigation. Approx- evidence, a reasonable person would have no cause to
imately 3,000 employees in 50 field offices and at head- believe discrimination had taken place), both the com-
quarters in Washington, D.C. implement the policies plainant and the employer are advised of the agency's
and programs designed to ensure equal employment determination. Once the determination has been made,
opportunity, the complainant may either accept the no cause deter-

mination without further action, appeal the determina-
There are 23 district offices nation-wide whose tion for a higher-level review in EEOC or file a private

primary responsibility is to receive, investigate and law suit in Federal court.
resolve discrimination complaints. The districts encom-
pass distinct geographical areas and provide services in EEOC's mission statement was developed in 1982 by
investigation of charges; litigation; Federal affirmative Chairman Clarence Thomas, the Commissioners and the

I action; hearings on Federal employee complaints; and agency's senior managers.
oversight of contracts with some 100 state and local fair
employment practices agencies which receive and pro-

i cess about 40 percent of the agency's total charges. In
addition to district offices, there are 27 smaller area and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
local offices as well; these offices report to the districts Mission Statement
and focus their efforts primarily on the investigation To ensure equality of opportunity by vigorously

I of charges. enforcing legislation prohibiting discrimination in

Individuals who believe they have been discriminated employment through investigation, coordination,
tin the workplace file complaints with EEOC. regulation in the Federal sector, and throughagainst ntewokacfiecmlitwihEO. education, policy research and provision of

These complaints are received by investigators in field technical assistance.

offices, who counsel complainants regarding the lawsI administered by EEOC. After counseling, complainants

I
I
I
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Section 2

Program Background 3
Problems with Quality and Timeliness 0 Low morale was pervasive, with poor communica- i
of Services tion and lack of teamwork evident everywhere.
Since its inception in 1965, EEOC has struggled with Union-management relationships were strained.
the demands of conducting investigations that meet both
quality and timeliness standards. When caseloads are Strategy for Change
high, much of the investigator's time is spent answer- Given the complexity of the agency's problems and
ing inquiries on the progress of cases. Also, the longer its history of many unsuccessful efforts at improvement,
a case stays open, the more difficult it is to find witnesses Chairman Thomas decided to try for a permanent solu-
and the less certain their memory of events. Delays and tion to both quality and timeliness issues by adopting
inefficiencies increase, and both quality and timeliness Total Quality Management (TQM) at EEOC. In 1983
begn to suffer. The investigator gets bogged down in the Commission's ultimate goal - becoming a highly I
the existing caseload and cannot accept new cases. In professional Federal law enforcement agency that
a snowball effect, multiplied by many investigators, pro- routinely provides efficient and high quality services to
duction continues to decline and the entire district of- its clients - seemed very distant. Using TQM as the
fice inventory grows. vehicle for getting there seemed quite risky, since im- I

provements promised to be slow in coming and the ap-
In 1982 through rapid processing procedures and pre- proach was difficult to install. Nevertheless, EEOC

determination settlements, the agency had just succeeded opted for a possible permanent solution instead of 3
in reducing its inventory from over 100,000 cases in 1977 another attempt at a short-term answer.
to less than 34,000, but its credibility as a law enforce-
ment agency was at an alltime low. Criticism for inade- Laying the Foundation for Quality and Timely 3
quate investigation and inappropriate settlements was Production
directed at the Commission from every quarter, in- Total Quality Management, or Quality Assurance as
cluding Congress, the General Accounting Office and it became known at EEOC, is not a program that can
constituent groups. Neither charging parties nor be set down whole or unchanged in an organization.
employers had confidence in EEOC's ability to render Rather, it consists of an inter-related set of concepts and
a fair decision on the merits of the case or to ensure theory-based techniques which must be tailored not only
enforcement of the law where violations had occurred. to fit the entire organization, but each of its suboffices i
To satisfy its clients and the public, EEO C clearly had o fi t ent s. organiz a tura c e po gram,treemphasize quality. or departments. EEOC's Quality Assurance program,
to which mainly focused on field offices where complaints

The challenge was how to do this in such a way that are received and resolved, was developed in 1983 and

the inventory did not slide out of control, thereby under- 1984 by designing, testing and redesigning various

mining quality as well as timeliness standards. approaches. I
From the beginning, QA considered that field offices

Other serious agency problems further complicated were customers and that QA services must help instead

the picture in 1982-83, adding to the difficulty of ad- of direct field improvement. Thus, representative field
directors and managers participated fully in the original I

* Essential financial, personnel and management QA design stages, and still work with QA staff to
systems were weak or non-existent. reshape the approach as needs change. Implementation

into all 23 district offices and 10 headquarters offices
" Computer systems were outmoded and inefficient, was planned to be phased in over a four-year period

Only manual case tracking was possible at the from 1985-1988.
district office level, resulting in over-burdened
district managers and an error-prone national As the new approach was being tested and installed,
database. the agency took a number of related actions which sup-

" Staff resources were declining while charge receipts ported the fledgling Quality Assurance thrust:

were growing. 0 Restructured units in field offices to enable all in- I
vestigators to conduct full investigations, and to

* Little or no training capacity existed. handle the same case from receipt to closure

2l
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* Established a Determinations Review Program to The five-member Commission also issued three new
allow charging parties to request headquarters policy statements setting forth EEOC's firm intent to
review of their cases when field investigations achieve the highest standards of law enforcement.
resulted in determinations of "no cause"

0 Developed a new Charge Data System with
automated local data base for field offices EEOC POLICY STATEMENTS

* Strengthened all fiscal and management systems
with special attention to field needs Investigative Compliance Policy:

* Revised performance agreements with field Provided for thorough, focused and expeditious

mana --s to include quality and participative investigation of discrimination charges.

management standards; initiated recruitment pro- Enforcement Policy:
grams to attract highly skilled staff; reclassified field Established the goal of pursuing through litiga-
personnel from Equal Opportunity Specialists in the tion each case in which merit has been found
360 series to the 1810 Investigator series and conciliation has failed.

" Created a comprehensive training program to ad- Remedies and Relief Policy:
dress staff development needs Ensured "make whole" relief for all individuals5 Negotiated a new collective bargaining agreement directly aggrieved by violations of EEO laws.
which established a Joint National Quality of Work
Life Committee to improve labor-management5 relations.

U
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Management Techniques and Methodologies Employed I
Total Quality Management 3
Total Quality Management (TQM)
is a management approach based on Characteristics of Total Quality Management
the methods Japan used to earn I
worldwide acclaim for its Emphasizes quality and customer/client satisfaction above all other

remarkable achievements in quali- organizational goals, including production and profit

ty and productivity in the years Relies heavily on Dr. W. Edwards Deming's application of statistical quality
following World War II. TQM control to production processes U
takes an overall systems view of an
organization, including its mission, Increases productivity as quality improves. Production may decrease dur-
environment and customers as well ing initial stages of the quality effort, but doing work right the first time
as its culture, operational processes eventually results in productivity gains as well customer satisfaction
and the people who perform the
work. In recent years a number of Takes a long time to install completely - from 6 to 12 years - and even-
American corporations have begun tually addresses every aspect of the organization
to adopt TQM to improve their own
competitiveness in world and Involves in-depth systems analysis, experimentation and usually some ear-
domestic markets, with increasing ly mistakes and false starts as concepts are tailored to fit the organization

success. Requires basic changes in organization culture and attitude of people

Both Japanese and American Calls for patience and commitment at all levels, especially during early stages I
corporate experiences strongly in-
dicate that full implementation of Is never finished; instead, sets in motion a continuous process of improve-
TQM usually results in having to rnent. Real pay-offs occur in the long term but are enduring.
change nearly everything in an
organization.

Underlying Concepts
EEOC's analysis of TQM theory concluded that there initial commitment is provisional: "I'll try it for

are two equally significant dimensions essential to ef- awhile and see what happens." As the QA process
fective organizational performance: management of the unfolds and improvements are noted without any
work to be performed and leadership of the people con- negative consequences, the director usually places
nected to the organization. Within each of these dimen- more and more reliance on QA staff for consulting
sions, QA identified several key concepts (see Table on assistance, resources and/or direct interventions.
page 5) that affect quality and timeliness or productivity Problems in the QA/director relationship at any I
outcomes. stage inevitably result in a less effective improve-

Installing QA in a District Office ment effort.

QA's goal is to enable individual offices to achieve quali- 2. Establish a strong management team tbrough leader-
ty and production improvements through the applica- ship and team building.
tion of the underlying concepts in a progression of steps. A Management Quality Circle (MQC), compos-
QA facilitators work together with managers in in- ed of the director and all managers and supervisors I

in the office, is established at the beginning of a QA
1. Develop relationship of trust and confidence with effort and becomes the driving force for quality in

office director. that office. One of the first activities is to hold con-
An essential first step in every QA initiative is to fidential interviews with members of the MQC, ask-

gain the support of the office director. This is done ing each member: "What are the best things about
through personal discussion and frank exchanges this office? What needs improvement? What is the U
about the program, enlisting the director's own quality of work in this office? What is the climate
desire for high performance to create a sense of part- or people environment like?" A summary of these
nership with mutual goals. Often the director's data is presented to the MQC and serves as the first, 1

4 I
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IHIGH QUALITY PERFORMANCE
is achieved through

I MANAGEMENT OF WORK and LEADERSHIP OF PEOPLE

Systems Approach Participative Climate and Quality Culture

- Understanding of the organization: mission, - Open flow of information and feelings
environment, input process, output, internal
and external customer requirements - Less emphasis on hierarchy and more on

competence
- Recognition of relationship of parts to whole

- Commitment to doing the job right the first

- Operations analysis, work flow efficiencies time

3 Quality Measurement Team Management

- Careful specification of quality and timeliness - Interlocking teams, linked to managers who
requirements based on customer needs see their major role as removing obstaclesU to excellence

- Data collection on quality performance

- More emphasis on office and unit goals

- Performance feedback and analysis of instead of individual performance
indicators

- Trust, confidence and good communication
- Use of data to improve quality among team members

I Technical Competence Staff Involvement

- Thorough knowledge of EEO laws and - Unit problem solving and frequent
their application to individual cases opportunities for making suggestions

- Job skills: interviewing, evidence analysis, - Recognition, support and rewards for
case development, negotiation, etc. achievement: quality first

I - Appreciation of individual differences in
motivatior ind achievement needsI

rough-cut diagnosis of office problems and the basis styles; and development of leadership skills, such as
for tailoring QA to that office. motivation and communication with staff.

Because the MQC plays such a key role in leading Training to help the MQC work more effectiv-
a change effort, a great deal of emphasis is placed ely as a team covers skills in understandingE on developing the skills of quality circle mem- group dynamics, in decision making and commun-
bers. Leadership training includes learning how to ication and conflict management. Team building
assess the office climate and their own leadership is especially useful in building cooperation
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in the office between units, or between legal and en- management and legal reviewers) establish quality !
forcement groups. Extensive use is made of the requirements for each decision or product; data are
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator as a basis for team collected on degree of conformance to quality re-

building. quirements; feedback on percent and type of defec- I
tive quality is provided to the producing unit and

3. Train the team in QA management concepts; investigator. Recurring quality problems are
systems theory and quality control. flagged for problcm solving activities. Statistical pro-

Systems theory, the concept of an organization cess control also calls for constructing control charts I
as a system of interdependent parts in which the per- to monitor quality performance over time to deter-
formance of the whole is affected by the perfor- mine whether variations of quality in the process
mance of each part, has been a basic tenet in the are caused by individual aberrations or system design
development of the QA program. A district office flaws.
learns to define itself as a system of interrelated parts
that correspond to the office structure of enforce- A major QA objective is to change the way the
ment, legal, and support units. This system receives agency operates from a management system of final 1
inputs and produces outputs at various stages in the inspection and rework to a system based on preven-
case investigation/litigation process. tion, where mistakes are recognized while an in-

vestigation is still in process rather than after case
The use of systems theory encourages the office closure. The earlier that defects in quality are

to see EEOC as a system of interdependent units, detected, the more efficiently they can be rectified.
all ofwhich influence theother units' work and pro- The ultimate goal, of course, is to achieve a zero

ductivity. Taking a systems view also helps the of- defect rate during case processing.
fice chart its own flow of work from unit to unit,
and understand that a product coming out of unit
"A" must meet certain quality standards to be 4. Lead the team in joint analysis of the problems and U
useful to the people down the line in unit "B", who issues facing that particular office (a frank perfor-

rely on that product to do their job. mance review).
Using existing office performance outcome data

The MQC learns how statistical process control as well as information generated during confiden-
techniques are applied in manufacturing processes tial interviews with the MQC members, QA staff
and how they could be adapted to case processing assist the management team to develop a more in-
at EEOC. (see diagram below), depth diagnosis of the office's strengths and I

weaknesses relative to quality and timeliness

Key decisions, activities or products in the pro- outcomes.
cess are identified; customers (supervisors, top I

CASE PROCESSING SYSTEM

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

Inquiry/ Formal Investigative Investigation Investigative Determination Case Resolution:
Complaint Charge Plan Memo of Cause/No Conciliation,

Cause fr.ation, Notice
o f Right to Sue, I
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Not only are problems identified, e.g., inap- together coming up with solutions. Two steps are
propriate decisions on case findings, but possible key to successful employee involvement in perfor-
reasons are also explored in depth, such as lack of mance improvement:
incentive for investigators to do additional investiga-
tion, poor communication between attorneys and - Training managers and supervisors in skills
investigators or insufficient supervisory involve- necessary for leadership. These skills include

ment. Teams are encouraged to get beneath super- climate setting, problem-solving methods, tech-
ficial explanations to root causes. niques for running effective meetings, team

building, and ways to encourage employee par-
5. Facilitate the planning of both short and long-term ticipation and creativity.

strategies to address the major concerns, including
technical training. - Proactive supervisory leadership. Working with

Once problems are identified and diagnosis is their unit employees, supervisors regularly
complete, QA staff facilitate the team's initial work engage their teams in looking at performance
on generating solutions, setting goals, putting data and meeting as a group to brainstorm
changes into effect, and monitoring results. Where solutions to problems of work quality and
necessary, QA provides additional resources, such timeliness.
as work flow analysis, system re-design, skill
development in technical content areas, computeriz-
ed caseload projection modeling, etc. STEPS FOR INSTALLING QA

* 6. Develop team ownership of both the problems and IN AN OFFICE

the solutions. 1. Develop relationship of trust with office
An integral aspect of QA work with district of- director.

fices is to create a sense of local ownership as op- 2. Establish strong management team.
posed to a feeling that headquarters has determin-
ed there is a problem and that the office must im- 3. Train team in QA management concepts.

plement headquarters' solution. This is often a dif- 4. Lead team in analysis of office problems,
ficult but essential transition to ensuring that the performance.
responsibility for quality - doing it right the first
time-lies with each individual and each local of- 5. Facilitate planning to address major
fice. QA aims to create an ongoing improvement concerns.
process rather than a one-time QA assisted event. 6. Develop team ownership of problems,

7. Design and install a quality measurement process, solutions.
As offices are ready, QA assists in developing a 7. Design/install quality measurement process.

quality measurement process, sometimes for the en-
tire work system, often for a part that is particularly 8. Prepare management team for employee
troublesome, such as the charge intake process. involvement.

Generally, district offices use statistical process con-
trol to the extent of establishing quality requ:7ements While the program is being installed in an office, the
and taking before and after measures, then re- initial investment of QA staff resources is quite high.
measuring after longer intervals to check perfor- This period uually lasts from 12 to 24 months, depen-

mance. At this time, few offices use quality con- ding upon a number of variables, such as management
trol charts on a regular basis. readiness, existence of serious team conflicts and level

of current performance. Once the office takes full
8. Prepare the management team members to create ownership and becomes truly responsible for further im-

new teams and involve employees in meaningful provements, QA staff reduce their involvement to
participation. "check up" site visits and responding to specific resource

The emphasis of EEOC's Quality Assurance pro- requests.
gram on full staff participation requires that super-
visors and staff must be involved together in iden- Occassionally QA does not take hold in an office, or3 tifying work-related problems in their units and functions only when QA staff are present to facilitiate
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meetings. These situations call for careful problem 2. Leadership Skills for Supervisors and Managers
analysis by QA and the office itself. In several instances, In addition to leadership training in the MQC, U
QA involvement in an office has been put on hold until supervisors and managers attended a week long pro-
problems can be understood and worked out. gram in advanced management training called "The

Effective EEOC Leader". The training emphasizes
Staffing the Quality Assurance Program participative management skills and insight into per-

The Quality Assurance staff is composed of sonal leadership styles.
facilitators and compliance trainers who work on-site I
in field offices to help address both the management 3. Case Management
of work and leadership of people needs and issues. The A study of EEOC and the National Labor Rela-
facilitators are senior-level program analysts with tions Board case management practices was con-
backgrounds in quality control, systems analysis, quality ducted in 1987 to determine in more depth what is
circle facilitation, organization development, group pro- needed to improve quality and timeliness of cases.
cess, the Myers Briggs Type Indicator and/or training. The study focused on case management practices
In addition to the experiences and training each brings in field offices to identify successful techniques us- I
to QA, indepth training through formal and informal ed by managers. The findings and conclusions form

workshops is provided to ensure that all facilitators are the basis for the Chairman's FY 1988 Case Manage-
highly skilled in all subject areas. This training is pro- ment Initiative which focuses on managing cases to
vided by facilitators with the strongest skills in a par- achieve quality while maintaining inventory control.
ticular subject, or by outside experts and consultants. A training program which addresses three major

The compliance trainers are former EEOC charge in- areas of the management of field office work is now i
vestigators and supervisors with extensive experience and being piloted with MQCs in seven field offices. Itwill be delivered Commission-wide in FY 1989 and
knowledge of EEO laws and procedures. Their task is addee
to work with the QA facilitators and the district office addresses:

management team to assess training needs in in- - Caseload planning, which involves projecting the
vestigative and legal skills in a particular office, and to total annual office caseload, setting monthly and
present recommendations for the best ways to increase annual unit-by unit objectives, and deciding how
the staff's technical competence. Solutions may include resources and efforts will be expended to ac-
the compliance trainer designing and delivering special- complish these objectives;
ized courses, district staff providing in-house training,
agencywide course offerings to meet the needs of all Case development, which emphasizes the involve- I
staff, etc. Compliance trainers receive extensive train- ment of field managers in the investigation from
ing in course design and briefing skills as well as sub- the beginning of the process to closure (not
jects offered to the facilitators. waiting to inspect a final product at the end of

the case); m
At present there are six facilitators and four com- Case tracking, which concerns full implementa-

pliance trainers on the QA staff. tion and use of the new automated reporting

Complementary 1987 Headquarters Quality system in the management of the office.

.nitiatives 4. Quality of Work Life
To support the drive for quality and productivity in In 1987 the Joint National QWL Committee spon- I

district offices, headquarters developed a number of sored a Commission-wide QWL Survey. It measured

complementary programs. These will be further expand- job satisfaction, working conditions, quality of par-
ed and others developed as field needs change over time. ticipation in decision-making, relationship with

supervisors, and other aspects of agency climate. I
1. Training in How to Conduct a Quality Investigation Union officials, managers and employees in district

In 1987 all investigators, supervisors and enforce- and headquarters offices will use the national fin-
ment managers attended a week-long training con- dings and their own office survey response data to
ference aimed at teaching and reinforcing knowledge plan necessary improvements to enhance the quali-
and skills required for full investigation of charges. ty of life in their office. 3
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Section 4
Current Status of Program

After limited initial testing of QA concepts in six sites earlier, the primary QA focus has been on laying the
in 1984, the first comprehensive QA program was in- foundation for long term improvement in the quality
troduced in the Houston District Office in February and timeliness of investigations.

* 1985. QA was then initiated in all remaining districts More complete, accurate and timely investigations
as well as 10 headquarters offices in three phases over lead to more reasonable cause determinations, concilia-
the next four years as planned, with one exception. In tion agreements, and/or litigation filings. At this stage
one district, QA was installed in a local fair employ- in the QA program, quality and efficiency are primari-
ment practices agency first to discover whether the com- ly measured by existing agency indicators such as cases
prehensive QA approach would be effective in state and closed per investigator, size of inventory, average pro-
local agency settings. That district office is scheduled cessing time, percent of reasonable cause determinations,
to begin QA in July 1988. number of conciliation agreements reached and/or

Designed for maximum flexibility, the QA program number of litigation cases filed. Because of the long lead
was altered in every office to fit local circumstances. time between initiation of a legal action and its conclu-

I In addition, changes in the overall program evolved over sion, sufficient data are not yet available on results of
the three years to reflect lessons learned. For specific litigation actions to use as an indicator of QA effec-
examples of QA application, see the eight office sum- tiveness. While it is not possible to say for certain thatI maries in Section 5. Today QA is still dynamic, adding increased litigation filings are due to an improvement
new aspects as needs emerge and dropping certain ap- in program operations, it is anticipated that improved
plications as problems recede. investigations will show positive results for litigation.

Therefore, although increased filings in and of
In all district offices, QA's major focus has been on themselves are not dispositive of improved efficiences,

improving the quality and timeliness of investigations these data are being used for the time being to indicate
instead of litigation, because investigation is an earlier the first stage in improvement that is expected toI stage of case processing. Litigation comes later and in- materialize in the coming years. Additional quality
deed is largely dependent for its quality on the measures of investigations are being developed at the
thoroughness of the investigation, local level through adaptation of statistical process con-

At this stage of implementation, EEOC's QA results trol techniques to the case processing system.
appear to mirror the experience of industry with TQM.
Generally, the longer the program has been in place, Some examples of results to date are:
the better the outcomes. Houston District Office increased its number of

Results in District Offices "reasonable cause" determinations from 66 in FY
Of the eight district offices included in Phase I, six 1986 to 133 in FY 1987, due to improved quality

now show significant and progressive gains in quality of investigations. Houston also decreased its averageU and productivity, and one shows recent clear improve- processing time per case from 233 days in fourth
ment in productivity. The remaining office, after earlier quarter FY 1987 to 171 days in first quarter FY 1988.
gains, is currently not progressing as well. Chicago District Office increased the number of

I Of the 10 district offices in Phase II, with QA pro- cases closed by 437 from FY 1986 to FY 1987, an
grams about a year old, two show significant quality 18 percent gain, and increased average closures per
and productivity ga. s. In the remaining eight, there are investigator from 54.6 in FY 1986 to 77.2 in FY
scattered signs of forward movement, but no marked 1987. Chicago also reduced the average waiting in-
trends. In the five Phase III offices, four with programs terval for charging parties from one hour to less than
less than a year old and one not started, as expected there 15 minutes.
is little impact to date on performance outcomes. - Charlotte District Office increased the number of

Section 5 includes brief descriptions of QA program cases recommended for litigation from 11 in FY 1986
Secton inlude bref escrptins f QAproramto 35 in FY 1987. Grievances in Charlotte declined

results in five of the Phase I QA district offices. While fo eg in FY 198 6 toifour in CYa198to ero

many variables may contribute to improvements, and from eight in FY 1986 to four in FY 1987 to zero

I weighing the relative value of each is difficult, managers
in these offices agree that many of the improvements - New Orleans District Office improved its acceptance

can be traced to the QA-office partnership. As stated rate of cases recommended to Commissioners for
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litigation from 55 percent in FY 1985 to 100 per- than a year. Over the last two years, the number 3
cent in FY 1987, due to better quality of investiga- of annual closures increased by 56 percent to a high
tions and more effective communication between in FY 1987 of 5659.
legal and compliance units. New Orleans also reduc- The Disbursement Section of Financial and
ed its pending inventory by 28 percent from FY 1985 Resource Management Services reduced voucher
to FY 1987. processing time from 12-15 days to 3-5 days, and

- San Francisco District Office increased average continues to receive high marks on internal customer
closures per investigator by 15 percent from FY 1985 satisfaction surveys.

to FY 1986, and by 32 percent from FY 1986 to FY The agency in-house EEO program reduced the ratio
1987; and increased the annual number of cases of formal complaints per counseling contact from
recommended for litigation from 11 in FY 1984 to 78.4 percent in FY 1985 to 55.9 percent in FY 1987,
30 in FY 1985, FY 1986 and FY 1987. due to improved counseling; and reduced its year-

It is hard to generalize bottom-line results across end case inventory from 219 in FY 1985 to 161 in

district offices since each chose different objectives and FY 1987, a 26.5 percent reduction, the lowest since

therefore had different measures of success. However, 1979.

the following conclusions about QA program effec- QA in 1988
tiveness in these five district offices appear sound: One of the less precise but more meaningful
* In every office, management participants affirm im- measures of QA's role in EEOC's positive develop-

proved communication and teamwork. ment is the difference in attitude of senior executives.

In the beginning, office directors would only par-• Eah ofic ca pont o sinifcan eficincyand ticipate in QA if the Chairman persuaded them to

timeliness gains in targeted agency performance out- become "volunteers". Now QA gets many and fre-
comes based on before/after measures of improve- quent requests for additional assistance such as con-
ment efforts. sultation, training, team building, problem

* Several offices achieved improved quality based on diagnosis, performance analysis, goal-setting,
before/'after measures from a locally designed quali- caseload planning, etc. 3
ty measurement system. Quality in other offices im- In FY 1988, seven offices were selected for con-
proved in the view of senior managers, or based on centration of the QA effort, based on opportunities
existing agency indicators, for significant improvement. By the end of FY 1988

* Of two offices which measured client feedback, one improvements are anticipated in most of these seven

showed significant improvement in client service and offices as well as continued gains in all Phase I of-
the other maintained high client satisfaction while fices. In future years, QA will again be directed
instituting efficiency changes. toward the development of all district and additional

headquarters offices. As the program in each of-
Results in Headquarters Offices fice matures, it is expected that quality and produc-

In the 10 headquarters offices, the program was tivity improvements will continue to be realized over I
fitted around district office schedules. From these a long period of time.
experiences, it is clear that QA techniques can be
usefully adapted to a wide variety of headquarters Impact of QA and Other Quality Initiatives
functions. Section 5 includes examples of QA in on Caseload
three headquarters offices where before and after Although QA was not to begin phasing programs
results were measured and significant gains made. into district offices until 1985, in 1983 the Chairman
Several examples follow: called for immediate recommitment to quality of in-

The Office of Review and Appeals reduced its pen- vestigations at EEOC. EEOC was to conduct
Tin Oie of avigh of oveals0reduced ise- thorough, objective investigations of all charges of
ding inventory of a high of over 5000 cases in se discrimination so that both charging parties and
cond quarter FY 1987 to less than 2400 at the end respondents would be assured that their cases wereof second quarter FY 1988. Case processing time ben haddwihposinlsklad

was reduced from two years to an average of less being handled with professional skill and
consideration.
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As extensive new quality initiatives were undertaken, standards. Involve field staff as customers in pro-
annual case closures declined. For example, in 1987, five gram planning and critique of QA approaches.
major quality improvement programs supplemented theI QA effort: training of 1500 investigators and managers - Especially in the beginning, QA runs the risk of be-
in quality investigations, training of half the field ing seen as "soft", unrelated to performance out-
managers in leadership skills, restructuring field intake comes. Usually performance cannot be improved
functions, installation of the new automated national unless the climate is right, so QA most of'en hadI database, and initiation of the Determinations Review to start office-wide improvement with team building.
Program. Absorption of these activities into field opera- For a while this led to perceptions that QA was a
tions had a negative impact on productivity in FY 1987 "feel good" program with little relevance to the bot-

I and in the first quarter of FY 1988. These costly in- tom line. The hard/soft, work/people issues need
vestments, however, are expected to yield dividends as to be carefully balanced to maintain focus on per-
offices integrate quality with productivity improvements formance outcomes.
through QA methods. Early indications from incomplete The headquarters/field relationship is critical. Time
second quarter data signal that productivity is begin- will be gained or lost based on the QA staff's ac-
ning to recover from these production dips.cestancom iainwthedqrescess to and communication with headquartersI Knowing that QA and other TQM efforts are long- leadership of field o,)erations. Territorial struggles
term means of achieving overall goals, EEOC finds that can flare if relationships are strained.
results after only 3 1/2 years of sustained effort are
encouraging: People don't necessarily resist change if they see

* some advantages for themselves and their work.
- The five Phase I QA district offices described in Sec- Most managers and staff want to improve perfor-

tion 5 achieved productivity gains in FY 1987, a year mance and welcome real assistance.
w~hen agencywide productivity dropped.

Each individual office has a separate culture, with
The agency litigation program has been greatly unique strengths, problems, relationships, needs, of-
strengthened. Lawsuits filed in 1986 and 1987 fice climate and personality. Each improves on its
numbered 526 and 523 respectively, the two highest own time schedule-no imposed timeframe can en-
numbers of legal actions filed in EEOC's history. sure change or progress. Just as organization-widechange requires 6 to 12 years, individual office

- Feedback from charging parties, the respondent change requires significant time.

community, bar associations and constituent groups

indicates that respect for EEOC's professionalism In field offices, the director's commitment is as
is steadily increasing. crucial as the agency head's. Sometimes it is not

* possible to proceed with a quality program in an
QA Lessons Learned office whose director does not buy QA concepts,

Through our experiences, and especially from our or whose personal style is unchangeably non-I mistakes, we have relearned some old lessons about participative. It is best not to sink resources in such
organizational change and perhaps discovered some new an office until leadership changes.
ones:

* The change effort must begin at the top. Commit- The program should be dynamic and flexible, easi-

ment of the agency head must rcmain firm in the ly tailored to meet different circumstances and
needs. Otherwise, offices will perceive it as one moreface of criticisms, early failures and long time lags "cookie cutter" approach to make them shape up

before success. to fit a headquarters design.

- Collaboration between political and career leader-
ship is crucial. Next Steps

Plans are to continue strengthening QA in district of-
- Later momentum is based on early buy-in by well- fices, and in headquarters. Special effort will be directed

respected agency leaders. It is wise to earn credibility toward measuring and meeting quality goals. Where
first with those managers who are known for high quality has become predictable, greater effort willI
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be made to find system efficiencies so that timeliness - Further emphasize investigative and attorney skills
becomes routine and investigators' caseloads are
reasonable. - Add a comprehensive secretarial development

At the agency level, the continuing emphasis will be to: programI
- Tie the performance appraisal system even more

- Improve forward planning and goal setting closely to agency goals

- Continue to develop communication and mutual
Refine the automated data system and ensure its use goals between field and headquarters and among
in everyday case tracking and management management, union and employees. g

- Continue to develop the capability and leadership EEOC has a long way to go on the road to excellence.
of first line supervisors From time to time since 1983, wrong turns, old problems

and new mistakes slowed the pace of change. Still, the-Develop a standardized agency-wide quality distance already covered is great and early indications
measurement system are that Quality Assurance - EEOC's Total Quality

- mproe case development nagement-is the right vehicle for the rest of the 3-- Iprov cae deelopentjourney.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
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Section 53 Key Personnel and Individual Office Summaries

I Key Personnel 'ames Goldweber, Pat Ewing, Edward Alston, Roslyn
For information, contact: Brown, Thelma Brown, Robert Hill, Cheryl Slay, Max-

ine Tolbert and Veronica Hogan, for the Case Manage-
Betty L. Donahue, Assistant to the Director ment Study, Performance Analysis and Quality of Work
Office of Performance Services Life Survey
EEOC, Room 340
2401 E Street, NW Deborah Griglak, Linda Henson, and Sharon Jemeyson
Washington, D. C. 20507 for Investigator Skills and Case Management Training
Telephone 634-6983

Betty L. Donahue for Quality of Work Life
Polly %Iedtd, Director of the Office of Performance

Ser\ ices, has responsibility for implementing the Quality Directors of Offices Featured in Case Study
Assurance program in EEOC, and for staff developmenti and training, Quality of Work Life, and performance We wish to recognize those headquarters and field
planning and development programs. directors and their offices which have produced outstan-

ding results through the application of QA. They are:
Quality Assurance Staff

James H. Troy, Program Director
Branch Chiefs: Jacquelyn Shelton, Director, Field Management

Gene Pressior Programs-WestI Deidre Flippen (former) Patricia Bivins, Director, New Orleans District Office
Kathleen Blunt, Director, Chicago District Office

Facilitators: Harriet Ehrlich, Director, Houston District Office
Kathryn Blair
Jacqueline Harney R. Edison Elkins, Director, Charlotte District Office
Robert Jutte-Kraus Chris Roggerson, Director, San Francisco District Office

* Jack McCririeGina Myers Dolores Rozzi, Director, Office of Review and Appeals

JP Toothman John Seal, Management Director
- Andrew Fishel, Director, Financial and Resource

Trainers: Management Services
Kay KlughGlbr
Gerald Nikolaus Gilbert Sandate, Director, Equal EmploymentU Thomas O'Donnell Opportunity Staff
Laura Yobst Individual Office Summaries

- Secretaries: The following pages contain summaries of actions

Carolyn Farook taken in EEOC district and headquarters offices.

Angela Owens Charlotte District Office

I Consultants: Chicago District Office
Dr. Alan Brownsword Houston District Office
Dr. Bess Howard New Orleans District Office

I Laurie Lippen
Elizabeth Rasmussen San Francisco District Office

Office of Review and Appeals
Other Office of Performance Services staff who have Financial and Resource Management Services

made significant contributions to the Quality Assurance
initiative include: Equal Employment Opportunity Staff

I
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Charlotte District Office

Raleigh, North Carolina Area Office I
Greensboro, North Carolina Local OfficeGreenville, South Carolina Local Office

Date QA Program Initiated: August 1986 3
Areas Selected by District Office for Improvement:

- Communication and trust throughout office
- Management team cohesiveness
- Case Tracking and Management System
- Quality of investigations and determinations
- Production and timeliness
- Staff involvement I
Major actions taken:

- Established a ~'Management Quality Circle" and a QA Steering Committee. Held a series of team development inter en-
tions for entire group of managers and supervisors. Interventions included individual interviews and data feedback; pro-
blem diagnosis, goal setting and action planning; communications skills and trust building activities; training in QA concepts.

- Trained management team in five-day supervision, motivation and leadership program. Improved communication bet-
"een legal and investigative staff. Extensive application of participative management which mirrors Director's personal I
sitle.

- District Office developed an excellent streamlined case tracking and reporting system and used it to improve case manage-
ment. A monthly data summary is sent to all employees, recognizing individual and team achievements on significant I
performance indicators and reporting total office progress. Frequent, consistent use of data to identify performance issues.

- Created District Office performance profile as focus for identifying barriers which impede quality and efficiency. Sub-
committees of the QA Steering Committee select various projects to reduce barriers. ..

- Involved employee Unity Committee in improving interpersonal and social climate through a variety of functions and
actiN, ities.

- Defined quality requirements for several key products in the case processing system and began giving prompt feedback I
to investigators when and why rework was necessary. Encouraged frequent communication between investigators and
attorneys on individual cases.

Results to Date: 3
- Management team pleased with great improvement in cooperative teamwork and shared problem-solving. Follow-up in-

terviews after one year revealed a more positive attitude about work, the District Office, and perceptions of quality and
producti, ity. 3

- Production at end of FY 1987 per investigator was 13.7 percent higher than the national average. The previous year,
it was 1.6 percent higher than the national average.

- Caseload per staff member shows continued steady decline, relieving stressful burden and permitting more thorough in-
estigation of each case.

- Average processing time per case declined from 303 days in FY 1986 to 251 days in FY 1987, and is still declining.

- Number of cases recommended for litigation increased from II cases in FY 1986 to 35 in FY 1987. 3
- Grievances declined from eight in FY 1986 to four in FY 1987; to zero at mid-year FY 1988.

Next Steps:

- Office space being increased and re-designed to improve work environment.

- Team development and problem solving training for first-line supervisors and unit staff.

- Charlotte District Office will spearhead efforts to improve automated case tracking reports Commission-wide, pro,,iding 3
a planned program of training, technical assistance and on-site demonstrations to other Commission offices.

District Director: R. Edison Elkins
QA Coordinator: John Edmonds
QA Staff: IP Toothman
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Chicago District Office

I Date QA Program Initiated: January 1986

Areas Selected by District Office for Improvement:

- Management team cohesiveness
I - Quality of investigations

- Quality of charges and service to the public at intake
- Reduction of inventory
- Management-union relationship
- Staff morale

Major Actions Taken:

- Held QA training sessions, followed by a series of management team meetings on individual management style, com-
munication, conflict resolution, and team building.

- Applied quality measurement procedures to intake unit as initial improvement target. Determined quality requirements
of the Tharge and affidavit, disseminated requirements, measured conformance, identified weaknesses. Designed and con-
ducted extensive training program for investigators to correct weaknesses.

- Collected feedback from clients on service quality. Posted quality service data in client waiting room and used it to main-
tain high standards through staff discussion and problem solving.

I - Management team trained in supervision, motivation, and leadership.

- Staff designed and conducted three mon:h training program for new investigators. Increasingly strong officewide em-
phasis on training.

- Healed management-union breach. Now hold regular "Time-Out" sessions for staff to share ideas with management.
Feedback to staff meetings on ideas accepted, changes made.

- In management retreat sessions, developed three year plan to reduce inventory, improve case management. Hold regular
quarterly sessions to review progress toward goals.

- Established "Employee Relations Committee" in FY 1987 to help create a positive work environment in the Chicago
District Office. Committee organized employee participation in recommending/accomplishing a number of environmen-
tal improvements: painting and decoration of all public spaces; bulletin board for each employee; microwave for office
use; observances and celebrations.

- New non-cash awards established to recognize more employees at more frequent intervals for contributions to quality5 and efficiency.

Results to Date:

- Greatly improved management team communication, and continued dedication to joint proble:,a solving. Office met all
but one of its ambitious targets for FY 1987, the first year of its three year plan.

- Increased number of cases closed by 437 from FY 1986 to FY 1987, an 18 percent gain.

I - Reduced inventory by 16 percent from FY 1986 to FY 1987.

- Increased average closures per investigator from 54.6 in FY 1986 to 77.2 in FY 1987.

- Client feedback at intake indicates satisfaction with services and understanding of the charge intake process.

S - Reduced average waiting interval for charging parties from one hour to less than fifteen minutes.

Next Steps:

I - Major effort to reduce inventory further, and permanently eliminate problem of older cases by the end of FY 1989, third
year of three year plan.

- Team development and training for first line supervisors and staff.

IFurther efficiencies and improvements in case processing systems.

District Director: Kathleen Blunt
QA Coordinator: Charles Burtner
QA Staff: Gina Myers
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Houston District Office U
Date QA Program Initiated: February 1985 U
Areas Selected by District Office for Improvement:
- Management team development
- Reduction of number of older cases in inventory
- Quality of charges taken
- Quality of investigations and determinations
- Service to clients
- Staff morale

Major Actions Taken:
- Established "Management Quality Circle" which included all managers and supervisors. Held team building and QA training

sessions, as well as beginning an ongoing discussion series on effective management approaches based on current books, ar-
tides, videotapes and local speakers.

- Created ad hoc problem-solving team of senior investigators who, with input from the investigative staff, developed a plan
of action to resolve a growing inventory of old cases efficiently. Plan adopted and implemented.

- Designed statistical quality measurement program for intake process, including quality requirements and data collection system. I
Trained staff and supervisors in quality requirements, basic interviewing skills and charge taking. Used system data to identify
performance weaknesses followed by coaching, training and some procedural changes.

- Established system to elicit ongoing feedback from clients (charging parties) at intake regarding service delivery, periodically
proiding results to staff and supervisors for analysis and action. Emphasized to staff the importance of continued close con-
tact and good communication with charging parties throughout investigation.

- Trained management team in five-day supervision, motivation and leadership program. Supervisors exert strong influence
on performance through written and oral communications to staff, frequent team meetings and personal example. Improved
understanding and collaboration between legal and investigative staffs.

- Created new employee award categories emphasizing service, quality and professionalism, in addition to long standing focus
on efficiency. Developed extensive use of non-financial recognition including official programs and celebrations, ad hoc fun
affairs, District Office T-shirts, coffee mugs, staff photographs, prompt written congratulatory memos, and friendly unit I
competitions.

- Established QWL committee which involved staff in environmental issues and assisted in planning new office space. Also,
staff frequently involved within supervisory units to identify, suggest and implement improvements in charge processing.

Results to Date:
- Management team improved its already open climate, and became highly informed in quality and productivity concepts. As

one of the early QA sites, Houston District Office influenced other Commission offices to prticipate due to its positive
experiences. I

- Inentory of older cases eliminated in eight weeks. Ad hoc team also solved problem on a permanent basis through new case

tracking procedures to be used by both supervisors and investigators.
- Based on measurements from the quality data system, in one year the defective rate for the initial charge dropped from 39

percent to 24 percent, investigator notes from 70 percent to 35 percent, and charge analysis from 16 percent to I percent.
- Number of determinations of "reasonable cause" increased from 66 in FY 1986 to 133 in FY 1987, probably reflecting im-

proved quality of investigations. The "open door" policy of the regional attorney also expedited the processing of cause cases.
- Reduced average processing time per case from 233 days in last quarter FY 1987 to 171 days first quarter FY 1988. I
- Reduced ratio of initial inquiries from potential charging parties to actual charges taken by 17.8 percent, reflecting better

screening and counseling during intake process. Decrease represents a one-year workload for five investigators.
- Client feedback indicates ongoing high level of satisfaction with services provided at intake. 3
- In FY 1986 and 1987, Houston received the annual award for productivity improvements from the Federal Executive Board

in Houston and was the subject of a case study on quality and productivity improvement by the American Productivity Center
in FY 1987.

- Houston was one of the three top overall performers in the Commission in FY 1987.
Next Steps:
- Office due to move to new quarters in June 1988.

- Major effort being made this year to reduce inventory further through team problem solving and individual employee I
commitments.

District Director: Harriet Ehrlich
QA Coordinators: Barbara Brown, Marco Salinas
QA Staff: Kathryn Blair, Gerald Patterson
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* New Orleans District Office

I Date QA Program Initiated: April 1985

Areas Selected by District Office for Improvement:

- Management team cohesiveness
Efficiency of case review process and work flow systems

- Quality of charges taken
- Quality of investigations
- Skills of investigators and clerical staff

Major Actions Taken:

- Established "Management Quality Circle" of all managers and supervisors. Held a series of QA training and team building3 sessions, including conflict resolution, communication skills, and trust building activities.

- Adapted quality measurement procedures to the case processing system. Identified redundant reviews and forms, as well
as quality problems. Standardized quality criteria and trained staff in requirements. Eliminated some paperwork, streamlined
procedures and reduced number of reviews.

Managers and supervisors developed very active technical skill training program for investigators. Trained clerical staff
in basic writing skills.

I Trained management team in five-day supervision, motivation and leadership program. Improved communication bet-

\xeen legal and compliance staff.

- Institutionalized ongoing management team review of quality and efficiency data to identify performance issues.

- Established QWL committee which played a key role in planning for move to new space.

Office moved to new space in March 1988.

I Results to Date:

- Teamwork among managers significantly improved. Office Director especially pleased with increase in shared respon-
sibility for decision-making. As one of the earliest QA sites, New Orleans actively influenced other Commission offices
to participate based on their positive experiences.

- Increased percentage of "reasonable cause" determ-Ations from 1.7 percent in 1985 to 3 percent in FY 1987.

I - Improved acceptance rate of cases recommended to Commissioners for litigation from 55 percent in FY 1985 to 100 per-
cent in FY 1986 and FY 1987, due to improved quality of investigations and more effective communication between legal
and compliance units.

I - Reduced pending inventory by 28 percent from FY 1985 to FY 1987.

Increased number of successful conciliations from 5 in FY 1986 to 20 in FY 1987, probably due to improved quality
of investigations.

1 - Based on measurements from the quality measurement system, improved quality of initial charge by 11 percent, investigator
notes by 7 percent and case log by 24 percent.

1 - New Orleans one of three top overall performers in Commission in FY 1987.

Next Steps

- Identify further system improvements to increase efficiency.

- Provide training to first line supervisors and their units on team development and problem solving skills.

District Director: Patricia F. Bivins
I QA Coordinator: Richard Polk

Training Coordinator: Merlin Broussard
QA Staff: Gina Myers

I
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San Francisco District Office l

Oakland Local Office
San Jose Local Office I
Fresno Local Office

Date QA Program Initiated: May 1985 3
Xreas Selected by District Office for Improvement:

- Litigation program
- Case management
- Number of older cases in inventory

- Quality of investigations
- Staff morale I
Major Actions Taken:

- Established "Litigation Development Task Force" of trial attorneys, investigators and enforcement managers to streamline 3
litigation development.

Improved communication between legal and enforcement staff.

- Established "'Management Quality Circle" of all managers and supervisors. Held a series of QA training and team building I
sessions, followed by periodic team meetings for problem diagnosis, goal setting and action planning.

- Solicited summaries from all supervisors of case management "best practices" and invited input from investigators.Resulting consensus on methods was adopted by all offices District-wide to ensure uniformity. Increased use of automated- stems and improved procedures for tracking age of cases much more closely.

Trained management tea-, in five-day supervision, motivation and leadership program. Emphasized employee participa-
tion. Set up a "Sunshine "Committee" to encourage sociahzation and informal celebrations such as office parties and picnics.

- Training needs identified by an employee task force; investigators participated in planning and conducting technical training.

Results to Date: l

- Management team perceives improved communication and interaction.

- -ctive litigation program now soundly established. Increased annual number of cases from II in 1984 to 30 in 1985 and
maintained at that level in FY 1986 and 1987.

- Reduced number of older cases in inventory from 2 percent to 1 percent in the first year, and maintaining at that level. 3
- Improved quality of investigations as perceived by managers and reflected in large increase in proposed litigation.

- Increased average closures per investigator by 15 percent from FY 1985 to FY 1986, and by 32 percent from FY 1986
to FY 1987.

- Staff morale considered b) managers to be much improved.

- San Francisco was one of 3 top overall performers in the Commission in FY 1987. 3
Next Steps:

- Target further efficiencies in the system to reduce inventory, decrease average processing time and improve caseload per 3investigator.

District Director: Chris Roggerson
QA Coordinators: Rockey Brown, Jon Peck
QA Staff: Jack McCririe, JP Toothman, Gerald Patterson

I
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* Office of Review and Appeals

I Date QA Program Initiated: April 1985
Areas Selected by Office for Improvement:
- Case management
- Indexing of decisions

i - Reduction of inventory
- Quality of decisions
- Enforcement of decisions
- Outreach program
Major actions taken:

Began with three day management retreat which started with several team building exercises. Emphasis was on developing
a more cooperative working relationship, stressing the furtherance of Office and Commission goals as opposed to unit or

division goals.
- Reorganized Office creating three distinct divisions to deal exclusively with employee appeals, petitions of MSPB decisions

and requests to reopen Commission decisions, and case control (intake and tracking), compliance and office administra-
tion. Reorganization improved instructions and technical guidance to staff; separate case assignment processes (review/ap-

peals) maximized objectivity in decision development; case screening by legal, as opposed to administrative, staff facilitated
quicker and more accurate processing of case files and development of decisions for simple appeals; centralization of all
administrative functions vastly improved overall office efficiency and timeliness of case processing.
Created a special case processing and a research and analysis unit. The research unit's case studies, statistical and legal

analyses and interpretations of major court decisions provide important informational base which supports the planning
of ORA case processing strategies and provides technical guidance to staff.
Established internal automated data system. The data system provides case processing accountability, a complete record
of case bases and issues, descriptions of case findings, a record of all compliance activities and benefits, a record of ap-

pellant civil actions and final records disposition; special timeframe cases (ADEA complaints and MSPB cases) are more
easily identified and expeditiously processed.
Developed and published an index of ORA decisions which enables ORA to fulfill Freedom of Information Act obligations
while providing guidance to agencies on ORA positions on case issues.

- Established an in-office law library of all major legal publications and reference books.I- Implemented a formal compliance program.
- Established a national outreach program. Consulted with all major agency headquarters and field installation officials on

administrative and technical problems in the processing of appeals, and the quality of decision development. Outreach ac-
tivities significantly improved communications, trust and respect between ORA and other federal agency officials, special
emphasis program personnel, union and other concerned officials. It provides ongoing opportunities for training agency
EEO, personnel, labor and employee relations staff. The program has also provided EEOC an invaluable opportunity to
be more involved with other dispute resolution agencies (i.e., MSPB, FLRA, OPM, etc.)

- Organized and staged in concert with the President's Council on Management Improvement, the first national dispute resolu-
tion conferences (three) in 1986 and 1987.

- Developed an "attorney deskbook" as a training outline for new staff. More training is individually tailored to the unit
to which the attorney is assigned.

Results to Date:
- Friendly competition exists between branches and divisions within ORA. In some instances work assignments are handled

by team, rather than individual efforts.
- Overall office inventory has been reduced from a one-time high of over 5,000 cases in the second quarter of FY 1987 to

less than 2,400 cases at the end of the second quarter of FY 1988, which represents an inventory of less than six months.

- Number of closures over the last two years increased by 56 percent to a high in FY 1987 of 5,659 closures.
- Case processing time has been reduced from as much as t; o years to an average of less than one year.
- On an average, MSPB cases are completed in less than 90 days; procedural cases are completed in less than 120 days, and

requests for reopening are completed in less than 180 days.
- The quality of ORA decisions has increased to the point where ORA is a recognized authority on Federal sector EEO law.

Federal agencies nation-wide have requested consultations and seminars to be presented by ORA.
Compliance monitoring has resulted in an average of almost $1 million dollars each year in benefits awarded to appellants,
with almost $1.5 million obtained in zhe first half of FY 1988. This is an increase from the $800,000 in FY 1985.

Next Steps:U - Major effort to further reduce inventory so that all cases cap be processed within 180 days.
- Continue upgrading all office systems and, in particular, the computer system.
Office Director: Dolores L. Rozzi

I QA Coordinator: Richard Dickerson
QA Staff: Gerald Patterson
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Financial and Resource Management Services

Disbursement Section

Date QA Program Initiated: January 1985 3
Areas Selected by Disbursement Section for Improvement:

- Staff concerns regarding impact of new computer 3
- High volume of travel vouchers and resulting processing delays

- Service to EEOC travellers I
Major Actions Taken:

- Held staff meeting and team building session to air concerns about new computer. Answered questions about technical
process and new office procedures. I

- Applied quality measurement procedures to travel voucher processing. Identified quality requirements, measured quality
results, identified quality issues. Using statistical data analysis, conducted brainstorming and problem solving sessions
with managers and staff.

- Delegated primary voucher review to Administrative Officers in agency. Held conference call with Administrative Of-
ficers to discuss new system and answer questions.

- Implemented statistical random sampling of vouchers in Disbursement Section.

- Developed "EEOC Traveller's Handbook" to reduce traveller errors. Instituted "Voucher Defect Review Form" to pre-
sent 10 most common voucher errors.

- Conducted internal customer survey on quality of service.

Results to Date:

- Transition to new computer more efficient and comfortable for staff.

- Reduced voucher processing time from 12,45 days in FY 1985 to 3-5 days in FY 1986 while maintaining quality. This
new standard was maintained 75 percent of the time in FY 1987 with fewer staff.

- Customer satisfaction high; staff takes pride in meeting quality and efficiency standards.

Next Steps: i
- Disbursement Sectin- now aoniving QA techniqueg to the problem of incorrect invoices submitted by vendors. Identify-

ing major suppliers, meeting with them to discuss invoice requirements and payment timeframes, including new poster
explaining requirements along with each purchase order. Results not in yet. I

- Preparing new customer satisfaction survey to elicit feedback on service by travel agency used by EEOC.

Director of FRMS: Andrew Fishel 3
Chief, Finance Branch: Willie King
QA Coordinator: Elaine Bradley
QA Staff: Kathryn Blair, Gerald Patterson 5

I
I
I
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I Equal Employment Opportunity Staff

In-House Agency EEO Program

Date QA Program Initiated: March 1985

I Area Selected by EEO Staff for Improvement:

- Quality of informal EEO counseling and investigation of internal discrimination complaintsI - Length of case processing time
- Stage of case resolution
- Efficiency of management systems

E Major Actions Taken:

- Held QA training and a series of team building meetings with EEO staff, followed by periodic problem solving sessions.

Ce'Itralized all informal EEO counseling to Washington EEO staff. Provided training to all staff in basic counseling
and dispute resolution techniques.

Applied quality measurement procedures and work flow analysis to the case processing system. Solicited feedback from
system users. Identified problems in quality at the clerical, counseling, investigation and decision-writing levels.

- Developed standardized investigative plans, procedures, interrogatories, questionnaires and decision-writing formats. De-
fined case processing expectations and incorporated in annual performance agreements.

- Installed automated case tracking system.

- Provided advanced training for investigators in rules of evidence, dispute resolution techniques and changes in Federal
sector discrimination complaint regulations.

i Results to Date:

- Upper management perceives significant improvement in quality of written case processing products, marked by
thoroughness and consistency of content and format.

U - Ratio of formal complaints per counseling contacts declined from 78.4 percent in FY 1985 to 55.9 percent in FY 1987
probably due to improved counseling.

- Year-end case inventory reduced from 219 in 1985 to 161 in 1987, reduction of 26.5 percent, the lowest case inventory
since 1979.

Next Steps:

- Improve overall average case processing time and annual number of case closures.

- Target further gains in year-end inventory reduction.

Director, EEO Staff: Gilbert Sandate
Chief, Complaints Processing Branch: Janice Fritts

I QA Coordinator: Mavora Bynum
QA Staff: Kathryn Blair, Thelma Brown

2
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I TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT:
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ComnmanderJ. C. Boudreaux, USN
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I

uality management Fourth, quality cannot be0principles are not z inspected into a product. In-
new in the United States. spection identifies the defec-
Walter Shewhart wrote - tive product but cannot

* about control of industrial eliminate cause of the defect.
quality as early as 1931. Fifth, statistical and
Dr. W. Edwards Deming graphic techniques support
and Dr. J. M. Juran, two the quality management de-
prominent American quality cision-making process. Sim-
theorists, introduced quality pie graphs define process
management techniques to capability and can be used
Japan in the 1950s. S. V. by the manager to make de-
Feigenbaum, P. B. Crosby cisions co changes
and others have translated to the process.
general theories into prac-
tical applications that are changing the corporate outlook Sixth, all levels of the organization must be trained
of United States industry toward quality management. to understand the company's quality philosophy and to im-
Although each individual quality theorist has a slightly dif- plement that policy. Every level of an organization must
ferent emphasis, there are six basic principles to which all have the common mission and common language with
adhere. which to communicate.

First, management, not the worker, is responsible for pro- Resurgence of these principles has been stimulated by
cess quality. Management must provide resource; and policy American industry's reaction to the Japanese competition
decisions to make process changes and facilitate tasks of the in international markets. United States industry has begun
work force. using these total quality management principles to regain

Second, continuous improvement of process quality the competitive position in the world market. At least one
through control of variability yields productivity improve- group of government agencies is following industry's lead.
ment. Quality management emphasizes continuous search A recent example of total quality management illustrates
for a better productivity by improving work methods and applicability of these quality principles to production and

reducing rework. administrative areas within Department of Defense organiza-
Third, the worker can provide a significant input to pro- tions. The Naval Aviation Depot (NADEP), North Island.

cess quality control. The operator of a process is in the best San Diego, Calif., is a Department of Defense organization
position to identify process weaknesses and to offer sugges- making a long-term commitment to total quality
tions for process improvement, management.
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The NADEP is a complex industrial The quality management program at Any quality improvement system is
facility performing depot-level NADEP in North Island evolved a process and evolves by using tech- i
maintenance, overhauling and re- slowly during 4 years. Initial activity niques of quality management. The
pairing engines and components from included exchanging books and NADEP quality improvement system
Naval aircraft, and performing similar discussing current industrial trends in was systematically changed over a
maintenance on support systems quality management. Interest grew period of years. This dynamic manage-
related to naval aviation. The Navy and, after visits to local industry, a ment effort was successful in trans-
operates six NADEPs at Norfolk, Va., small group of managers started an in- forming the daily business routine
Cherry Point, N.C., Jacksonville, Fla., formal training program based on from conflict to teamwork. In one
Pensacola, Fla., Alameda, Calif., and seminars of Dr. Deming. Between specific case, combined efforts of the I
San Diego, Calif. The six NADEPs 1980-84 the awareness and training ef- plating and grinding teams reduced the U
represent a complex mix of products fort exposed 200 upper and middle defect rate on a H-46 helicopter blade
and processes. managers to quality management fold pin rework from 70 to 3 percent.

One early effort to improve q i deas. A network developed to obtain Detailed techniques used to identify i
quality and distribute literature concerning and eliminate contributors to the defect

control was an artisan certification quality activity occurring in private in- rate were part of the statistical process
program managed by the Quality dustry. Dr. Deming provided personal control methods of quality manage-
Assurance Department at each support to the network in the form of ment.
NADEP. Previous programs included appearances at North Island to discuss
quality circles, quality goals, slogan quality theory. While the NADEP demonstration ef-
programs, quality reporting and fort continued in selected shops, upper
auditing activities. These programs In 1984, the commanding officer of management was taking plant-wide in-
contributed to quality awareness but NADEP, North Island, commissioned itiatives, using lessons learned from the
fell short of providing coordinated, a demonstration effort in the Manufac- demonstration. From the demonstra-
continuing improvement in the overall turing Division of the facility. The tion effort, management realized that
quality of product and in the efficiency demonstration attempted to establish principles of process quality manage-
of NADEP operations. implementation procedures and apply ment applied to service and support

By instituting quality management quality management techniques to the processes as well as to production line
techniques, NADEP at North Island working environment. Specific objec- processes. Concepts were successfully i
focused on increasing productivity and tive was to establish the customer-to- applied to such diverse areas as long-
providing a product to meet customer supplier relationship between the range planning activities and ad-
expectations. The NADEP emphasized grinding and plating shops to reduce ministration of individual travel
long-term management commitment defects and reduce cost of correcting procedures.
to change corporate attitude. defects. By identifying and breaking The customer-supplier emphasis for
Previously, management approached down communication barriers between service-oriented efforts were similar to
change with fear and uncertainty, shops, the NADEP management the production effort. Each manage- I
After total quality management prac- started a continuous cycle of improve- ment group asked initial questions:
tices were implemented, management ment in the processes supported by the What is our product7 Who is our
actively sought and encouraged two shops. The resulting cooperation customer? Who are our suppliers?
change. between the shops was directed at

building quality into the processes and With answers to these questions the
Using quality management, the eliminating the requirement for exten- management used basic process quality

organization was trained at all levels sive inspection for defects. The initial management techniques to measure
to think in terms of process quality, training in group decision-making performance of the process that they i
The work force was taught to use sim- established common methods to ex- managed. Management identified
ple graphical methods of statistical amine the process. Communications elements of the process they used to
process control to make statistically were sustained at regular meetings be- transform suppliers' inputs into the
based decisions affecting their pro- tween the shops. output for their customers. Each group
cesses. The new attitude included identified and prioritized opportunities
mutual action among departments of In addition to working-level to improve their process and to
the organization for process quality, meetings, shop supervisors met week- enhance the quality of their ultimate i
Customer requirements were used to ly with the next level of supervision. product.
define good quality and the definition This management team established Success of the improvement initially
of customer was extended to include priorities and assigned resources to depended on energetic communica-
the user of products within and outside working-level activities. This quality tion. Communicating with suppliers I
the organization. One management process was developed using guidelines ensured input specifications were met;
role in quality management was to from Kaoru Ishakawa's Guide to communicating with process operators
assist each organization element to Quality Control but was uniquely ensured the quality definitions support
recognize internal and external adapted by the Naval Aviation Depot the ultimate product; and com-
customers and requirements. to its organization. municating with the customer ensured
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the product would meet the customer's tions into action brought about Just as United States industry is
expectations. Functions of "continuous systematic changes to improve process being driven by competitive pressure
process audit" and "control point quality, to reexamine management techniques,
sampling" were carried out contin- the Department of Defense is being
uously by management. Process audit Principles demonstrated at North driven by budget reduction to improve
activity was initiated by management Island are applicable everywhere in the productivity and increase cost effec-
using information from the customer Department of Defense. By using this tiveness. The Department of Defense
or from workers that indicated an process control system, management has taken specific actions to address
opportunity to improve the system. can more closely control quality of specific productivity and cost-
Control point sampling allowed output and avoid the quick-reaction effectiveness symptoms.
management to monitor process fluc- crisis that leads to inefficiency. Advan- Total quality management
tuations using measuremen s estab- tages gained through quality control represents a proved method that can
lished and collected by the process ultimately result in increased produc- be applied in all Department of
operators at the working level. tivity and reduced cost through Defense organizations to increase pro-

elimination of process inefficiencies. ductivity and to reduce cost. Budget
Once the process control system was The process control system applies pressures demand action. Inaction will

in place, management continuously regardless of the nature of the product. ultimately degrade the effectiveness of
asked questions: How can we reduce The concepts apply to all systems in our defense system.

variability in ouf product quality by the Department of Defense whether the
reducing variability in our control product is hardware, software, paper-
points? Have conditions of our sup- work or services. Ideas of customer-to-
plier's inputs changed? Have supplier interaction have tremendous Commander Boudreaux is assned
customers' requirements changed? potential for the Department of to the Naval Air Swrems Command,
Translating the answers to these ques- Defense. WashiTm, D.C.
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